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Chapter 1

Introduction

An organization produces value for its customers by executing various business
processes. Due to complexity and variety of business processes, contemporary
organizations use information technology to support activities and possibly also
automate their processes. Business Process Management systems (or BPM sys-
tems) are software systems used for automation of business processes. Once a
BPM system is employed in a company, it has a significant influence on the way
business processes are executed in the company. Contemporary BPM systems
tend to determine the way companies organize work and force companies to ad-
just their business processes to the system. In other words, a company that uses
a BPM system is not likely to be able to implement its business processes in
the way that is most appropriate for the company. Instead, business processes
must be implemented such that they ‘fit the system’, which can cause various
problems. First, due to a mismatch between the preferred way of work and the
system’s way of work, companies may be forced to ‘run’ inappropriate business
processes. Second, two parallel realities may be created: the actual work is done
‘outside the system’ in one way, and later registered in the system in another
way. These problems may prevent a company from using a BPM system.

In this chapter we introduce the research presented in this thesis, which
aims at enabling a better alignment of BPM systems with business processes
in companies. We start by introducing business processes and BPM systems in
Section 1.1. The nature of contemporary business processes is described in Sec-
tion 1.2. Section 1.3 describes the way today’s organizations manage their work.
The tradeoff between flexibility and support in BPM systems is shortly discussed
in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 defines the problem addressed by this research and
the research goal. Finally, a short overview of research contributions is given in
Section 1.6 and the outline of the thesis is provided in Section 1.7.



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Business Processes Management

A business process defines a specific ordering of activities that are executed by
employees, available input and required output, and the flow of information.
Business Process Management (BPM) is a method to continuously improve busi-
ness processes in order to achieve better results. BPM includes concepts, methods
and techniques to support the design, implementation, enactment and diagnosis
of business processes [93]. Figure 1.1 shows the BPM life cycle as a continuous
cycle consisting of four phases.

process 
design

process 
implementation

process
enactment

diagnosis

Figure 1.1: BPM life cycle [93]

The BPM life cycle starts with process design, where the business processes
are identified, reviewed, validated and finally represented as process models [266].
A process model describes (a part of) a business process by defining how doc-
uments, information, and activities are passed from one participant to another
[93, 266]. Process models are developed using a process modeling language, e.g.,
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), Business Process Execution Lan-
guage (BPEL), Unified Modeling Language (UML), Event-driven Process Chains
(EPCs), etc. In some cases, process models can be verified against inconsistencies
and errors [89, 254]. Next, the process model is implemented in order to align
work of the employees with the prescribed process model. In the process en-
actment phase, the business process should be executed within the organization
in the way prescribed in the implemented process model. The process diagno-
sis phase uses information about the actual enactment of processes in order to
evaluate them. The results from the diagnosis phase are used to close the BPM
life cycle in order to continuously improve business processes, i.e., based on the
diagnosis, the processes are redesigned, etc.

Business processes can be supported by various types of software products.
BPM systems support collaboration, coordination and decision making in busi-
ness processes [93, 110, 266]. Various BPM systems provide for different degrees
of automation of ordering and coordination of activities. Figure 1.2 shows two
extreme types of BPM systems: groupware systems and workflow management
systems.

Groupware systems focus on supporting human collaboration, and co-
decision. Ordering and coordination of activities in these systems cannot be
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workflow 
management 

systems
groupware

systemusers

decisions about the
ordering and coordination of activities

Figure 1.2: BPM systems

automated [110]. Instead, users of groupware control the ordering and coordi-
nation of activities while executing the business process (i.e., ‘on the fly’) [110].
Groupware systems range from ‘enhanced’ electronic mail to group conferencing
systems.

Workflow management systems focus on the business process by explicitly
controlling ordering, coordination and execution of activities with possibly little
human intervention [110]. In general, humans merely influence the execution of
business processes by entering necessary data. A workflow management system
automates a set of business processes by the definition and execution of process
models [93, 266]. Moreover, most contemporary systems support three phases
of the BPM cycle, as shown Figure 1.3. First, process design is conducted by
defining process models, which define (1) the execution order of activities, (2)
which employees are allowed to execute which activities, and (3) which infor-
mation will be available during the execution. In addition, in some systems it
is possible to verify models against errors. Second, process models are imple-
mented thus allowing for the automatic enactment of process instances in the
system. A process model can be seen as a template that workflow management
systems use for execution of concrete process instances. Thus, by executing pro-
cess models, workflow management systems determine in which order activities
can be executed, which employee executes which activity and which information
is available.

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

process 
design

process 
implementation

process
enactment

diagnosis

Figure 1.3: Workflow management systems and the BPM life cycle presented in Figure 1.1
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1.2 Characterization of Business Processes

Not all business processes are the same. Even within one organization, business
processes can be very different in terms of their essential properties. Business
processes can be characterized based on various properties [110]. For example,
the nature of the business process depends on its complexity, predictability and
repetitiveness.

The complexity of a business process refers to the complexity of collaboration,
coordination, and decision making [110]. The more complex collaboration, coor-
dination, and decision making in the business process are, the higher the degree
of complexity of the process is. Figure 1.4 shows examples of several business
processes with various degrees of complexity. Simple business processes (e.g.,
exchanging personal email messages and handling travel requests) require trivial
collaboration, coordination and decision making. On the other hand, handling
medical treatments is a complex business process because it is non-trivial from
the view point of collaboration, coordination and decision making.
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Figure 1.4: Complexity of business processes

The predictability of a business process depends on how easy it is to determine
in advance the way the process will be executed. The more predictable possible
future executions of the business process are, the more predictable the process
is. Figure 1.5 shows examples of several business processes with various degrees
of predictability. For example, handling travel requests has a high degree of
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Figure 1.5: Predictability of business processes
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predictability because it is quite certain how it will be executed. On the other
hand, it is hard to predict how personal email messages can be exchanged, i.e.,
this business process is unpredictable.

The repetitiveness of a business process refers to the frequency of process
execution. The more times the business process is executed, the higher degree
of the repetitiveness of the process is. For example, a business process that
is executed once per year has a lower degree of repetitiveness than a process
executed more that a thousand times per year. Figure 1.6 shows examples of
several business processes with various degrees of repetitiveness. For example,
disaster handling (e.g., floods, earthquakes, etc.) is a business process with a
low degree of repetitiveness because it does not happen frequently. On the other
hand, exchanging personal email messages is a frequent and, thus, repetitive
business process.
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Figure 1.6: Repetitiveness of business processes

Note that one business process can have different degrees of complexity, pre-
dictability and repetitiveness. Figure 1.7 shows that the nature of a business pro-
cess is determined by the degrees of complexity, predictability and repetitiveness.
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Figure 1.7: Complexity, predictability and repetitiveness determine the nature of business
processes
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For example, medical treatments are very complex processes with a high degree
of repetitiveness and a low degree of predictability (cf. figures 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6).

BPM systems (cf. Section 1.1) aim at supporting complex and repetitive pro-
cesses, as Figure 1.8(a) shows. As described in Section 1.1, there are two extreme
types of BPM systems: groupware and workflow management systems. Because
in groupware systems users control the ordering and coordination of activities,
they are suitable for unpredictable processes [110], as shown in Figure 1.8(b).
Workflow management systems fully automate the ordering and coordination of
activities by executing predefined process models. Therefore, workflow manage-
ment systems support highly predictable business processes [110].

predictability
high
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complexitylow high
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BPM
SYSTEMS

(a) applicability of BPM systems

predictability
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complexity
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gh

workflow
 management 

systems

groupware

(b) available BPM systems

Figure 1.8: Automation of business processes with BPM systems

1.3 Characterization of Decision Making

Decision making determines to a great extent the way people work and influences
their productivity. If decisions about how to work are made centrally, then we
speak about centralized decision making. If the workers who do the work make
decisions themselves, then we speak of local decision making. At the middle of
the twentieth century, schools of organizational science were divided into two
groups that propagated two extreme styles of decision making. The so called

‘soft’ ‘hard’

locally centralizeddecision making

Figure 1.9: Two extreme styles of BPM
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‘hard’ approaches propagated centralized decision making, while the so-called
‘soft’ approaches propagated local decision making, as shown in Figure 1.9.

A good illustration of the differences between the two extreme approaches
is given by the motivation theory of McGregor: Theory X and Theory Y [169].
Table 1.1 shows the main principles of the two basic modes.

Table 1.1: Theory X and Theory Y [169]

Theory X (‘hard’ approach) Theory Y (‘soft’ approach)

Humans inherently dislike work-
ing and will try to avoid it if they
can.

People view work as being as natural as play
and rest. Humans expend the same amount
of physical and mental effort in their work as
in their private lives.

Because people dislike work they
have to be coerced or controlled
by management and threatened
so they work hard enough.

Provided people are motivated, they will be
self-directing to the aims of the organiza-
tion. Control and punishment are not the only
mechanisms to make people work.

Average employees want to be di-
rected.

Job satisfaction is key to engaging employees
and ensuring their commitment.

People don’t like responsibility. People learn to accept and seek responsibility.
Average humans, under the proper conditions,
will not only accept but even naturally seek
responsibility.

Average humans are simple and
need security at work.

People are imaginative and creative. Their in-
genuity should be used to solve problems at
work.

Theory X characterizes authoritarian and repressive ‘hard’ approaches with
centralized decision making. This theory takes a pessimistic view on workers,
i.e., it is assumed that humans do not like to work, can’t be trusted, and need to
be closely supervised and controlled [169]. The result is a limited and depressed
culture of work and a constant decrease of worker’s motivation and productivity.
‘Hard’ approaches advocate detailed division and specialization of work, and cen-
tralized decision making at its extreme [105,114,242,262]. Workers are specialized
and prepared for the execution of small and monotonous tasks, and they do not
participate in decision making. This way of thinking emerged with the indus-
trialization. It was believed that the automation of business processes increases
productivity by minimizing participation of humans and, thus, minimizing hu-
man errors and throughput times. A worker was considered to be an extension
to the machine, which merely performs tasks that cannot be automatized.

Theory Y can be characterized by liberating and developmental ‘soft’ ap-
proaches with local decision making. This theory takes an optimistic view on
workers, i.e., it is assumed that humans enjoy working, may be ambitious, self-
motivated, anxious to accept greater responsibility, and exercise self-control, self-
direction, autonomy and empowerment [169]. ‘Soft’ approaches advocate local-
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ized decision making where all relevant decisions about work are made directly
by people who actually do the work [168, 204]. In this way, workers are in a full
control and share responsibility for their work. Satisfaction of doing a good job is
a strong motivation and, therefore, will lead to constant increase of productivity.

The two extreme approaches to decision making were criticized and mostly
abandoned in the second half of the twentieth century. Relying on either a ‘soft’
or ‘hard’ manner seems to represent unrealistic extremes. In reality, companies
aim at achieving an optimal ratio between local and centralized decision making,
depending on the specific situation. Moreover, contemporary companies com-
monly place decision making somewhere between the ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ approach,
as Figure 1.10 shows.

decision making

optimal 

common‘soft’ ‘hard’

locally centralized

Figure 1.10: Optimal decision making

New approaches consider multiple aspects of business processes. Each orga-
nization is seen as a unique open system with inputs, transformations, outputs
and feedback. Therefore, each company should consider the influence of the envi-
ronment and the integration of social and technical aspects of business processes
when choosing for the optimal style of decision making [69, 99, 102, 103, 128, 244,
246].

1.3.1 Adjusting to the Environment

Changes in the environment can have a major influence on an organization (e.g.,
change in customer requirements, appearance of new competitors, etc.). There-
fore, business processes must constantly be adjusted to the environment (cf.
Section 1.1) [65, 104]. Environments with a low degree of turbulency are stable
environments, and environments with a high degree of turbulency are turbu-
lent environments. The degree of turbulency of the environment influences the
predictability of business processes (cf. Figure 1.5 on page 4) and the nature of
decision making. The more turbulent the environment is, the more often it will be
necessary to adjust business processes to it and the more unpredictable business
processes are. For example, medical processes have a low degree of predictability
because each treatment must be adjusted to specific environment (e.g., available
medications, conditions of the patient, etc.), while handling travel requests has
a higher degree of predictability because traveling conditions do not change so
frequently.
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‘Hard’ and ‘soft’ approaches advocate centralized and local decision making,
regardless the nature of the environment, as Figure 1.11(a) shows. However, the
need for localized decision making rises with the turbulency of the environment
and, thus, the unpredictability of business processes, as Figure 1.11(b) shows [65,
104]. In other words, unpredictable business processes require localized decision
making because decisions about how to adjust the process to new requirements
must be frequently made ‘on the fly’. For example, decisions about how to
adjust the medical treatment to the specific patient must be frequently made.
Therefore, these decisions should be made by the involved medical staff ‘on the
spot’. Because handling travel requests is a predictable process, decisions about
how to handle the process can be made ‘outside’ the process, i.e., in a centralized
manner.
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Figure 1.11: Influence of environment on decision making

1.3.2 Combining Social and Technical Aspects

Technology used for the automation of business processes influences the way of
work. While ‘hard’ approaches praise the automation for taking over the deci-
sion making from workers [105,114,242,262], ‘soft’ approaches see automation as
a means for suppressing the motivation and capabilities of people by imposing
a centralized decision making [58, 168, 204]. However, organizations can signif-
icantly benefit from using the best that both humans and technology have to
offer [246]. Table 1.2 shows a list of things that humans can do better than
machines and vice versa [96, 134].

Instead of being replaceable, humans and machines should complement one
another [142,224,229]. Moreover, both technical and social aspects of an organi-
zation must be optimized in order to achieve the best results [246]. For example,
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Table 1.2: People versus machines [134]

people are better in: machines are better in:
Detection of certain forms of very low en-
ergy levels.

Monitoring (both men and machines).

Sensitivity to an extremely wide variety
of stimuli.

Performing routine, repetitive, or very
precise operations.

Perceiving patterns and making general-
izations about them.

Responding very quickly to control sig-
nals.

Ability to store important information for
long periods and recalling relevant facts
at appropriate moments.

Storing and recalling large amounts of in-
formation in long time periods.

Ability to exercise judgment where events
cannot be completely defined.

Performing complex and rapid computa-
tion with high accuracy.

Improving and adopting flexible proce-
dures.

Sensitivity to stimuli beyond the range of
human sensitivity (infrared, radio waves,
etc.),

Ability to react to unexpected low-
probability events.

Doing many different things at one time.

Applying originality in closing problems
(i.e., alternative solutions).

Exerting large amounts of force smoothly
and precisely.

Ability to profit from experience and alter
course of action.

Insensitivity to extraneous factors.

Ability to perform fine manipulation, es-
pecially where misalignment appears un-
expectedly.

Ability to repeat operations very rapidly,
continuously, and precisely the same way
over a long period.

Ability to continue to perform when over-
loaded.

Operating in environments that are hos-
tile to man or beyond human tolerance.

Inductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning.

technology can be used for decision making involving complex and rapid compu-
tation using large amounts of data, while humans can make decisions regarding
unpredicted and exceptional situations. Therefore, instead of replacing humans
and technology with each other, modern organizations strive to optimally benefit
from both aspects, as Figure 1.12 shows.

technology humans

‘hard’        ‘soft’

optimal

Figure 1.12: Technology and humans in decision making
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1.4 The Tradeoff between Flexibility and Support

The flexibility that users have and the support that users get while working with
BPM systems (cf. Section 1.1) have a major influence on both satisfaction and
productivity. Figure 1.13 shows flexibility and support as two ‘opposed’ prop-
erties of business processes. Flexibility refers to the degree to which users can
make local decisions about how to execute business processes. Support refers to
the degree to which a system makes centralized decisions about how to execute
business processes. As discussed in Section 1.1, groupware and workflow manage-
ment systems are the two (extreme) types of BPM systems. The main difference
between the two types of systems is decision making, as shown in Figure 1.2 on
page 3. While users make decisions locally in groupware systems, the system
makes decisions centrally in workflow management systems. Thus, groupware
systems provide a high degree of flexibility and a low degree of support, while
workflow management systems provide a high degree of support and a low de-
gree of flexibility, as shown in Figure 1.13. In order to be able to align decision
making with the predictability of business processes (cf. Section 1.3.1), compa-
nies use groupware systems to automate highly unpredictable business processes,
and workflow management systems to automate highly predictable business pro-
cesses, as shown in Figure 1.8(b) on page 6.
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Figure 1.13: Tradeoff: flexibility or support in BPM systems [90]

1.5 Problem Definition and Research Goal

Companies rarely choose for extreme centralized or localized decision making,
as ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ approaches. Instead, a modern company constantly strives
towards an optimal balance between the two styles decision making (cf. Sec-
tion 1.3). The balance between centralized and local decision making must be
aligned with the specific situation, i.e., namely with the degree of the environ-
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ment turbulency and the predictability of the business process, as described in
Section 1.3.1. The more unpredictable the business process is, the more localized
decision making should be, as shown in Figure 1.11(b).

The complexity of contemporary business processes raises the need for or-
ganizations to use technology for automation of supporting people in decision
making while executing business processes. Technology should not be seen as a
means that can and should replace humans completely (i.e., ‘hard’ approaches),
nor as an ultimate ‘evil’ which should be completely exterminated from busi-
ness processes (i.e., ‘soft’ approaches). Instead, the best results are achieved by
combining the expertise of both humans and technology (cf. Section 1.3.2).

BPM systems are software systems that aim at automating business processes
by supporting collaboration, coordination and decision making (cf. Section 1.1).
These systems can offer different degrees of flexibility and support in business
processes (cf. Section 1.4). Figure 1.13 shows two extreme types of BPM sys-
tems that offer either flexibility or support. First, groupware systems offer a
high degree of flexibility and a low degree of support by allowing users to make
all decisions about how to execute business processes. Second, workflow man-
agement systems make decisions about how to execute business processes, i.e.,
they offer a high degree of support but not enough flexibility 1.

Due to the typical complexity of contemporary business processes, companies
need BPM systems to support workers in difficult decision making. For exam-
ple, a workflow management system can provide support by centrally making
decisions involving complex manipulation of large amounts of data. However, a
workflow management system typically does not allow for flexibility, which dis-
ables users to make local decisions about exceptional situations in unpredictable
business processes. Thus, a workflow management system forces a company to
stick to centralized decision making and work according to the ‘hard’ approach.
A groupware system, on the other hand, provides for flexibility by allowing users
to make local decisions necessary to handle unpredictable business processes.
However, a groupware system does not provide for necessary support while han-
dling complex business processes. Therefore, a company that uses a groupware
system is forced to stick to local decision making, which is advocated by the
‘soft’ approaches. Because BPM systems do not offer an optimal ratio between
flexibility and support, companies that use these systems are not able to choose
an optimal balance between centralized and local decision making, as Figure 1.14
shows.

The research presented in this thesis is concerned with the following problem:
BPM systems force companies to implement either centralized or local decision
making, instead of allowing for an optimal balance between the two.

The goal of the research is to enable companies that use BPM systems to

1Note that in this context we have in mind mainstream commercial workflow management
systems.
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Figure 1.14: Problem definition

achieve an optimal balance between local and centralized decision making. We
hope to achieve this (i.e., the goal in the research) (1) by proposing a new ap-
proach towards process support and (2) by developing a prototype of a workflow
management system that can offer an optimal ratio between flexibility and sup-
port, as described in Section 1.6.

1.6 Contributions

In this section we briefly describe contributions of this thesis. The three main
contributions are:

• The definition of a constraint-based approach to process modeling (cf. Sec-
tion 1.6.1).

• The definition of a modeling language for the development of constraint-
based process models (cf. Section 1.6.2).

• The development of a prototype of a constraint-based workflow manage-
ment system (cf. Figure 1.6.3).

Two additional contributions are:

• The application of the constraint-based approach to the whole BPM life
cycle (cf. Section 1.6.4).

• Showing that a combination of traditional and constraint-based approaches
is possible (cf. Section 1.6.5).

1.6.1 Constraint-Based Process Models

Starting point for our constraint-based approach is the observation that only
three types of ‘scenarios’ can exist in a business process : (1) forbidden scenarios
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should never occur in practice, (2) optional scenarios are allowed, but should be
avoided in most of the cases, and (3) allowed scenarios can be executed without
any concerns. This is illustrated in Figure 1.15(a). As described in Section 1.1,
workflow management systems enable definition and execution of models of busi-
ness processes, which specify the ordering of activities in business processes. In
traditional workflow management systems process models explicitly specify the
ordering of activities, i.e., the control-flow of a business process. In other words,
during the execution of the model it will be possible to execute business process
only as explicitly specified in the control-flow, as Figure 1.15(b) shows. Due to the
high level of unpredictability of business processes, many allowed and optional
executions often cannot be anticipated and explicitly included in the control-flow.
Therefore, in traditional systems it is not possible to execute substantial subsests
of the allowed scenarios.

forbidden

optional

allowed

possible

(a) forbidden, optional and allowed 
in business processes

(b) traditional approach

control-flow

(c) constraint-based approach

constraints constraints

constraints constraints

Figure 1.15: New constraint-based approach

We propose a constraint-based approach to process models, which makes it
possible to execute both allowed and optional scenarios in business processes.
Instead of explicitly specifying what is possible in business processes, constraint-
based process models specify what is forbidden, as shown in Figure 1.15(c). The
possible ordering of activities is implicitly specified with constraints, i.e., rules
that should be followed during execution. Moreover, there are two types of
constraints: (1) mandatory constraints focus on the forbidden scenarios, and (2)
optional constraints specify the optional ones. Anything that does not violate
mandatory constraints is possible during execution. In addition to execution,
our constraint-based process models also allow for verification against errors and
change during execution (i.e., the so called ad-hoc change).

Our constraint-based approach to process modeling enables flexibility with-
out sacrificing support. On the one hand, constraint-based models tend to offer
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more possibilities for execution than the traditional models. This allows users to
make local decisions about how to execute business process. On the other hand,
a constraint-based process model supports users by being able to keep track of
multiple constraints in multiple business processes and preventing users from vio-
lating these constraints. In addition, it is also possible to distinguish between the
constraints that must be followed (i.e., mandatory) and constraints that should
be followed (i.e., optional). In the first case, users will be prevented from vi-
olating the constraints. In the second case, users can violate the constraints,
but they will be warned in advance about the ‘soft violation’. Moreover, our
constraint-based approach enables achieving a ratio between flexibility and sup-
port that is optimal for the situation at hand: more constraints in a model mean
less flexibility and more support, while less constraints mean more flexibility and
less support.

1.6.2 Generic Constraint-Based Process Modeling Language

Constraint-based process models are composed of constraints, which specify rules
that should be followed during execution of business processes. A process model-
ing language used by a workflow management system must fulfill two important
criteria. First, the process models developed in the language must be understand-
able for end-users. Second, process models developed in the language must have
formal semantics in order to be executable in a workflow management system.
We propose a new constraint-based process modeling language ConDec, which
fulfils both criteria. ConDec is based on constraint templates, i.e., types of con-
straints. Each template has (1) a graphical representation that will be presented
to users, and (2) Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula specifying the seman-
tics. Our approach and implementation are generic, i.e., templates can be easily
changed, removed from, or added to the language. Templates are used to create
constraints in ConDec process models. Each constraint inherits the graphical
representation and semantics (i.e., LTL formula) from its template. Figure 1.16
shows an example of a ConDec constraint, which specifies that activities A and
B should not be executed both in one instance of the business process. Users
see this constraint as a line with special symbols between two activities, while
the LTL semantics remains hidden. While the LTL semantics enable execution
of ConDec models, graphical representation makes models understandable by
non-experts.

A B

Activities A and B should not be executed 
both in one instance of the business process.

Figure 1.16: A constraint
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1.6.3 A Prototype of a Constraint-Based Workflow Management

System

We developed the declare system as a prototype of a constraint-based workflow
management system. This prototype can be downloaded from http://declare.

sf.net. declare can support different constraint-based modeling languages
and is grounded on our constraint-based approach, as Figure 1.17 shows. Al-
though the default version of the prototype includes the ConDec language, any
other constraint-based language based on LTL can easily be added. In addition,
constraint-based languages that use formalizations other than LTL can be added
by simple extensions of the prototype. Further, declare allows for definition,
verification, execution of constraint-based process models, and ad-hoc change of
running instances.

DECLARE

constraint-based process models

definition
definition

verification
execution

ad-hoc change

constraint-based languages

ConDec
...

Figure 1.17: The declare prototype

1.6.4 Constraint-Based Approach in the BPM Life Cycle

Workflow management systems can be used together with process mining tools
for support of all phases of the BPM life cycle shown in Figure 1.1 on page 2.
Figure 1.3 on page 3 shows that workflow management systems support design,
implementation, and enactment of business processes. Process mining tools sup-
port the diagnosis phase by using various process mining techniques for analysis
of executed business processes [28]. For example, ProM is a process mining tool
that can be used for many kinds of analysis of business processes executed in
various workflow management systems [28, 91].

Our constraint-based approach can be applied to all phases of the BPM life
cycle. On the one hand, declare is a prototype of a workflow management
system and, thus, supports design, implementation, and enactment of constraint-
based process models, as shown in Figure 1.18. On the other hand, declare

languages and models can be re-used in the diagnosis phase by the ProM tool
for the analysis of business processes already executed in declare. The results
of this analysis can be used for two purposes. First, the results can indicate
that process models should be changed, i.e., the cycle is re-entered. Second, de-

clare can use the analysis results during execution of constraint-based models,
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as history-based recommendations. The recommendations generated from past
executions are presented to users executing declare models as additional infor-
mation that can help them deal with uncertain situations, i.e., recommendations
provide support for declare users without sacrificing available flexibility.
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Figure 1.18: Constraint-based approach in the BPM life cycle

1.6.5 Combining Traditional and Constraint-Based Approach

As described in sections 1.3 and 1.4, the level of flexibility and support that
users should get in workflow management systems depends on the nature of the
business process at hand. Contemporary BPM systems exclusively focus on one
type of business processes and offer either support or flexibility (cf. Figure 1.8(b)
on page 6 and Figure 1.13 on page 11). However, business processes of different
types are typically interleaved, even within the same organization. Consider for
example, business processes in the medical domain. Unpredictable medical pro-
cesses, like, e.g., treating urgent severe injuries, require a high degree of flexibility
in order for the staff involved to be able to make local decisions based on each
particular patient. This process is very complex and it consists of several other
business processes. For example, while treating the injury it might be necessary
to perform a blood analysis in the laboratory, which is another business process.
Laboratory tests are critical processes and, in order to guarantee reliability of
results, they must be executed exactly according to predefined procedures. In
other words, instead of flexibility, the blood analysis process requires a high de-
gree of support. The medical domain is one of many examples where a mixture
of processes requiring either a lot of support or a lot of flexibility is needed.
Therefore, it is important to support the full spectrum.

The declare prototype can be combined with the YAWL system [11, 23,
32,210,212] for defining arbitrary decompositions of constraint-based and tradi-
tional process models. YAWL is a traditional workflow management system de-
veloped at both Queensland University of Technology and Eindhoven University
of Technology. The service-oriented architecture of YAWL allows for arbitrary
decompositions of various process models. Figure 1.19 shows that the connection
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between declare and YAWL models is twofold: (1) a YAWL model can be a
sub-model of a declare model and (2) a declare model can be a sub-model of
a YAWL model. Decomposition of YAWL and declare models allows for com-
bining different degrees of flexibility and support within one business process. In
this way, different parts of one business process can offer different degrees of flex-
ibility and support. Note that YAWL and declare are just two examples, i.e.,
using a service oriented architecture different styles of modeling can be combined.

DECLARE
constraint-based

YAWL
traditional

subprocess of

subprocess of

Figure 1.19: Combining different approaches

1.7 Road Map

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the related work in the area of flexibility of
workflow management systems.

Chapter 3 explains in detail workflow management systems and factors that
determine the flexibility of these systems.

Chapter 4 formalizes our constraint-based approach to process modeling.

Chapter 5 presents the ConDec language as one example of a constraint-based
process modeling language, which uses Linear Temporal Logic for the for-
mal specification of constraints. The principles described in this chapter
can be applied to any other LTL-based language.

Chapter 6 describes the declare system as a prototype workflow management
system that supports the constraint-based approach. declare provides full
support the constraint-based approach and the ConDec language presented
in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.

Chapter 7 describes how process mining techniques can be applied to the
constraint-based approach.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis, discusses existing problems and proposed fu-
ture work.

In addition, two appendices are provided. Appendix A analyses work distri-
bution in three widely-used commercial workflow management systems, while
Appendix B presents evaluation results of the workflow pattern [10, 35] sup-
port in these three systems. These appendices provide details related to the
discussion of flexibility of workflow management systems in Chapter 3.
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Related Work

This chapter provides an overview of related work. Section 2.1 discusses the
various proposals to deal with flexibility described in literature. Section 2.2
introduces several workflow management systems that are interesting from the
viewpoint of flexibility. Section 2.3 discusses related work on the organization of
human work. Finally, Section 2.4 concludes the chapter with an outlook.

2.1 Workflow Flexibility

The importance of flexibility of workflow management systems has been acknowl-
edged by many researchers [66, 109, 125, 196]. The main problem regarding the
flexibility of workflow technology remains the requirement to specify business
processes in detail, although these processes cannot be predicted with a high
certainty [77, 109, 125, 143, 153, 166, 188, 233], and need to be constantly adapted
to changing environments [77, 188, 233].

Based on experiences from practice, Reijers provides a brief discussion about
the fact that workflow technology failed to bring the intended flexibility by
extracting the notion of the business process coordination logic from applica-
tions [196]. The paradigm of workflow management systems is based on ex-
tracting the business process logic from applications, which should provide for
flexibility by making it easier to change the model of the underlying business
process [159, 196]. In [196] Reijers argues that, instead of flexibility, workflow
management systems improved the logistical aspects of work: managers benefit
from decreased through-put times and workers from the fact that the system
provides automatically all relevant data and steers the business process.

In [64], Bowers at al. report on a case study conducted in a print industry
office that started using a workflow management system. This study revealed
that, instead of improving the work in the print office, workflow technology causes
serious interruptions in the work of employees because the system completely took
over the work and workers were no longer able to handle many unpredictable
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situations.

In [125], Heinl et al. addressed the issue of flexibility in the context of a
case study conducted in a large market research company that uses workflow
technology for support of more than 400 processes. The case study showed
that inflexible workflow technology caused problems because: (1) it is almost
impossible to identify all steps in the business process in advance, (2) even if a
step is identified, it is not obvious whether it should be included in the process
model or not, (3) it is not always possible to predict the order of identified steps
in advance, and (4) mapping of business processes to process models is prone to
errors [125]. Moreover, the authors suggest concrete measures that can improve
the flexibility of systems. Namely, it is advocated that flexible systems should
allow users to select from multiple execution alternatives and change process
models at run-time [125].

Besides the above mentioned theoretical and practical approaches to the prob-
lem of flexibility of workflow technology, there have been several attempts to
classify flexibility.

Snowdon et al. identify three factors that motivate the need for different
types of flexibility [233]. First, the need for type flexibility arises from the variety
of different information systems. Second, volume flexibility is needed to deal
with the amount of information types. Third, structural flexibility is necessary
because of the need to work in different ways.

Soffer uses concepts from the Generic Process Model (GPM) and the theory
of coordination to classify flexibility into short-term flexibility and long-term flex-
ibility [234]. Short-term flexibility implies the ability to deviate temporarily from
a standard way of working, while the long-term flexibility allows for changing the
standard way of working.

In [232], Carlsen et al. propose a quality evaluation framework, which they
use to evaluate five workflow management products (including commercial sys-
tems and prototypes), and identify desirable flexibility features. The framework
is based on the quality of a process model and the quality of a modeling language.
Evaluation of workflow products identified a large set of desirable flexibility fea-
tures for workflow management systems (e.g., flexible error handling support,
quick turnaround for model changes, etc.). In addition, evaluation showed that
none of the five workflow products were flexible along all identified features, and
some of features were not covered by any product.

The first comprehensive taxonomy of concrete features that enhance flexibil-
ity of workflow management systems was given in 1999 by Heinl et al. [36, 125].
In 2007 Schonenberg et al. conducted a follow-up study and adjusted the orig-
inal taxonomy to recent developments in workflow technology [226–228]. The
remainder of this section is organized as follows. First, we present taxonomies
of Heinl et al. and Schonenberg et al. in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively.
Second, we present related work classified by flexibility types of Schonenberg et
al. in sections 2.1.3, 2.1.4, 2.1.5, and 2.1.6.
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2.1.1 Taxonomy of Flexibility by Heinl et al.

In [125], Heinl et al. use a case study conducted in a large marketing company as
an indication of the need for flexibility in workflow technology. This study showed
that serious problem arise due to the fact that it is hard to predict all alternatives
in business process execution when specifying a process model, and that flexibility
in the context of execution of instances of process models is needed to cope with
these problems. Flexibility of a workflow management system is seen as a degree
to which users can choose between various alternatives while executing process
models. Flexibility by selection and flexibility by adaptation are identified as two
concepts that should be supported by a flexible workflow management system,
as Figure 2.1 shows.

Objective

Concept

Method

flexibility

instance 
adaptation

type 
adaptation

advance 
modeling

late 
modeling

flexibility by adaptationflexibility by selection

Figure 2.1: Classification scheme for flexibility of workflow management systems by Heinl et
al. [125]

Flexibility by selection gives a user a certain degree of freedom by offer-
ing multiple execution alternatives. This type of flexibility can be achieved by
advance modeling and late modeling. Advance modeling means that multiple
execution alternatives are implicitly or explicitly specified in the process model.
When it comes to late modeling, parts of a process models are not modeled before
execution, i.e., they are left as ‘black boxes’, and the actual execution of these
parts is selected only at the execution time.

The limitation of flexibility by selection is that it has to be anticipated and
included in the process model. Flexibility by adaptation considers adding one
or more unforeseen execution alternatives to a process model while the model is
being executed. This can be achieved via type adaptation or instance adaptation.
In the case of type adaptation, a process model is changed while running instances
of that model are not affected by the change. In case of instance adaptation, the
change is applied to running instances.

2.1.2 Taxonomy of Flexibility by Schonenberg et al.

In [226–228], Schonenberg et al. revisited the issue of flexibility and extended the
original taxonomy by Heinl et al. [125]: the terminology changed, one flexibility
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type is abandoned, and one flexibility type is added, as Table 2.1 shows. These
changes reflect the recent innovations in the area of workflow technology. In addi-
tion, Schonenberg et al. evaluated several state-of-the art workflow management
systems with respect to flexibility types support.

Table 2.1: Two taxonomies of flexibility

Heinl et al. [125] Schonenberg et al. [226–228]

flexibility by advance modeling flexibility by design
selection late modeling flexibility by underspecification

flexibility by type adaptation flexibility
adaptation instance adaptation by change

× flexibility by deviation

In [226–228], Schonenberg et al. propose four types of flexibility:

1. Flexibility by design is the ability to specify alternative execution alterna-
tives in the process model, such that users can select the most appropriate
alternative at run-time for each process instance. This type of flexibility
refers to advance modeling of Heinl et al.

2. Flexibility by underspecification is the ability to leave parts of a process
model unspecified. These parts are later specified during execution of pro-
cess instances. In this way, parts of the execution alternatives are left un-
specified in the process model, and are specified later during the execution.
This type of flexibility refers to late modeling of Heinl et al.

3. Flexibility by change is the ability to modify a process model at run-time,
such that one or several of the currently running process instances are
migrated to the new model. Change enables adding one or more execution
alternatives during execution of process instances. This type of flexibility
refers to instance adaptation of Heinl et al.

4. Flexibility by deviation is the ability to deviate at run-time from the ex-
ecution alternatives specified in the process model, without changing the
process model. Deviation enables users to ‘ignore’ execution alternatives
prescribed by the process model by executing an alternative not prescribed
in the model. This is a new type of flexibility introduced by Schonen-
berg et al. and is inspired by new approaches (cf. FLOWer [39, 180] and
declare [183] )

Further in this section we present relevant research conducted in the area of
each of the four types of flexibility proposed by Schonenberg et al.: flexibility by
design in Section 2.1.3, flexibility by underspecification in Section 2.1.4, flexibility
by change in Section 2.1.5, and flexibility by deviation in Section 2.1.6.
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2.1.3 Flexibility by Design

Flexibility by design, as the ability to include multiple execution scenarios in pro-
cess models, has drawn much research attention in the area of workflow technol-
ogy. While some approaches advocate that flexibility by design can be increased
by adjusting the way existing technology is used [22,109,137,149,194,198], other
approaches propose radical innovations in the area [55, 56, 92, 115, 186, 187, 256].

‘Softening’ Traditional Approaches

Some researchers propose concrete methods for developing process models us-
ing existing modeling languages in a way that models offer as many execution
alternatives as possible [22, 137, 194, 198]. For example, in [194, 198], Reijers et
al. propose a set of heuristics (the so-called ‘best practices’) that can improve
flexibility by design. One of the proposed heuristics advocates that parallel ac-
tivities in process models imply more execution alternatives than sequential ac-
tivities. In [22], van der Aalst goes a step further and describes the applicability
of measures that can increase the number of available execution alternatives.
For example, this author suggests that “putting subsequent tasks in parallel can
only have a considerable positive effect if the following conditions are satisfied:
resources from different classes execute the tasks, the flow times of the parallel
subprocesses are of the same order of magnitude, ...” [22].

Other researchers propose ‘relaxing’ a process model by introducing optional
areas. In [149], Klingemann propose splitting up a process model into two parts.
First, the mandatory part consists of activities that must be executed in a pre-
defined order, i.e., this is the traditional notion of a process model. Second,
the flexible part consists of activities that can be selected depending on require-
ments at run-time. Similar concepts are proposed by Georgakopoulos in [109],
who claims that flexible processes “specify prescribed and optional activities...”.
During execution, prescribed activities are always required, while users decide
themselves whether and when to execute optional activities. Thus, optional ac-
tivities allow users to impose the process structure when it is necessary, i.e., they
allow for multiple execution alternatives.

Data-Driven Approaches

There are several approaches that focus on the data availability in order to im-
prove flexibility. In [117], Grigori et al. propose anticipation as a means for more
flexible execution of traditional process models. Anticipation allows an activity
to start its execution when all input data parameters are available, which may
be earlier then specified in the control-flow of the process model.

The idea to focus on the product data instead of the control-flow when de-
ciding the order of activities was introduced by van der Aalst in [15, 18]. Here
the author proposes the automatic generation of a process model (represented
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as a Petri Net [29, 72, 93]) from a given Bill Of Materials (BOM). This method
was worked out in more detail by van der Aalst et al. in [197], where authors
propose a method called Product-Driven Workflow Design (PDWD) for deriving
a process model. PDWD takes a product specification in the form of BOM and
three design criteria (i.e., quality, costs and time) as a starting point for deriving
a favorable new design of the process model. In addition, the authors demon-
strate how the ExSpect tool [3] can support PDWD. The possibility to support
PDWD by case-handling systems [26, 39] was presented by Vanderfeesten et al.
in [249, 250].

While the approaches mentioned in the previous paragraph focus on deriving
a process model from a BOM, more advanced approaches advocate the direct
execution of the BOM. In [251,252], Vanderfeesten et al. present an implementa-
tion of a system for direct execution of Product Data Models (PDMs)1. Similarly,
in [257], Wang et al. present an execution framework for a document-driven work-
flow management system that does not require an explicit control-flow. Instead,
the execution of a process is driven by input documents.

Proposals for New Process Modeling Languages

In [66, 135], Jablonski et al. propose meta-modeling of workflows in the system
called MOBILE. In [135] authors distinguish between prescriptive and descrip-
tive workflows. In prescriptive workflows eligible instances are known a priori,
while in descriptive workflows instances are not known beforehand but are deter-
mined during processing. MOBILE supports meta-modeling of both prescriptive
and descriptive process models by means of control predicates [66], which are
internally presented by Petri Nets [29, 72, 93]. Moreover, this approach allows
for combining prescriptive and descriptive processes in the same framework by
decomposing the two types of models [135].

Several approaches propose using intertask dependencies for specification of
the process models. In [55, 56], Attie et al. propose using Computational Tree
Logic (CTL) [74] for the specification of intertask dependencies amongst different
unique events (e.g., commit dependency, abort dependency, conditional existence
dependency, etc.). Dependencies are transformed into automata, which are used
by a central scheduler to decide if particular events are accepted, delayed or re-
jected. In [186,187], Raposo et al. propose a larger set of basic interdependencies
and propose modeling their coordination using Petri Nets [29, 72, 93].

Another popular stream of research is applying rule-based or constraint-based
process modeling languages [92,115,256] that are able to offer multiple execution
alternatives and, therefore, can enhance flexibility by design.

In [115], Glance et al. use process grammars for definition of rules involving
activities and documents. Process models are executed via execution of rules

1Product Data Models are a special kind of BOM where the building blocks are data elements,
instead of physical parts.
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that trigger each other.

The Freeflow prototype presented in [92] uses constraints for building declar-
ative process models. Freeflow constraints represent dependencies between states
(e.g., inactive, active, disabled, enabled, etc.) of different activities, i.e., an ac-
tivity can enter a specific state only if another activity is in a certain state.

Plasmeijer et al. apply the paradigm of functional programming languages
embedded in the iTask system to workflow management systems [185]. On the
one hand, the iTask system supports all workflow patterns [10, 35, 208, 211, 213].
On the other hand, it offers additional features like suspending activities, pass-
ing activities to other users and continuing with a suspended activity. Another
interesting property of this approach is the possibility to automatically generate
a multi-user interactive web-based workflow management system.

Some approaches consider process models based on dependencies between
events involving activities [80, 256]. For example, the constraint-based language
presented in [256] uses rules involving (1) preconditions that must hold before an
activity can be executed, (2) postconditions that must hold after an activity is
executed and (3) “parconditions” that must hold in general before or after an ac-
tivity is executed. In addition, the Tucupi server is implemented in Prolog [239],
which is a prototype of a system supporting this approach. A similar idea is
presented in [141] by Joeris, who proposes flexible workflow enactment based on
event-condition-action (ECA) rules. In [162,163], a temporal constraint network
is proposed for business process execution. The authors use thirteen tempo-
ral intervals defined by Allen [50] (e.g., before, meets, during, overlaps, starts,
finishes, after, etc.) to define selection constraints (which define activities in a
process) and scheduling constraints (which define when these activities should
be executed). Moreover, using the notion of Business Process Constraint Net-
work (BPCN) ensures execution of process models that conforms to specified
constraints and detection of (possible) conflicting constraints. After a knowl-
edge worker invokes a special build function to dynamically adapt the instance
template (instance templates define total order of task execution), translation of
Interval Algebra (IA) network generated from constraints to Point Algebra (PA)
network [60] is used to validate whether the given instance template conforms
to given constraints. If this validation is satisfactory, the execution continues
according to the instance template.

New languages for specification of process models that offer flexibility by
design have also been proposed in the areas of web services and contracting. In
[78], CTR-S, an extended version Concurrent Transaction Logic [62], is proposed
for process modeling in the context of contracts in web services. The authors
propose using CTR-S for specifying contracts as formulas that represent various
choices that are available for the parties in the contract. This language allows
stating the desired outcomes of the contract execution and to verify that the
outcome can be achieved as long as all parties obey to the rules of the contract.

The declarative SCIFF language is developed for the specification, monitoring
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and verification of interaction protocol of web services [48, 49]. SCIFF envisages
a powerful logic-based language with a clear declarative semantics. The SCIFF
language is intended for specifying social interaction, and is equipped with a proof
procedure capable to check at run-time or a-posteriori whether a set of interacting
entities is behaving in a conforming manner with respect to a given specification.
Due to its high abstraction level, SCIFF can be used for dependency specifica-
tions in various domains. For example, in the area of business processes, SCIFF
specifications can include activities (i.e., the control-flow), temporal constraints
(i.e., deadlines) and data dependencies. The possibility to learn SCIFF specifi-
cations from past executions is presented in [154, 155]. The SCIFF language is
described in more detail in Section 7.3 of this thesis.

In [269], Zaha et al. propose a language called Let’s Dance for modeling
interactions of web services. This language focuses on flexible modeling of mes-
sage exchange between services. A straight-forward graphical notation is used
to represent patterns in message exchange, while π -calculus [174] captures the
execution semantics [81].

Our approach is more comprehensive than the approaches discussed above:
it includes (1) a formal definition of a constraint-based approach on an abstract
(i.e., language-independent) level, (2) a concrete, formal constraint-based lan-
guage that enables deadlock-free execution, ad-hoc change and verification, (3)
a working ‘proof of concept’ prototype, (4) application of the constraint-based
approach to the whole BPM cycle, and (5) combining procedural and constraint-
based process models (cf. Section 1.6). To our knowledge, none of the new
languages discussed above include these five aspects together.

2.1.4 Flexibility by Underspecification

Underspecification in process models has been addressed by several researchers.
In [129, 130], Herrmann et al. advocate vagueness in models of socio-technical
systems. This approach proposes the semi-structured modeling language SeeMe
[129], which allows uncertain, questionable and unknown knowledge to be in-
cluded in models, as well as checked and committed. For example, SeeMe allows
for definitions about ordering of activities, process decomposition, role allocation,
etc. to be specified as uncertain, or even omitted from the model. The vagueness
allows knowledge workers to decide at later stages about the actual process.

Van der Aalst proposes enhancing flexibility of process models with generic
processes [16, 21]. Besides elementary activities and routing elements, processes
models can contain of non-atomic concrete processes and generic processes.
While activities are directly executed by users, non-atomic concrete and generic
processes decompose to process models. In the case of a non-atomic concrete
process, the process to be executed is already specified in the original model. In
the case of a generic process, the model to be executed must be selected at the
execution time, i.e., generic processes refer to unspecified placeholders that are
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specified only at the execution time.

In [167], Mangan and Sadiq propose building instances from partially de-
fined process models in order do deal with the fact that it is often not possible
to completely predefine business processes. The idea is that a partially defined
process model is only fully specified at run-time and may be unique for each
instance. Instances can be built of activities and subprocesses (i.e., modeling
fragments), ordered in sequences, parallel branches and as multiple executions
(i.e., modeling constructs). In addition, the building of instances is supported
by three groups of previously defined domain-specific constraints, as rules un-
der which valid instances can be built. First, selection constraints define which
fragments are available for the instance. Second, due to the lack of an explicit
termination activity, termination constraints are needed to define when an in-
stance is completed. Third, additional restrictions in an instance are imposed
by build constraints. An instance is dynamically built in a valid manner for
as long as all constraints are satisfied. In addition, Sadiq et al. propose using
this approach to build pockets of flexibility, which are (together with predefined
activities) components of process models [220].

Trajcevski et al. propose process model specification based on the known
effects of process activities [243]. In addition to the ‘known’, process models can
also contain the ‘ignorance’ (unknown values allow specifying situations of dealing
with incomplete information). In addition, the authors define an entailment
relation which enables verifying the correctness of process models (in terms of
achieving a desired goal).

The OPENflow system is an example of a system that directly supports flex-
ibility by underspecification [121]. This system allows for incorporating genesis
activities in process models. A genesis activity represents a placeholder for an
undefined subprocess. The actual structure of a genesis activity is determined at
run-time.

In [41, 44, 45] Adams et al. describe the Worklet Service as a means to dy-
namically build process instances based on the specific context. The idea is to
dynamically substitute an activity with a new instance of a contextually selected
process, i.e., a worklet. The decision about which worklet to select for a given
activity depends on the activity data and existing ripple down rules. In this
manner, worklet activities in process models represent unspecified parts of the
model, which are to be determined by the Worklet Service at run-time2.

Staffware [12,237] is a popular commercial workflow management system that
supports flexibility by underspecification via dynamic process selection [116].
Staffware process models consist of activities and subprocesses. Besides static
process selection, where subprocesses are already specified in the model, dynamic
process selection allows for selection of an appropriate sub-process at execution
time based on the instance data [116]. The idea is comparable to the worklets

2The Worklet Service is described in more detail in sections 2.2.3 and 6.11.3 of this thesis.
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approach [41, 44, 45], i.e., subprocesses in Staffware instances are dynamically
selected based on the instance data (e.g., a specific data element may carry the
name of the subprocess to be launched)3.

2.1.5 Flexibility by Change

Flexibility by change is achieved when instances can be changed at run-time. This
topic has driven much research attention in two areas. First, we will describe the
research conducted in the area of adaptive systems (i.e., systems that enable run-
time change of instances). Second, we describe some examples of the research
in the area of ad-hoc systems (i.e., systems that enable run-time construction of
instances).

Adaptive Approaches

Run-time (i.e., dynamic) change of instances of process models has drawn much
attention amongst researchers [24,36,46,68,71,100,101,109,140,145,148,151,189,
219, 230, 265]. A comprehensive overview of the existing approaches to dynamic
change in the context of workflow technology is given by Rinderle et al. in [201].
The authors present a good classification of existing approaches and evaluate the
approaches against identified correctness criteria.

At the most advanced level, it might be necessary to change an instance in
an ad-hoc manner (i.e., ad-hoc change), which implies that the change is unpre-
dictable and often applied as a response to unforeseen situations [201]. Systems
like Breeze [219], WASA2 [265] and ADEPT [164,189,202] use advanced compli-
ance checks (i.e., to check whether the current execution can be applied to the
changed instance), correctness properties of the process model (e.g., regarding
data flow), etc., to support ad-hoc change [201]. Unfortunately, today’s commer-
cial systems do not provide sufficient support for ad-hoc change. Systems like
InConcert, SER Workflow and FileNet Ensemble are rare examples of commercial
systems that, to some extent, enable ad-hoc change of running instances [201].

Another important functionality when it comes to dynamic change is the so-
called migration, where a dynamic change is applied to multiple running instances
(e.g., due to a change in law regulations, all running instances must be migrated
from the old to the new process) [201]. Besides for the basic problems that
accompany change of a single instance, migration of multiple instances introduces
some additional difficulties. Namely, additional challenges emerge in systems
that aim at concurrently supporting both types of change, e.g., in cases when
conflicting changes must be resolved at different levels [203]. Unfortunately,
not many systems support this type of change. The ADEPT system has been

3The dynamic process selection in Staffware is explained in more detail in Section 2.2.1 of
this thesis.
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extended to support change of multiple instances of a process model, resulting
in the second version of the system, i.e., ADEPT2 [192, 193]4.

Some systems support pre-planned and automated instance changes, where
necessary changes and their scope are already known at the design phase (i.e.,
while the process model is developed) [201]. This type of change is supported by
ADEPT [164,189,191,202], WASA2 [265], InConcert [133], etc. [201]. In order to
support pre-planned instance changes, a system must be able to (1) detect failures
that cause the change, (2) determine necessary changes, (3) identify instances
that must be changed, (4) correctly introduce the change to those instances, and
(5) notify the users about the conducted change(s) [29, 201].

A problem that often arises during dynamic change is pointed out by Ellis
et al. as the “dynamic change bug” [101]. A dynamic change is preformed on
running instance, i.e., the instance already has a history that puts the instance
in a certain state when the change takes place. The complexity of the dynamic
change stems from the fact that for the current state of an instance, an appro-
priate state in the new model has to be found, and this is not always possible.
In [20], van der Aalst proposes an approach for dealing with this problem by cal-
culating the safe change region. A dynamic change is only allowed if an instance
is in this region.

As a means of comparing various approaches to process control-flow change,
Weber et al. [260] propose a set of seventeen change patterns and six change sup-
port features. First, change patterns are classified into adaptation patterns and
patterns for predefined change. While adaptation patterns cover unpredictable
changes, predefined patterns consider only the changes that are predefined in
the process model at the design time. Second, change support features of work-
flow management systems that are identified are, e.g., version control, change
correctness, change traceability, etc.

In [36], van der Aalst and Jablonski propose a scheme for classifying work-
flow changes in detail based on six criteria: (1) the reason for change can be a
development outside or inside the system, (2) the effect of change can be momen-
tary or evolutionary, (3) the effected perspectives can be process, organization,
information, operation or integration perspective, (4) the kind of change can be
extending, reducing, replacing or re-linking, (5) the moment at which change is
allowed can be at entry time or on-the-fly, and (6) the choice what to do with
running process instances can be to abort old instances, proceeded according to
the old model, etc.

Ellis and Keddara propose a Modeling Language to support Dynamic Evolu-
tion within Workflow Systems (ML-DEWS) as a means for modeling the process
of dynamic change [100]. The language supports a variety of predefined change
schemes, e.g., the abort scheme as a disruptive change strategy where the in-
stance is simply aborted, the defer scheme that allows the instance to proceed

4A more detailed description of ADEPT is given in Section 2.2.4 of this thesis.
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according to the old process model, the ad-hoc scheme that supports changes
whose components are not fully specified at design time, etc.

In [118], Günther et al. apply process mining techniques [28] to change logs
created by adaptive systems. The authors propose using process mining to pro-
vide an aggregated view of all changes that happened so far in process instances.
The mining results can trigger various process improvement actions, e.g., a result
may indicate that, due to frequent changes, a process redesign is necessary.

Weber et al. introduce a framework for the agile mining of business processes
that supports the whole process life cycle by using Conversational Case-based
Reasoning (CCBR), adaptive business process management and process mining
[259]. Process mining techniques are used to extract and analyze information
about realized process adaptations. Integration of the ADEPT [164,189,191,202]
and CBRFlow [261] prototypes enables using CCBR to perform ad-hoc changes
of single process instances, to memorize these changes, and to support their
reuse in similar future situations. Collected information can be used by process
engineers to adapt process models and to migrate related process instances to
the new model.

Ad-Hoc Approaches

Ad-hoc approaches to workflow management systems provide a powerful mecha-
nism to increase flexibility by change by allowing users to build the process model
for each instance while executing the instance.

In [94], Dustdar investigates the relevant criteria for process-aware collabo-
ration and proposes an ad-hoc approach to workflow management systems im-
plemented in the system Caramba. Besides the traditional execution of process
models, this approach allows users to execute ad-hoc instances that are not based
on a predefined process model. Instead of the system, users coordinate activities
in ad-hoc instances.

InConcert is an example of a commercial ad-hoc workflow management sys-
tem, which allows users to design or modify process models [29, 133]. InConcert
allows for the creation of a new instance in four manners [29]. First, a new in-
stance can be created based on an existing process model. Second, it is possible
to create a new instance based on a previously changed existing process model.
Third, an ad-hoc instance can be initiated by specifying a sequence of activities.
Fourth, a new instance can be initiated as a ‘free routing process’, i.e., the in-
stance is created based on an empty process, and the actual process model is
created on the fly.

2.1.6 Flexibility by Deviation

Deviation from predefined process models is recognized as a means for increas-
ing flexibility in the workflow area [76, 264]. While some approaches propose
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methods for deviations from traditional process models [39, 76, 180, 264, 265],
other approaches focus on specialized mechanisms to handle unexpected situa-
tions [42, 98, 218, 241].

Deviation in Traditional Approaches

In [76], Cugola proposes deviating from process models when it comes to situ-
ations unforeseen in the design phase, i.e., not incorporated in the model. The
author describes two types of inconsistencies that may occur at unexpected situ-
ations. First, a domain-level inconsistency occurs when an actual instance does
not follow the process model. Second, an environment-level inconsistency occurs
when a business process is executed outside of the system, and the system has no
knowledge about how the process is executed. These inconsistencies are caused
by domain-level deviations and environment-level deviations, i.e., as actions that
system users undertake in order to deal with unforeseen situations. The author
describes the PROSYT system, which is able to tolerate domain-level deviations,
and, thus, minimize environment-level deviations. The PROSYT system deals
with unforeseen situations by allowing a deviation policy and a consistency han-
dling policy to be specified for a process model. A deviation policy identifies
which forms of deviation are tolerated, while a consistency handling policy en-
sures any allowed deviations do not impact the overall correctness of the system.

In the context of the WASA prototype [264, 265], Weske nominates three
user-initiated operations. These operations are: skip activity that has not been
started yet, stop activity that is currently being executed, and repeat activity that
has already been executed [264]. These three operations allow for deviations from
normal workflow execution, but do not change the original process model.

FLOWer [180] is an example of a commercial system that allows deviations
from process models. FLOWer is a case-handling system [39] that allows users
to open activities that are not supposed to be executed yet, skip activities that
should be executed, and redo an activity that has been executed before. FLOWer
allows for these deviations by applying a powerful mechanism that ensures con-
sistency of running instances (e.g., data elements are taken into account). A
more detailed description of FLOWer is given in Section 2.2.2.

Exception Handling

Another area of research that is concerned with deviations from what is specified
in process models is exception handling. Exception handling provides a means for
handling errors without explicitly including them in the process model. Excep-
tions are seen as errors/failures that can occur during execution of process mod-
els [42, 43, 98, 218, 241]. Although we consider exception handling as a technique
to handle (technical) problems rather than supporting flexibility, it is related to
the above approaches. Therefore, we mention some work on exception handling.
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Strong et al. investigated exception handling of an operational process in one
organization. They suggested points for further research on the roles of people
in computerized systems and design of computer-based systems that can handle
multiple conflicting goals [241].

In [98], Eder et al. discuss advanced concepts concerning recovery from sys-
tem failures and semantic failures in the context of workflow transactions. The
authors identity different failure sources (i.e., workflow engine failures, activity
failures, and communication failures) and failure classes (i.e., system failures and
semantic failures) in process-oriented and document-oriented workflows.

Saastamoinen et al. propose using a set of (1) formal organizational rules, (2)
informal group rules, and (3) informal individual rules for handling exceptions
and assuring that the goal of the process is achieved after the change [218].

The work presented in [41–43,208,209] is a comprehensive attempt to provide
a concrete framework for exception handling in workflow management systems.
In [43], Adams et el. propose using the Worklet Service [41,44,45] for exception
handling of events that occur while executing process models. When such an
event occurs, a repository of rules is used to select the procedure that should
be used to handle the exception. In [208, 209], Russell et al. define a rigorous
classification framework for workflow exception handling independent of mod-
eling approaches and technologies, i.e., a set of workflow exception patterns is
identified. Based on these exception patterns, in [42] Adams et al. present their
implementation of a Exception Service, which provides a fully featured exception
handling paradigm for detecting, handling and incorporating exceptions as they
occur. Moreover, this implementation allows for handling both predicted and
unpredicted exceptions.

Various approaches to exception handling have been implemented in a number
of systems, e.g., WAMO [97], ConTracts [200], Exotica [51], OPERA [119, 120],
TREX [240], WIDE [67], etc.

2.2 Workflow Management Systems

Numerous workflow management systems are available on the market today in
addition to the open source products and academic prototypes [29]. In this
section we shortly present several workflow management systems that are able
to offer one or more types of flexibility. We start by presenting two popular
commercial systems. In Section 2.2.1 we present the traditional system Staffware
[238], which provides support for flexibility by underspecification and a limited
support for flexibility by change. In Section 2.2.2 we present the case-handling
system FLOWer [180], which provides flexibility by deviation. Then, we present
two academic systems (i.e., these systems are developed under the supervision of
academic workflow researchers). In Section 2.2.3 we present YAWL [23,210,212],
which supports flexibility by underspecification and exception handling. Finally,
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in Section 2.2.4, we present ADEPT [164,189,191,202], a workflow management
systems focusing on supporting flexibility by change.

2.2.1 Staffware

Staffware is one of the most used workflow management systems in the world. For
example, in 1998, it was estimated that Staffware had 25% of the world market.
Staffware consists of several components that are, in general, used to define
process models, users and their roles, and to execute instances of process models.
For example, Figure 2.2 shows one process model in the Staffware component for
model definition, i.e., the Graphical Workflow Definer, and Figure 2.3 shows the
Work Queue Manager - a client tool which is used by users to execute activities
of running instances.

Figure 2.2: A process model in Staffware

Figure 2.3: A work queue with a work item in Staffware

Despite its reputation of being an inflexible system, in recent years consider-
able efforts have been undertaken to enrich Staffware with features that enhance
its flexibility. Since recently, Staffware supports flexibility by underspecification
and, to a limited extent, flexibility by change.
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Dynamic Process Orchestration in Staffware

The new paradigm of Dynamic Process Orchestration [116] introduces flexibility
by underspecification in Staffware. Staffware process models can be composed of
atomic activities and subprocesses. There are four ways in which subprocesses
can be invoked from their parent processes [116]: (1) static process selection,
(2) dynamic process selection, (3) multiple process selection, and (4) goal-driven
process selection.

Static process selection. In a conventional way, subprocesses are invoked
in a static manner. This means that the subprocess is known in advance and
explicitly specified in the process model. The result is that the same subprocess
will be invoked for all instances of the parent process model.

Dynamic process selection. Often it is the case that a range of subprocesses
can be invoked, the choice of which depends on specific circumstances. The names
of such subprocesses and the conditions of their usage is known in advance, and
specified in the parent process model. However, the circumstances are only know
at the execution time, and then it is decided which subprocess should be invoked.
The dynamic process selection is achieved by specifying in a process model a
range of possible subprocesses and conditions (involving data elements) for their
invocation. The result is that, each instance will decide, based on current values
of its data elements, which one of the available subprocesses to invoke.

Multiple process selection. This is an extension of the dynamic process
selection in a way that, instead of invoking only one subprocess, multiple subpro-
cesses can be invoked in a dynamic manner. The parent process will proceed to
the next activity only when all invoked subprocesses have completed successfully.

Goal-driven process selection. In some circumstances, the name(s) of sub-
processes might not be known in advance and, thus, cannot be specified in the
process model. Instead, only a goal (e.g., ‘examine patient’) that the subpro-
cess should achieve is know and specified in the parent process. Further, on the
system level each subprocess is tagged with the goal it achieves (e.g., ‘examine
patient’, ‘perform tests’) and the entry conditions (e.g., ‘age > 65’). The result
is that, for each instance, the system will automatically invoke a subprocesses
that achieves the given goal and satisfies the entry condition based on the current
instance data.

Change on the Instance Level in Staffware

Staffware does not support dynamic change in the ad-hoc manner described in
Section 2.1.5. This means that it is not possible to apply a dynamic change
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directly on a running instance. According to [201], a change of a process model
can trigger change of its running instances. However, there are several problems
arising when it comes to this kind of dynamic change in Staffware, as pointed
out by Rinderle et al. in [201]. First, it might happen that activities in running
instances are automatically deleted, without informing the users who are working
on these instances. Second, if a deleted activity has already been executed,
the results of this activity are lost. Third, Staffware suffers from the so-called
‘changing the past’ problem, i.e., some changes might influence the past of the
instance, which may lead to missing data values or even program failures. Finally,
dynamic changes in Staffware are too restrictive (e.g., if an activity is activated,
insertions before it are no longer possible).

2.2.2 FLOWer

FLOWer is a case-handling system [26, 39], i.e., there are two major differences
when compared with traditional workflow management systems. First, the exe-
cution order of activities is heavily influenced by data elements in case-handling
systems. Second, while traditional systems offer atomic activities from running
instances to users for execution, case-handling systems offer whole cases to users.

In traditional workflow management systems, the execution order of activities
in instances is explicitly defined by the control-flow definition of the underlying
process model. In FLOWer, users can follow the execution order of activities
defined in the control-flow of the instance. Figure 2.4 shows the control-flow
specification of one process model in FLOWer. However, in addition, the control-
flow ordering may as well be violated. On the one hand, FLOWer considers an
activity to be successfully executed as soon as all its mandatory data elements
become available. This means that, if all mandatory data elements of an activity
become available before the manual execution of this activity, the activity is
considered to be successfully completed, and a manual execution is no longer
necessary. On the other hand, an activity can be executed or skipped even if it
contradicts to the control-flow specification. In this way, FLOWer is one of the
rare commercial systems that offers flexibility by deviation.

Besides executing activities according to the control-flow specification (i.e.,
executing currently enabled activities), users of FLOWer can also [39, 180]:

• open an activity that is not enabled yet (i.e., disabled activity),

• skip an activity that has not been executed yet, i.e., not execute an activity
that should be executed according to the control-flow, and

• re-do an activity that has already been executed before, i.e., choose to
execute again an activity that has already been executed.

A major difference between traditional workflow management systems and
case-handling systems is how the work available in running instances is offered
to users. On the one hand, traditional systems typically offer work to users as
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Figure 2.4: A process model in FLOWer

atomic activities, i.e., a user has access to a list containing all currently enabled
activities for all running instances (e.g., Figure 2.3 shows such a list in Staffware).
On the other hand, case-handling systems try to avoid the narrow view provided
by activities, and therefore present the whole instance to the user. Note that,
although a whole case is presented to a user, he(she) can only work with activi-
ties for which he(she) is authorized. In more detail, for each activity in FLOWer,
users can get authorizations to execute, skip and redo the activity. Figure 2.5
shows how FLOWer presents a whole instance to one user. In the instance shown
in this figure, activities Claim Start and Register Claim have already been suc-
cessfully executed (as indicated by the ‘check’ symbol). After that, activity Get
Medical Report was skipped (as indicated by the ‘skip arrow’ symbol). Currently,
activities Get Police Report, Assign Loss Adjuster and Witness Statements are
currently enabled, i.e., available for execution. The last two activities (i.e., Policy
Holder Liable and Close Case) are not enabled yet.

Figure 2.5: FLOWer Wave Front

Note that skipping, opening and redoing an activity in FLOWer may also
affect other activities. First, when a disabled activity is opened, all preceding
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not yet executed activities will automatically become skipped. For example,
if activity Close Case would be opened or skipped at the moment presented
in Figure 2.5, then activities Get Police Report, Assign Loss Adjuster, Witness
Statements, and Policy Holder Liable would automatically become skipped. If
activity Close Case was opened, then it can be directly executed. If activity
Close Case was skipped, then the case execution continues after this activity,
e.g., the instance presented in Figure 2.5 is completed. Second, if an activity is
re-done, all succeeding executed activities must also be re-done. For example, if
activity Claim Start would be re-done at the moment presented in Figure 2.5,
then activities Register Claim and Get Medical Report would also need to be
re-done after activity Claim Start. A drawback of the described side-effects is
that the deviation becomes more extensive than intended, e.g., while attempting
to re-do only one activity, a FLOWer user might end up being forced to also
re-do many preceding activities.

2.2.3 YAWL

YAWL is a workflow management system developed in a collaboration between
the Eindhoven University of Technology and the University of Queensland [11,
23, 32, 210, 212]. YAWL is developed in the context of the workflow patterns
initiative [10, 32, 35, 208] and aims at supporting all workflow patterns, i.e., it
aims at supporting various features offered by existing workflow management
systems. In simple words, YAWL is driven by the ambition to be able to provide a
comprehensive support for most patterns while using a relatively simple language.

In its essence, YAWL is built as a traditional workflow management sys-
tem, i.e., ordering of activities is defined in the traditional ‘control-flow’ manner.
While executing activities in running instances in YAWL, users must follow the
order strictly specified in the control-flow of the underlying process model. Fig-
ure 2.6 shows a process model in YAWL.

Figure 2.6: A process model in YAWL

YAWL’s architecture is based on the so-called service-oriented architecture,
and the systems can be easily extended by various functionalities5. Thanks to

5The architecture of the YAWL system is described in more detail in Section 6.11.
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its service-oriented architecture, the YAWL system nowadays offers two impor-
tant features that enhance its flexibility to a great extent. These features are
YAWL Worklet Service [41, 44, 45], which directly provides for flexibility by un-
derspecification, and YAWL Exception Service [41–43,208,209], which represents
a powerful mechanism for exception-handling. Moreover, the approach presented
in these papers is also implemented into YAWL.

The Worklet Service

The main idea behind the Worklet Service [41, 44, 45] is to dynamically select
subprocesses (i.e., worklets) that should be invoked in YAWL instances. There
are two types of activities in YAWL process models. First, ‘atomic activities’ are
activities that should be executed by users. Second, instead of being executed by
a user as an atomic activity, an activity can refer to a subprocess (i.e., a ‘worklet
activity’). At the execution time, ‘worklet activities’ and relevant instance data
are delegated to the Worklet Service. The service then uses a predefined set of
ripple down rules and the received data to select the most appropriate YAWL
process model and automatically invoke it as the selected worklet. Ripple down
rules specify which YAWL process model should be invoked as a worklet, given
the actual data of the parent instance6. In other words, each worklet activity is
dynamically decomposed into a YAWL process, which enriches the YAWL system
with flexibility by underspecification.

The Exception Service

The worklet paradigm is reused in YAWL to enable a powerful exception handling
mechanism realized via the Exception Service [41–43, 208, 209]. The Exception
Service provides a fully featured exception handling paradigm for detecting, han-
dling and incorporating exceptions as they occur. This service operates similarly
like the Worklet Service, i.e., when an exception occurs in an instance, the Excep-
tion Service uses ripple down rules and instance data to select and automatically
invoke a YAWL process (i.e., exlet) that will be executed in order to handle the
exception. Moreover, this implementation allows for handling both predicted
and unpredicted exceptions. Unpredicted exceptions are especially interesting:
a YAWL user can, at any point during the execution of an instance, report the
occurrence of an exception and let the Exception Service invoke a suitable exlet.

2.2.4 ADEPT

ADEPT is a workflow management system that focuses on dynamic change.
ADEPT was developed at the University of Ulm [189,191–193,202]. This system
uses powerful mechanisms that allow users to change running instances of process

6The Worklet Service is described in more detail in Section 6.11.3.
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models by, e.g., adding, deleting or replacing activities or jumping forward in the
process [189]. Besides the dynamic change of instances, ADEPT also enables
definition of the control-flow, the data-flow, temporal constraints (i.e., minimal
and maximal duration of activities, deadlines, etc.) and preplanned exceptions
(e.g., forward and backward jumps [190]) in process models, etc. Moreover, the
system guarantees static and dynamic correctness properties (e.g., prevents miss-
ing input data, deadlocks, etc.) [191]. Therefore, ADEPT offers a comprehensive
support for flexibility by change.

Dynamic change is supported in two ways in ADEPT. First, the so-called
ad-hoc change relates to changing a single running instance [189,191]. Figure 2.7
shows a screen of ADEPT handling a dynamic change. The system offers a
complete set of operations for defining dynamic changes at a semantic level and
ensures correctness via pre- and post-conditions for changes. Complexity asso-
ciated with the change (e.g., missing data due to activity deletions) is hidden
from users. The second type of run-time change provided by ADEPT is the so-
called propagation of model changes to its running instances [191–193]. In case
of the model change propagation, the change will be applied only to its instances
for which the model change does not conflict with the current instance state or
previous ad-hoc changes.

Figure 2.7: Visualizing a dynamic change in ADEPT

Besides the support for dynamic change, ADEPT incorporates other useful
features. For example, it considers inter-workflow dependencies and semantical
correctness of dynamic change, as described in the following paragraphs.

Most of the workflow management systems do not consider inter-workflow de-
pendencies and allow instances to execute independently from each other. How-
ever, different instances are often semantically inter-related in some way [126].
ADEPT uses interaction expressions and interaction graphs to enable the speci-
fication and implementation of such dependencies [191].
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Another useful feature of ADEPT is the semantic check of dynamic changes
[164, 165]. For example, in the medical domain it is often the case that cer-
tain medications should not be combined. Semantical constraints can be used
to define undesired combinations of medications, e.g., activities administer As-
pirin and administer Marcumar should not be executed both because these two
medicines are not compatible. Verification of semantic constraints (1) detects
situations where these two medications are used together and (2) alerts the user
performing the change about this problem. Note that semantic constraints are
not necessarily enforced. Instead, an authorized user can commit a change event
if it violates a constraint. In this case, the user needs to document the rea-
son for violating the constraint. This approach enables for more flexibility and
traceability in situations when problems indeed occur after the change.

2.2.5 Other Systems

There is a variety of workflow management systems available on the market.
Although all systems have the same aim, i.e., automating business processes,
each system has some unique features. For the purpose of illustration, in this
section we will briefly describe three more systems: FileNet, InConcert, and
COSA.

FileNet [107] is a conventional workflow management system. Despite its
traditional approach to process modeling and execution, FileNet offers the pos-
sibility of voting to its users, i.e., it is possible to specify in the model that
users should vote during the execution in order to decide the routing of the pro-
cess. FileNet Ensemble allows on-the-fly adaptations of running instances [201].
Another interesting feature of FileNet is the possibility to monitor states of run-
ning instances and perform extensive statistical analysis of past executions. In
addition, FileNet offers the possibility to evaluate process models by means of
simulation.

InConcert was a workflow management system7 built on the ‘workflow design
by discovery’ paradigm, which allows for the creation of templates based on the
actual execution of instances. The motivation behind InConcert was to tempt
the users to design the instance on-the-fly, i.e., while executing it. As an extreme,
InConcert allowed for ad-hoc building of instances via ‘free routing processes’,
where the created instance is initially empty, and its actual routing is created
on-the-fly (cf. Section 2.1.5).

COSA [235, 236] allows for definition of subprocesses and events that trigger
them. Process models can be modified at run-time, but the change is applied
only for future instances. COSA supports deadlines in a way that on a deadline
expiry a compensating activity can be launched. In addition, a compensating
activity can also be invoked manually. COSA also allows for run-time deviations
by reordering, skipping, re-doing, postponing or terminating activities.

7InConcert is not available anymore on the market.
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2.3 Workflow Management Systems and the Organi-

zation of Human Work

The related work discussed so far originates from the information systems field,
i.e., information technology is used to support business processes without much
consideration for the role of humans in these processes and the organizational
context. In this section we try to provide an overview of related work on the
organization of human work. In Section 2.3.1 we describe two contrasting regimes
for the organization of work: Autocratic Work Regime (AWR) and Democratic
Work Regime (DWR). In Section 2.3.2 we describe structural parameters for
AWR and DWR defined by the organizational theory of Socio-Technical Systems
(STS) [246]. In Section 2.3.3 we evaluate workflow management systems against
the structural parameters, and in Section 2.3.4 we summarize this overview.

2.3.1 Two Contrasting Regimes for the Organization of Work

An ‘autocracy’ is a form of government in which unlimited power is held by a
single individual. An Autocratic Work Regime is a practice of management in
which there is a strict division of labor by allocating control and execution to sep-
arate individuals, i.e., managers and workers. An AWR is further characterized
by a hierarchical organization with formal authority; an emphasis on formal,
standardized rules; fixed specialized tasks per position; an absolute split into
management and technical-support tasks (‘staff’ and ‘line’), and a fragmentation
of the executive work into multiple, short-cycled, tasks. In other words, decision
making is centralized (cf. Section 1.3) in an AWR. By far the best-known AWRs
are the approach to ‘Scientific Management’ [114, 242] and the Classical Orga-
nization or ‘Ideal Bureaucracy’ [105, 262]. Although their dominance is fading,
these two AWRs still serve as organizational archetypes for both industrial and
service organizations.

A ‘democracy’ is a form of government that aspires to serve under ‘the people’
rather than ruling over them. A Democratic Work Regime is defined as a man-
agement practice in which people actively take part in the actual decision-making
process. In other words, decision making is local (cf. Section 1.3) in a DWR. Two
ideal patterns can be distinguished: representative democracy and participative
democracy. In [102], Emery defines representative democracy as “choosing by
voting from among people who offer themselves as candidates to be our repre-
sentatives” (page 1). In [103], Emery and Emery define participative democracy
as “locating responsibility for coordination clearly and firmly with those whose
efforts require coordination” (page 100). In a representative democracy the influ-
ence of people on decision-making is rather indirect. This form, called ‘political
participation’, is defined by Abrahamsson [40] as “participation involving the
right to control organization’s executive (...) /involvement in high-level goal set-
ting and long-term planning” (pages 186-189) . In a participative democracy the
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influence of people on decision making is direct. This form, called ‘socio-technical
participation’, is defined by Abrahamsson as “participation in the organization’s
production, i.e., in the implementation of decisions taken on higher levels” [40].
By far the best-known DWR is the team-based organization [99, 231, 244–246].

2.3.2 Socio-Technical Systems

Socio-Technical Systems (STS) [246] is an organizational theory that promotes a
Self-Managed Work Team (SMWT) as the prime organizational unit of analysis
and design. In STS, participative democracy is practiced by giving any potential
member of an SMWT the opportunity - as well as the authority - to perform
every single task, no matter whether it is executive, managerial, or supportive in
character [99,244–246]. As its name says, STS advocate optimizing benefits from
both social and technical aspects of work. We selected STS as a representative
organizational DWR theory because it, like workflow technology, extensively con-
siders the operational aspect of flexible work. Moreover, as its name says, STS
advocates benefiting from both social and technical aspects in human work [246].
Therefore, we will shortly describe STS and its relation with workflow technology.

Within the STS school, De Sitter et al. identified a set of structural pa-
rameters that can be used as a typology for the characterization of AWRs and
DWRs [231], as Table 2.2 shows. The semantics of each of the parameters will be
explained in Section 2.3.3. The structural parameters refer to the basic organi-
zation of production (e.g., number of parallel processes), and the various aspects
concerning the division of labor (e.g., performance and control). An AWR is
characterized by functional concentration, separation of performance and con-
trol, performance specialization, performance differentiation, division of control
functions, control specialization, and control differentiation [231]. This is best
typified by bureaucratic office work in which each employee is doing one single,
simple performance task only, for all sorts of different project assignments. Su-
pervisors allocate individual tasks on a daily basis, while specialized technical
staff members care for the planning of work and for the administering of quality
procedures. A DWR is characterized by functional deconcentration, integration
of performance and control, multiple performance integrations, and multiple con-
trol integrations. A typical representative of DWRs is self-managed office work,
in which teams of employees carry out whole projects by allocating, planning,
and controlling full project assignments without additional help of a supervisor
or technical specialist.

2.3.3 Workflow Management Systems and the Structural Pa-

rameters

To characterize the style of work imposed by workflow management systems,
we evaluate these systems against the structural parameters of De Sitter et al.
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Table 2.2: Evaluation of AWRs and DWRs with respect to the STS structural requirements
of De Sitter [231]

Socio-Technical requirements AWR DWR

1 functional deconcentration NO YES
(multiple parallel processes)

2 integration of performance and control NO YES
3 performance integration A NO YES

(whole tasks)
4 performance integration B NO YES

(prepare + produce + support)
5 control integration A NO YES

(sensing + judging +selecting + acting)
6 control integration B NO YES

(quality + maintenance + logistics + personnel, etc.)
7 control integration C NO YES

(operational + tactical + strategic)

[231], as shown in Table 2.3. The evaluation of workflow technology against
the structural parameters shows that workflow technology enforces an AWR (cf.
Table 2.2), and thus, prevents the functioning of DWRs (e.g., SMWTs).

Table 2.3: Evaluation of workflow management systems with respect to the STS structural
requirements of De Sitter [231]

Socio-Technical requirements workflow management systems

1 functional deconcentration NO: work is repeatedly executed
(multiple parallel processes) in the same manner.

2 integration of performance and control NO: people perform and the system
controls the work.

3 performance integration A NO: people execute specialized,
(whole tasks) small activities.

4 performance integration B NOT
(prepare + produce + support) APPLICABLE

5 control integration A NO: people cannot execute a
(sensing + judging +selecting + acting) selected control action.

6 control integration B NOT
(quality + maintenance + logistics +
personnel, etc.)

APPLICABLE

7 control integration C NO: the system is in charge
(operational + tactical + strategic) of the operational control.

Functional deconcentration. This parameter refers to grouping and cou-
pling of performance functions (process models) with respect to work orders [231].
If all orders undergo the same procedure, then we talk about function concentra-
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tion [231]. If, due to their variety, orders undergo different procedures, then we
talk about functional deconcentration [231]. Traditional workflow management
systems lack flexibility and force people to repeatedly execute their work in the
same manner [77, 109, 125, 143, 153, 166, 188, 233]. Therefore, business processes
are constantly executed in the same way, regardless of the nature of work orders.

Integration of performance and control. In a DWR, the same people who
perform the work are also authorized and responsible for control [231]. This so-
called integration of performance and control is not possible in a conventional
workflow management systems because, due to lack of flexibility, system users
cannot influence the way they work. Instead, process models that prescribe the
way people execute their work is developed by external experts [77,109,125,143,
153, 166, 188, 233].

Integration into whole tasks. Instead of specialized, short-cycled tasks, STS
advocates whole tasks that form a meaningful unit of work [231]. When working
in DWRs, people deal with more variety in their work. However, in workflow
management systems, a business process is represented by a large process model
consisting of individual activities [29, 66, 93, 109, 110, 125, 266]. To this end, big-
ger, meaningful, units of work are divided into separate, short-cycled tasks that
should be executed by authorized individuals. Working with conventional work-
flow management systems implies performance specialization. So, any form of
performance integration is lacking.

Integration of preparation, production, and support. Preparation, pro-
duction and support functions must be integrated at the workplace level [231].
Workflow technology is used to support only the production function [29,93,266].
Preparation and support functions are allocated elsewhere within the company,
and workflow technology does not influence this integration. Therefore, this
parameter is considered to be not applicable in the evaluation of workflow tech-
nology.

Integration of control functions: sensing, judging, selecting, and act-
ing. The functions of a control cycle are: (1) sensing the process states, (2)
judging about the need for a corrective action, (3) selecting the appropriate cor-
rection action, and (4) acting with the selected control action [231]. In a DWR,
the four control functions should be integrated [231]. Although, when work-
ing with a workflow management system, people can sense the need for control
and are able to successfully judge any controls needed, they do not have the
authorizations and/or possibilities to select and execute the appropriate control
activities [109,125]. Due to lack of flexibility of workflow management systems, it
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is not possible to successfully integrate the control functions when working with
such a system.

Integration of the control of quality, maintenance, logistics, personnel,
etc. Control of quality, maintenance, logistics, personnel, etc. should be con-
ducted at the workplace level [231]. Workflow technology is used to support only
the production function [29, 93, 266]. Control of quality, maintenance, logistics,
and personnel are allocated elsewhere within the company, and workflow technol-
ogy does not influence this integration. Therefore, this parameter is considered
to be not applicable in the evaluation of workflow technology.

Integration of operational, tactical and strategic controls. Operational,
tactical and strategic controls should be integrated at the workplace level [231].
Independently of the workflow technology, an organization can integrate (or not)
operational, tactical, and strategic controls. Although the use of a workflow
management system does not explicitly influence tactical and strategic control,
it prevents this control integration at the workplace level because workers are not
made responsible for the operational control [77, 109, 125, 143, 153, 166, 188, 233].
In this case, operational control is external - i.e., managers and business-process
modelers control the operational design of work. Therefore, this integration
cannot be established at the workplace level and this parameter is not supported
by conventional workflow management systems.

2.3.4 Summary

This section provided an overview of the work related to the requirements for
flexible style of human work in the organizational context. It showed that, despite
the fact that there is not much work that combines the fields of IT and organiza-
tional science, the lack of flexibility of workflow technology indeed disables DWRs
advocated by many organizational theories, like, e.g., STS and SMWTs [246].

2.4 Outlook

In this chapter we presented the research conducted in the area of flexibility
of workflow management systems. As indicated by many researchers, workflow
management systems lack flexibility due to the fact that users cannot adjust the
execution of processes to requirements imposed by specific situations. We also
described why inflexible systems prevent implementation of democratic regimes
of work in practice. We used a taxonomy of features that enhance flexibility
of workflow management systems to classify the relevant work in this field: (1)
design of flexible process models, (2) underspecification in process models, (3)
change of running processes, and (4) deviation from prescribed process models.
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Although much research has been done in each of these areas, a unique approach
that unifies all relevant features is still lacking. In this thesis, we propose a new,
constraint-based, approach to workflow management systems which primarily
aims at enhancing flexibility by design, but also enables all other types of flex-
ibility (i.e., flexibility by underspecification, change, and deviation). First we
define the class of constraint-based process modeling languages on an abstract
level and one concrete formal language for constraint specification. Then we
present a ‘proof of concept’ prototype that shows how the proposed constraint-
based approach can be applied to workflow management systems.



Chapter 3

Flexibility of Workflow

Management Systems

Workflow management systems influence to a great extent the way employees
execute their work. As discussed in sections 1.3 and 2.3,, modern organizational
theories advocate democratic work regimes where people can control their work.
In order to be able to support this kind of work, workflow management systems
must offer a high degree of flexibility. Flexibility of workflow management systems
represents the degree to which users can choose how to do their work, instead
of having a workflow management system decide how to work [125, 226–228]. In
this chapter we describe contemporary workflow management systems and the
features that enhance flexibility of these systems.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 3.1
we describe the functionality of contemporary workflow management systems
based on the three dominant workflow perspectives: the control-flow, the re-
source and the data perspective. Second, in Section 3.2 we illustrate the flexi-
bility of contemporary workflow management systems using simple, system and
language-independent examples. Finally, in Section 3.3 we conclude this chapter
by proposing a new approach to process modeling that is able to offer all types
of flexibility.

3.1 Contemporary Workflow Management Systems

Despite the complexity of workflow management systems and the high impact
they have on business processes, a good standardization is still lacking in the area
of workflow technology. Vendors of workflow management systems tend to offer
different functionalities in their systems. A standardization is also lacking with
respect to the terminology used in workflow technology. On the one hand, the
same concepts often have different names in various systems, which creates an
illusion that a particular functionality is different in systems. On the other hand,
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it might happen that systems use the same name for different concepts or func-
tionalities. In this section we describe in the main concepts and functionalities
of contemporary workflow management systems.

The Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC) [9] aims at standardizing
workflow technology. One of the efforts of the WFMC in the direction of stan-
dardization was proposing the reference model for general architecture of work-
flow management systems [75]. The WFMC’s reference model shows many pos-
sible components of workflow management systems. However, three of those
components are the core of every system: a process definition tool, a workflow
engine, and a workflow client application. These three components are shown in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The three main components of a workflow management system

First, a process definition tool is used by process model developers to create
process models. For example, Figure 3.1 shows that a model for the record
album process can be developed using such a tool. Second, a workflow engine is
needed to manage the execution of instances of process models. In the example
presented in Figure 3.1, this ensures that each artist can record an album in the
way it is prescribed in the record album model. Based on the definition of a
process model, the workflow engine decides which activity(-ies) can be executed
by which users and at what point in time. Third, a workflow client application
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presents the so-called worklist (i.e., a list of all activities that can be executed in
running instances) to each user. Using this tool each user can execute activities
available in the worklist. In Figure 3.1 we see two users: (1) the worklist of
the first user contains two activities add song (i.e., for two running instances),
(2) the worklist of the second user contains activity make cover for the third
running instance, and (3) the first user is currently executing activity add song
for one of the instances. Each time a user executes an activity in an instance,
the workflow engine decides, based on the process model and the current state
of the instance, which activities can be executed next, and updates the worklists
of all users with this information. For example, people working on any of the
three instances presented in Figure 3.1 will be able to execute activity add song
only after executing activity enter data.

Figure 3.2 shows the three main perspectives of process models: the control-
flow perspective, the resource perspective, and the data perspective. These three
perspectives determine the order in which activities will be executed, which users
can execute which activities, and which information will be available during ex-
ecution. The control-flow perspective of a process model defines in which order
activities can be executed [29,35,208,213]. For example, Figure 3.2(a) shows that
the control-flow perspective of the process model record album specifies that (1)
the process starts with activity enter data, (2) followed by an arbitrary number
of executions of activity add song, and (3) the process ends by executing activity
make cover.
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(b) resource perspective

enter
data

add
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make
cover

album artist

titleduration cover

(c) data perspective

Figure 3.2: The three perspectives of process models

The resource perspective defines which (human) resources are authorized to
execute each of the activities and how the actual resources are allocated to execute
the activities [10, 29, 35, 106, 208, 211, 216]. Figure 3.2(b) shows the resource
perspective of the process model record album with four users having three roles.
The producer can enter data, each of the two sound technicians can add song
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and the designer can make cover. If a user has the appropriate role to execute an
activity, then we say that the user is authorized to execute the activity. Naturally,
an activity that is supposed to be executed next will be offered only to the
worklists of authorized users.

The data perspective of a process model defines which data elements are
available in the process and how users can access them while executing activities
[29, 208, 210, 212]. Figure 3.2(c) shows the data perspective of the record album
process model. First of all, there are five data elements in this process, i.e.,
artist, album, song title, song duration and cover. Second, for each activity it is
defined (1) which data elements are available (e.g., album, artist, duration and
title are available in activity add song) and (2) how these data elements can be
accessed (e.g., data elements album and artist can be seen but not edited while
duration and title can be edited in activity add song). If the value of a data
element can be accessed but not edited in an activity, then we say that this is an
input data element for this activity. If the value of a data element can be edited
in an activity, then we say that this is an output data element for this activity.
Figure 3.2(c) shows that, for activity add song : (1) album and artist are input
data elements and (2) title and duration are output data elements.

In the remainder of this section each of the perspectives is discussed in de-
tail: the control-flow perspective in Section 3.1.1, the resource perspective in
Section 3.1.2, and the data perspective in Section 3.1.3. Each of these three
sections starts with a short description and it is organized as follows.

CPN models. First, we present the perspective in a system-independent way
using Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) models [1,138,139,152]. CPNs are an ex-
tension of classical Petri nets [199]. There are several reasons for selecting
CPNs as the language for modeling in the context of workflow management:
(1) CPNs have formal semantics and are independent of any workflow sys-
tem, (2) CPNs are executable and allow for rapid prototyping, gaming,
and simulation, (3) CPNs have a graphical representation and their nota-
tion is intuitively related to existing workflow languages, and (4) the CPN
language is supported by CPN Tools – a graphical environment to model,
enact and analyze CPNs.

Workflow management systems. Second, we present how the perspective is
realized in three commercial workflow management systems: Staffware
[238], FileNet [107] and FLOWer [180]. The goal is to provide insight into
the functionality and look-and-feel of contemporary systems. As discussed
in Section 2.2, Staffware and FileNet are two typical examples of tradi-
tional workflow management systems, while FLOWer is a case-handling
system [195]. As such, these three systems provide a good overview.

Workflow patterns. Third, several patterns are described for the perspective
in order to present the perspective in an system-independent way. In an
attempt to identify unified solutions of standard issues in workflow tech-
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nology, the workflow patterns initiative [10, 35] identified many workflow
patterns [208, 211, 213]. In addition to the three basic perspectives (i.e.,
control-flow, resource and data) patterns are also identified for the excep-
tion handling perspective. Workflow patterns can be used for “examining
the suitability of a particular process language or workflow system for a
particular project, assessing relative strengths and weaknesses of various
approaches to process specification, implementing certain business require-
ments in a particular process-aware information system, and as a basis for
language and tool development” [10]. Note that a large number of patterns
is identified for each of the perspectives. However, due to page limits we
present only few of the patterns for the illustration purpose. However, in-
sights obtained through the complete set of patterns are used throughout
this thesis.

Overview. Finally, a summarized overview of the perspective is given.

3.1.1 The Control-Flow Perspective

Despite the different languages (i.e., notations) used in various commercial and
academic tools, the control-flow perspective plays an important role in process
models because it determines the order in which users can execute activities.

CPN Model(s)

For illustration purposes we will use a simple example of the Handle Complaint
process [29]. Figure 3.3 shows the CPN model of the Handle Complaint process.
A CPN model consists of places and transitions connected by arcs. Places (rep-
resented by ovals) are typed, i.e., the tokens in a place have values of a particular
type (or color in CPN jargon). These types are a subset of the default data types
in Standard ML such as integer and string and additional types can be composed
using constructs such as tuple, list and record. The number of tokens per place
can vary over time. The value of a token indicates the properties of the object
represented by this token. There are nine places in the CPN shown in Figure 3.3
and all of them are of the type ID, which stands for the complaint identification
number. Transitions (represented by rectangles) may consume tokens from places
may and produce tokens in places, as specified by inscriptions on arcs between
places and transitions. There are seven transitions in the CPN in Figure 3.3,
i.e., start, contact department, contact client, assess, pay, send letter and file. A
more detailed discussion of the CPN concepts is beyond the scope of this paper.
In the remainder, we assume that the reader is familiar with the CPN language
and refer to [1, 138, 152] for more details.

The CPN in Figure 3.3 defines the control-flow of the Handle Complaint
process. After receiving a complaint from a client and starting the process,
the officer can in parallel (i.e., in any order) contact the client and contact the
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department to collect information about the conforming. After gathering this
information, the officer assesses the complaint. If the assessment is positive, the
complaint is accepted and the department pays the client. If the assessment is
negative, a notification letter is sent to the client. At the end of the process, the
complaint and the assessment result are filed in the archive.
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Figure 3.3: CPN for the Handle Complaint process

Workflow Management Systems

Workflow management systems tend to use system-specific notations (i.e., lan-
guages) for specifying the control-flow perspective in process models. Figures
3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the control-flow perspective of the Handle Complaint pro-
cess in three commercial workflow management systems: Staffware, FileNet and
FLOWer, respectively. Indeed, this process is modeled differently in these three
systems: while Staffware and FileNet present the whole model on a single level,
modeling decisions in FLOWer (i.e., to execute activity pay or send letter) are
typically modeled on a separate level in the model. Also, the three systems
present the model using different graphical elements and styles.

Figure 3.4: Handle Complaint process in Staffware

Patterns

Control-flow patterns [35, 208, 213] represent typical constructs that can occur
in process models. The twenty initial patterns presented in [33–35] were revised
and extended with twenty three new patterns in [213]. For illustration purposes,
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Figure 3.5: Handle Complaint process in FileNet

(a) main model

(b) decision

Figure 3.6: Handle Complaint process in FLOWer

we first describe four simple patterns and present them using CPN models in
Figure 3.7.

First, the sequence pattern is used to specify that an activity is enabled
after the completion of a preceding activity [213]. Figure 3.7(a) shows a CPN
model representing a sequence of two activities A and B [213]. Second, the
parallel split pattern represents the divergence of one control-flow thread into
two or more branches that execute concurrently [213]. Figure 3.7(b) shows a
CPN model representing a parallel split after activity A into parallel branches
with activities B and C [213]. For example, the Handle Complaint process
starts with a parallel split into two branches, i.e., contact department and contact
client. Third, the synchronization pattern represents the convergence of two or
more input branches into a single output thread only after the activities in all
input branches have been completed [213]. Figure 3.7(c) shows a CPN model
representing the synchronization of two branches containing activities A and
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Figure 3.7: CPN models of several control-flow patterns [213]

B into a single control-flow thread containing activity C [213]. For example,
activities contact department and contact client in the Handle Complaint process
are synchronized into one control thread containing activity assess. Finally, the
exclusive choice pattern represents divergence to two or more branches, where
the thread of control is passed to only one outgoing branch [213]. Figure 3.7(d)
shows a CPN model representing an exclusive choice between activities B and C
after activity A [213]. The Handle Complaint process contains exclusive choice
between activities pay and send letter after activity assess.

Some of the control-flow patterns are much more complex than the patterns
shown in Figure 3.7. Consider, for example, the blocking discriminator pat-
tern that represents a kind of the so-called 1-out-of-M join [213]. This pattern
represents a situation when two or more (i.e., M ) branches join into a single
control-flow branch. For example, “when handling a cardiac arrest, the check
breathing and check pulse activities run in parallel. Once the first of these has
completed, the triage activity is commenced. Completion of the other activity is
ignored and does not result in a second instance of the triage activity” [213]. The
CPN model of this pattern is presented in Figure 3.8: here we can see how two
branches (i.e., transitions A1 and Am) are joined into one branch with transition
B.

In addition to identifying 43 control-flow patterns, several commercial work-
flow systems are evaluated in [35, 213] based on the pattern support. The eval-
uation results [213] of control-flow pattern support in Staffware, FileNet and
FLOWer is given in Appendix B.1 of this thesis. For example, each of the three
systems (i.e., Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer) supports sequence, parallel split,
synchronization and exclusive choice patterns (cf. Figure 3.7) and none of them
supports the blocking discriminator pattern (cf. Figure 3.8), as shown in Ta-
ble 3.1. Evaluation of systems shows that, although different systems tend to
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Figure 3.8: CPN model of the blocking discriminator pattern [213]

support different patterns, older systems tend to support only approximately
half of identified patterns [35, 213]. For example, Staffware fully supports 14
patterns [35, 213]. FileNet fully supports 17 patterns and partially supports one
pattern [35,213]. FLOWer fully supports 16 patterns and provides partial support
for 8 additional patterns [35,213]. The fact that none of the systems supports all
patterns reflects the diversity of the way various workflow management systems
handle the control-flow perspective.

Table 3.1: Support for some control-flow patterns in Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer

Pattern Staffware FileNet FLOWer
sequence + + +
parallel split + + +
synchronization + + +
exclusive choice + + +
blocking discriminator - - -

(+ = support, - no support)

Introducing standards into the workflow technology remains an important
challenge in the field. For example, BPEL [53,54,178] is one of the most popular
initiatives to standardize in the workflow technology by proposing a standard
language and its execution framework. Although it is widely accepted as a stan-
dard by both industry and research, BPEL does not support all the control-flow
patterns. In fact, BPEL supports 17 patterns directly, 4 patterns only partially
and does not provide any support for 22 patterns [35, 213].

Overview

The control-flow perspective of current workflow management systems typically
has a procedural nature. In other words, process models are constructed using
control-flow patterns which specify in detail the exact procedure of how the work
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should be done. The procedural nature of process models is suitable for highly
structured processes with a high repetition rate, i.e., when the work is repeatedly
done in the same manner (cf. Section 1.2). However, when it comes to processes
that should be controlled by users (i.e., people can choose how to work), the
procedural process models become too complex. Consider, for example, the
branched discriminator pattern presented in Figure 3.8 Even though it is applied
in rather simple situations, many systems do not support this pattern.

The control-flow perspective of current systems implies detailed specification
of exactly how the control flows through the model. This makes it very hard
or even impossible to specify more ‘relaxed’ concepts that people use in their
work. For example, there is no control-flow pattern that would specify that two
(or more) activities should never be executed both in the same process instance,
regardless of how often and at which point of time one of them is executed. Con-
sider, for example, a medical process that contains (amongst others) activities
examine prostate and examine uterus. Regardless of the fact if these operations
are executed at all and how many times, they cannot be both executed for one
patient. In the best case, implementing this simple requirement in a procedu-
ral model using control-flow patterns would require an extensive ‘work-around’
resulting in a complex model.

3.1.2 The Resource Perspective

After the system makes a decision which activities are the next in line to be exe-
cuted based on the control-flow specification, the resources that can/will execute
these activities are selected based on the resource perspective. The resource per-
spective depends on (1) how resources and their roles are defined and classified
in the system and (2) how the system decides who and when can execute enabled
activities. We refer to the mechanism that handles the resource perspective in
a system as to the work distribution of the system. Just like it is the case with
the control-flow perspective, the resource perspective is handled differently in
different workflow management systems due to system-specific work distribution
mechanisms. Note that we present the resource perspective in a more detailed
manner than the control-flow perspective. The reason is that less attention has
been devoted to the resource perspective in workflow literature. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to discuss this perspective in more detail.

CPN Model(s)

We have developed a CPN model that represents a simple work distribution
mechanism of a generic and simple workflow management system. We refer to
this model as to the basic model. Colors presented in Table 3.2 are used in the
basic model to represent the main concepts of workflow management systems.
An activity is represented as a string carrying the name of the activity and an
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instance as a number identifying the instance. A work item is a combination of
an instance identifier and activity name, i.e., it represents an activity that needs
to be executed for an instance. Each user, role and group is represented as a
string carrying the object name. While a role represents qualifications of users
(e.g., secretary), a group represents an organizational department (e.g., sales).

Table 3.2: CPN colors representing basic workflow concepts

colset ACTIVITY = string; colset USER = string;
colset INSTANCE = int; colset ROLE = string;
colset WI = product INSTANCE*ACTIVITY; colset GROUP = string;

A life cycle model of a work item shows how a work item changes states
during the work distribution [29, 91, 93, 136, 160, 175]. The basic model uses a
simple model of the life cycle of work items and it covers only the general, rather
simplified, behavior of workflow management systems (e.g., errors and aborts are
not considered). Figure 3.9 shows the life cycle of a work item in the basic model.
After the new work item has arrived, it is automatically also enabled and then
taken into distribution (i.e., state initiated). Next, the work item is offered to
the user(s). Once a user selects the work item, it is assigned to him/her, and
(s)he can start executing it. After the execution, the work item is considered
to be completed. This may trigger new work items based on the control-flow
perspective of the model and the user can begin working on the next work item.
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Figure 3.9: Basic model - work item life cycle

To simulate (execute) the work distribution model in the CPN tools, it is
necessary to initiate the model by defining input elements. Table 3.3 shows the
four input elements of the basic model. For every input element in Table 3.3 the
element name is shown (i.e., system users, new work items, activity maps and user
maps). Besides the name, there are a short description of the element, the CPN
color that represents the element and a simple example showing a possible initial
element value. Figure 3.10 shows input elements from Table 3.3 graphically.
First, there are two system users (i.e., Mary and Joe), two roles (i.e., secretary
and manager) and one group (i.e., sales). User maps define which users have
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which roles and to which groups they belong to. For example, in the user maps
it is specified that Mary has the role of the secretary in the sales department.
Activity maps define what role and group a user needs to have in order to be
able to execute an activity. For example, in the activity maps it is specified that
activity contact client can be only by users that have role secretary and belong
to group sales. Initial available work items are shown as new work items in
Table 3.3. For example, work items for activities contact department and contact
client from the instance with identification 1 are initially available in the work
distribution.

As a model of an abstract workflow management system, we have developed
the basic model on the basis of three simplifying assumptions: (1) we abstract
from the control-flow perspective (i.e., how the system decides which activities
are enabled and creates work items for them), (2) we only consider the ‘normal’
behavior (i.e., work items are completed successfully; errors and aborts are not
included), and (3) we abstract from the user interface.

The basic model is organized into two modules: the work distribution and the
work lists module, as shown in Figure 3.11. The CPN language allows for the
decomposition of complex nets into sub-pages, which are also referred to as sub-
systems, sub-processes or modules. By using such modules we obtain a layered
hierarchical structure. The two modules communicate by exchanging messages
via six places. These messages contain information about a user and a work
item, i.e., each place is of the type ‘user work item’ (colset UWI = product User
* WI ).

Table 3.4 shows the description of the semantics of different messages that
can be exchanged in the model. For each message the name of the referring CPN
place is given in the first column and a short description in the second column.

The work distribution module manages the distribution of work items by
making sure that work items are executed correctly. This module allocates (iden-
tifies) users to whom the new work items should be offered, based on authoriza-
tion (AMap) and organization (UMap) data. Figure 3.12(a) shows the work
distribution module. The new work items are determined as input values (i.e.,
initial marking) generated based on the control-flow perspective in place new
work items. The first to fire is the transition offers, which uses the function offer
to decide to which user the work item should be offered and creates user work
items in place to be offered. For a given activity, this function first retrieves the
authorized role and group from amaps in place activity map and then retrieves
the authorized user(s) with this role and group from umaps in place user map.
As a result a message is sent to the work lists module to offer the work item
to selected users. Although in the basic model users authorized to execute an
activity are the users that have the role and are in the group specified in the
amaps for the activity, this criterion may vary from system to system. The work
lists module sends a message that a user wishes to select a work item by placing
a user work item token in place selected. The message (token) contains the infor-
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Table 3.3: Input for the basic model

system users a set of available users;
CPN color: colset Users = list User;
example: iUser = 1‘Mary++1‘Joe;
user maps the organizational structure is used to map users to organiza-

tional entities such as roles and groups;
CPN color: colset UMap = product User * Roles * Groups; (where colset Roles

= list Role; colset Groups = list Group;)

example: iUMaps = [(Mary, [secretary], [Sales]),(Joe, [manager],
[Sales)];

activity maps for every activity authorization is defined with a role and a
group;

CPN color: colset AMap = product Activity * Role * Group;
example: iAMaps = [(contact department, secretary, Sales), (contact

client, secretary, Sales), (assess, manager, Sales),(send letter,
secretary, Sales),(pay, manager, Sales),(file, secretary, Sales)];

new work items work items that have arrived and are ready to be distributed
to users;

CPN color: colset WI = product Instance * Activity;
example: iWI = 1‘(1,contact department)++1‘(1,contact client);

system
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roles

groups

USER
MAPS

ACTIVITY
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activities

Mary Joe

secretary salesmanager

contact  
department

contact  
client send letter payfile assess

Figure 3.10: Graphical illustration of the basic model input from Table 3.3
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Table 3.4: Exchange of messages between modules work distribution and work lists

place message

to be offered A work item is offered to the user.
withdrawn offer Withdraw the offered work item from the user.
selected The user requests to select the work item.
approved Allow the user to select the work item.
rejected Do not allow the user to select the work item.
completed The user has completed executing the work item.

mation about the work item and the user that requests to select it. If the related
work item already has been selected, transition reject cancels this request. If not,
transition selects transfers the user work item from place offered work items to
place assigned work items, approves the request from the work lists by putting a
token in place approved, and withdraws all the other offers for the related work
item via place withdrawn offer. Finally, when the user completes a work item,
the related token appears in place completed. Transition completes matches the
user work item tokens in places completed with tokens in place assigned work
items, removes them from those two places, and produces the referring user work
item token in place completed work items. This user work item is considered to
be completed by the user, and it is archived as a closed work item.

Figure 3.12(b) shows the work lists module. This module receives messages
from the work distribution module regarding work items that need to be offered
to specified users. The work lists module further manages events associated with
the activities of users. It is decomposed into three sub-modules, which correspond
to three basic actions users can perform: log on and off (cf. Figure 3.12(c)) in the
system, select work (cf. Figure 3.12(d)), start work (cf. Figure 3.12(e)), and stop
work (cf. Figure 3.12(f)). In the log on and off sub-module (cf. Figure 3.12(c))
every user can freely choose when to log ‘on’ (transition log on) to or ‘off’ from
(transition log off ) the system. Users who are currently logged-on to the system
are represented as tokens in place logged on and users who are currently logged-
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Figure 3.12: Modules of the basic model
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off from the system are represented as tokens in place logged off. The select work
sub-module (cf. Figure 3.12(d)) automatically fires transition insert and moves
the user work item token from place to be offered to place active work items. If
the work item is withdrawn, the token is removed from place active work items.
When a user wishes to select a work item, transition select fires creating a token in
place selected (to send a request to the work distribution module) and archives
this request by creating a token in place requested. Note that only users that
are logged on to the system can select work items. The work lists module (cf.
Figure 3.12(b)) proceeds with the user work item in place requested following one
of the two alternative scenarios. First, if a message (user work item token) arrives
at place rejected, transition abort automatically fires and removes the token from
places rejected and requested. Second, if a message (user work item token) arrives
at place approved, the user can select the work item and further flow is directed
to the start work sub-module. In the start work sub-module (cf. Figure 3.12(e))
transition start removes the user work item token from places requested and
approved and creates a token in place in progress. Note that only users who are
currently logged-on to the system can start work items. Users that are logged-on
to the system can complete a work item that by removing a token from place in
progress and creating a token in place completed (cf. Figure 3.12(f)).

Workflow Management Systems

In order to analyze work distribution of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer, we
have developed a CPN model of work distribution mechanism for each of them.
These three systems (and workflow management systems in general) tend to use
different work distribution concepts and completely different terminologies. To
maintain a common basis for the models of work distribution in Staffware, FileNet
and FLOWer, we have extended the basic model for the three specific systems.
Due to the size and complexity of work distribution models for Staffware, FileNet
and FLOWer [182], we present these models in Appendix A of this thesis. The
work distribution CPN models of these systems indeed show that, although some
concepts are represented and named differently in the systems, they are, actually,
very similar (cf. Appendix A). On the other hand, work distribution and the
related CPN model of FLOWer is more complex, due to the fact that users have
many more actions available (i.e., execute, open, skip, undo and redo work items)
when working with this case-handling system, as shown in Appendix A.3.

Patterns

The workflow resource patterns [10, 35, 208, 211, 216] capture the various ways
in which resources are represented and utilized in workflows. In this chapter we
do not elaborate on each of the 43 patterns described in [216], but we discuss
four of them for the purpose of illustration. None of the modeled systems (i.e.,
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Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer) supports patterns round robin, shortest queue,
piled execution, and chained execution (cf. Appendix B.2). Round robin and
shortest queue are push patterns, i.e., a work item is offered to only one user who
has to execute it. As auto-start patterns, piled execution, and chained execution
enable the automatic start of the execution of the next work item once the
previous has been completed.

The round robin and shortest queue patterns push the work item to only
one user of all users that qualify. The round robin pattern allocates work on a
cyclic basis and the shortest queue pattern allocates to the user with the shortest
queue in his/her worklist. This implies that each user has a counter to: (1) count
the sequence of allocations in round robin and (2) count the number of pending
work items in shortest queue. Figures 3.13 shows that these two patterns can
be implemented in a similar way in the work distribution module of, e.g., the
basic model. The required changes to the basic model are minimal. A counter is
introduced for each user as a token in place available (colset UCounter = product
User * INT; colset UCounters = list UCounter) and functions round robin and
shortest queue are used to select one user from the set of possible users based
on these counters. These allocation functions are used in the inscription on the
arc(s) between the transition offers and place to allocate. Both functions take
two parameters: (1) user work items created by the ‘classical’ allocation function
offer from the basic model, and (2) appropriate counters. Both functions allocate
the work item to the right user via three steps: (1) take the set of user work items
created by the allocation function offer, (2) for every user work item search for
the value of the counter, and (3) select and return only the user work item where
the user has the smallest value of the counter. In this way, ‘push allocation
functions’ can be seen as a filter that selects only one allocation from of the
set of all possible allocations. The model for shortest queue has an additional
connection (i.e., the two arcs between the transition complete and place available)
that updates the counter when a work item is completed to remove it from the
queue (decrease the value of the counter for the referring user).

Piled execution and chained execution are auto-start patterns, i.e., when a
user completes the execution of current work item the next work item starts au-
tomatically. This prevents the user from repeatedly switching between worklist
and application for routine tasks. When working in chained execution, the next
work item will be for the same instance as the completed one – the user works on
different activities for one instance. Similarly, if the user works in piled execution
the next work item will be for the same activity as the completed one – the user
works on the same activity for different instances. Figures 3.14(a) and 3.14(b)
show that piled execution and chained execution are implemented similarly in
the stop work sub-module. Users can choose to work in the normal mode or in
the auto-start mode (which is represented by the token in place special mode).
A parameter x is passed via the arc between place ready and transition complete
special : parameter x carries activity name in piled execution or instance identi-
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Figure 3.13: Two push patterns - work distribution module

fication in chained execution. This parameter is used for a possible auto-start.
These two models show that transition complete special, besides the usual con-
nection to places completed and request, has connections to places active work
items, select and special mode. If the user is in the special mode, this transition
retrieves work items from place active work items, and produces items in places
request and select. The inscriptions on arcs leading to places request and select
first check if the user is working in the special (i.e., ‘auto-start’) mode. If this
is the case, the next user work item is auto-started, i.e., an appropriate token is
produced in places request and select. Function select is implemented to search
for the next matching work item based on the parameter x, i.e., (1) a work item
with the same activity in piled execution or (2) a work item for the same instance
in chained execution.

Overview

The CPN models of work distribution of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer show
that there is no consensus on terminology and functionality among contemporary
systems (cf. Appendix A). For example, CPN models of work distribution in
Staffware and FileNet are remarkable similar. However, after using these two
systems one tends to have the impression that they handle work distribution in
distinctive manners. On the other hand, the CPN model of work distribution
in FLOWer shows that some systems can provide much quite different features
than other systems.

Various workflow management systems are evaluated based on the support
of resource patterns in [208, 211, 216]. Not only that this evaluation can serve
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Figure 3.14: Two auto-start patterns - stop work module

as comparison of systems, but the evaluation results indeed show that systems
support different patterns and, thus, handle the resource perspective in unique
ways. In Appendix B.2 of this thesis we show the evaluation results of the CPN
models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer, with respect to the patterns support.
In addition, in Appendix B.2 we also show the evaluation results of the pattern
support of our basic model : due to its simplicity, the basic model supports only
few resource patterns.

CPN models of the round robin, shortest queue, piled execution and chained
execution patterns show that it is remarkably simple to implement these patterns
‘on top’ of the work distribution of existing systems. Therefore, the lack of sup-
port for these patterns in Staffware and FileNet indicates the level of immaturity
of contemporary systems with respect to the resource perspective, and especially
when compared to the control-flow perspective.

Despite of the high impact that the resource perspective has on the way people
work, this perspective does not draw much attention in research and industry.
While there have been many attempts to improve the control-flow perspective
(e.g., many control-flow modeling languages like Petri Nets [29, 72, 93], EPCs,
BPEL [53, 54], etc. covering a wide range of application areas), there has been
less research and industry interest in the resource perspective. Research efforts
like [182,208,211,216] are rare examples of investigations in the area of resource
perspective. BPEL4People [150] and WS Human Task [47] are recent efforts
aiming at enriching the resource perspective of workflow technology. Together
with BPEL itself [53, 54, 178], BPEL4People is becoming a broadly recognized
standard recognized by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured
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Information Standards (OASIS) [7]. However, a pattern-based evaluation of these
two standards [213, 217] indicates the necessity of further improvements in the
area of the resource perspective.

3.1.3 The Data Perspective

The data perspective of a process model defines which data elements are available
in the process and how workflow participants can access data elements while
executing activities.

CPN Model(s)

Process models contain data elements of certain types (e.g., string, numeric, date,
etc.). Consider, for example, a process model from the medical domain contain-
ing several data elements: patient name, doctor name and description all of type
string, and appointment of type date. Once data elements have been defined on
a process level, their usage can be defined for each activity, i.e., whether a data
element is available and how it can be accessed and modified in an activity (cf.
Figure 3.2). However, this is only a simplified, basic, view at the data perspective
in workflow management systems. Real systems use powerful and very complex
mechanisms that handle data elements and their values on the process and ac-
tivity level. The complexity of these mechanisms yields complex CPN models of
the data perspective. For example, the CPN model of the newYAWL workflow
language 1, which aims at fully supporting the data perspective (and the other
workflow perspectives), contains 55 modules, over 480 places, 138 transitions and
over 1500 lines of ML code [208,210,212]. Therefore, we do not present the CPN
models of the data perspective in this thesis. Instead, we refer the interested
reader to the newYAWL CPN model presented in [208, 210, 212].

Workflow Management Systems

Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer each support the data perspective in a unique
way. Generally, data elements are first defined on the process level and then for
each activity it is defined which data elements are available and how users can
access them. Figure 3.15 shows how data elements can be defined on the process
level in Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer. Due to the complexity of the data
perspective, we do not present this perspective in detail for the three workflow
management systems in this thesis.

Patterns

Just like the control-flow and the resource perspective, various workflow manage-
ment systems tend to handle the data perspective differently. In order to be able

1The newYAWL CPN model can be downloaded from [6].
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(a) FileNet

(b) Staffware (c) FLOWer

Figure 3.15: Defining data elements in a process model

to compare different systems with respect to the data perspective, a series of 40
workflow data patterns are identified in [214,215]. Data patterns aim to capture
the various ways in which data is represented and utilized in workflow manage-
ment systems and are classified into four groups. First, data visibility patterns
“relate to the definition and scope of data elements and the manner in which they
can be utilized by various components of a workflow process” [214,215]. Second,
data interaction patterns “focus on the manner in which data is communicated
between process components and describe the various mechanisms by which data
elements can be passed across the interface of a process component” [214, 215].
Third, data transfer patterns focus on the manner in which the actual transfer
of data elements occurs between workflow components. Finally, data-based rout-
ing patterns “capture the various ways in which data elements can interact with
other perspectives and influence the overall operation of the process” [214, 215].

Due to the complexity of the data perspective and data patterns, CPN models
representing these patterns are very large and complex. The CPN model of the
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newYAWL language supports most of the data patterns [208, 210, 212]. Due to
the complexity and size of this model, we do not present it in this thesis and
refer the interested reader to [6, 208, 210, 212].

The evaluation of the support of the 40 data patterns in various workflow
management systems [214, 215] shows that systems tend to support different
patterns. Roughly half of the patterns is supported in each of the evaluated
systems [214,215]. This indicates a serious lack of uniformity in the way how the
data perspective is handled amongst the systems. In Appendix B.3 of this thesis
we present the data pattern support evaluation results for Staffware and FLOWer
based on [208,214,215]. These results show that Staffware fully supports 13 and
partially supports 12 patterns, while FLOWer fully supports 20 and partially 12
patterns. Unfortunately, this evaluation did not include the third system we use
in this thesis, i.e., FileNet.

Overview

Although, at the first sight, the data perspective seems to be very simple, work-
flow management systems use very complex mechanisms to support this perspec-
tive. This yields complex data patterns [214, 215] and complex corresponding
CPN models [6, 208, 210, 212].

Just like it is the case with the control-flow and resource perspectives, various
workflow management systems tend to handle the data perspective in different
ways. Results of the evaluation of the data patterns support shows that systems
tend to support different patterns [214, 215].

Similarly like the resource perspective, the data perspective has also not
drawn as much research attention as the control-flow perspective in the workflow
area. Work presented in [208, 210, 212, 214, 215] is the first attempt to initiate
more investigation of the data perspective in research and industry.

3.1.4 Summary

Workflow technology lacks a unique taxonomy and standards. Workflow man-
agement systems tend to handle the control-flow, resource and data perspec-
tives in system-specific manners. The diversity of workflow patterns support
[211,213–216] in various systems indicates the diversity of functionalities offered
by workflow management systems.

The control-flow perspective is the dominant workflow perspective in workflow
technology research and industry. Despite of the high influence of the resource
and data perspectives on the way people work, these two perspectives did not
draw much attention in research and industry. While there have been many
attempts to improve the control-flow perspective, there has been little interest
in the other two perspectives. However, the data and resource perspectives have
started to draw more attention recently. Papers like [182, 208, 211, 214–216] are
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first efforts in the direction of deeper investigations of the data and resource
perspectives of workflow technology.

Contemporary workflow management systems are of a procedural nature,
i.e., models are detailed specifications of exactly how processes can and will be
executed. Although this approach is suitable for highly-structured processes
with high repetition rates, it is not appropriate for processes with high variation
rate (e.g., processes that offer many execution alternatives to users). Already
single control-flow patterns that offer advanced execution options tend to be
very complex [213]. Thus, applying procedural models to processes that must
offer many execution options tends to result in very complex process models.

3.2 Taxonomy of Flexibility

There is a fundamental gap between the workflow management systems and
modern organizational science, as already indicated in Chapter 1. While mod-
ern organizational theories advocate more localized decision making, workflow
management systems tend to impose old-fashioned centralized decision making
due to their imperative procedural nature. In order to align themselves with the
contemporary democratic style of work, workflow management systems must be-
come more flexible by allowing users to make more decisions about how to work.
Flexibility is an important research topic in the field of workflow management
(cf. Chapter 2). In 1999, Heinl et al. [125] presented a classification scheme of
flexibility in the context of workflow management systems (cf. Section 2.1.1). In
2007, by Schonenberg et al. re-visited the taxonomy of flexibility by looking at
contemporary workflow management systems [226–228] (cf. Section 2.1.2). In
this thesis, we use the four types of flexibility identified in [226–228]: flexibility
by design, flexibility by underspecification, flexibility by change and flexibility by
deviation. In this section we will present these four types of flexibility: flexibility
by design in Section 3.2.1, flexibility by underspecification in Section 3.2.2, flex-
ibility by change in Section 3.2.3, and flexibility by deviation in Section 3.2.4.
Each type of flexibility is described with respect to the three workflow perspec-
tives i.e., the control-flow, resource and data perspectives, using simple, system
and language-independent illustrative examples.

3.2.1 Flexibility by Design

If a process model can be developed in a way that it allows for many alternative
executions (execution traces or paths), then we speak about flexibility by design.
In Figure 3.16 an execution alternative is represented with a directed arc from
the ‘start’ until the ‘end’ point. In other words, a degree of flexibility by design
is determined by the variety of alternatives available at run-time while executing
instances of process models. This type of flexibility is identified in both tax-
onomies: in [125] it is called flexibility by selection with advanced modeling and
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in [226–228] it is called flexibility by design.

start end

Figure 3.16: Flexibility by design [125,226–228]

The control-flow perspective. The control-flow perspective determines
which activities will be available for execution at run-time and in which or-
der these activities can be executed (cf. Section 3.1.1). Consider, for example,
the two process models presented in Figure 3.17. These models consist of ac-
tivities A, B, C and D and use the sequence, parallel split and synchronization
control-flow patterns (cf. Figure 3.7). The control-flow of the process model
in Figure 3.17(a) is defined as a sequence of activities A, B, C and D. Thus,
users have only one option while executing this model, i.e., to execute these
activities only in the following order: [A,B,C,D ]. The control-flow perspective of
the process model shown in Figure 3.17(b) starts with activity A, after which a
parallel split to activities B and C follows. Finally, there is a synchronization
of activities B and C before activity D. Because activities B and C can be
executed in any order, users have two alternatives while executing this model:
(1) they can execute these activities in order [A,B,C,D ] or (2) they can exe-
cute these activities in order [A,C,B,D ]. Due to the fact that the process model
in Figure 3.17(a) has only one execution alternative (i.e., [A,B,C,D ]) and the
process model in Figure 3.17(b) has two execution alternatives (i.e., [A,B,C,D ]
or [A,C,B,D ]), we say that the model in Figure 3.17(b) has a higher degree of
flexibility by design than the model in Figure 3.17(a).

A B C D

(a) less flexible

A

B

C

D

(b) more flexible

Figure 3.17: Flexibility by design and the control-flow perspective

The resource perspective. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the resource per-
spective determines which users are authorized to execute activities and how
these resources are allocated to execute the activities. Consider, for example,
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the simple illustrative example presented in Figure 3.18. This figure shows the
resource perspective of two hypothetical process models. Each of the models
consists of activities A, B and C, and considers two users. In the model in Fig-
ure 3.18(a) the first user is authorized to execute activities A and B and the
second user is authorized to execute activity C. Thus, this model offers only one
execution alternative, i.e., the first user will execute activities A and B and the
second user will execute activity C. In the model in Figure 3.18(b) both users are
authorized to execute each of the three activities. Therefore, this model offers
more (i.e., eight) execution alternatives and has a higher degree of flexibility by
design with respect to the resource perspective.

A B C

(a) less flexible

A B C

(b) more flexible

Figure 3.18: Flexibility by design and the resource perspective

The data perspective. The data perspective of a process model defines the
availability of data during the execution (cf. Section 3.1.3). Flexibility by design
is also influenced by the data perspective. Figure 3.19 shows the data perspective
of two process models. Each of the models consists of activities A, B and C and
uses two data elements. In the model in Figure 3.19(a) the first data element is
output for activity A and input for activity B, while the second data element is
output for activity B and input for activity C. The model in Figure 3.19(b) has
a higher level of flexibility by design because both data elements are input and
output elements for all three activities, i.e., all data elements can be accessed
and edited in all three activities. Consider, for example, the situation where
an incorrect value of the first data element is provided while executing activity
A. On the one hand, in the model in Figure 3.19(a) this mistake cannot be
corrected while executing activities B or C because the first data element is
not an output data element for these two activities. On the other hand, in the
model in Figure 3.19(b) this mistake can easily be corrected, because the first
data element is an output data element for activities B and C. The same holds
for input data elements: while the value of the first data element is presented
to users only while executing activity B in the model in Figure 3.19(a), in the
model in Figure 3.19(b) the value of this data element is presented to users while
executing all three activities.
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A B C

data element 1 data element 2
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data element 1 data element 2
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Figure 3.19: Flexibility by design and the data perspective

3.2.2 Flexibility by Underspecification

The possibility to only partially specify a process model, where certain parts of
the model are left undefined as ‘black boxes’ and will be defined later during
execution is called flexibility by selection with late modeling [125] or flexibility
by underspecification [226, 227, 227, 228]. In Figure 3.20 under-specified parts of
a process model are presented as partial dashed lines of execution alternatives.
An example of a system that allows for this type of flexibility is the worklet
extension of the YAWL system [23, 44]. Some of the activities in YAWL models
can be considered as unspecified parts of the model and during execution they
are assigned to the Worklet Service [44] that chooses the exact specification (of
a sub-process) that will be executed (cf. Section 2.2).

start end

pre-specified

under-specified

Figure 3.20: Flexibility by underspecification [125,226–228]

The control-flow perspective. An ‘under-specified’ control-flow perspective
of a process model is shown in Figure 3.21(a). This process starts with activity
A, followed by activity B and completes with an unspecified block. During each
execution of this model (i.e., for each instance), it is necessary to define explicitly
the unspecified block. For example, as Figure 3.21(b) shows, a possible execution
scenario could be that, after activities A and B were executed in an instance
(indicated by the special ‘check box’ symbols), activity D was selected for the
unspecified block. In another instance, some other activity (e.g., some activity G)
may be executed for the unspecified block. Not only single activities can replace
the unspecified blocks of the control-flow - an entire sub-process can be selected
for an unspecified block. Note that, each time the process is executed i.e., for
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each process instance), it is possible to select a different activity or sub-processes
for the same unspecified block in the control-flow.

A B

(a) a model

A B D

(b) an execution scenario

Figure 3.21: Flexibility by underspecification and the control-flow perspective

The resource perspective. Figure 3.22 shows a simple example of under-
specification in the resource perspective. Two users are defined in the resource
perspective of a model presented in Figure 3.22(a). The first user is authorized to
execute activities A and B, while the authorization for activity C is intentionally
left unspecified. This underspecification leaves the opportunity to specify the
authorized user(s) for activity C later, during the execution of the model. Each
time this model is executed, another user(s) can be selected as authorized to
execute activity C. One of the possibilities is to authorize both users to execute
activity C after executing activities A and B, as shown in Figure 3.22(b).

A B C

(a) a model

A B C

(b) an execution scenario

Figure 3.22: Flexibility by underspecification and the resource perspective

The data perspective. Figure 3.23(a) shows underspecification of the data
perspective in a process model that uses two data elements. The first data
element is output for activity A and input for activity B, while the second data
element output for activity B. The data access for activity C is intentionally left
unspecified, i.e., a reference to the right data element can be specified each time
the process is executed. For example, it might be the case that, after activities A
and B were executed, it is specified that both data elements are input but only
the second data element is output for activity C, as shown in Figure 3.23(b).
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A B C
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data element 2

(a) a model
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Figure 3.23: Flexibility by underspecification and the data perspective

3.2.3 Flexibility by Change

While an instance of a process model is being executed it may become necessary
to change the set of execution alternatives of the model, e.g., by adding alterna-
tive(s) that were not initially foreseen when the model was developed. Flexibility
by change [226–228] or flexibility by instance adaptation [125] allows for adding
execution alternatives to the model while executing the model, as Figure 3.24
shows. Ad-hoc (or run-time) change of models is an important property of so-
called adaptive workflow systems like, e.g., ADEPT [189,191–193,202]. Systems
like ADEPT are equipped with powerful mechanisms that enable ad-hoc change
of one or more instances by allowing adding, deleting and moving activities in
instances that are already being executed (cf. Section 2.1.5). Moreover, it is
possible to apply the ad-hoc change (a) to one instance or (b) to all instances of
the referring model, i.e., the so-called migration.

start end start end
adaptation added

Figure 3.24: Flexibility by change [125,226–228]

The control-flow perspective. An example of ad-hoc change in the control-
flow perspective is shown in Figure 3.25. As shown in Figure 3.25(a), the control-
flow perspective of the model is defined as a sequence of activities A, B and C.
Thus, according to the control-flow specification, this model will be executed
by first executing activity A, then activity B and finally activity C. However,
it is possible to add execution alternatives by ad-hoc change of the control-flow
perspective. Figure 3.25(b) shows an instance of this model where activities
A and B are executed and then, instead of executing activity C, activity D is
inserted before activity C in the control-flow specification. After this ad-hoc
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change, the instance continues with an execution of activity D followed by an
execution of activity C.

A B C

(a) the original model

A B D C

(b) an ad-hoc change

Figure 3.25: Flexibility by change and the control-flow perspective

The resource perspective. Figure 3.26 shows an example of ad-hoc change
in the resource perspective. In the process model shown in Figure 3.26(a) the
first user is authorized to execute activities A and B and the second user is
authorized to execute activity C. However, it is possible that, in an execution
scenario where activities A and B were already executed, the authorization for
activity C is removed from the second user and assigned to the first user, as
shown in Figure 3.26(b). After this ad-hoc change, the first user will execute
activity C, instead of the originally authorized second user.

A B C

(a) the original model

A B C

(b) an ad-hoc change

Figure 3.26: Flexibility by change and the resource perspective

The data perspective. Flexibility by change can also be applied to the data
perspective, as shown in Figure 3.27. In the process model shown in Fig-
ure 3.27(a) the first data element is output for activity A and input for activity
B, while the second data element is output for activity B and input for activity
C. However, flexibility by change allows to change the data perspective in in-
stances of this model in an ad-hoc manner. For example it is possible that, after
activities A and B are executed in an instance, this specification is changed so
that the first data element is added as an input and output element for activity
B, as shown in Figure 3.27(b).
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A B C

data element 1 data element 2

(a) the original model

A B C

data element 1

data element 2

(b) an ad-hoc change

Figure 3.27: Flexibility by change and the data perspective

3.2.4 Flexibility by Deviation

Flexibility by deviation is the ability of a process instance to deviate from the ex-
ecution alternatives prescribed in the instance’s process model without changing
the model. A deviation from the specified execution alternatives is illustrated
with a thick line in Figure 3.28. FLOWer [180] is an example of a system that
allows for deviation from the process model by allowing users to skip an activity
that should be executed and redo or undo an activity that was already executed
before (cf. Section 2.2).

start end
devation

Figure 3.28: Flexibility by deviation [226–228]

The control-flow perspective. Figure 3.29 shows an example of deviation
from the control-flow perspective specified in a process model. The control-flow
perspective of the model presented in Figure 3.29(a) is specified as a sequence of
activities A, B and C. However, if deviation is applied during the execution of
this model, it becomes possible to execute the model in ways other that specified
(i.e., other than executing A, B and C in a sequence). For example, it is possible
to, after executing activity A, skip activity B and execute directly activity C, as
shown in Figure 3.29(b) by a thick line. Note that the corresponding model in
Figure 3.29(b) is not changed. Instead, the thick line represents the deviation
from the model, i.e., it represents the actual execution of the instance.

The resource perspective. An application of flexibility by deviation on the
resource perspective is presented in Figure 3.30. The resource perspective of
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A B C

(a) a model

A B C

(b) a deviation

Figure 3.29: Flexibility by deviation and the control-flow perspective

a process model is shown in Figure 3.30(a): one user is authorized to execute
activities A and B and the other user is authorized to execute activity C. This
specification remains the same in the execution scenario (i.e., instance) shown in
Figure 3.30(b). However, this instance deviates from the original specification
because the first user executes activity C, although he/she is not authorized to
execute this activity. Thick lines represent the actual execution of the instance
shown in Figure 3.30(b), i.e., the first user executed all three activities in this
instance.

A B C

(a) a model

A B C

(b) a deviation

Figure 3.30: Flexibility by deviation and the resource perspective

The data perspective. Figure 3.31 shows how flexibility by deviation can be
achieved in the data perspective. The original specification of the data perspec-
tive, where the first data element is output for activity A and input for activity
B, is shown in Figure 3.31(a). Further on, the second data element is output for
activity B and input for activity C. An example of a deviating execution (i.e.,
instance)is shown in Figure 3.31(b). Here the actual execution is shown by thick
lines, i.e., the value of first data element is not provided while executing activity
A, and, despite the original specification, it is left ‘unspecified’.

3.2.5 Summary

As already discussed in Section 3.1, the control-flow perspective remains in the
focus of research and industry, while the resource and data perspectives tend
to get less attention. This is also the case with respect to flexibility of workflow
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A B C

data element 1 data element 2

(a) a model

A B C

data element 1 data element 2

(b) a deviation

Figure 3.31: Flexibility by deviation and the data perspective

management systems. Note that the examples we presented in this section for the
resource and data perspectives are hypothetical illustrative examples and, so far,
flexible workflow management systems do not focus on these two perspectives.
Instead, the control-flow perspective is dominant in the systems. For example,
the YAWL system with worklets [23,44], ADEPT [189] and FLOWer [180] directly
support flexibility by underspecification, change and deviation in the control-flow
perspective, respectively (cf. Section 2.2).

In sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 we deliberately use very simple ex-
amples of the control-flow, resource and data perspectives of process models to
illustrate how different types of flexibility can be applied for each of the three
workflow perspectives. In ‘real-life’ process models and workflow management
systems these three perspectives require much more advanced forms of flexibility,
resulting in much more complicated models. These models often use many work-
flow patterns [208,211,213–216] in order to offer multiple execution alternatives,
which often increases the complexity of models, as discussed in Section 3.1.

The control-flow perspective of current workflow management systems is of
procedural nature (cf. Section 3.1.4). Thus, all execution alternatives must be
explicitly specified in the process model. This has several consequences:

• Procedural models with multiple execution alternatives tend to be large
and complex, which makes it hard to understand and maintain these mod-
els. As discussed before, multiple execution alternatives with respect to
the control-flow perspective require usage of many complex control-flow
patterns [213].

• In a procedural approach all execution alternatives must be anticipated in
advance [77,109,125,143, 153, 166, 188, 233]. With respect to the flexibility
by design, this means that all execution alternatives must be anticipated
already in the development phase. With respect to the flexibility by un-
derspecification, this means that it must be anticipated in the development
phase exactly when the unspecified block should be executed. Flexibility
by change and deviation might lead to frequent ad-hoc changes and devia-
tions, i.e., each time a new alternative is identified a new ad-hoc change or
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deviation must be applied.

• Explicitly specifying the procedure in the model can result in over-
specifying the process [181]. To illustrate this, consider the case when
it is necessary to specify the requirement that in one instance of a process
model activities A and B cannot be executed both, i.e., it is possible to
execute A once or more times as long as B is not executed and vice versa.
It is also possible that none A nor B is executed at all. In a procedural
approach one tends to over-specify this as shown in Figure 3.32. A decision
activity X is introduced as an activity that needs to be executed at a
particular time and requires conditions c1 and c2 to make this decision.
Note that, although the requirement A and B exclude one another is very
simple, all kinds of questions are introduced: ‘When should X be exe-
cuted?’, ‘How many times should X be executed?’, ‘Who executes X ?’,
‘What are c1 and c2?’, etc.

A

B
X

c1

c2

Figure 3.32: Over-specification in procedural models [181]

In this chapter we used few languages/systems (i.e., CPNs, Staffware,
FLOWer, and FileNet) to describe how contemporary approaches specify the
control-flow perspective of business processes. However, a procedural approach
is dominant in the contemporary workflow technology, despite the variety of
existing process modeling languages. On the one hand, formal languages like,
for example, Petri nets [87, 177, 199], process algebras [57, 61, 127, 131, 173] and
state charts [267] use various formalisms to explicitly specify the procedure of
a processes. On the other hand, procedural approach is also adopted by lan-
guages that are frequently used in practice and by many available tools, like,
for example, Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) [146, 147, 225], Business Pro-
cess Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL) [54], and Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN) [179].

3.3 A New Approach for Full Flexibility

As discussed in Section 3.2.5, the fact that the procedural approach requires
all execution alternatives to be explicitly specified in the model causes some
problems with respect to flexibility of workflow management systems. Descriptive
or declarative languages are considered to be more suitable for achieving a higher
degree of flexibility because they do not require explicit specification of execution
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alternatives [48, 49, 55, 56, 80, 92, 115, 256, 269]. Instead, a declarative approach
allows for the implicit specification of execution alternatives. In this thesis we
propose a declarative approach for achieving a higher degree of flexibility in
workflow technology.

The proposed approach is based on using activities and constraints for declar-
ative specification of the control-flow perspective of process models. Constraints
are rules that should be followed during the execution. Note that constraints of
a model implicitly specify the possible execution alternatives: everything that
does not violate constraints is allowed. Figure 3.33 shows an example of a con-
straint. This constraint involves two activities (i.e., A and B) and it specifies
that these two activities cannot both be executed in the same process instance.
By using this constraint in a process model, we implicitly specify its execution
alternatives as all alternatives where (1) A is executed at least once and B is
never executed, (2) B is executed at least once and A is never executed and (3)
neither A nor B are executed. Execution of other activities does not influence
this constraint, e.g., any other activity can be executed at any point of time,
as long as activities A and B are not executed both. Note that, although the
constraint in Figure 3.33 represents a very simple and useful rule, there is no
control-flow pattern that represents it [213]. Instead, implementing such a rule
in the procedural manner requires over-specification, as shown in Figure 3.32.
Moreover, by over-specifying this rule in the procedural approach many of the
intended execution alternatives are discarded, i.e., either activity A or activity B
must be executed exactly once after activity X.

A B

Figure 3.33: A constraint: activities A and B should not be executed both

The difference between the procedural and our constraint-based declarative
approach to process modeling is shown in Figure 3.34. Procedural models take
an ‘inside-to-outside’ approach: all execution alternatives are explicitly specified
in the model and new alternatives must be explicitly added to the model. Declar-
ative models take an ‘outside-to-inside’ approach: constraints implicitly specify
execution alternatives as all alternatives that satisfy the constraints and adding
new constraints usually means discarding some execution alternatives.

Our approach focuses on the dominant workflow perspective, i.e., the control-
flow perspective, and it can support all types of flexibility, as Figure 3.35 shows.
In this approach we advocate using constraints for the specification of the control-
flow perspective of process models. Possible execution alternatives of a model
are implicitly derived from the constraints: any alternative that satisfies all con-
straints is possible. Thus, even simple constraint-based process models can offer
many execution alternatives, i.e., our approach is appropriate for achieving flexi-
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PROCEDURAL 
MODEL

constraints constraints
constraints constraints

adding execution 
alternatives

forbidden behavior

Figure 3.34: Declarative vs. procedural approach

bility by design. Moreover, other types of flexibility can also be supported. With
help of the YAWL system and its worklets [44] it is possible to create arbitrary
decompositions of procedural and declarative models and achieve flexibility by un-
derspecification. Flexibility by change can be achieved by ad-hoc change, which
can be easily applied to the constraint-based approach. The so-called optional
constraints allow for flexibility by deviation.

flexibility by 
design

flexibility by 
underspecification

flexibility by 
change

flexibility by 
deviation

control-flow 
perspective

resource 
perspective

data 
perspective

Figure 3.35: A new approach for all types of flexibility

Note that it is possible to develop procedural models that allow for flexibility
by design. Consider, for example, a process model consisting of activities A, B
and C, where any execution alternative is possible. Figure 3.36 shows a CPN
representing this model. Between the initiation and termination of the process
(represented by transitions start and end, respectively) it is possible that (1)
each of activities A, B and C is executed zero or more times, (2) activities A, B
and C are executed concurrently and (3) activities A, B and C are executed in
any order. Thus, this model allows for infinitely many execution alternatives and
offer a high degree of flexibility by design (cf. Section 3.2.1). However, adding
some simple rules that should be followed during execution is often too costly
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in the procedural approach because models become to complex and large, a lot
of time and human efforts are needed, etc. Adding a simple rule, e.g., like the
one presented in Figure 3.33, would result in a very complex model. Adding
several similar rules might easily result in a model that is too large and complex
to understand and maintain.
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Figure 3.36: Any execution alternative of activities A, B, and C is possible between activities
start and end

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 4 we pro-
vide a formal foundation for a constraint-based language on an abstract level.
In Chapter 5 we present a language that can be used to specify constraints in
process models and in Chapter 6 we present a prototype of a workflow manage-
ment system implemented based on concepts presented in chapters 4 and 5. In
Chapter 7 we will show how popular techniques for process mining [8] can be
applied to the constrain-based approach both for analysis of past executions and
generating run-time recommendations for users. Finally, in Chapter 8 we discuss
and conclude the thesis.



Chapter 4

Constraint-Based Approach

A truly flexible approach to workflow management systems must provide for
several aspects of workflow flexibility [125, 226–228], as discussed in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 we showed that contemporary commercial tools use imperative
process models that explicitly specify how to execute the process. This requires
process model developers to predict all possible execution scenarios in advance
and explicitly include them in the model. However, it is often not the case that
all scenarios can be foreseen in advance [125]. Therefore, the procedural nature
of process models makes it very difficult for contemporary workflow management
systems to provide for a high degree of flexibility by design [125, 226–228].

In this chapter we present a formal foundation for a constraint-based approach
for business processes. Instead of explicitly specifying the control flow, constraint-
based process models focus on constraints as rules that have to be followed during
the process execution. Possible executions of constraint models are specified
implicitly as all executions that satisfy the model constraints, which makes it
not necessary to explicitly predict all possible executions in advance. Due to
the declarative nature of constraint models that offer a variety of possibilities
for execution, the constraint-based approach is flexible by definition [226–228].
Moreover, all other types of flexibility that were discussed in [226–228] can also be
achieved using this approach. First, while executing instances, people can violate
one type of constraints and achieve flexibility by deviation [226–228]. Second, it
is possible to change models of already running instances, which allows for the
flexibility by change [226–228]. Although the flexibility by underspecification
[226–228] is not explicitly built into the approach presented in this chapter, in
Section 6.11 we will show how this type of flexibility can be achieved with the
help of the YAWL system [23, 32, 210, 212] and its worklets [41, 44, 45].

We start this chapter by describing the notion of constraints in Section 4.1
and constraint models in Section 4.2. An illustrative example is presented in
Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we describe how instances of constraint models are
executed. Ad-hoc change of already running instances is described in Section 4.5.
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Section 4.6 presents how verification of constraint models can detect serious er-
rors and help develop correct constraint models. A summarized overview of the
chapter is given in Section 4.7.

4.1 Activities, Events, Traces and Constraints

Constraint-based models consist of activities and constraints. An activity is a
piece of work that is executed as a whole by a resource (e.g., one person, a
computer, etc.). A constraint specifies a certain rule that should hold in any
execution of the model. Consider, for example, a model without constraints that
contains only activities perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation. Medical
staff members that execute this model have the ultimate freedom to execute
the two activities an arbitrary number of times and in any order. However,
if the constraint “if perform surgery, then eventually prescribe rehabilitation”
would be added to the model, this would limit (i.e., constrain) the possibilities
that resources have: if activity perform surgery is executed, this constraint will
demand to afterwards also execute activity prescribe rehabilitation.

The time needed for the resource to execute one activity can vary depend-
ing on the activity’s complexity, the resource capabilities, etc. For example, one
activity might take a few minutes to execute (e.g., prescribe rehabilitation) and
another might take several hours (e.g., perform surgery). One can imagine that
the execution of activities can overlap, that some executions might fail and oth-
ers might complete successfully. Resources execute models by triggering events
involving activities, i.e., transferring activities through various states in their life
cycles [29,91,93,136,160,175]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a simple activity
life cycle. In this life cycle, an activity can be in one of the four states: initial,
execution, execution successful, and execution failed. At the beginning of its life
cycle, the activity is in the initial state. As shown in Figure 4.1, each event
triggers a state change. A resource starts to actively work on an activity by trig-
gering the event started . After the started event, the activity can be completed
(i.e., successfully executed) or cancelled (i.e., execution has failed).

execution
started

t

execution
successful

execution
failed

initial
s

completed

tc

cancelled

tx

Figure 4.1: Three event types - started (ts ), completed (tc) and cancelled (tx )
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In the remainder, we will use the following terms (concepts):

• A is the set of all activities, i.e., a universe of activity identifiers,

• T is the set of all event types, and

• E = A × T is the set of all events.

Although the set of event types can by definition contain arbitrary types, for
the purpose of simplicity we adopt the three event types from the life cycle in
Figure 4.1. In other words, in the remainder of this thesis we will assume that T

contains three event types T = {ts , tc , tx}, such that ts = started , tc = completed
and tx = cancelled . Note that, however, the set of event types T is customizable,
i.e., the proposed constraint-based approach can be applied to any set of event
types T.

One execution of a model is defined as one trace, i.e., a sequence of events
that represents the chronological order of events that occurred and were recorded
during the execution (cf. Definition 4.1.1).

Definition 4.1.1. (Trace)
Trace σ ∈ E∗ is a finite sequence of events, where E∗ is the set of all traces
composed of zero or more elements of E. We use σ = 〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉 to denote a
trace.

• |σ| = n represents the length of the trace,

• Empty trace is denoted by 〈〉, i.e., |〈〉| = 0,

• σ[i] denotes the i-th element of the trace, i.e., σ[i] = ei,

• e ∈ σ denotes ∃1≤i<|σ|σ[i] = e,

• σi� denotes the suffix of σ starting at σ[i], i.e., σi� = 〈σ[i], σ[i +
1], . . . , σ[n]〉,

• We use + to concatenate traces into a new trace, i.e., 〈e1, e2, . . . , en〉 +
〈f1, f2, . . . , fm〉 = 〈e1, e2, . . . , en, f1, f2, . . . , fm〉,

• We use = to denote equal traces, i.e., if σ = γ then |σ| = |γ| and
∀1≤i≤|σ|σ[i] = γ[i]. We use 6= to denote non-equal traces, i.e., σ 6= γ
denotes that σ = γ does not hold.

2

Example 4.1.2 illustrates the concepts of activities, events and traces in a medical
department.

Example 4.1.2. (Activities, events and traces)
Consider an example of a medical department where staff members can execute
activities ae, as, ar, am ∈ A where ae = examine patient, as = perform surgery,
ar = prescribe rehabilitation, am = prescribe medication, ax = perform X ray.
These activities are executed by triggering events that can be of the three types
ts , tc , tx ∈ T where ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled .
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Staff of this department can trigger any of the event types on any of the
activities. Therefore, possible events in this example are: ees = (ae , ts), eec =
(ae , tc), . . ., exc = (ax , tc), where eij = (ai, tj) and eij ∈ E for all i ∈ {e, s, r,m, x}
and j ∈ {s, c, x}.

By triggering events, staff creates a trace for each patient as a sequence of
triggered events. Treatments of three patients refer to three traces σ1, σ2, σ3 ∈ E∗,
such that:

• σ1 = 〈ees, eec, ems, emc, ess, esc〉,
• σ2 = 〈ees, eec, ems, ess, esc, ems, emc, ers, erc〉, and

• σ3 = 〈ems, emc, ees, eec, ems, emc〉.
2

We introduce the trace projection as a preliminary operation on traces. Pro-
jection σ↓E of a trace σ ∈ E∗ on a set of events E ∈ E is specified in Defini-
tion 4.1.3. The projection σ↓E is a set of traces such that for each projection
trace γ ∈ σ↓E it holds that (1) γ is of the same length as σ, (2) events from E
are the same and exactly on the same positions in γ and σ, and (3) events not
contained in E do not have to be the same γ and σ, but need to fill the same
positions in γ and σ. In other words, the projection of a trace σ on a set of events
E depends on both occurrences and positions of events e ∈ E and only positions
of events e /∈ E in trace σ.

Definition 4.1.3. (Trace projection σ↓E )
Let σ ∈ E∗ be a trace and E ⊆ E be a set of events. The projection of trace σ
on a set of events E is the set of traces defined as follows:

σ↓E =





{〈〉} if σ = 〈〉;
{〈e1, e2, . . . , e|σ|〉 ∈ E∗ | ∀1≤i≤|σ|(σ[i] ∈ E ⇒ ei = σ[i])

∧

(σ[i] /∈ E ⇒ ei /∈ E ))} otherwise.

Note that a trace is always an element of its projection, i.e., σ ∈ σ↓E . 2

Trace projection is used as a kind of trace equivalence regarding constraint
satisfaction and is used to decide whether a trace satisfies a constraint, as will
be specified later in Definition 4.1.4. Consider, for example, the three traces in
Figure 4.2 where we want to measure if they satisfy rule “Before the diploma is
issued, the student has to enroll and to pass one course by choice.”, i.e., “events
(enroll , tc) and (diploma , ts ) cannot appear next to each other.”.

In this case, both (1) appearances and positions of events (enroll , tc) and
(diploma , ts) in the trace and (2) positions of other events (i.e., events (enroll , ts),
(courseA, ts), (courseA, tc), (courseB , ts), (courseB , tc) and (diploma , tc)) in the
trace are important when deciding if the trace satisfies the constraint. Con-
sider, for example, trace σ1 = 〈(enroll , ts), (enroll , tc), (courseA, ts), (courseA, tc),
(diploma , ts), (diploma , tc)〉 where the student enrolled and passed the courseA
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Figure 4.2: Example illustrating trace projection: σ1 ∈ σ↓E
2

, σ2 ∈ σ↓E
1

, but σ3 /∈ σ↓E
1

, σ3 /∈ σ↓E
2

before the diploma was issued. Projection of this trace on the set of events E =
{(enroll , tc), (diploma , ts)} is a set σ↓E1 containing all traces from E∗ that have the
form of 〈e∗1 , (enroll , tc), e∗2 , e∗3 , (diploma , ts), e∗4〉, such that events e∗1 , . . . , e∗4 ∈
E are not contained in E (i.e., e∗1 , . . . , e∗4 /∈ E ). For example, trace σ2 is in the

projection σ↓E1 because events (enroll , tc) and (diploma , ts) have exactly the same
positions relative to each other and events e∗ /∈ {(enroll , tc), (diploma , ts)} in σ1

and σ2. On the other hand, trace σ3 is not in the trace projection σ↓E
1 because

positions of events e∗ /∈ {(enroll , tc), (diploma , ts)} do not match positions of

such events in σ1. In other words, in σ↓E
1 it is not important which course the

student took, as long as the diploma was not issued directly after enrolling.

A constraint is a rule that should be followed during the execution. For
example, constraint “if perform surgery is completed , then afterwards eventu-
ally prescribe rehabilitation is completed” ensures that every patient who had a
surgery successfully completes the rehabilitation. Another example is the con-
straint “cannot start perform surgery before completing perform X ray”, which
makes sure that X rays of a patient are taken before surgery. As specified in
Definition 4.1.4, a constraint is defined by its namespace and a function that
evaluates to true or false for a given execution trace. The notion of namespace
plays an important role when deciding if a trace satisfies the constraint.

Definition 4.1.4. (Constraint)
A constraint is a pair c = (E, f), where:

• E = (A× T ) is the namespace of c such that A ⊆ A, T ⊆ T. We say that
c is a constraint over E,

• f is a function f : E∗ → {true, false}. Let σ ∈ E∗ be a trace. We denote
f(σ) = true by σ � f and f(σ) = false by σ 2 f .

– If f(σ) = true, then we say that σ satisfies c, denoted by σ � c,

– If f(σ) = false, then we say that σ violates c, denoted by σ 2 c,
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• it holds that ∀γ ∈ (σ↓E ) : f(γ) = f(σ), i.e., satisfaction of a trace is
decidable on the appearances of elements from the namespace in that trace,

• We say that E∗
�c = {σ ∈ E∗ | σ � c} is a set of all traces that satisfy

constraint c.

Further on, we use the following shorthand notation ΠA(c) = A, ΠT (c) = T and
Πf (c) = f . We use C to denote the set of all constraints. 2

A constraint specifies a relation between events contained in its namespace.
Using events instead of plain activities in the constraint namespace enables defin-
ing more sophisticated rules. For example, constraints c1 =“cannot start perform
surgery before completing perform X ray” and c2 =“cannot start perform surgery
before starting perform X ray” are semantically different. In case of the first con-
straint c1, perform surgery can start only after completing the perform X ray.
In case of the second constraint c2, perform surgery can start immediately af-
ter starting the perform X ray, i.e., activity perform surgery can be started and
completed even if the X ray photo is not available yet or if the activity perform
X ray fails (does not complete).

Since an execution is represented by a trace, a constraint is a boolean expres-
sion that evaluates to true or false for every trace σ ∈ E∗. Because a constraint
defines a relation between elements in its namespace, trace satisfaction should
be decidable only on the occurrences and positions of namespace elements in the
trace, i.e., if a trace satisfies the constraint, then all traces in the projection of the
trace on the namespace also satisfy the constraint and vice versa. Example 4.1.5
illustrates the notions of a constraint, namespace and satisfaction of traces.

Example 4.1.5. (Constraints)
The medical department from Example 4.1.2 needs to follow two constraints
c1, c2 ∈ C where:

• c1 = (E1, f1) is a constraint over E1 = {esc, erc} specifying that f1=“If per-
form surgery is completed then, afterwards at some point in time, prescribe
rehabilitation is also completed .”1, i.e., f1=“event esc is eventually followed
by event erc”, and

• c2 = (E2, f2) is a constraint over E2 = {ees, eec, eex} specifying that
f2=“Cannot execute any other activity until completing examine patient.”,
i.e., f2=“only events ees and eex are possible before event eec.”

For the three traces (patients) σ1, σ2 and σ3 from Example 4.1.2 it holds that:

1. trace σ1 = 〈ees, eec, ems, emc, ess, esc〉
• violates c1 (i.e., σ1 2 c1) because event esc is not followed by event erc

in σ1, i.e., this patient had a surgery but did not have a rehabilitation
after the surgery; for all traces γ ∈ (σ↓E1

1 ) (i.e., all traces of form
〈e∗1 , e∗2 , e∗3 , e∗4 , e∗5 , esc〉, with ∀1≤i≤5e∗i

/∈ E1 ) it holds that γ 2 c1,

1The exact formal definition of constraints is not relevant at this point.
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• satisfies c2 (i.e., σ1 � c2) because event eec is preceded only by
event ees in σ1, i.e., this patient was examined at the beginning
of the treatment; for all traces γ ∈ (σ↓E2

1 ) (i.e., all traces of form
〈ees, eec, e∗1 , e∗2 , e∗3 , e∗4〉, with ∀1≤i≤5e∗i

/∈ E2 ) it holds that γ � c2,

2. trace σ2 = 〈ees, eec, ess, esc, ems, emc, ers, erc〉
• satisfies c1 (i.e., σ2 � c1) because event esc is followed by event
erc in σ2, i.e., this patient had a surgery and a rehabilitation af-
ter the surgery; for all traces γ ∈ (σ↓E1

2 ) (i.e., all traces of form
〈e∗1 , e∗2 , e∗3 , esc, e∗4 , e∗5 , e∗6 , erc〉, with ∀1≤i≤6e∗i

/∈ E1 ) it holds that
γ � c1,

• satisfies c2 (i.e., σ2 � c2); for all traces σ ∈ (σ↓E2

2 ) (i.e., all traces of
form 〈ees, eec, e∗1 , e∗2 , e∗3 , e∗4 , e∗5 , e∗6〉, with ∀1≤i≤6e∗i

/∈ E2 ) it holds
that σ � c2,

3. trace σ3 = 〈ems, emc, ees, eec, ems, emc〉
• satisfies c1 (i.e., σ3 � c1) because there is no event esc in trace σ3 to

be followed by event erc, i.e., this patient did not have a surgery; for
all traces γ ∈ (σ↓E1

3 ) (i.e., all traces of form 〈e∗1 , e∗2 , e∗3 , e∗4 , e∗5 , e∗6〉,
with ∀1≤i≤6e∗i

/∈ E1 ) it holds that γ � c1,

• violates c2 (i.e., σ3 2 c2) because there are events other than ees

and eex in trace σ3 before event eec, i.e., medications were prescribed
before the examination for this patient; for all traces γ ∈ (σ↓E2

3 ) (i.e.,
all traces of form of 〈e∗1 , e∗2 , ees, eec, e∗3 , e∗4〉, with ∀1≤i≤4e∗i

/∈ E2 ) it
holds that γ 2 c2.

Note that the set of satisfying traces E∗
�c1

and E∗
�c2

of constraints c1 and
c2, respectively, are infinite sets, e.g., prescribe rehabilitation can be repeated
an arbitrary number of times. Also, a set of satisfying traces E∗

�c of constraint
c = (E, f) contains all sequences (traces) of all events e ∈ E that satisfy constraint
c, i.e., traces in the set of satisfying traces contain both events from the namespace
E and events not in the namespace E. 2

In this chapter we only provide informal constraint specification, i.e., a nat-
ural (i.e., English) language is used to specify the semantics of constraints. In
Chapter 5 we propose a formal language that can be used (1) to specify the
semantics of each constraint and (2) for retrieving a finite representation of the
set of all traces that satisfy such a constraint.

4.2 Constraint Models

As specified in Definition 4.2.1, a constraint model consists of activities, manda-
tory constraints and optional constraints. Each of the constraints is over names-
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pace (A×T), i.e., constraints can only define relationships between events involv-
ing activities from the model. If a model activity is contained in the namespace
of any of the constraints, then we say that this activity is constrained by the
model.

Definition 4.2.1. (Constraint model cm)
A constraint model cm is defined as a triple cm = (A,CM ,CO ), where:

• A ⊆ A is a set of activities in the model,

• CM ⊆ C is a set of mandatory constraints where every element (E, f) ∈ CM

is a constraint over E, such that E ⊆ (A × T),

• CO ⊆ C is a set of optional constraints where every element (E, f) ∈ CO is
a constraint over E, such that E ⊆ (A × T).

The set of constrained activities in cm is defined as ΠCA(cm) =
⋃

c∈CM∪CO
ΠA(c).

We use Ucm to denote the set of all constraint models. 2

The set of satisfying traces of a model contains all traces that satisfy the
model, i.e., traces that satisfy all mandatory constraints in the model (cf. Defini-
tion 4.2.2). If a trace is not in this set, that means that the trace violates at least
one mandatory constraint in the model. According to Definition 4.2.2, any trace
satisfies a constraint model without mandatory constraints. This means that
users can execute such a model in any way – they can execute any of the activi-
ties from the model an arbitrary number of times (including zero times) and they
can execute these activities in an arbitrary order. For example, every trace σ ∈ E∗

satisfies a constraint model cm = ({A,B,C}, ∅,CO ), i.e., E∗
�cm = E∗. Note that

Figure 3.36 on page 82 shows a procedural version of model ({A,B,C}, ∅, ∅).

Definition 4.2.2. (Constraint model satisfying traces E∗
�cm)

Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm = (A,CM ,CO ). The set of
satisfying traces for model cm is defined as

E
∗
�cm =

{
E∗ if CM = ∅;⋂

c∈CM
E∗

�c otherwise.

If for trace σ ∈ E∗ it holds that σ ∈ E∗
�cm , then we say that σ satisfies model

cm. If for trace σ ∈ E∗ it holds that σ /∈ E∗
�cm , then we say that σ violates model

cm. 2

As specified in Definition 4.2.2, the set of traces that satisfy a constraint
model is compositional [73, 205] with respect to traces that satisfy each of the
constraints in the model, i.e., if a trace satisfies each of the constraints, then the
trace also satisfies the model.

Note that the set of traces that satisfy a constraint model E∗
�cm can contain

many traces, which makes constraint models flexible by design [226–228]. The
set E∗

�cm can even contain infinitely many traces. To enable computer-supported
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execution of constraint models, a finite representation of E∗
�cm is needed. In

Chapter 5 we present how this finite representation can be obtained and used in
the constraint-based approach.

While traces that violate mandatory constraints cannot satisfy the model,
traces that violate optional constraints can still be satisfying traces of the model
(cf. Definition 4.2.2). Optional constraints are used as guidelines for executions.
Their satisfaction can be measured and presented to users as additional informa-
tion, but it does not determine the satisfaction of the model. As their name says,
it is optional if an execution trace will satisfy them or not. In other words, when
it comes to optional constraints, users can deviate from the model if they prefer
to do so. Therefore, optional constraints enable flexibility by deviation [226–228]
in constraint models.

Note that the set of traces that satisfy a constraint model contains all traces
that satisfy mandatory constraints, i.e., all sequences of all events e ∈ E that
satisfy mandatory constraints of the model. For example, trace σ ∈ E∗

�cm that
satisfies model cm = (A,CM ,CO ) can contain events involving activities that
are not in the model itself, i.e., it is possible that (a ′, t) ∈ σ where a′ /∈ A and
t ∈ T. This is due to the fact that traces that satisfy constraints can contain
events that are not in the namespace of the constraint (e.g., Example 4.1.5). This
might seem odd, but is an important property that enables changes of models
during execution. As it will be described in Section 4.5, it is possible to change
constraint models while they are being executed (the so-called ad-hoc instance
change). For example, consider model cm = (A,CM ,CO ) and trace σ. It is
possible to, after executing activity a∗ ∈ A (i.e., (a∗, ts), (a∗, tc) ∈ σ), remove
this activity from the model. Although model cm does not contain activity a∗
anymore and trace σ does (i.e., a∗ /∈ A and (a∗, ts ), (a∗, tc) ∈ σ), this trace can
still satisfy the model (i.e., σ ∈ E∗

�cm) if it satisfies all mandatory constraints
from the model. However, after removing a∗ from a model cm it will no longer
be possible to execute this activity, i.e., events involving activity a∗ cannot be
added to the trace σ in the future. The execution of instances of constraint
models and instance change is out of scope of this section and will be described
in detail in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

A constraint-based approach to process modeling allows developing models
that offer a large number of possible executions to users while still enforcing
the users to follow a set of basic rules - constraints. It is often the case that
constraint models have an infinite set of satisfying traces, which allows people
to choose from a large number of traces that satisfy the model and to select the
trace that is the most appropriate for the specific situation people are working
in. Consider, for example, a simple constraint model presented in Example 4.2.3.
This model consists of three activities and one constraint. Due to this constraint,
only a trace where all events (curse, completed ) are eventually followed by at least
event (pray , completed ) satisfies this model.
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Example 4.2.3. (A constraint model)
Let cmR ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cmR = (AR,CR

M ,C
R
O ) such that:

• AR = {pray , curse, bless} is a set of activities,

• CR
M = {c1} is a set of mandatory constraints where c1 = (E1, f1) such that

E1 = {(curse, completed ), (pray , completed )} and f1 =“Every occurrence
of event (curse, completed ) must eventually be followed by at least one
occurrence of event (pray , completed ).”, and

• CR
O = ∅ is a (empty) set of optional constraints.

The set of accepting traces for this model is E∗
�cmR =

⋂
c∈CR

M

E∗
�c = E∗

�c1
.

Constrained activities in the model are ΠCA(cmR) = {curse, pray} because
ΠA(c1) = {curse, pray}. 2

The model cmR from Example 4.2.3 allows people who are executing this
model to choose from an infinite number of traces that satisfy this model. Ta-
ble 4.1 shows only a few examples of traces (i.e., σ1, σ2, . . ., σ7) that satisfy
the model cmR and one example of a trace (i.e., σ8) that does not satisfy this
model. Each column refers to a trace and the rows refer to events in particular
traces. For simplicity, we assume that activities do not overlap in these traces,
i.e., each listed activity refers to a subsequent starting and completing of the ac-
tivity. For example, each bless in the trace σ2 refers to a sequence of two events
(bless , started ) and (bless , completed ). The first seven traces satisfy the model.
First, the empty trace satisfies the model, i.e., σ1 ∈ E∗

�cmR , because there is no
event (curse, completed ) in the empty trace σ1 = 〈〉. Second, any of the activities
can occur an arbitrary number of times in a satisfying trace (e.g., traces σ2, σ3,
σ4, σ5, σ6 and σ7). Third, it is possible that activities curse and pray do not oc-
cur at all (e.g., traces σ1 and σ2). Fourth, it is possible that activity pray occurs
an arbitrary number of times (1) without an occurrence of activity curse (e.g.,
traces σ3 and σ6) and (2) before the occurrence of activity curse (e.g., traces σ4

and σ7). Fifth, it is possible that activity curse occurs multiple times followed
by one occurrence of activity pray in order to satisfy constraint c1 (e.g., trace
σ5). Finally, it is also possible to first curse, then pray , and later again curse
and pray (e.g., trace σ7). The last trace, i.e., trace σ8 does not satisfy model
cmR because there is no occurrence of activity pray after the second occurrence
of activity curse in this trace.

Note that some of the traces in Table 4.1 satisfy the model cmR from Exam-
ple 4.2.3 although they contain events that involve activities that are not in the
model. Traces σ2 and σ6 satisfy model cmR although they contain events on ac-
tivity become holy ∈ A, which is not in the model cmR (i.e., become holy /∈ AR).
This property of satisfying traces enables easy adding and removing activities in
models that are already being executed (ad-hoc instance change), which will be
described in detail in Section 4.5. For illustration, assume that the original model
cmR ′

= (AR ∪ {become holy},CR
M ,C

R
O ) contained activity become holy and that
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Table 4.1: Examples of traces that (do not) satisfy the model cmR from Example 4.2.3

σi ∈ E∗
�cmR , i ∈ {1, . . . , 7} σ8 /∈ E∗

�cmR

σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6 σ7 σ8

1 bless pray pray curse bless pray pray
2 become holy curse pray bless curse curse
3 bless curse bless become holy bless bless
4 bless curse pray pray pray
5 pray bless bless curse curse
6 bless curse bless bless
7 pray pray
8 bless

users executed activities bless and become holy in the trace σ2 and then decided
to remove activity become holy from the model. At this point, the model did
not contain activity become holy anymore (model cmR), but the trace σ3 still
satisfies the new model cmR. However, after the activity become holy was re-
moved from the model it was no longer possible to trigger new events on activity
become holy .

Adding and removing activities and optional constraints to and from con-
straint models does not have any effect on the set of traces that satisfy the
model, because this set is not dependent on the activities in the model (cf. Def-
inition 4.2.2). Property 4.2.4 proves that the set of traces that satisfy the model
does not change when activities or optional constraints are added to or removed
from the model. Consider, for example the model cmR from Example 4.2.3 and
model cmR ′

= (AR ∪ {become holy},CR
M ,C

R
O ∪ {c}) where become holy ∈ A and

c ∈ C. Although model cmR ′
has more activities and optional constraints, the

same traces satisfy both models cmR and cmR ′
, because they have the same

set of mandatory constraints C R
M . For example, traces σ1, . . . , σ7 from Table 4.1

satisfy both cmR and cmR ′
while trace σ8 does not satisfy either cmR nor cmR ′

.

Property 4.2.4. (Activities and optional constraints have no effect on
E∗

�cm)
Let cm, cm ′ ∈ Ucm be constraint models where cm = (A,CM ,CO) and cm ′ =
(A′,CM ,C

′
O ), then E∗

�cm = E∗
�cm ′ .

Proof.
If CM = ∅, then E∗

�cm = E∗
�cm ′ = E∗ (cf. Definition 4.2.2). If CM 6= ∅, the set

of traces that satisfy cm is E∗
�cm =

⋂
c∈CM

E∗
�c (cf. Definition 4.2.2) and the set

of traces that satisfy cm ′ is E∗
�cm ′ =

⋂
∀c∈CM

E∗
�c , i.e., E∗

�cm = E∗
�cm ′ . 2

Property 4.2.5 shows that, the more mandatory constraints the model has,
the fewer traces can satisfy the model. In other words, the more mandatory
constraints a model has, the less flexibility the users will have while executing
the model.
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Property 4.2.5. (Mandatory constraints can influence E∗
�cm)

Let cm, cm ′ ∈ Ucm be constraint models where cm = (A,CM ,CO) and cm ′ =
(A′,C ′

M ,C
′
O ) such that CM ⊂ C ′

M , then E∗
�cm ′ ⊆ E∗

�cm .

Proof. If CM = ∅ then E∗
�cm = E∗ and C ′

M 6= ∅. Further it holds that E∗
�cm ′ =⋂

c′∈C ′
M

E∗
�c′ and E∗

�cm ′ ⊆ E∗, i.e., E∗
�cm ′ ⊆ E∗

�cm .

If CM 6= ∅ then E∗
�cm =

⋂
c∈CM

E∗
�c and C ′

M 6= ∅. Further it holds
that E∗

�cm ′ =
⋂

c∈(CM∪(C ′
M
\CM )) E∗

�c =
⋂

c∈CM
E∗

�c ∩ ⋂
c∈(C ′

M
\CM ) E∗

�c = E∗
�cm ∩⋂

c∈(C ′
M
\CM ) E∗

�c , i.e., E∗
�cm ′ ⊆ E∗

�cm . 2

Consider, for example, the model cmR from Example 4.2.3 and a con-
straint c2 ∈ C where c2 = (E2, f2) such that E2 = {(pray , completed )} and
f2 =“Complete activity pray at least once.”. Let cmR ′

be a constraint model
where c2 is added as a mandatory constraint to model cmR, i.e., cmR ′

=
(AR,CR

M ∪ {c2},CR
O ). The set of satisfying traces of model cmR contains all

traces σ ∈ E∗ that satisfy constraint c1, while the set of satisfying traces of
model cmR ′

contains all traces σ ∈ E∗ that satisfy both constraint c1 and con-
straint c2. In other words, the set of traces that satisfy cmR ′

is obtained by
removing all traces that do not satisfy constraint c2 from the set of traces that
satisfy model cmR. For example, although they satisfy model cmR, traces σ1

and σ2 from Table 4.1 do not satisfy model cmR ′
because they do not satisfy

constraint c2.
Understanding the effect of adding/removing mandatory constraints to/from

a constraint model change is important for several purposes. First, while creating
a model it is important to understand that the more mandatory constraints
the model has, the less freedom (options) the users will have while executing
the model and vise versa, i.e., fewer mandatory constraints mean more freedom
for users. Second, in case of ad-hoc instance change, only adding mandatory
constraints can cause errors and thus cause the instance change to fail, as it
will be discussed in Section 4.5. In order to successfully perform such a run-
time change after all, it is necessary to resolve (eliminate) this error, which
can be achieved only by removing mandatory constraints. Third, errors can
be introduced in models only by adding mandatory constraints and vice versa,
errors can be eliminated only by removing mandatory constraints, as it will be
described in Section 4.6.

4.3 Illustrative Example: The Fractures Treatment

Process

As opposed to traditional models where all possible executions have to be pre-
dicted in detail in advance (i.e., during modeling), developers of constraint models
need to specify a number of constraints (rules) that should be followed during
the execution. This set of constraints indirectly determines the set of possible
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executions of the constraint model – any execution that satisfies mandatory con-
straints is possible. Moreover, it is often the case that users can choose from an
infinite number of possible executions of the constraint model and, therefore, ad-
just each execution to the specific situation as long as all mandatory constraints
are satisfied. Consider the medical Fractures Treatment process described in
Example 4.3.1. Although it consists of several important rules that have to be
satisfied in order to prevent mistakes, the medical staff must make situation-
dependent decisions and treat each patient in a way that is the most suitable for
the specific patient’s fracture.

Example 4.3.1. (Fractures Treatment process definition)
A team of medical staff is in charge of treatment of patients with fractures. The
treatment of every patient begins with the examination of the patient, although
the patient can be examined (again) at multiple stages during the treatment.
Depending on the type(s) of the fracture(s), the staff can apply different types
of treatments:

• Applying cast is the most common treatment for fractures. The cast is
removed after the fracture has healed.

• Dislocations are treated by repositioning.

• A surgery can be performed for complex injuries.

• When none of the above mentioned treatments can be applied, the patient
uses a sling for a prescribed period of time.

In cases of complex fractures, the staff can decide to use an arbitrary combination
of the above mentioned treatment procedures.

It is obligatory to take X ray of the fracture(s) before applying of cast, repo-
sitioning or performing the reposition or surgery. If needed, X ray photos can
be taken several times during the treatment. Due to danger of X rays, it is im-
portant to avoid any mistakes and the staff needs to check risks of X rays (e.g.,
pregnancy) and to take these risks into consideration each time before taking an
X ray.

The staff can prescribe necessary medication or prescribe rehabilitation an
arbitrary number of times during the treatment. In general, the hospital has the
policy to send patients to rehabilitation at least once after a surgery. 2

When developing a constraint model for the process described in Exam-
ple 4.3.1, it is not necessary to predict all possible treatment tracks in advance.
Moreover, the medical staff that treats fractures can perform many different
treatments for different patients. Instead of predicting all possible treatments, it
is sufficient to detect the activities and the constraints that should be followed
during treatments. The constraint model for the Fractures Treatment process is
given below.
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Example 4.3.2. (Fractures Treatment constraint model)
Recall that ts , tc , tx ∈ T are event types where ts = started , tc = completed and
tx = cancelled . Model cmFT ∈ Ucm , cmFT = (AFT ,CFT

M ,CFT
O ) is a constraint

model for the Fractures Treatment process described in Example 4.3.1 such that

• AFT = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9, a10} is a set of activities where:

a1 = examine patient, a6 = prescribe sling,
a2 = apply cast, a7 = prescribe medication,
a3 = remove cast, a8 = check X ray risk,
a4 = perform reposition, a9 = perform X ray, and
a5 = perform surgery, a10 = prescribe rehabilitation,

• CFT
M = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5} is a set of mandatory constraints where:

– c1 = (E1, f1) where E1 = {(a1 , ts), (a1 , tc)(a1 , tx )} and f1 =“Start
every treatment with an occurrence of the activity examine patient”,
i.e., f1 =“Before the first occurrence of event (a1 , tc), only occurrences
of events (a1 , ts) or (a1 , tx ) are possible”,

– c2 = (E2, f2) where E2 = {(a2 , tc), (a4 , tc), (a5 , tc), (a6 , tc)} and
f2 =“Perform at least one of the procedures: apply cast,
perform reposition, perform surgery or prescribe sling”, i.e., f2 =“At
least one of the events (a2 , tc), (a4 , tc), (a5 , tc) or (a6 , tc) must occur”,

– c3 = (E3, f3) where E3 = {(a2 , tc), (a3 , ts), (a3 , tc)} and f3 =“Can
remove cast only after applying cast and always remove cast after
applying cast”, i.e., f3 =“Event (a3 , ts ) can occur only after occurrence
of event (a2 , tc) and every occurrence of event (a2 , tc) must eventually
be followed by at least one occurrence of event (a3 , tc)”,

– c4 = (E4, f4) where E4 = {(a2 , ts) , (a4 , ts), (a5 , ts), (a9 , tc)} and
f4 =“Must perform X ray before applying cast, repositioning and per-
form surgery”, i.e., f4 =“Events (a2 , ts), (a4 , ts ) and (a5 , ts) can occur
only after occurrence of event (a9 , tc)”,

– c5 = (E5, f5) where E5 = {(a8 , tc), (a9 , ts)} and f5 =“Check X ray risk
before each new occurrence of activity perform X ray”, i.e., f5 =“Each
new occurrence of event (a9 , ts) must be preceded by a at least one
new occurrence of (a8 , tc)”; and

• CFT
O = {c6} is a set of optional constraints where c6 = (E6, f6) such that

E6 = {(a5 , tc), (a10 , tc)} and f6 =“Eventually prescribe rehabilitation af-
ter perform surgery”, i.e., f6 =“Every occurrence of event (a5 , tc) must
eventually be followed by at least one occurrence of event (a10 , tc)”.

2

The Fractures Treatment model allows for an infinite number of different
treatments of patients, as long as all mandatory constraints are satisfied. For
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example, although every treatment has to start with the execution of the examine
patient activity (constraint c1), the staff can execute this activity multiple times
at later stages of the treatment. At least one of the four procedures (apply
cast, perform reposition, perform surgery, prescribe sling) has to be completed
(constraint c2), but it is always possible to combine several procedures during
the treatment of one patient. The activity remove cast can be started only
after the activity apply cast had been completed at least once and after activity
apply cast has be completed activity remove cast will be completed at least once
(constraint c3). This constraint still makes it possible to handle situations when
patients have two fractures both treated with cast for different periods of time.
Only after completing activity perform X ray the staff can apply one of the four
procedures (constraint c4). However, it is still possible to execute the perform X
ray activity several times if necessary in the treatment, as long as the check X
ray risk activity is completed before starting each new perform X ray activity
(constraint c5). Although it is hospital policy to send all patients to rehabilitation
after a completed surgery, it is possible to perform multiple surgeries and only
after them one or more activities prescribe rehabilitation (optional constraint c6).
Also, it is possible to execute the activity prescribe rehabilitation for patients that
did not undergo a surgery. Moreover, because c6 is an optional constraint, it is
also possible not to prescribe rehabilitation after a surgery.

Table 4.2 shows examples of six execution traces for different patients un-
dergoing the Fractures Treatment process according to the cmFT model from
Example 4.3.2 2. For reasons of simplicity, we assume that executions of activi-
ties did not overlap, i.e., each of the listed activities a ∈ AFT refers to executions
of two successive events: (a, started ) and (a, completed ). Each of the first five
traces satisfies the cmFT model (i.e., σ1 ∈ E∗

�cmFT , σ2 ∈ E∗
�cmFT , σ3 ∈ E∗

�cmFT ,
σ4 ∈ E∗

�cmFT and σ5 ∈ E∗
�cmFT , denoted by the X symbol) because each of these

five traces satisfies all mandatory constraints in the model cmFT . This means
that the first five patients were handled correctly according to the Fractures
Treatment model cmFT . Note that despite the fact that trace σ3 violates the
optional constraint c6 from the model (because the staff did not prescribe reha-
bilitation after the activity perform surgery was executed), this trace satisfies the
model cmFT because it satisfies all its mandatory constraints. The last trace,
trace σ6 violates the constraint model (i.e., σ6 /∈ E∗

�cmFT , denoted by the � sym-
bol) because it violates its mandatory constraint c5: for this patient the activity
check X ray risk was not executed before the activity perform X ray.

2For the purpose of simplicity we give examples of traces that contain only activities from
the cmFT model.
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Table 4.2: Examples of traces for six patients in the Fractures Treatment model from Exam-
ple 4.3.2

σ1 - patient 1 X σ2 - patient 2 X σ3 - patient 3 X

1 examine patient examine patient examine patient
2 prescribe sling check X ray risk check X ray risk
3 check X ray risk prescribe medication perform X ray
4 perform X ray perform X ray prescribe sling
5 apply cast perform reposition examine patient
6 prescribe medication prescribe medication perform surgery
7 remove cast check X ray risk examine patient
8 examine patient perform X ray perform surgery
9 examine patient prescribe medication
10 prescribe rehabilitation

σ4 - patient 4 X σ5 - patient 5 X σ6 - patient 6 �

1 examine patient examine patient examine patient
2 prescribe sling check X ray risk perform X ray �

3 prescribe rehabilitation perform X ray
4 perform surgery
5 examine patient
6 prescribe medication

4.4 Execution of Constraint Model Instances

A constraint model can be executed an arbitrary number of times. We refer to
one execution of a constraint model as to a constraint model instance. Actions
that resources take while executing one instance form the execution trace of the
instance. A constraint model instance consists of a constraint model and the
instance trace, as specified in Definition 4.4.1. Consider, for example, the traces
presented in Table 4.2. These traces could belong to six instances of the Fractures
Treatment model cmFT : instance ci1 = (σ1, cm

FT ) relates to treatment of the
“patient 1”, ci2 = (σ2, cm

FT ) to “patient 2”, etc.

Definition 4.4.1. (Constraint model instance ci)
A constraint model instance ci is defined as a pair ci = (σ, cm), where:

• σ ∈ E∗ is the instance’s trace, and

• cm ∈ Ucm is a constraint model.

We use Uci to denote the set of all constraint instances. 2

Note that not all constraint models need to have related instances and that
there can be an arbitrary number of instances having the same constraint model,
where each instance has its own trace. For example, Figure 4.3 shows four
instances and four models. There are two instances of model cm 1 (i.e., instances
ci1 = (σ1, cm1) and ci2 = (σ2, cm1)), one instance of model cm3 (i.e., instance
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ci3 = (σ3, cm3)) and one instance of model cm4 (i.e., instance ci4 = (σ4, cm4)).
There are no instances of model cm2.

UCMUci

ci1

ci3

ci2

ci4

cm1

cm2

cm3

cm4

1σ
2σ

4σ
3σ

Figure 4.3: Constraint instances

In the remainder of this section we describe three important issues when it
comes to execution of instances of constraint-based models. First, in Section 4.4.1
we describe how state of an instance changes during execution. Second, in Sec-
tion 4.4.2 we describe how instances are executed by triggering the so-called
enabled events. Finally, in Section 4.4.3 we describe the relationship between the
state of an instance and states of its constraints.

4.4.1 Instance State

During execution, the state of an instance can change depending on the instance
trace. As specified in Definition 4.4.2, an instance is satisfied if the instance
trace satisfies the model of the instance. If the instance trace does not satisfy the
instance model, but there is a suffix that could be added to the trace such that
it satisfies the model, the instance is classified as temporarily violated . Finally,
if the trace does not satisfy the model and the trace cannot satisfy the model
whatever suffix would be added, then the instance is classified as violated .

Definition 4.4.2. (Instance state ω)
Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance where ci = (σ, cm). The function ω : Uci →
{satisfied , temporarily violated , violated} of instance ci is defined as:

ω(ci) =





satisfied if σ ∈ E∗
�cm ;

temporarily violated if (σ /∈ E∗
�cm ) ∧ (∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗

�cm);
violated otherwise.

2

Table 4.3 shows four possible instances for the Fractures Treatment model
from Example 4.3.2 and their states. For each instance a sequence of events from
the instance trace is given. In addition, for each instance a state change is given
for each of event in the instance trace. For reasons of simplicity, we assume that
executions of activities did not overlap, i.e., each of the listed activities a ∈ AFT

refers to executions of two successive events: (a, started ) and (a, completed ). Due
to constraints c1 and c2, each instance is temporarily violated at the beginning
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of the execution. After the execution of activities examine patient and prescribe
sling in the first instance ci 1, this instance is satisfied because its trace at that
moment satisfies all mandatory constraints. The state of the first instance re-
mained satisfied after performing the next two activities: check X ray risk and
perform X ray. However, after the activity apply cast was executed, the state of
the instance became again temporarily violated . This is because this partial trace
does not satisfy the model (does not satisfy mandatory constraint c3), but it was
possible to eventually execute activity remove cast and return the instance into
state satisfied . Optional constraints do not influence the state of the instance:
the state of the third instance is satisfied although the optional constraint c6 is
not satisfied, i.e., there is not prescribe rehabilitation after perform surgery. The
last instance (ci 4) ends in the state violated and it is not possible to extend this
trace with some suffix that would return the instance to the state satisfied be-
cause perform X ray was executed before check X ray risk despite the constraint
c5.

Table 4.3: States of four instances of the Fractures Treatment model from Example 4.3.2

ci1 = (σ1, cm
FT ) - patient 1 ci2 = (σ2, cm

FT ) - patient 2
σ1 ω(ci1) σ2 ω(ci2)

start tv tv
1 examine patient tv examine patient tv
2 prescribe sling sat check X ray risk tv
3 check X ray risk sat perform X ray tv
4 perform X ray sat perform surgery sat
5 apply cast tv examine patient sat
6 prescribe medication tv prescribe medication sat
7 remove cast sat
8 examine patient sat

ci3 = (σ3, cm
FT ) - patient 3 ci4 = (σ4, cm

FT ) - patient 4
σ3 ω(ci3) σ4 ω(ci4)

start tv tv
1 examine patient tv examine patient tv
2 prescribe sling sat perform X ray v
3 prescribe rehabilitation sat

(‘sat’=satisfied , ‘tv’=temporarily violated and ‘v’=violated )

An instance can be successfully closed (i.e., users can stop working on an
instance) if and only if the instance state is satisfied . For example, the medical
staff can successfully close the first instance from Table 4.3 only after activities
number two, three, four, seven or eight because the instance state is satisfied
after execution of these activities. Similarly, the second instance ci 2 can be
closed only after the fourth activity, the third instance ci 3 can be closed after
the second activity while the fourth instance ci 4 can never be successfully closed.
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4.4.2 Enabled Events

An instance changes state by adding events to its partial trace. If added to the
instance trace, some events would put the instance into the satisfied state, some
into the temporarily violated state and some into the violated state. As specified
in Definition 4.4.3, an event is enabled if and only if it refers to an activity
contained in the instance model and if adding this event to the instance trace
does not put the instance in the state violated . Hence, the declare prototype
presented in Chapter 6 does not allow instance ci 4.

Definition 4.4.3. (Enabled event ci [e〉)
Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance where ci = (σ, (A,CM ,CO )) and e ∈ E an event
where e = (a, t). Event e is enabled, denoted as ci [e〉, if and only if a ∈ A and
ω(σ + 〈(a, t)〉, (A,CM ,CO)) 6= violated . 2

Users execute instances by executing events. Each executed event is added
to the instance trace. By allowing users to execute only enabled events, the
execution rule from Definition 4.4.4 makes sure that users cannot execute events
that would bring the instance into the state violated . In other words, this rule
makes sure that users can eventually bring the instance to the state satisfied .
Also, by allowing users to execute only enabled events, the execution rule makes
sure that only activities belonging to the instance model can be executed and
added to the instance trace. Note that it is possible that the instance trace
already contains events involving activities that once were in the model, but no
longer are. The execution rule allows this, as long as the new event that is being
added to the trace refers to an activity that from the model at the moment of
execution.

Definition 4.4.4. (Execution rule [ 〉 )
We define the execution relation [ 〉 ⊆ Uci × E × Uci as the smallest relation
satisfying ∀(σ,cm)∈Uci

∀e∈E : (σ, cm)[e〉 ⇒ (σ, cm)[e〉(σ + 〈e〉, cm). 2

Table 4.4 shows enabled and executed activities for one instance of the Frac-
tures Treatment model cmFT from Example 4.3.2. For the simplicity, we as-
sume that execution of activities do not overlap, i.e., each of the listed activities
a ∈ AFT in Table 4.4 refers to executions of two successive events: (a, started )
and (a, completed )3. At every moment during the execution of the instance some
activities were enabled (marked with symbol “◦”). For example, the first row in
Table 4.4 shows that only events related to activity examine patient are enabled
at the beginning of the execution. This is because the constraint c1 from the
model cmFT specifies that each instance has to start with examine patient. At
this point, events involving other activities are disabled because adding them to
the execution trace would put the instance in the state violated . The execution

3This assumption is taken in order to simplify the examples of traces presented in Table 4.4.
The same holds for traces that contain overlapping activities.
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rule (cf. Definition 4.4.4) makes sure that users cannot bring instances to the
state violated while executing instances by only allowing execution of enabled
events. Table 4.4 shows that users can indeed execute (shown by the “•” sym-
bol) only enabled events. At the beginning of the instance examine patient was
executed, then check X ray risk, etc.

Table 4.4: Enabled (◦) and executed (•) events for instance ci = (σ, cmFT )

activities in the Fractures Treatment model
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1 examine patient ◦•
2 check X ray risk ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦
3 prescribe medication ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦ ◦ ◦
4 perform X ray ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦
5 perform reposition ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
6 prescribe medication ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦ ◦
7 check X ray risk ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦
8 perform X ray ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦• ◦
9 examine patient ◦• ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

Consider the violated instance ci 4 from Table 4.3. If users would execute
activities examine patient and perform X ray, this would bring the instance in
the state violated because it would not be possible to satisfy the mandatory
constraint c5 from the model cmFT anymore. The execution rule prevents this:
event (perform X ray, started ) would not be enabled after the activity examine
patient is executed (cf. Table 4.4) and users will not be able to execute activity
perform X ray at this stage. Therefore, the violated instance (ci 4) in Table 4.3
is an example of an instance of the Fractures Treatment model that cannot be
executed in the declare prototype (cf. Chapter 6).

Note that some constraints from the Fractures Treatment model are the
so-called ‘safety’ constraints, i.e., they will prevent users to execute certain
events that would bring the instance to the violated state. For example,
constraint c4 specifies that events (apply cast, ts ), (perform surgery, ts) and
(perform reposition, ts) can occur only after event (perform X ray, tc) has oc-
curred. A direct consequence of this is that events (apply cast, ts),
(perform surgery, ts) and (perform reposition, ts) will be disabled before the
execution of event (perform X ray, tc), as shown in Table 4.4. In other words,
it is not possible to execute activities apply cast, perform reposition and per-
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form surgery until activity perform X ray is executed. Other types of con-
straints represent some ‘expectation’ that has to be met in order to bring the
instance to the state satisfied . For example, constraint c2 specifies that “At least
one of the events (perform reposition, tc), (apply cast, tc), (prescribe sling, tc) or
(perform surgery, tc) must occur”. This type of a constraint will not influence
enabled events, but it will prevent closing an instance before the expectation is
met because the instance becomes satisfied only after the first occurrence of one
of the four events.

An event is enabled even if adding the event to the trace violates an optional
constraint, i.e., the execution rule allows triggering events that permanently vi-
olate optional constraints (cf. definitions 4.4.3 and 4.4.4). Although optional
constraints do not directly influence the enabled events of constraint instances,
they play an important role in the execution of instances. Optional constraints
represent ‘light’ rules that are used as guidance for users but users are not forced
to follow them. In Chapter 6 we will present the declare prototype where,
if the user is about to violate an optional constraint (by triggering an event), a
special warning is issued and the user can choose whether to proceed (i.e., trigger
the event and violate the optional constraint) or to abort (i.e., the event is not
triggered and the optional constraint is not violated). In other words, optional
constraints allow users to deviate from the constraint model and thus enable
flexibility by deviation [226–228] (cf. Section 3.2.4).

4.4.3 States of Constraints

Similarly like the instance itself, the instance’s constraints also change states
during execution. Definition 4.4.5 specifies that, given an execution trace, a
constraint can be in one of the three states: satisfied temporarily violated and
violated . During execution of each instance, the state of each constraint in the
instance can be presented to users as additional information that can help them
understand the instance they are working on.

Definition 4.4.5. (Constraint state ν)
Let c ∈ C be a constraint and σ ∈ E∗ an execution trace. The function ν :
(C × E∗) → {satisfied , temporarily violated , violated} is defined as:

ν(σ, c) =





satisfied if σ ∈ E∗
�c ;

temporarily violated if (σ /∈ E∗
�c) ∧ (∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗

�c);
violated otherwise.

2

Table 4.5 shows states of constraints during the execution of one instance
Fractures Treatment model from Example 4.3.2. At the beginning of the exe-
cution all constraints are in the state satisfied , except constraint c2, which is
temporarily violated because it specifies that at least one of the activities apply
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cast, perform reposition, perform surgery or prescribe sling has to be executed.
Indeed, the constraint c2 becomes satisfied only after the activity prescribe sling
is executed. After the activity apply cast is executed, constraint c3 becomes
temporarily violated because this constraint requires that activity remove cast
has to be executed after activity apply cast. Therefore, this constraint remains
in the temporarily violated state until activity remove cast is executed. Exe-
cution of the activity perform surgery brings optional constraint c6 into state
temporarily violated . This constraint remains temporarily violated because ac-
tivity prescribe rehabilitation is never executed after activity perform surgery.

Table 4.5: Constraint states in an instance (σ, cmFT ) of the Fractures Treatment model from
Example 4.3.2

instance instance constraints
instance trace σ state c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6

start tv sat tv sat sat sat sat

1 examine patient tv sat tv sat sat sat sat

2 prescribe sling sat sat sat sat sat sat sat

3 check X ray risk sat sat sat sat sat sat sat

4 perform X ray sat sat sat sat sat sat sat

5 perform surgery sat sat sat sat sat sat tv

6 examine patient sat sat sat sat sat sat tv

7 apply cast tv sat sat tv sat sat tv

8 prescribe medication tv sat sat tv sat sat tv

9 remove cast sat sat sat sat sat sat tv

10 examine patient sat sat sat sat sat sat tv
(‘sat’=satisfied and ‘tv’=temporarily violated )

Table 4.5 shows that there is a relation between the state of the instance
and states of its mandatory constraints and that optional constraint c6 has no
influence on the state of the instance. This is because the state of the instance
depends only on the sets of satisfying traces of all mandatory constraints (cf.
Definition 4.4.2). In some cases the instance state can be determined based on
the states of mandatory constraints: (1) all mandatory constraints are satisfied
in a satisfied instance, and (2) if at least one of the mandatory constraints in an
instance is violated , then the instance is also violated . In all other cases, as we
will show later, the instance state cannot always be derived from the states of
individual mandatory constraints.

As specified in Definition 4.2.2, the set of traces that satisfy a constraint model
is composed of traces that satisfy all constraints in the model. Compositionality
in this context means that it is enough to prove that a trace satisfies each of the
constraints in order to prove that the trace satisfies the model [73, 205].
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Property 4.4.6 shows that, if an instance trace satisfies each of the mandatory
constraints in the instance, then this trace also satisfies the instance and vice
versa, i.e., if a trace satisfies an instance, then it also satisfies all mandatory
constraints in the instance.

Property 4.4.6. (All mandatory constraints are satisfied in a satisfied
instance)
Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance where ci = (σ, (A,CM ,CO)). Then (∀c ∈ CM :
ν(σ, c) = satisfied ) ⇔ (ω(ci) = satisfied ).

Proof. (∀c ∈ CM : ν(σ, c) = satisfied ) ⇔ (∀c ∈ CM : σ ∈ E∗
�c) ⇔ (σ ∈⋂

c∈CM
E∗

�c) ⇔ (σ ∈ E∗
�cm) ⇔ (ω(ci) = satisfied ). 2

Property 4.4.7 shows that, if at least one of the mandatory constraints is
violated , then the instance is also violated . To prove this, Property 4.4.7 shows
that, if the instance trace does not and cannot (in the future) satisfy (at least) one
mandatory constraint in the instance, then this trace also does not and cannot
(in the future) satisfy the instance.

Property 4.4.7. (If at least one mandatory constraint in an instance is
violated then the instance is violated)
Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance where ci = (σ, (A,CM ,CO)). Then (∃c ∈ CM :
ν(σ, c) = violated ) ⇒ (ω(ci) = violated ).

Proof. (∃c ∈ CM : ν(σ, c) = violated ) ⇒ (∃c ∈ CM : (σ /∈ E∗
�c ∧ @γ ∈ E∗ :

σ + γ ∈ E∗
�c)) ⇒ ((σ /∈ ⋂

c∈CM
E∗

�c) ∧ (@γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ ⋂
c∈CM

E∗
�c)) ⇒ ((σ /∈

E∗
�cm) ∧ (@γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗

�cm)) ⇒ ω(ci) = violated . 2

Note that it might be the case that, although none of the mandatory con-
straints in an instance is violated but some are temporarily violated , the instance
itself is violated . Example 4.4.8 shows how an instance can be violated although
none of its mandatory constraints is violated .

Example 4.4.8. (A violated instance without violated constraints)
Recall that ts , tc ∈ T are two event types such that ts = started and tc =
completed . Let ci ∈ Uci , ci = (σ, cm) be a constraint instance where cm =
(A,CM ,CO) such that:

• A = {a1, a2} is a set of two activities a1, a2 ∈ A,

• CM = {c1, c2} is a set of two mandatory constraints c1, c2 ∈ C such that

– c1 = ({(a1 , tc)},“a1 has to be completed exactly once”);

– c2 = ({(a1 , tc)},“a1 has to be completed exactly twice”);

• CO = ∅ is an (empty) set of optional constraints, and

• σ = 〈(a1 , ts), (a1 , tc)〉 is the execution trace of the instance ci .

2
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States of constraints in instance ci from Example 4.4.8 (given the instance
execution trace σ) are:

• ν(σ, c1) = satisfied because σ ∈ E∗
�c1

, and

• ν(σ, c2) = temporarily violated because it can be satisfied by executing a1

once more.

Constraint c1 is satisfied because trace σ satisfies c1 and constraint c2 is
temporarily violated because trace σ does not satisfy c2 but there is a suffix
(e.g., suffix 〈(a1 , ts), (a1 , tc)〉) that, when added to σ, satisfies c2. Although c1
is satisfied and c2 is temporarily violated , there is no suffix that, when added to
σ, satisfies both constraints c1 and c2, i.e., it is not possible to execute activity
a1 exactly once and twice at the same time. This means that the instance is
violated , i.e., (σ /∈ E∗

�cm ∧ (@γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗
�cm)) ⇒ ω(ci) = violated .

The instance presented in Example 4.4.8 cannot be satisfied because the in-
stance model contains an error. Two constraints that can never be satisfied at
the same time cause this error, i.e., there is no trace that satisfies both con-
straints. This type of error can occur in constraint models and is called conflict.
Verification of constraint models and how to detect errors like conflicts will be
described in Section 4.6.

The formal language for constraint specification that will be presented in
Chapter 5 enables execution of constraint instances because it is able to (1)
determine state of an instance (cf. Definition 4.4.2) and (2) determine which
events are enabled (cf. Definition 4.4.3). Moreover, it is possible to monitor states
of each constraint from the model. Because the prototype declare uses this
language for constraint specification, it enables execution of constraint models,
as will be described in Chapter 6.

4.5 Ad-hoc Instance Change

In some cases, it is necessary that the model of the instance changes (i.e., add
and remove activities, mandatory and optional constraints) although the instance
is already executing and the instance trace might not be empty. We refer to
such a change as to an ad-hoc instance change or instance change. Workflow
management systems that support ad-hoc change are called adaptive systems.
For example, ADEPT [189,191–193,202] is a workflow management system that
uses powerful mechanisms to support ad-hoc change of procedural process models
by allowing adding activities to the control-flow, removing activities from the
control-flow and moving activities in activities to the control-flow at run-time (cf.
Section 2.2). On the one hand, as we discussed in Section 2.1.5, various problems
can occur when it comes to ad-hoc change of imperative process models (e.g.,
the “dynamic change bug” [101] and other problems described in [201]). On
the other hand, the constraint-based approach offers a simple method for ad-hoc
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change that is based in a single requirement: the instance should not become
violated after the change.

An instance of a constraint model refers to one execution of this model, i.e.,
the instance assigns one execution trace to the model. Due to the fact that, in ad-
hoc change the trace remains the same and the model changes, it might happen
that the instance state changes according to the new model (cf. Definition 4.4.2).
For example, it is possible that a satisfied instance would become violated if a
mandatory constraint would be added to the instance, which is an undesired
state of constraint instances (cf. Definition 4.4.4). Therefore, instance change
can be applied (i.e., is successful) if and only if the change does not bring the
instance into the violated state. After a successful change, the instance continues
execution with the original trace. In Definition 4.5.1 ad-hoc instance change is
defined as a function ∆ that changes the instance model and assigns the changed
model to the instance without changing the instance trace if and only this does
not bring the instance in the state violated .

Definition 4.5.1. (Ad-hoc instance change ∆)
Let ∆ : Uci × Ucm 9 Uci be a partial function with domain dom(∆) =
{((σ, cm), cm ′) ∈ Uci × Ucm | ω((σ, cm ′)) 6= violated}. For all ((σ, cm), cm ′) ∈
dom(∆) it holds that ∆((σ, cm), cm ′) = (σ, cm ′). 2

Figure 4.4 shows examples of a successful and unsuccessful ad-hoc instance
change. Originally, there are four instances in Figure 4.4(a): instances ci 1 =
(σ1, cm1), ci2 = (σ2, cm1), ci3 = (σ3, cm3), and ci4 = (σ4, cm4). The state of ev-
ery instance is represented by a special line: instances ci 1, ci2 and ci4 are satisfied
and instance ci3 is temporarily violated . Figure 4.4(b) shows that it is possi-
ble to change the model of instance ci 2 to model cm2, because ω((σ2, cm2)) =
temporarily violated . On the other hand, Figure 4.4(c) shows that it is not pos-
sible to change the model of instance ci 2 to model cm3 (indicated with the Ø
symbol on the arrow), because ω((σ2, cm3)) = violated .

Consider, for example an instance ci = (σ, cmFT ) of the Fractures Treat-
ment model cmFT from Example 4.3.2 where the patient was first examined,
then the sling was prescribed and finally rehabilitation was prescribed. The
state of this instance is ω(ci) = satisfied because the trace satisfies all manda-
tory constraints, i.e., σ ∈ E∗

�cmFT . Assume now that users want to add a
mandatory constraint c ∈ C to instance ci where c = (E, f) such that E =
{(prescribe sling, tc), (perform X ray, tc)} and f =“Can not complete prescribe
sling before completing perform X ray”). This cannot be done because adding
c as a mandatory constraint to the instance would bring the instance into state
violated , i.e., the sling was already prescribed before the perform X ray was com-
pleted. On the other hand, adding activity consult external ∈ A to the instance
is allowed because it leaves the instance in the satisfied state.

Ad-hoc adding or removing activities and optional constraints to a satisfied
or temporarily violated instance will always be successful, i.e. this change always
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Figure 4.4: Instance change

results in a changed instance, as shown in Property 4.5.2. This is because these
types of model changes do not influence the set of traces that satisfy the model
(cf. Property 4.2.4), and, therefore, to not change the state of the instance (cf.
Definition 4.4.2). On the one hand, the only effect that adding an activity to
an instance model has it that this activity becomes available for execution (cf.
Definition 4.4.4). On the other hand, after an activity has been removed from
an instance, its users can no longer execute events involving this activity but the
activity might still be in the instance trace if it was executed prior to the change.

Property 4.5.2. (Ad-hoc adding and removing activities and optional
constraints cannot cause failure of ∆)
Let ci ∈ Uci be a constraint instance such that ω(ci) 6= violated where
ci = (σ, (A,CM ,CO)) and let cm ′ ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm ′ =
(A′,CM ,C

′
O ), then it holds that ∆(ci , cm ′) = (σ, cm ′), i.e., the change is suc-

cessful.

Proof. It holds that E∗
�cm = E∗

�cm ′ (cf. Property 4.2.4). Therefore, it also
holds that ω(ci) = ω(σ, cm ′) (cf. Definition 4.4.2) and (ω(ci) 6= violated ) ⇒
(ω(σ, cm ′) 6= violated ), i.e. (ci , cm ′) ∈ dom(∆) and ∆(ci , cm ′) = (σ, cm ′). 2

Since mandatory constraints influence the set of traces that satisfy the model
(cf. Property 4.2.5) and state of an instance (cf. Definition 4.4.2), adding and
removing these constraints can have an effect on the ad-hoc instance change.
A mandatory constraint can always be successfully removed from a satisfied or
temporarily violated instance because this type of ad-hoc change will never cause
a violated state of the instance, as shown in Property 4.5.3.
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Property 4.5.3. (Ad-hoc removing mandatory constraints cannot cause
failure of ∆)
Let ci ∈ Uci be a constraint instance such that ω(ci) 6= violated where
ci = (σ, (A,CM ,CO)) and let cm ′ ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm ′ =
(A,C ′

M ,CO) such that C ′
M ⊂ CM , then it holds that ∆(ci , cm ′) = (σ, cm ′), i.e.,

the change is successful.

Proof. Because ω((σ, cm)) 6= violated it holds that (σ ∈ E∗
�cm ) ∨ (∃γ ∈ E∗ :

σ + γ ∈ E∗
�cm) (cf. Definition 4.4.2). Because it holds that E∗

�cm ⊆ E∗
�cm ′ (cf.

Property 4.2.5), it also holds that ((σ ∈ E∗
�cm) ∨ (∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗

�cm)) ⇒
((σ ∈ E∗

�cm ′) ∨ (∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗
�cm ′)), i.e., it holds that ω(cm ′) 6= violated .

Therefore, it holds that (ci , cm ′) ∈ dom(∆) and ∆(ci , cm ′) = (σ, cm ′). 2

As we showed in this section, the only requirement of ad-hoc change in con-
straint models is that the instance does not become violated after the change.
In Chapter 5 we will show a formal language for constraint specification that
offers a simple method for determining the state of a changed instance. Using
this language, the declare prototype supports ad-hoc change by accepting it if
the new state of the instance is not violated . If it is, the prototype reports this
error and the instance continues it execution based on the original model. The
ad-hoc change in declare will be described in Chapter 6.

4.6 Verification of Constraint Models

Verification of process models enables automated detection of possible errors in
models [89]. Many verification techniques for identifying possible errors in proce-
dural process models aim at detecting syntactical errors (e.g., deadlck and live-
lock) [221] and semantical errors (e.g., ‘can a process always lead to an acceptable
final state’) [89]. On the one hand, verification of models specified in languages
with a formal mathematical definition (e.g., Petri nets [87,177,199]) classifies the
model as a correct or incorrect [19,31,83,89,124,254,255]. On the other hand, var-
ious verification techniques have been proposed for informal process modeling lan-
guages that use graph reduction [30,86,161,170,177,222,223,268] or translation
of an informal model to a formal one, which is then verified [17, 82, 88, 157, 170].

Just like the procedural ones, constraint models can also contain errors. In
this section we describe verification of constraint models. While executing an
instance of a constraint model cm = (A,CM ,CO ) users execute activities a ∈ A
by triggering events e ∈ A × T on these activities (cf. the execution rule in
Definition 4.4.4). During the execution the instance can change state depending
on the events that were triggered. At the end of the execution, an instance must
be satisfied , in order to satisfy all mandatory constraints (cf. Section 4.4.1).
Certain combinations of constraints can cause two types of errors in constraint
models that affect later executions of model instances: (1) dead events and (2)
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conflicts. An event is dead in a model if none of the traces that satisfy the model
contains this event, i.e., a dead event cannot be executed in any instance of the
model. A model contains conflicts if there is no trace that satisfies the model,
i.e., instances of the model can never be satisfied .

4.6.1 Dead Events

An event is dead in a model if none of the traces that satisfy the model contains
this event, as specified in Definition 4.6.1. In other words, if a dead event would
be triggered and added to the execution trace of a model instance, the instance
would become violated . For example, it is possible that, due to the combination
of two mandatory constraints in model cm = (A,CM ,CO ), event (a, started )
(where a ∈ A) is dead in the model, i.e., none of the traces that satisfy the model
contains event (a, started ). The consequence of event (a, started ) being dead
is that, during the execution of instances of this model, event (a, started ) will
never be enabled (cf. Definition 4.4.3) and it will never be possible to start (and
execute) activity a from the model because adding this event to the instance trace
would cause the instance to become violated (cf. Definition 4.4.4). Although it
will be possible that users execute instances of the model in a way that instances
are satisfied by never executing activity a, it is important to verify the model
against this error and to issue a warning that, although activity a is in the model,
it will never be possible to execute it.

Definition 4.6.1. (Dead event)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model. Event e ∈ E is a dead in model cm, if
and only if @σ ∈ E∗

�cm : e ∈ σ. The set of dead events of model cm is defined as
ΠDE(cm) = {e ∈ E | @σ ∈ E∗

�cm : e ∈ σ} 2

The composition of all mandatory constraints in the model determines which
traces satisfy the model (cf. Definition 4.2.2). Therefore, a combination of
mandatory constraints may cause an event to be dead. The smallest subset
of mandatory constraints for which an event is dead is called the cause of the
dead event.

Definition 4.6.2. (Cause of dead event)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm = (A,CM ,CO) and e ∈ ΠDE(cm)
be a dead event in cm. The set of constraints C ⊆ CM is a cause of the dead
event e if and only if it holds that (e ∈ ΠDE((A,C,CO )))

∧
(∀C ′ ⊂ C : e /∈

ΠDE((A,C ′,CO))).

We use Cdead
e (cm) to denote the set of all causes of dead event e in model

cm, i.e., .Cdead
e (cm) = {C ⊆ CM | (e ∈ ΠDE((A,C,CO )))

∧
(∀C ′ ⊂ C : e /∈

ΠDE((A,C ′,CO)))} 2

Consider the constraint model cmR from Example 4.6.3 containing four ac-
tivities and three constraints. Event (curse, completed ) is dead in constraint
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model cmR. Due to the constraint c2 all traces that satisfy model cmR must
contain event (become holy , completed ). On the other hand, due to constraint
c3 all traces that satisfy model cmR and contain event (become holy , completed )
cannot contain event (curse, completed ). Therefore, due to the combination of
constraints c2 and c3 event (curse, completed ) is a dead event in this model, i.e.,
(curse, completed ) ∈ ΠDE(cmR) and constraints {c2, c3} are the only cause of
this dead event (i.e., Cdead

e (cm) = {{c2, c3}}).
Example 4.6.3. (A constraint model with a dead event)
Recall that tc ∈ T is an event type where tc = completed . Let cmR ∈ Ucm ,
cmR = (AR,CR

M ,C
R
O ) be a constraint model such that:

• AR = {pray , curse, bless , become holy} is a set of activities,

• CR
M = {c1, c2, c3} is a set of mandatory constraints where

– c1 = (E1, f1) such that E1 = {(curse , tc), (pray , tc)} and f1 =“Must
complete at least one occurrence of activity pray after every occurrence
of activity curse”,

– c2 = (E2, f2) such that E2 = {(become holy , tc)} and f2 =“Must
complete at least one occurrence of activity become holy”,

– c3 = (E3, f3) such that E3 = {(curse, tc), (become holy , tc)} and
f3 =“If completed an occurrence of activity curse then cannot com-
plete any occurrence of activity become holy and if completed an
occurrence of activity become holy then cannot complete any occur-
rence of activity curse”, and

• CR
O = ∅ is a (empty) set of optional constraints.

2

If there is a dead event in a model, then there must be at least one cause of the
dead event, i.e., then must be at least one combination of mandatory constraints
that causes this event to be dead. A dead event can be removed from a model if
all sets that cause the dead event are removed from the model. In other words,
it is necessary to remove at least one constraint from each of the sets that cause
the dead event in order for the dead event to become ‘alive’ again.

Property 4.6.4. (A dead event is removed from a constraint model if
and only if at least one mandatory constraint is removed from each of
the constraint sets that cause the dead event)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm = (A,CM ,CO) and e ∈ E an
event such that e ∈ ΠDE(cm). Let cm ′ ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where
cm ′ = (A′,C ′

M ,C
′
O) such that C ′

M ⊂ CM , then it holds that (∀C ∈ Cdead
e (cm) :

C * C ′
M ) ⇔ e /∈ ΠDE(cm ′).

Proof. First, we prove that it holds that (∀C ∈ Cdead
e (cm) : C * C ′

M ) ⇒ e /∈
ΠDE(cm ′). We will prove that this holds by showing that it does not hold that
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(∀C ∈ Cdead
e (cm) : C * C ′

M ) ⇒ e ∈ ΠDE(cm ′). If it holds that e ∈ ΠDE(cm ′),
then it also holds that ∀C ∈ Cdead

e (cm ′) : C ⊆ C ′
M . Because it holds that

∀C ∈ Cdead
e (cm ′) : C ⊆ C ′

M (cf. Definition 4.6.2) and C ′
M ⊂ CM , it also holds

that ∀C ∈ Cdead
e (cm ′) : C ⊂ CM and, therefore, it holds that ∀C ∈ Cdead

e (cm ′) :
C ∈ Cdead

e (cm). In other words, if there is a cause C ⊆ C ′
M of dead event e in

model cm ′, then this cause also exists in the original model cm , i.e., C ⊆ CM .
Therefore, it holds that ∃C ∈ Cdead

e (cm) : C ⊆ C ′
M , which is in contradiction

with the statement ∀C ∈ Cdead
e (cm) : C * C ′

M , and it does not hold that
(∀C ∈ Cdead

e (cm) : C * C ′
M ) ⇒ e ∈ ΠDE(cm ′).

Second, we prove that it holds that (∃C ∈ Cdead
e (cm) : C ⊆ C ′

M ) ⇒ e ∈
ΠDE(cm ′). If it holds that ∃C ∈ Cdead

e (cm) : C ⊆ C ′
M , then it holds that ∃C ⊆

C ′
M : e ∈ ΠDE(A′, C,C ′

O ), i.e., it holds that ∃C ⊆ C ′
M : ∀σ ∈ E∗

�A′,C ,C ′
O

: e /∈ σ.

Because C ⊆ C ′
M it holds that E∗

�(A′ ,C ′
M

,C ′
O

) ⊆ E∗
�A′,C ,C ′

O

(cf. Property 4.2.5)

and, therefore, it holds that ∀σ ∈ E∗
�A′,C ′

M
,C ′

O

: e /∈ σ, i.e., it holds that e is dead

in cm ′ (i.e., e ∈ ΠDE(cm ′)). 2

A formal language for constraint specification will be presented in Chap-
ter 5. This LTL-based language enables a simple method for verification of
constraint models against dead events. This method is used in the declare

prototype (that will be presented in Chapter 6) to verify constraint models
against dead events and detect so-called dead activities. When verifying a model
cm = (A,CM ,CO), for each model activity a ∈ A declare tests if events
(a, started ) and (a, completed ) are dead. If at least one of these events is dead,
the dead activity verification error is reported and the smallest set(s) that cause
it. In this way, dead events can be easily detected and eliminated in declare by
removing at least one constraint from each of the sets of constraints that cause
this error.

4.6.2 Conflicts

If there exists no trace that satisfies a constraint model, then this model has
a conflict. Unlike models with dead activities, models with conflicts are not
executable because they can never be satisfied by any trace, i.e., instances of
models with conflicts are always violated .

Definition 4.6.5. (Conflict)
Model cm ∈ Ucm has a conflict if and only if E∗

�cm = ∅. 2

The composition of all mandatory constraints in a model determines which
traces satisfy the model (cf. Definition 4.2.2). A certain combination of manda-
tory constraints may cause a conflict in the model. The smallest subset of manda-
tory constraints that contains a conflict is called the cause of conflict.

Definition 4.6.6. (Cause of conflict)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model with a conflict where cm = (A,CM ,CO ).
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The set of constraints C ⊆ CM is a cause of the conflict if and only if it holds
that (E∗

�(A,C ,CO) = ∅) ∧
(∀C ′ ⊂ C : E∗

�(A,C ′,CO) 6= ∅).
We use Cconf(cm) to denote the set of all causes of conflict in model cm, i.e.,

Cconf (cm) = {C ⊆ CM | (E∗
�(A,C ,CO) = ∅) ∧

(∀C ′ ⊂ C : E∗
�(A,C ′,CO) 6= ∅)} 2

Constraint model cmR from Example 4.6.7 has a conflict. Due to con-
straints c2 and c4 all traces that satisfy model cmR must contain events
(become holy , completed ) and (curse, completed ), respectively. On the other
hand, due to constraint c3 all traces that satisfy model cmR must not con-
tain both events (become holy , completed ) and (curse, completed ). Therefore,
due to the combination of constraints c2, c3 and c4 this model has a con-
flict, i.e., E∗

�cmR = ∅ and constraints {c2, c3, c4} are the cause of this conflict

(Cconf (cmR) = {{c2, c3, c4}}).
Example 4.6.7. (A constraint model with a conflict)
Recall that tc ∈ T is an event type where tc = completed 4. Let cmR ∈ Ucm ,
cmR = (AR,CR

M ,C
R
O ) be a constraint model such that:

• AR = {pray , curse, bless , become holy} is a set of activities,

• CR
M = {c1, c2, c3, c4} is a set of mandatory constraints where:

– c1 = (E1, f1) such that E1 = {(curse , tc), (pray , tc)} and f1 =“Must
complete at least one occurrence of activity pray after every occurrence
of activity curse”,

– c2 = (E2, f2) such that E2 = {(become holy , tc)} and f2 =“Must
complete at least one occurrence of activity become holy”,

– c3 = (E3, f3) such that E3 = {(curse, tc), (become holy , tc)} and
f3 =“If completed an occurrence of activity curse then cannot com-
plete any occurrence of activity become holy and if completed an
occurrence of activity become holy then cannot complete any occur-
rence of activity curse”,

– c4 = (E4, f4) such that E4 = {(curse, tc)} and f4 =“Must complete at
least one occurrence of activity curse”, and

• CR
O = ∅ is a (empty) set of optional constraints.

2

If a model has a conflict, then there must be at least one cause of the conflict, i.e.,
then must be at least one combination of mandatory constraints that cause the
conflict. A conflict can be removed from a model if all sets that cause the conflict
are removed from the model, i.e., it is necessary to remove at least one constraint
from each of the sets that cause the conflict in order remove the conflict from the
model.

4For the simplicity we will assume in this example that an activity is successfully executed
when event of the type completed was triggered on this activity.
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Property 4.6.8. (A conflict is removed from a constraint model if and
only if at least one mandatory constraint is removed from each of the
constraint sets that cause the conflict)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm = (A,CM ,CO ) such that E∗

�cm =
∅. Let cm ′ ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm ′ = (A′,C ′

M ,C
′
O) such that

C ′
M ⊂ CM , then it holds that (∀C ∈ Cconf(cm) : C * C ′

M ) ⇔ E∗
�cm ′ 6= ∅.

Proof. First, we prove that it holds that (∀C ∈ C conf(cm) : C * C ′
M ) ⇒

E∗
�cm ′ 6= ∅. We will prove that it holds that E∗

�cm ′ 6= ∅ by showing that it does
not hold that (∀C ∈ Cconf(cm) : C * C ′

M ) ⇒ E∗
�cm ′ = ∅. If it holds that

E∗
�cm ′ = ∅, then it also holds that ∀C ∈ C conf(cm ′) : C ⊆ C ′

M . Because it
holds that ∀C ∈ Cconf(cm ′) : C ⊆ C ′

M (cf. Definition 4.6.6) and C ′
M ⊂ CM ,

it also holds that ∀C ∈ Cconf(cm ′) : C ⊂ CM and, therefore, it holds that
∀C ∈ Cconf(cm ′) : C ∈ Cconf (cm). In other words, if there if there is a cause
C ⊆ C ′

M of dead event e in model cm ′, then this cause also exists in the original
model cm, i.e., C ⊆ CM . Therefore, it holds that ∃C ∈ C conf(cm) : C ⊆ C ′

M ,
which is in contradiction with the statement ∀C ∈ C conf (cm) : C * C ′

M , and it
does not hold that (∀C ∈ Cconf (cm) : C * C ′

M ) ⇒ E∗
�cm ′ = ∅.

Second, we prove that it holds that (∃C ∈ C conf(cm) : C ⊆ C ′
M ) ⇒ E∗

�cm ′ =
∅. If it holds that ∃C ∈ Cconf (cm) : C ⊆ C ′

M , then it holds that ∃C ⊆ C ′
M :

E∗
�A′,C ,C ′

O

= ∅. Because C ⊆ C ′
M it holds that E∗

�(A′,C ′
M

,C ′
O

) ⊆ E∗
�A′,C ,C ′

O

(cf.

Property 4.2.5) and, therefore, it holds that E∗
�cm ′ = ∅. 2

If a model contains a conflict, then its set of satisfying traces is empty and
therefore all events are dead in the model.

Property 4.6.9. (All events are dead in a model with conflict)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model such that E∗

�cm = ∅, then it holds that
ΠDE(cm) = E.

Proof. If it holds that E∗
�cm = ∅, then ∀e ∈ E : @σ ∈ E∗

�cm : e ∈ σ, i.e.,
ΠDE(cm) = E. 2

A constraint model cm ∈ Ucm does not necessarily have a conflict even if all
events are dead in cm because, depending on the model, the empty trace could
satisfy the model.

In Chapter 5 we will show a formal language for constraint specification with
a simple method for detecting conflicts. This method is also used in the declare

prototype to verify constraint models against conflicts and detect the smallest
set(s) that cause this error, which enables easy detection and elimination of
conflicts.

4.6.3 Compatibility of Models

In some cases it is necessary to check if two or more processes are compatible
with each other. This can be checked by first merging the process (constraint)
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models and then verifying the merged model for errors. Constraint models can
be merged together to create a new constraint model containing all activities and
constraints from the two or more original models.

Definition 4.6.10. (Merging constraint models ⊕)
Let cm1, cm2 . . . cmn ∈ Ucm be n constraint models where ∀1≤i≤ncmi =
(Ai,C i

M ,C
i
O). The merged model cm1, cm2 . . . cmn is a constraint model cm ′ =

cm1⊕cm2⊕. . .⊕cmn where cm ′ = (A′,C ′
M ,C

′
O ) such that A′ = A1∪A2∪. . .∪An,

C ′
M = C 1

M ∪C 2
M ∪ . . .∪C n

M and C ′
O = C 1

O ∪C 2
O ∪ . . .∪C n

O . Note that by definition
E∗

�cm ′ = E∗
�cm1 ∩ E∗

�cm2 ∩ . . . ∩ E∗
�cmn . 2

Example 4.6.11 shows three constraint models cm 1, cm2 and cm3 and how
these models can be merged into cm 1 ⊕ cm2, cm1 ⊕ cm3, cm2 ⊕ cm3 and cm1 ⊕
cm2 ⊕ cm3.

Example 4.6.11. (Merging three constraint models)
Recall that tc ∈ T is an event type where tc = completed . Let cm1, cm2, cm3 ∈
Ucm be three constraint models where:

• cm1 = (A1,C 1
M ,C

1
O ) such that:

– A = {pray , curse, bless , become holy} is a set of activities.

– CM = {c1, c2} is a set of mandatory constraints where

∗ c1 = (E1, f1) such that E1 = {(curse , tc), (pray , tc)} and
f1 =“Must complete at least one occurrence of activity pray
after every completed occurrence of activity curse”, and

∗ c2 = (E2, f2) such that E2 = {(become holy , tc)} and f2 =“Must
complete at least one occurrence of activity become holy”, and

– CO = ∅ is a (empty) set of optional constraints.

• cm2 = (A2,C 2
M ,C

2
O ) such that:

– A2 = {curse, become holy} is a set of activities,

– C 3
M = {c3} is a set of mandatory constraints where c3 = (E3, f3) such

that E3 = {(curse , tc), (become holy , tc)} and f3 =“If completed oc-
currence of activity curse then cannot complete any occurrence of ac-
tivity become holy and if completed occurrence of activity become holy
then cannot complete any occurrence of activity curse”, and

– C 2
O = ∅ is a (empty) set of optional constraints.

• cm3 = (A3,C 3
M ,C

3
O ) such that:

– A3 = {curse} is a set of activities,

– C 2
M = {c4} is a set of mandatory constraints where c4 = (E4, f4)

such that E4 = {(curse , tc)} and f4 =“Must complete at least one
occurrence of activity curse”, and

– C 2
O = ∅ is a (empty) set of optional constraints.
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Merging models cm1 and cm2 yields the constraint model cm1⊕2 = cm1⊕cm2

where cm1⊕2 = (A1⊕2,C 1⊕2
M ,C 1⊕2

O ) such that:

• A1⊕2 = A1 ∪ A2 = {pray , curse , bless , become holy},
• C 1⊕2

M = C 1
M ∪ C 2

M = {c1, c2, c3}, and

• C 1⊕2
O = C 1

O ∪ C 2
O = ∅.

Merging models cm1 and cm3 yields the constraint model cm1⊕3 = cm1⊕cm3

where cm1⊕3 = (A1⊕3,C 1⊕3
M ,C 1⊕3

O ) such that:

• A1⊕3 = A1 ∪ A3 = {pray , curse , bless , become holy},
• C 1⊕3

M = C 1
M ∪ C 3

M = {c1, c2, c4}, and

• C 1⊕3
O = C 1

O ∪ C 3
O = ∅.

Merging models cm2 and cm3 yields the constraint model cm2⊕3 = cm2⊕cm3

where cm2⊕3 = (A2⊕3,C 2⊕3
M ,C 2⊕3

O ) such that:

• A2⊕3 = A2 ∪ A3 = {curse, become holy},
• C 2⊕3

M = C 2
M ∪ C 3

M = {c3, c4}, and

• C 2⊕3
O = C 2

O ∪ C 3
O = ∅.

Merging models cm1, cm2 and cm3 yields the constraint models cm1⊕2⊕3 =
cm1 ⊕ cm2 ⊕ cm3 where cm1⊕2⊕3 = (A1⊕2⊕3,C 1⊕2⊕3

M ,C 1⊕2⊕3
O ) such that:

• A1⊕2⊕3 = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 = {pray , curse, bless , become holy},
• C 1⊕2⊕3

M = C 1
M ∪ C 2

M ∪C 3
M = {c1, c2, c3, c4}, and

• C 1⊕2⊕3
O = C 1

O ∪ C 2
O ∪ C 3

O = ∅.
2

Verification of a merged model can detect that the merging causes some events
to be dead. This type of incompatibility suggests that, even though the event
can be executed in individual models, if the two models (i.e., processes) would
be merged, the event would be dead in the resulting model.

Definition 4.6.12. (Dead event incompatibility)
Let cm1, cm2 . . . cmn ∈ Ucm be n constraint models and e ∈ E be an event that
is not dead in these models, i.e. ∀1≤i≤ne /∈ ΠDE(cm i). If e ∈ ΠDE(cm1 ⊕ cm2 ⊕
. . . ⊕ cmn), then we say that e is dead due to the incompatibility of models
cm1, cm2, . . . , cmn. 2

Consider the original models cm1, cm2 and cm3 from Example 4.6.11. There
are no dead events in the original models, i.e., ∀1≤i≤3ΠDE(cm i) = ∅. However,
event (curse, completed ) is dead in the merged model cm 1⊕2 = cm1 ⊕ cm2, i.e.,
ΠDE(cm1⊕2) = {(curse , completed )} and the cause of this dead event are con-
straints Cdead

e (cm1⊕2) = {{c2, c3}} (note that the model cm1⊕2 is the same like
the model from Example 4.6.3). Therefore, event (curse, completed ) is dead due
to incompatibility of models cm1 and cm2.
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An even more problematic type of incompatibility is conflict incompatibility,
where the merged process are fully incompatible with each other.

Definition 4.6.13. (Conflict incompatibility)
Let cm1, cm2, . . . , cmn ∈ Ucm be n constraint models without conflicts, i.e.,
∀1≤i≤nE∗

�cm i 6= ∅. If E∗
�cm1⊕cm2⊕...⊕cmn = ∅, then we say that cm1 ⊕ cm2 ⊕ . . .⊕

cmn has a conflict due to incompatibility of cm 1, cm2, . . . , cmn. 2

Consider the original models cm1, cm2 and cm3 from Example 4.6.11. There
are no conflicts in any of the original models, i.e., ∀1≤n≤3E

∗
�cm i 6= ∅. However, the

merged model cm1⊕2⊕3 = cm1⊕cm2⊕cm3 has a conflict, i.e., E∗
�cm1⊕2⊕3 = ∅ and

the cause of this conflict are constraints C conf(cm1⊕2⊕3) = {{c2, c3, c4}} (note
that the model cm1⊕2⊕3 is the same like the model from Example 4.6.7). There-
fore, the merged model cm1⊕2⊕3 has a conflict due to the full incompatibility of
models cm1, cm2 and cm3.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter we have presented a formal foundation for a constraint-based
approach to process models is based on models that consist of activities, optional
constraints and mandatory constraints. Mandatory constraints in the model
determine which are the possible executions of the model’s instances, i.e., they
determine the set of satisfying traces for the model5. The more mandatory
constraints the model has, the fewer possible executions there are likely to be.
The fewer mandatory constraints the model has, the more possible executions
there are likely to be. As an extreme example, any execution is possible if a
model does not have any mandatory constraints.

People execute instances of constraint models by triggering events on activi-
ties from the instances (e.g., started , completed , etc.). Events that users trigger
by executing activities are added to the instance trace. Each change of the in-
stance trace causes the instance to change state – given the instance trace, the
instance can be satisfied , temporarily violated or violated . The execution rule
makes sure that users execute each instance in a way that does not violate the
instance model. Users can decide to finish executing a constraint instance (i.e.,
to close the instance) only if the instance state is satisfied .

The constraint-based approach presented in this chapter offers all types of
flexibility identified by [226–228] (cf. Section 2.1.2). By allowing everything that
does not violate mandatory constraints, constraint models offer many possibilities
for execution of model instances while enforcing a number of basic rules expressed
as constraints. Constraint models are, therefore, flexible by design [226–228],
unlike traditional approaches which require much more effort in order to support

5Chapter 5 describes a formal specification of constraints and sets of satisfying traces for
constraint models.
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this type of flexibility (cf. Chapter 3). Optional constraints make constraint
models flexible by deviation [226–228] because these constraints are used as a
guidance for execution and people can decide whether to violate them or not.
Although constraint models allow for many possible executions, sometimes it
might be necessary to change the model of an already running instance (i.e.,
an instance that is being executed). This type of change is referred to as to
ad-hoc change and it makes constraint models be able to offer flexible by change
[226–228]. Ad-hoc change can be applied on an instance if and only if this change
does not result in a violated instance. Finally, in Section 6.11 we describe how the
declare prototype offers flexibility by underspecification [226–228] by allowing
for model decomposition.

Two types of errors can occur in constraint models. First, some events can
be dead in the model, i.e., users can never trigger these events while executing
model instances. This can lead to situations where users can never execute an
activity, although the activity is in the model. Second, it might happen that some
mandatory constraints are conflicting in the model. Due to this error, it is never
possible for any model instance to become satisfied and users cannot execute
such instances in a correct way. Verification of constraint models against dead
activities and conflicts is necessary in order to support development of correct
models. Moreover, constraint model verification needs to detect the smallest
group of mandatory constraints that cause the error in order to help developers
to understand and eliminate the error.

In the remainder of this thesis we will present a formal language that can
be used for constraint specification (in Chapter 5) and the declare system -
a prototype of a workflow management system based on this language and the
constraint-based approach (in Chapter 6). Note that the proposed language
is one example of a formal language suitable for a constraint-based approach
and that other languages could be used for the same purpose. The prototype
declare is developed to support easy implementation of any other LTL-based
language that can be used for this purpose.



Chapter 5

Constraint Specification with

Linear Temporal Logic

In Chapter 4 we presented a formal foundation for constraint-based process mod-
els. However, so far we did not propose a formal language for constraint specifica-
tion and in all examples in Chapter 4 we used a natural language (i.e., English) to
specify constraints (e.g., Example 4.3.2 on page 96). In this chapter we propose
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [74] as a formalism for constraint specification.
We will show how LTL can be used to specify constraints and to retrieve a fi-
nite representation of the set of traces that satisfy a constraint and a model
(cf. sections 4.1 and 4.2). Using LTL makes it easy to determine states of in-
stances and their constraints (cf. Section 4.4), to change instances in an ad-hoc
manner (cf. Section 4.5) and to verify constraint models (cf. Section 4.6). In
this chapter we present one particular example of an LTL-based language – the
ConDec language. ConDec constraints and models are represented graphically
to users, while underlying LTL formulas are hidden. Therefore, users of ConDec
models do not need to have knowledge of LTL. Note that, although we will use
the ConDec language throughout this chapter, the principles presented in this
chapter can be applied to any other language based on LTL or similar temporal
logics. All principles that are presented in this chapter are implemented in the
DECLARE prototype, which is described in Chapter 6.

5.1 LTL for Business Process Models

LTL is a special kind of logic and is used for describing sequences of transitions
between states in reactive systems [74]. In LTL formulas time is not consid-
ered explicitly. Instead, LTL can specify properties like ‘eventually some state is
reached’ (cf. the so-called ‘expectation’ properties in Section 4.4) or ‘some error
state is never reached’ (cf. the so-called ‘safety’ properties in Section 4.4). This
type of logic is extensively used in the field of model-checking: systems can be
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checked against properties specified in LTL [74]. For this purpose, many algo-
rithms that generate automata from LTL formulas have emerged in the model-
checking field [74,111,112]. Automata generated from properties specified as LTL
formulas can be used to check if a system satisfies the properties. For example,
the SPIN tool [132] can check a system model specified in PROMELA (Process
Meta-Language) against properties specified in LTL. In order to check a property
against a system modeled in PROMELA, the SPIN tool generates two automata:
one representing the system model and one representing the negation of the LTL
formula representing the property. If the intersection of the two automata is
empty, then the system satisfies the property.

Due to its declarative nature, LTL can be used for the formal specification of
constraints in constraint-based process models. Automata generated from LTL
formulas can be used for automated execution and verification of such models.
Automata generated from LTL are used to represent the constraint-based model
itself and regulate the execution of the model in a way that satisfies the con-
straints specified as LTL formulas. However, there are two differences between
the regular LTL and the LTL applied to business process models. The two special
properties of LTL for business processes are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

AABABB A . . .

e1 e5e4e3e2 e6 e7

(a) ‘’regular LTL’’ trace

(b) ‘’business process LTL’’ trace

Figure 5.1: LTL for business processes

The first difference between regular LTL and the business processes LTL is the
length of traces. On the one hand, the model-checking field is mostly concerned
with complex systems that are designed not to halt, e.g., schedulers, telephone
switches, power plants, traffic lights, etc. Therefore, regular LTL considers in-
finite traces (cf. Figure 5.1(a)). On the other hand, execution of each business
process models eventually terminates (cf. Section 4). Because of this, the infinite
semantics of regular LTL cannot be applied [74, 111, 112] to constraint models
and we need to adjust LTL to consider finite traces (cf. Figure 5.1(b)) in order to
apply LTL to constraint models. Note that it is possible to check a finite system
in the SPIN tool by using the Stuttering extension: the system is modeled in such
a way in PROMELA that the last state is repeated infinitely. However, in the
constraint-based approach the LTL formula represents the system itself, and the
finite trace semantics needs to be applied to LTL itself. In order to apply LTL to
the finite semantics of execution traces of constraint models, we use a simple and
efficient approach for applying LTL to finite traces presented by Giannakopoulou
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et al. in [112]. Further in this section, we will consider the LTL for finite traces
presented in [112] in more detail.

The second difference between regular LTL and the business processes LTL
is the semantics of elements in a trace. Regular LTL assumes that one element
of the trace can refer to more than one property. For example, it is possible to
monitor two properties: (A) the motor temperature is higher than 80 degrees and
(B) the speed of the turbine is higher than 150 km/h. As Figure 5.1(a) shows,
each element of the trace could then refer to: (1) none of the two properties, i.e.,
neither A nor B hold, (2) only property A, i.e., A holds and B does not hold,
(3) only property B, i.e., B holds and A does not hold, or (4) properties A and
B, i.e., both A and B hold. In the case of execution traces of constraint models
(cf. Definition 4.1.1 on page 85) we assume that only one property holds at one
moment, i.e., each of the elements of the trace refers to exactly one event, as
shown in Figure 5.1(b).

In the remainder of this section we present how we adjust LTL itself and
automata generated from LTL to finite traces consisting of single events, as
shown in Figure 5.1(b). A well-formed LTL formula consists of classical logical
operators and several temporal operators, and it evaluates to true or false given
an execution trace (cf. Definition 5.1.1).

Definition 5.1.1. (Well-Formed LTL Formula)
Recall that E is the set of all possible events (cf. Section 4.1). Let E ⊆ E be
a set of events. Every e ∈ E is a well-formed formula over E . If p and q are
well-formed formulas, then also true, false, !p, p ∧ q, p ∨ q, 2p, 3p, ©p, pUq
and pWq are also well-formed formulas over E .

From a semantical point of view, a well-formed LTL formula p over E is a
function p : E∗ → {true, false}. Let σ ∈ E∗ be a trace. If p is a well-formed
formula and it holds that p(σ) = true then we say that p satisfies σ, denoted by
σ � p. If p(σ) = false then we say that p does not satisfy σ, denoted by σ 2 p.
Recall that σi� denotes the suffix of σ starting at σ[i] (cf. Definition 4.1.1 on
page 85). The semantics of LTL are defined as follows:

proposition: σ � e if and only if e = σ[1], for e ∈ E ,

not (!): σ �!p if and only if not σ � p,

and (∧): σ � p ∧ q if and only if σ � p and σ � q,

or (∨): σ � p ∨ q if and only if σ � p or σ � q,

next (©): σ � ©p if and only if σ2� � p,

until (U): σ � pUq if and only if (∃1≤i≤n : (σi� � q ∧ (∀1≤j<i : σj� � p)), and

Also, abbreviations are used:

implication (p⇒ q): for !p ∨ q,
equivalence (p⇔ q): for (p ∧ q) ∨ (!p∧!q),

true (true): for p∨!p,
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false (false): for !true,

eventually (3): for 3p = trueUp,

always (2): for 2p =!3!p, and

weak until (W ): for pWq = (pUq) ∨ (2p).

2

As specified in Definition 5.1.1, a well-formed LTL formula can use classical
logical operators (!, ∧ and ∨) and several additional temporal operators (©, U ,
W , 2 and 3). The semantics of operators !, ∧ and ∨ is the same like in the
classical logic, while operators ©, U , W , 2 and 3 have a special, temporal,
semantics:

• Operator always (2p) specifies that p holds at every position in the trace
(cf. Figure 5.2(a)),

• Operator eventually (3p) specifies that p will hold at least once in the trace
(cf. Figure 5.2(b)),

• Operator next (©p) specifies that p holds in the next element of the trace
(cf. Figure 5.2(c)),

• Operator until (pUq) specifies that there is a position where q holds and p
holds in all preceding positions in the trace (cf. Figure 5.2(d)),

• Operator weak until (pWq) is similar to operator until (U), but it does not
require that q ever becomes true.

(a) always - [] p

p p p p p p p p p p

p p p p p p q q qp

(b) eventually - <> p

(c) next - O p (d) until - p U q

]1[σ ]2[σ ]3[σ ]4[σ ]5[σ ]6[σ ]7[σ ]8[σ ]9[σ ]1[σ ]2[σ ]3[σ ]4[σ ]5[σ ]6[σ ]7[σ ]8[σ ]9[σ

]1[σ ]2[σ ]3[σ ]4[σ ]5[σ ]6[σ ]7[σ ]8[σ ]9[σ ]1[σ ]2[σ ]3[σ ]4[σ ]5[σ ]6[σ ]7[σ ]8[σ ]9[σ

Figure 5.2: Semantics of some LTL operators

The difference between the regular LTL and LTL in Definition 5.1.1 is two-
fold. First, the finite semantics is expressed in the until (U) operator [112]. In
regular LTL the until operator is defined as follows: σ � ϕUψ if and only if
(∃1≤i : (σi� � q ∧ (∀1≤j<i : σj� � p)). The fact that i does not have an upper
bound (i.e., ∃1≤i : . . . ) reflects the infinite semantics of regular LTL. The finite
semantics of traces is reflected in the upper bound n of i in the until (U) operator
in Definition 5.1.1 (i.e., ∃1≤i≤n : . . . because |σ| = n). Second, the fact that one
element of a trace can refer to multiple properties in regular LTL and to one
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property in LTL for business processes is expressed in the way the proposition
is defined. On the one hand, in regular LTL it is defined that σ � e if and only
if e ∈ σ[1], for e ∈ E , i.e., each element σ[i] of a trace is a set of properties. On
the other hand, in Definition 5.1.1 we consider a special case of this requirement
where each element of a trace refers to exactly one event, i.e., we check if the
event is the first element of the trace e = σ[1].

Because LTL formulas evaluate execution traces to true or false (cf. Defi-
nition 5.1.1), LTL can be used to formally specify the semantics of a constraint
c = (E, f) (cf. Definition 4.1.4 on page 87), i.e., LTL can be used to formally spec-
ify f . We refer to any constraint for which f is a well-formed LTL formula over
E as to a LTL constraint. Similarly, if all mandatory and optional constraints in
a constraint model are LTL constraints, then we say that the constraint model
is an LTL constraint model.

Note that LTL is not the only language that can be used for formal specifi-
cation constraints. Other declarative languages can be also used. For example,
Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [74] is another logic that can be used to spec-
ify the semantics of constraints. Although LTL and CTL are similar languages,
each of them has some advantages over the other. However, so far, the debate
about which of these two languages is ‘better’ remains unsolved [132, 253]. For
example, there are some properties that can be specified only in LTL or in CTL,
but not in both languages [132]. On the one hand, the fairness property (for
each execution, there is some state at which a property starts to hold forever)
can be expressed in LTL, but not in CTL. On the other hand, the reset property
(from every state there exists at least one execution that can return the system
to its initial state) can be expressed in CTL, but not in LTL. We chose LTL for
the specification of constraints for two reasons. First, we were inspired by the so
called LTL Checker plug-in [25] of the process mining tool ProM [8, 91], which
can be used for verification of past executions against properties specified in LTL
(the LTL Checker is described in more detail in Chapter 7). Second, as a simple
and straight-forward language, LTL seems to be be a good starting point for the
constraint-based approach.

5.2 ConDec: An Example of an LTL-Based Con-

straint Language

ConDec is a constraint-based language that uses LTL to formally specify the
semantics of constraints. Because LTL formulas can be difficult to understand
by non-experts, ConDec associates a graphical representation to each constraint.
By using this approach, users of ConDec models do not need to have knowledge
of LTL. Instead, they can learn the intuitive meanings of names and graphical
representations of constraints.

Traditional process modeling languages offer a small set of constructs that
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can be used to model relationships between process activities (e.g., sequence,
choice branching, parallel branching and loops). Because it uses LTL for con-
straint specification, ConDec offers many constraint templates, i.e., types of
constraints that can be used to create constraints in ConDec models. Consider,
for example, the following two constraints: (1) the constraint c1 from the model
cmR in Example 4.2.3 on page 92 specifying that f1 = “Every occurrence of
event (curse, completed ) must eventually be followed by at least one occurrence
of event (pray , completed ).” and (2) the constraint c6 from model cmFT in
Example 4.3.2 on page 96, which specifies that f6 =“Every occurrence of event
(perform surgery, completed ) must eventually be followed by at least one oc-
currence of event (prescribe rehabilitation, completed ).” The first constraint
can be specified with formula 2((curse, completed ) ⇒ 3(pray , completed ))
and the second one with a similar formula 2((perform surgery, completed ) ⇒
3(prescribe rehabilitation, completed )). Both constraints impose the same type
of relation, i.e., one event is a response of the other event, and their LTL spec-
ifications are similar: 2((A, completed ) ⇒ 3(B , completed )). Instead of having
to individually specify formulas for these two constraints in their models, the
constraints can be created from the constraint template called response. Each
template in ConDec has (1) a name, (2) an LTL formula and (3) a graphical
representation. Figure 5.3 shows how templates are used to create constraints in
ConDec models.
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Figure 5.3: ConDec templates, constraints and models
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Instead of specifying the LTL formula and graphical representation separately
for each constraint, a constraint is created based on a template: a constraint in-
herits the name, graphical representation and the LTL formula from its template.
Constraints are presented graphically in ConDec models, while the underlying
LTL formula remains hidden. For example, activities and constraints in the two
ConDec models in Figure 5.3 are represented graphically. Activities are presented
as rectangles and constraints as special lines between activities. The model cmR

from Example 4.2.3 on page 92 has three activities and one constraint and the
Fractures Treatment model cmFT from Example 4.3.2 on page 96 has nine ac-
tivities and six constraints. ConDec models for these two examples are shown
in Figure 5.3. Each of the constraints in these two models is created from a
ConDec template, i.e., the graphical representation of the template represents
the constraint while the underlying LTL formula remains hidden. Due to this
fact, users do not need to be LTL experts in order to develop and work with
ConDec models. Instead, it is enough to learn the graphical representation and
semantics of ConDec templates, e.g., the response template between activities A
and B is represented by the special line like in Figure 5.3 and it specifies that
every occurrence of A has to be eventually followed by at least one occurrence of
B. We refer to ‘imaginary’ activities of a template as to template’s parameters.
For example, the response template has two parameters, i.e., A and B.

The ConDec language is just one example of a language for constraint spec-
ification. Other languages can use different types of constraints depending on
the application area, e.g., the DecSerFlow language [37, 38] for web services do-
main, the CIGDec language [176] for medical processes, etc. We used property
specification patterns presented in [95] as an inspiration for developing ConDec
templates. ConDec has more that twenty templates, which structured into three
groups. First, there are existence templates that specify how many times or
when one activity can be executed. For example, the 1..* template specifies that
an activity must be executed at least once and the init template can be used
to specify that execution of each instance has to start with a specific activity.
Second, relation templates define some relation between two (or more) activi-
ties. For example, response is a relation template. Third, negation templates
define a negative relation between activities. For example, the responded absence
template defines that two activities cannot be executed both within the same
instance. Finally, choice templates can be used to specify that one must choose
between activities. An example of such a template is the 1 of 4 template, which
is used to specify that at least one of the four given activities has to be executed.

5.2.1 Existence Templates

Figure 5.4 shows the so-called existence templates. These templates involve only
one activity and they define the cardinality or the position of the activity in a
trace. For example, the first template is called existence and it is graphically
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represented with the annotation “1..∗” above the activity. This indicates that A
is executed at least once. Templates existence2, existence3, and existenceN all
specify a lower bound for the number of occurrences of A. It is also possible to
specify an upper bound for the number of occurrences of A. Templates absence,
absence2, absence3, and absenceN are also visualized by showing the range above
the activity, e.g., “0..N” for the requirement absenceN+. Similarly, it is possible
to specify the exact number of occurrences as shown in Figure 5.4, e.g., template
exactlyN (A) is denoted by an N above the activity and specifies that A should be
executed exactly N times. Finally, the template init(A) can be used to specify
that activity A must be the first executed activity in an instance.
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Figure 5.4: Notations for the existence templates

Table 5.1 provides the semantics for each of the notations shown in Fig-
ure 5.4, i.e., each template is expressed in terms of an LTL formula. Formula
for template existence(A) defines that event (A, tc) has to hold eventually which
implies that in any instance A has to be executed at least once1. Formula for
template existenceN (A) shows how it is possible to express a lower bound N
for the number of occurrences of A in a recursive manner, i.e., existenceN (A) =
3((A, tc) ∧ ©(existenceN−(A))). Formula for template absenceN (A) can be
defined as the negation of existenceN (A). Together they can be combined to
express that for any full execution, A should be executed a pre-specified number
N , i.e., exactlyN (A) = existenceN (A) ∧ absenceN+(A). Formula for tem-
plate init(A) defines that the only possible events before event (A, tc) are events
(A, ts) and (A, tx ), i.e., events involving activities other that A can be executed
only after event (A, tc).

5.2.2 Relation Templates

Figure 5.5 shows the so-called relation templates. While an existence template
describes the cardinality of one activity, a relation template defines a dependency
between multiple activities. Figure 5.5 only shows binary relationships (i.e.,
between two activities), however, in ConDec there are also templates that can
involve generalizations to three or more activities. For simplicity however, we

1Recall that an event consists of an activity (e.g., A) and an event type (e.g., tc).
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Table 5.1: LTL formulas for existence templates (recall that ts , tc , tx ∈ T are event types such
that ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled)

name of formula LTL expression
existence(A) 3(A, tc)
existence(A) 3((A, tc) ∧ ©(existence(A)))
existence(A) 3((A, tc) ∧ ©(existence((A))))

. . . . . .
existenceN(A) 3((A, tc) ∧ ©(existenceN−(A)))
absence(A) !existence(A)
absence(A) !existence(A)

. . . . . .
absenceN(A) !existenceN(A)
exactly(A) existence(A) ∧ absence(A)
exactly(A) existence(A) ∧ absence(A)

. . . . . .
exactlyN(A) existenceN(A) ∧ absenceN+(A)
init(A) ((A, ts) ∨ (A, tx ))W (A, tc)

first focus on the binary relationships shown in Figure 5.5. All relation templates
have activities A and B as parameters. The line between the two activities in
the graphical representation is unique for the formula, and reflects the semantics
of the relation. The responded existence template specifies that if activity A is
executed, activity B also has to be executed (at any time, i.e., either before or
after activity A is executed). According to the co-existence template, if one of
the activities A or B is executed, the other one has to be executed as well.
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Figure 5.5: Notations for the relation templates

While the first two templates do not consider the order of activities, tem-
plates response, precedence and succession do consider the ordering of activities.
Template response requires that every time activity A executes, activity B has to
be executed after it. Note that this is a very relaxed relation of response, because
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B does not have to execute straight after A, and another A can be executed be-
tween the first A and the subsequent B. The template precedence requires that
activity B is preceded by activity A, i.e., it specifies that activity B can be exe-
cuted only after activity A is executed. Just like in the response template, other
activities can be executed between activities A and B. The combination of the
response and precedence templates defines a bi-directional execution order of two
activities and is called succession. In this template, both response and precedence
relations have to hold between the activities A and B.

Templates alternate response, alternate precedence and alternate succession
strengthen the response, precedence and succession templates, respectively. In
the alternate templates activities A and B have to alternate. If activity B is
alternate response of activity A, then after the execution of an activity A activity
B has to be executed and the activity A can be executed again only after activity
B is executed. Similarly, in the alternate precedence every instance of activity
B has to be preceded by an instance of activity A and the activity B cannot
be executed again before the activity A is also executed again. The alternate
succession is a combination of the alternate response and alternate precedence.

Even more strict ordering relations are specified by the last three templates
shown in Figure 5.5: chain response, chain precedence and chain succession.
These templates require that the executions of the two activities (A and B)
are next to each other. In the chain response template activity B has to be
executed directly after activity A. The chain precedence template requires that
the activity A directly precedes each B. Since the chain succession template is
the combination of the chain response and chain precedence templates, it requires
that activities A and B are always executed next to each other.

Table 5.2 shows LTL formulas for the templates shown in Figure 5.5. The
formula for responded existence(A,B) indicates that an occurrence of (A, tc)
should always imply an occurrence of event (B , tc), either before or after (A, tc).
Formula for co existence(A,B) means that the existence of (A, tc) implies the
existence of (B , tc) and vice versa. The formula for response(A,B) specifies
that at any point in time when event (A, tc) occurs there should eventually
be an occurrence of event (B , tc). The formula for precedence(A,B) is similar
to response but now looking backwards, i.e., (B , ts ), (B , tc) and (B , tx ) can-
not occur before occurrence of event (A, tc). The formula for succession(A,B)
is defined by combining both into: response(A,B) ∧ precedence(A,B). The
alternate response(A,B) formula specifies that any occurrence of (A, tc) implies
that in the next state and onwards no (A, tc) may occur until a (B , tc) occurs.
The formula for alternate precedence(A,B) is a bit more complicated: it implies
that at any point in time where (B , tc) occurs and at least one other occur-
rence of (B , tc) follows, an (A, tc) should occur before the following occurrence of
(B , ts ), (B , tc) or (B , tx ). The formula for alternate succession(A,B) combines
both into alternate response(A,B) ∧ alternate precedence(A,B). The formula
for chain response(A,B) indicates that any occurrence of (A, tc) should be di-
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rectly followed by (B , ts ). The formula for chain precedence(A,B) is the logical
counterpart: it specifies that any occurrence of (A, tc) should be directly followed
by (B , ts) and any occurrence of (B , ts ) should be directly preceded by (A, tc).

Table 5.2: LTL formulas for relation templates (recall that ts , tc , tx ∈ T are event types such
that ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled)

name of formula LTL expression
responded existence(A,B) 3(A, tc) ⇒ 3(B, tc)
co existence(A,B) 3(A, tc) ⇔ 3(B, tc)
response(A,B) 2((A, tc) ⇒ 3(B, tc))
precedence(A,B) (!((B , ts) ∨ (B , tc) ∨ (B , tx )))W (A, tc)
succession(A,B) response(A,B) ∧ precedence(A,B)
alternate response(A,B) response(A,B) ∧

2((A, tc) ⇒ ©(precedence(B ,A)))
alternate precedence(A,B) precedence(A,B) ∧

2((B, tc) ⇒ ©(precedence(A,B)))
alternate succession(A,B) alternate response(A,B) ∧

alternate precedence(A,B)
chain response(A,B) response(A,B) ∧ 2((A, tc) ⇒ ©(B, ts))
chain precedence(A,B) precedence(A,B) ∧ 2(©(B, ts) ⇒ (A, tc))
chain succession(A,B) chain response(A,B) ∧ chain precedence(A,B)

5.2.3 Negation Templates

Figure 5.6 shows the negation templates, which are the negated versions of the
relation templates. (Ignore the grouping of constraints on the right-hand side
of Figure 5.6 for the moment. Later, we will show that the eight constraints
can be reduced to three equivalence classes.) The first two templates negate
the responded existence and co-existence templates. The not responded existence
template specifies that if activity A is executed activity B must never be exe-
cuted (not before nor after activity A). The not co-existence template applies
not responded existence from A to B and from B to A. It is important to note
that the term ‘negation’ should not be interpreted as the ‘logical negation’, e.g., if
activity A never occurs, then both responded existence(A,B) and not responded
existence(A,B) hold (i.e., one does not exclude the other). The not response
template specifies that after the execution of activity A, activity B cannot be
executed any more. According to the template not precedence activity B cannot
be preceded by activity A. The last three templates are negations of templates
chain response, chain precedence and chain succession. The not chain response
template specifies that A should never be followed directly by B and the not
chain precedence template specifies that B should never be preceded directly by
A. Templates not chain response and not chain precedence are combined in the
not chain succession template. Note that Figure 5.6 does not show negation
templates for the alternating variants of response, precedence, and succession.
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The reason is that there is no straightforward and intuitive interpretation of the
converse of an alternating response, precedence, or succession.

not chain succession(A, B) 

not chain precedence(A, B) 

not chain response(A, B) 

not succession(A, B) 

not precedence(A, B) 

not response(A, B) 

not co-existence(A, B) 

not  responded existence(A, B) A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

Figure 5.6: Notations for the negations templates

Table 5.3 shows the LTL expressions of the templates shown in Figure 5.6.
Table 5.3 also shows that some of the templates are equivalent, i.e., not co-
existence and not responded existence are equivalent and similarly the next two
pairs of three formulas are equivalent. Note that a similar grouping is shown
in Figure 5.6 where a single representation for each group is suggested. The
formula for not responded existence(A,B) specifies that event (B , tc) cannot
occur if event (A, tc) occurs. However, since the ordering here does not mat-
ter, not responded existence(A,B) = not responded existence(A,B) and hence
coincides with not co existence(A,B). The formula for not response(A,B) de-
fines that after any occurrence of (A, tc), (B , ts ) may never happen (or for-
mulated alternatively: any occurrence of (B , tc) should take place before the
first (A, tc)). The formula for not precedence(A,B) defines that, if (B , ts ) may
occur in some future state, then (A, tc) cannot occur in the current state. It
is easy to see that not precedence(A,B) = not response(A,B) because both
state that no (B , tc) should take place after the first (A, tc) (if any). Since
the formula for not succession(A,B) combines both not response(A,B) and
not precedence(A,B), also not succession(A,B) = not response(A,B). The
last three formulas are negations of formulas chain response, chain precedence
and chain succession. It is easy to see that they are equivalent not chain
response(A,B) = not chain precedence(A,B) = not chain succession(A,B).

5.2.4 Choice Templates

Figure 5.7 shows the so-called choice templates, which specify that it is necessary
to choose between several activities. The 1 of 2 template specifies that at least
one of the two activities A and B has to be executed, but both can be executed
and each of then can be executed an arbitrary number of times. The 1 of 3
template specifies that at least one of the three activities A, B and C has to be
executed, but all three activities can be executed an arbitrary number of times as
long as at least one of them occurs at least once. Similarly, a template 1 of N can
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Table 5.3: LTL formulas for negation templates (templates grouped together are equivalent)
(recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

name of formula LTL expression
not responded existence(A,B) 3(A, tc) ⇒!(3(B , tc))
not co existence(A,B) not responded existence(A,B) ∧

not responded existence(B ,A)
not response(A,B) 2((A, tc) ⇒!(3((B , ts) ∨ (B , tc))))
not precedence(A,B) 2(3(B , ts) ⇒ (!(A, tc)))
not succession(A,B) not response(A,B) ∧

not precedence(A,B)
not chain response(A,B) 2((A, tc) ⇒ ©(!(B , ts)))
not chain precedence(A,B) 2(©(B , ts) ⇒!(A, tc))
not chain succession(A,B) not chain response(A,B) ∧

not chain precedence(A,B)

specify that at least one of the N activities has to be executed, but all activities
can be executed an arbitrary number of times. It is also possible to specify that
M of N activities has to be executed, but this has to be done explicitly, i.e., it is
not possible to specify this in a recursive way like in the existence templates. For
example, the 2 of 3 template specifies that at least two of the three activities A,
B and C have to be executed, but all three can be executed an arbitrary number
of times.

1 of 2 (A, B) A B
1 of 2

1 of 3 (A, B) A B
1 of 3

C

1 of N (A1,..,AN) A1 AN
1 of N

A2
...

exclusive 1 of 2 (A, B) A B
1 of 2

A B
1 of 3

C

A1 AN
1 of N

A2
...

exclusive 1 of 3 (A, B) 

exclusive 1 of N (A, B) 

2 of 3 (A, B) A B
2 of 3

C

A B
2 of 3

C

exclusive 2 of 3 (A, B) 

Figure 5.7: Notations for the choice templates

The exclusive choice templates are stronger than the templates described
above. The exclusive 1 of 2 template specifies that one of the two activities A
and B has to be executed, while the other one cannot be executed at all. The
exclusive 1 of 3 template specifies that one of the three activities A, B and C
has to be executed one or more times, while the other two cannot be executed at
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all. The exclusive 1 of N template specifies that one of the N activities has to
be executed one or more times, while the other N-1 cannot be executed at all.
More general exclusive templates must be specified explicitly, i.e., the exclusive
2 of 3 template specifies that two of the three activities A, B and C have to be
executed one or more times, while the remaining one cannot be executed at all.

Table 5.4 shows LTL formulas for each choice template from Figure 5.7.
Formula for 1 of 2 (A,B) specifies that either (A, tc) or (B , tc) has to occur
eventually. Formula 1 of 3 (A,B ,C ) specifies that either (A, tc) or (B , tc) or
(C , tc) has to eventually occur. Similarly, formula 1 of N (A1 , . . . ,AN ) spec-
ifies that one of the events (A, tc), . . ., (B , tc) has to eventually occur. The
formula for 2 of 3 (A,B ,C ) specifies that two of the events (A, tc), (B , tc) or
(C , tc) has to eventually occur. Formulas for exclusive templates strengthen
the choice. Formula for exclusive 1 of 2 (A,B) specifies that either (A, tc) or
(B , tc) has to eventually occur, but they can occur both. The formula for
exclusive 1 of 3 (A,B ,C ) specifies that one of the events (A, tc), (B , tc) or (C , tc)
has to eventually occur, but the other two cannot occur at all. The formula for
exclusive 1 of N (A1 , . . . ,AN ) can be specified similarly so that it defines that
one of the events (A1 , tc), . . . or (AN , tc) has to eventually occur, but the other
N-1 events cannot occur at all. Finally, formula exclusive 2 of 3 (A,B ,C ) spec-
ifies that two of the events (A, tc), (B , tc) or (C , tc) have to eventually occur and
the third one cannot occur at all.

Table 5.4: LTL formulas for choice templates (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that
ts = started and tc = completed )

name of formula LTL expression
1 of 2 (A,B) 3(A, tc) ∨ 3(B , tc)
1 of 3 (A,B ,C ) 3(A, tc) ∨ 3(B , tc) ∨ 3(C , tc)
1 of N (A1 , . . . ,AN ) 3(A1 , tc) ∨ . . . ∨ 3(AN , tc)
2 of 3 (A,B ,C ) (3(A, tc) ∧ 3(B , tc))

∨(3(B , tc) ∧ 3(C , tc))
∨(3(A, tc) ∧ 3(C , tc))

exclusive 1 of 2 (A,B) (3(A, tc)∧!3(B , tc)) ∨ (!3(A, tc) ∧ 3(B , tc))
exclusive 1 of 3 (A,B ,C ) (3(A, tc)∧!3(B , tc)∧!3(C , tc))∨

(!3(A, tc) ∧ 3(B , tc)∧!3(C , tc))∨
(3(A, tc)∧!3(B , tc)∧!3(C , tc))

exclusive 2 of 3 (A,B ,C ) (3(A, tc) ∧ 3(B , tc)∧!3(C , tc))
∨(3(A, tc)∧!3(B , tc) ∧ 3(C , tc))
∨(!3(A, tc) ∧ 3(B , tc) ∧ 3(C , tc))

Graphical representations of ConDec templates presented in Figures 5.5, 5.6
and 5.7 are used to hide the (potentially) complex LTL formulas. Special sym-
bols in the graphical representation of a template should illustrate the template’s
semantics. Figure 5.8 shows explanations of intuition behind the graphical nota-
tions of ConDec templates.
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N..M

A

On top the lower-bound (N) and 
upper-bound (M) are specified.

A B

The dot shows how to read the constraint, 
i.e., it means “suppose that A occurs”. 

The type of connection describes the type of constraint (in 
this case “existence response”) and should be interpreted 
depending on the location of the dot. 

If A occurs, then also B should occur (at any 
time), i.e.,

A B

Two dots, i.e., read the “existence response” constraint 
from both sides, i.e.,

A B

The arrow should be interpreted as “is followed 
by” or “is preceded by” (in this case both).

A B

The negation symbol inverses the meaning of the 
connection, i.e.,  in this case  “is NOT followed by” 
and “is NOT preceded by”.

A B
N of M

The empty diamond 
symbol represents the 
“choice” and the label the 
kind of choice

A B
N of M

The filled diamond symbol 
represents the “exclusive 
choice” and the label the 
kind of choice

<>(A,tc) => <>(B,tc)

<>(A,tc) <=> <>(B,tc)

Figure 5.8: Explanation of the graphical notation

5.2.5 Branching of Templates

Each of the ConDec templates involves a specific number of activities. For exam-
ple, templates existence(A), response(A,B) and 1 of 3(A,B,C) involve one, two,
and three activities, respectively. This means that, when a constraint is created
based on a template, the constraint will involve as many real activities as prede-
fined in the template. In Figure 5.3 we showed how a real activity replaces each
of the template’s parameters in a constraint. However, each constraint can easily
be extended to deal with more activities then defined by its template. Consider,
for example, the response template that involves two activities A and B in Fig-
ure 5.9. In the simplest case, a response constraint will involve two activities,
each of which will replace one of the template’s parameter. For example, ac-
tivities curse and pray simply replace parameters A and B, respectively, in the
graphical representation and LTL formula of the response template (cf. ‘plain’
constraint in Figure 5.9). In some cases it might be necessary to assign more
than two activities a parameter in a template. When a template parameter is re-
placed by more than one activity in a constraint, then we say that this parameter
branches. An example of a branched response constraint is shown in Figure 5.9:
the parameter A is replaced by the activity curse and parameter B is branched
on activities pray and confess. In case of branching, the parameter is replaced
(1) by a multiple arcs to all branched activities in the graphical representation
and (2) by a disjunction of branched activities in the LTL formula, as shown
in the branched constraint in Figure 5.9. The semantics of branching can vary
from template to template, depending on the LTL formula of the template. For
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example, the branched constraint in Figure 5.9 specifies that each occurrence of
curse should eventually be followed by at least one occurrence of activity pray or
activity confess. Note that it is possible to branch all parameters, one parameter
or none of the parameters.

[] ((A,tc) => <> (B,tc))

[] ((curse,tc) => <> (pray,tc))

[] ((curse,tc) => <> ((pray,tc) \/ (confess,tc))

TEMPLATE

‘PLAIN’ 
CONSTRAINT

BRANCHED
CONSTRAINT

GRAPHICAL LTL FORMULA

A B

curse pray

curse
pray

confess

Figure 5.9: Branching the response template

The number of possible branches in ConDec constraints is unlimited. For
example, it is possible to branch the parameter B in theresponse template to N
alternatives, like shown inn Figure 5.10.

actB1

actB2

actBN

actA

...

[] (actA => <> ( actB1 \/ actB2 \/ ... \/ actBN) )

Figure 5.10: Branching the response template to multiple activities

5.3 ConDec Constraints

ConDec constraints are created from ConDec templates, such that the LTL for-
mula and graphical representation of the template are associated with the con-
straint, as shown in Figure 5.11. Template ‘parameters’ (i.e., A and B) are
replaced with ‘real’ activities (i.e., perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation)
both in the graphical and LTL specification of the constraint.

A finite representation of the set of traces that satisfy a ConDec constraint
is retrieved from the LTL formula associated with the constraint. Every LTL
formula can be translated into a non-deterministic finite state automaton (cf.
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prescribe 
rehabilitation

perform 
surgery

response

(c) graphical representation of the constraint

(b) semantics of the constraint

f = [] ( (perform surgery,completed) -> <> (prescribe rehabilitation,completed))

E = {(perform surgery,completed),(prescribe rehabilitation,completed)}

c = ( E, f )

BA response

(a) the response template

[] ( (A,completed) -> 
<> (B,completed))

Figure 5.11: A ConDec constraint and its template

Definition 5.3.1) that represents exactly all traces that satisfy the LTL formula
[74, 111–113, 158].

Definition 5.3.1. (Finite State Automaton FSA)
Finite state automaton FSA is a five tuple 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 such that E is the
alphabet, S is the finite set of states, T ⊆ S × E × S it the transition relation,
S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states, and SF ⊆ S is the set of accepting states. 2

Figure 5.12 shows graphical representation of automaton created for con-
straint in Figure 5.11. This automaton has two states s0 and s1 where s0 is
both an initial (marked with an incoming arrow without a source) and accepting
(marked with double border) state. Labeled directed arrows between states repre-
sent transitions. For example, transition (s0, (prescribe rehabilitation, tc), s0) ∈ T
denotes that, if event (prescribe rehabilitation, tc) occurs when the automaton is
in the state s0, then the automaton stays in state s0. In other words, we say that
event (prescribe rehabilitation, tc) triggers this transition. The special label “-”
denotes a transition that is triggered by any event e ∈ E. Each transition is an
output transition for the state from which it is triggered and an input transition
for the state to which it leads. For example, transition (s0,−, s1) ∈ T is an output
transition for state s0 and an input transition for state s1. We also say that s0

is the source and s1 is the target of this transition.

s0 s1

(prescribe rehabilitation,tc)
- -

(prescribe rehabilitation,tc)
!(perform surgery,tc)

Figure 5.12: A finite state automaton FSAf for constraint in Figure 5.11 (recall that tc ∈ T

is an event type such that tc = completed )

Labels on automata transitions are considered to be boolean values of propo-
sitions [112, 158]. Consider, for example, three propositions a, b and c. Label
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!a∧!b ∧ c represents that (i.e., this transition will fire when) a and b do not hold
and c holds, regardless whether other propositions hold or not. A transition la-
beled with a∧!b will fire if a holds and b does not hold, regardless whether other
propositions hold or not. Label !a∧!b represents a transition that will fire if a
and b do not hold, regardless whether other propositions hold or not.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. First, in Section 5.3.1
we describe how we adjust the automata generated from LTL to specific prop-
erties of business processes, which were described in Section 5.1. Second, in
Section 5.3.2 we describe how we deal with the fact that the generated automata
are non-deterministic automata. Finally, in Section 5.3.3, we describe how we
retrieve the set of all traces that satisfy a constraint (cf. Definition 4.1.4 in
page 87) from the automaton generated for the constraint.

5.3.1 Adjusting to Properties of Business Processes

In order to apply LTL to execution of business processes, we adjust the regular
LTL in two ways, as we described in Section 5.1: (1) we consider LTL for finite
traces, and (2) we consider LTL for traces of single events. These two adjustments
must also be reflected on the automata generated from LTL.

First, due to the finite semantics of execution traces of constraint models, we
use the algorithm presented in [112, 113] to create a finite state automaton FSA
from ConDec constraint c = (E, f). We will use FSAf to denote an automaton
(1) created for LTL formula f using the algorithm presented in [113], and (2)
adjusted for finite traces using the method presented in [112].

Second, due to the fact that classical LTL considers traces which can con-
tain an arbitrary number of propositions at each trace element, automata gen-
erated for LTL formulas in [112, 113] might contain transitions that refer to
such trace elements. For example, it is possible that a transition has label
“(perform surgery, ts ) ∧ (perform reposition, ts)” because events are treated as
propositions. This transition is blocked (i.e., it will never fire) in the setting of
traces of business processes, because events are triggered one at a time. In other
words, a transition is blocked if and only if its label requires more than one event
to hold. Naturally, blocked transitions are ignored in the context of execution
traces of business processes because they can not be triggered by any element of
a trace (i.e., by any event). In order to use these automata for our approach, we
unblock them in such a way that: (1) all blocked transitions are removed from
the automaton, (2) all states that are unreachable from initial states are removed
from the automaton and (3) all states from which an accepting state is not reach-
able are removed from the automaton. Further in this thesis, we assume that
all automata are unblocked, unless denoted differently. Definition 5.3.2 gives a
formal specification of reachable states: the set of reachable states from state
s of the automaton contains all states that can be reached with an arbitrary
sequence of transitions from the state s. The unblocked version of an automaton
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in specified in Definition 5.3.3.

Definition 5.3.2. (Reachable states RFSA
s )

Let FSA = 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be a finite state automaton and s ∈ S be one state
of FSA. State s′ ∈ S is reachable from state s if and only if it holds that
∃σ ∈ E∗ : (s, σ[1], s1) ∈ T ∧ (s1, σ[2], s2) ∈ T ∧ . . . ∧ (s|σ|−1, σ[|σ|], s′) ∈ T . The

set of states that are reachable from s is defined as RFSA
s = {s′ ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ E∗ :

(s, σ[1], s1) ∈ T ∧ (s1, σ[2], s2) ∈ T ∧ . . . ∧ (s|σ|−1, σ[|σ|], s′) ∈ T}. 2

Definition 5.3.3. (Unblocked finite state automaton)
Let FSA = 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be a finite state automaton and TB ⊆ T be a set
of all blocked transitions in T . Automata FSAUB = 〈E, SUB , TUB, SUB

0 , SUB
F 〉

where SUB ⊆ S, TUB ⊆ T , SUB
0 ⊆ S0 and SUB

F ⊆ SF is the unblocked version of
FSA if and only if it holds that

• all blocked transitions are removed, i.e., T UB = T \ TB, and

• all states are reachable from the initial state(s), i.e., SUB and SUB
0 are the

biggest subsets of S such that it holds that ∀s ∈ SUB \ SUB
0 : ∃s0 ∈ SUB

0 :

s ∈ RFSAUB

s0 , and

• form all states an accepting state is reachable, i.e., SUB and SUB
F are the

biggest subsets of S such that it holds that ∀s ∈ SUB \ SUB
F : RFSAUB

s ∩
SUB

F 6= ∅.
2

In addition to unblocking automata, when presenting automata in figures in
this thesis, we will simplify labels on transitions in the following manner: if, due
to its label, a transition can be triggered only by a single event, then its label
will be replaced by a label containing only that event. For example, a transition
with the label e1∧!e2 can be triggered only by event e1 and, therefore, in this
thesis we will label it only with e1. On the other hand, transition with the label
!e1∧!e2 can be triggered with multiple events (i.e., all events except e1 and e2),
and, therefore, its label will remain the same.

5.3.2 Dealing with the Non-Determinism

Automata created for LTL formulas are non-deterministic automata, i.e., one
state can have multiple output transitions that are triggered by the same event,
but that have different target states. Consider, for example, state s0 in the
automaton in Figure 5.12. If event (prescribe rehabilitation, tc) ∈ E occurs
at this state, all three output transitions (s0, (prescribe rehabilitation, tc), s0),
(s0, !(perform surgery, tc), s0) and (s0,−, s1) can be triggered. A run of a finite
trace on non-deterministic automata represents the execution of the trace on the
automata and it transfers automata form one set of possible states to another
set of possible states, as specified in Definition 5.3.4. We call such a run a
non-deterministic run or nd -run.
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Definition 5.3.4. (Non-deterministic run (nd-run))
Let FSA=〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be a finite state automaton and σ ∈ E∗ be a trace.

If finite sequence F̃SA(σ) = 〈(S0, σ[1], S1), (S1, σ[2], S2), . . . , (S|σ|−1, σ[|σ|], S|σ|)〉
such that ∀1≤i≤|σ| : Si = {s ∈ S | ∃s′ ∈ Si−1 : (s′, σ[i], s) ∈ T} and ∀1≤i≤|σ| : Si 6=
∅ exists, then we say that F̃SA(σ) is the nd -run of trace σ on the automaton

FSA. We use F̃SA to denote the set of all traces σ ∈ E∗ such that F̃SA(σ) exists.

If it holds that σ ∈ F̃SA, then we use SFSA
σ to denote the last set of states in

F̃SA(σ), i.e., SFSA
σ = S|σ|. 2

Table 5.5 shows the nd -run of a trace σ ∈ E∗ containing eight events on the
automaton FSA shown in Figure 5.12. The first row refers to the initial state of
the automaton, i.e., the empty trace, and each row underneath this row refers
to one element (i.e., event) of the trace. The first column contains events from
the trace σ. The second column shows all transitions that can be triggered by
the event given the current set of possible states (this set is shown in the third
column of the previous row). Finally, the third column shows the new set of
possible states after the event occurred. As Table 5.5 shows, the nd -runof trace
σ starts in the set of initial states S0 = {s0} and ends in the set of possible states
SFSA

σ = {s0, s1}.

Table 5.5: A non-deterministic run on the automaton FSA shown in Figure 5.12 (recall that
ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

examine=examine patient, surgery=perform surgery, rehabilitation=prescribe
rehabilitation.

σ ∈ E∗ transitions new states

initial state S0 = {s0}
σ[1] = (examine , ts) (s0, !(surgery , tc), s0) S1 = {s0, s1}

(s0,−, s1)
σ[2] = (examine , tc) (s0, !(surgery , tc), s0) S2 = {s0, s1}

(s0,−, s1)
(s1,−, s1)

σ[3] = (surgery , ts) (s0, !(surgery , tc), s0) S3 = {s0, s1}
(s0,−, s1)
(s1,−, s1)

σ[4] = (surgery , tc) (s0,−, s1) S4 = {s1}
(s1,−, s1)

σ[5] = (examine , ts) (s1,−, s1) S5 = {s1}
σ[6] = (examine , tc) (s1,−, s1) S6 = {s1}
σ[7] = (rehabilitation , ts) (s1,−, s1) S7 = {s1}
σ[8] = (rehabilitation , tc) (s1,−, s1) SFSA

σ = {s0, s1}
(s1, (rehabilitation , tc), s0)

If a trace brings the automata to an accepting state, then the automata
accepts this trace. In case of a non-deterministic run, we say that the automata
FSA accepts trace σ ∈ E∗ if and only if the non-deterministic run of σ leaves
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FSA in a set of possible states S such that at least one of the possible states is
accepting, as specified in Definition 5.3.5.

Definition 5.3.5. (Acceptance)
Let FSA=〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be a finite state automaton and σ ∈ E∗ be a trace. We

say that FSA accepts trace σ f and only if it holds that (σ ∈ F̃SA)∧(SFSA
σ ∩SF 6=

∅). The language of FSA, L(FSA) ⊆ E∗, consists of all traces accepted by FSA.

2

5.3.3 Retrieving the Set of Satisfying Traces

If FSAf is an automaton created for some well-formed LTL formula f , then the
language of this automaton L(FSAf ) represents exactly all traces σ ∈ E∗ that
satisfy the formula f (i.e., σ � f) [74,111,112,158]. Hence all traces that satisfy
the LTL formula f are represented by the automaton FSAf generated from f
(cf. Property 5.3.6).

Property 5.3.6. (∀σ ∈ E∗ : (σ � f) ⇔ (σ ∈ L(FSAf )))
Let f be a well formed LTL formula and FSAf = 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be the au-
tomaton generated for formula f , then it holds that ∀σ ∈ E∗ : (σ � f) ⇔ (σ ∈
L(FSAf )).

Proof. The automaton FSA construction in [111, 112, 158]. 2

Due to the fact that the language L(FSAf ) of automaton FSAf generated
from the LTL formula f of constraint (E, f) ∈ C accepts exactly the traces that
satisfy the LTL formula f , it holds that the automaton FSAf represents the set
of traces that satisfy the constraint (E, f), as shown in Property 5.3.7.

Property 5.3.7. (E∗
�(E ,f ) = L(FSAf ))

Let c ∈ C be a constraint where c = (E, f) such that f is a well formed LTL for-
mula over E. If FSAf = 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 is an automaton generated for formula
f , then it holds that E∗

�c = L(FSAf ).

Proof. It holds that ∀σ ∈ E∗ : (σ � f) ⇔ (σ ∈ L(FSAf )) (cf. Property 5.3.6),
i.e., ∀σ ∈ E∗ : (f(σ) = true) ⇔ (σ ∈ L(FSAf )) (cf. Definition 5.1.1). It
also holds that E∗

�c = {σ ∈ E∗ | σ � c} where (σ � c) ⇔ f(σ) = true (cf.
Definition 4.1.4). Therefore, it holds that E∗

�(E ,f ) = L(FSAf ). 2

Automata generated from LTL formulas are consistent with the two require-
ments of sets of accepting traces for constraints (and constraint models). First,
note that, although it is built for constraint on two particular activities (i.e.,
E = {(perform surgery, tc), (prescribe rehabilitation, tc)}), the automaton in Fig-
ure 5.12 can run traces that can contain events involving activities other than
perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation, i.e., it can contain events e /∈ E
that are not in the namespace. Transitions (s0, !(surgery , tc), s0), (s0,−, s1) and
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(s1,−, s1) can trigger other events like, for example, events (examine , ts) and
(examine , tc). Indeed, a trace constraining these two events can run on the au-
tomaton, as shown in Table 5.5. Moreover, these two events can be replaced by
any other event not involving activities perform surgery and prescribe rehabil-
itation, e.g., by events (drink coffee, ts ) and (drink coffee, tc). As explained in
Chapter 4, this is an important property of sets of accepting traces that enables
easy ad-hoc change (cf. Section 4.5).

Second, trace σ from Table 5.5 is accepted by the automaton FSAf in Fig-
ure 5.12 for constraint c = (E, f) in Figure 5.11 because it leaves the automata in
the set of possible traces SFSA

σ = {s0, s1} where s0 is an accepting state. Trace σ
contains many events that are not in the namespace E of the constraint. In fact,
if any of the events in σ that are not in the namespace e /∈ E would be replaced
by other events not in the name space e′ /∈ E, the automaton would still accept
such changed trace. This is in line with the requirement of Definition 4.1.4 on
page 87, which says that if a trace σ satisfies the constants, then all traces from
the projection σ↓E satisfy the constraint and vice versa.

Figure 5.13 shows another example of a ConDec constraint c = (E, f). This
constraint is created from the precedence template (cf. Section 5.2.2), and, there-
fore, it has the template’s graphical representation and LTL formula. This con-
straint specifies that activity perform surgery cannot be executed before activ-
ity perform X ray, i.e., formula f specifies that events (perform surgery, ts ) and
(perform surgery, tc) cannot occur before event (perform X ray, tc).

(c) graphical representation of the constraint

(b) semantics of the constraint

(a) the precedence template

(!((B.ts) \/ (B.tc))) W  (A,tc)

perform 
X ray

perform 
surgery

precedence

A Bprecedence

f = (!((perform surgery,ts) V (perform surgery,tC))) W (perform X ray,completed))

E = {(perform X ray,tc),(perform surgery,ts),(perform surgery,tc)}

c = ( E, f )

Figure 5.13: An example of a precedence constraint (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such
that ts = started and tc = completed )

Figure 5.14 shows the finite state automaton FSAf generated from the LTL
formula for the precedence constraint c in Figure 5.13. Language L(FSAf )
of the automaton represents exactly all traces that satisfy constraint c. In-
deed, the automaton prevents occurrence of events (perform surgery, ts ) and
(perform surgery, tc) before event (perform X ray, tc) since transition (s1,−, s1) is
the only transition that can trigger (perform surgery, ts ) and (perform surgery, tc)
and state s1 can be reached only via transition (s,(perform X ray, tc), s1).

For illustration, in Table 5.6 we present non-deterministic runs (nd -run)
of two traces on the finite state automaton FSAf in Figure 5.14, which is
generated for the constraint c = (E, f) in Figure 5.13. Each trace starts at
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-

s0

!(perform surgery,ts) /\ 
!(perform surgery,tc)

(perform X ray,tc)
s1

Figure 5.14: A finite state automaton FSAf for constraint in Figure 5.13 (recall that ts , tc ∈ T

are event types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

the initial state of the automaton. Further, for each event in the trace the
new set of possible states of the automaton is given. Trace σ1 is accepted by
the automaton FSAf and, therefore, σ1 satisfies constraint from Figure 5.13,
i.e., events (perform surgery, ts) and (perform surgery, tc) are preceded by event
(perform X ray, tc) in σ1. Trace σ2 is not accepted by the automaton FSAf

(i.e., it is not possible to trigger event (perform surgery, ts) from state s0)
and, therefore, σ2 does not satisfy constraint from Figure 5.13, i.e., event
(perform surgery, ts) is not preceded by event (perform X ray, tc) in σ2.

Table 5.6: Non-deterministic runs of two traces on automaton in Figure 5.14 generated for the
constraint c = (E, f) in Figure 5.13 (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started
and tc = completed )

examine=examine patient, surgery=perform surgery, X ray=perform X ray.
σ1 ∈ E∗

�c
σ2 /∈ E∗

�c

i σ1[i] new states σ2[i] new states

initial state S0 = {s0} initial state S0 = {s0}
1 (examine , ts) S1 = {s0} (examine , ts) S1 = {s0}
2 (examine , tc) S2 = {s0} (examine , tc) S2 = {s0}
3 (X ray , ts) S3 = {s0} (surgery , ts) {}
4 (X ray , ts) S4 = {s0, s1}
5 (examine , ts) S5 = {s0, s1}
6 (examine , tc) S6 = {s0, s1}
7 (surgery , ts) S7 = {s1}
8 (surgery , tc) SFSA

σ1
= {s1}

5.4 ConDec Models

ConDec constraint models are presented graphically to users: (1) activities are
presented as labeled rectangles and (2) ConDec constraints are presented as
graphical representations of their templates, i.e., special lines and symbols be-
tween activities. Figure 5.15 shows one ConDec model consisting of three activi-
ties (i.e., curse, pray and bless) and two mandatory constraints. The constraint
between activities curse and pray is based in the response template, i.e., it spec-
ifies that each occurrence of event (curse, tc) has to be eventually followed by
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at least one occurrence of event (pray , tc). The constraint on the activity pray
is based on the 1..* template, i.e., it specifies that there has to be at least one
occurrence of event (pray , tc). As Figure 5.15 shows, LTL formulas are associated
to constraints but they are hidden in the model, i.e., each constraint is repre-
sented as the graphical representation of its template. Note that both constraints
in Figure 5.15 are mandatory, i.e., they are represented as full lines. Optional
constraints are also represented as graphical representations of their templates,
but as dashed lines. Further in this chapter, we will show a ConDec model with
an optional constraint.

curse response

bless

1..*

pray

<> (pray,tc)[] ( (curse,tc) -> <> (pray,tc))

Figure 5.15: A ConDec model (recall that tc ∈ T is an event type such that tc = completed )

Due to the fact that all mandatory and optional constraints in a ConDec
model are ConDec constraints, i.e., LTL constraints, every ConDec model is an
LTL constraint model. The set of satisfying traces of any LTL constraint model
(e.g., a ConDec model) is determined based on the LTL formulas associated with
mandatory constraints from the model. The mandatory formula of such a model
is defined as a conjunction of LTL formulas for all mandatory constraints, as
specified in Definition 5.4.1. For example, the mandatory formula for ConDec
model cm in Figure 5.15 is fcm = (2((curse, tc) ⇒ 3(pray , tc))) ∧ (3(pray , tc)).

Definition 5.4.1. (Mandatory formula fcm)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model where cm = (A,CM ,CO) such that all
mandatory and optional constraints are LTL constraints, then the mandatory
formula for model cm is defined as

fcm =

{
true if CM = ∅;∧

(E,f)∈CM
f otherwise.

2

Because the mandatory formula of a model corresponds to the conjunction
of all mandatory constraints, the language of the automaton generated for this
formula represents the set of satisfying traces for the model, as shown by Prop-
erty 5.4.2.

Property 5.4.2. (E∗
�cm = L(FSAfcm

))
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a ConDec constraint model such that cm = (A,CM ,CO ) and
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FSAfcm
be a finite state automaton such that fcm is a mandatory formula for

cm, then E∗
�cm = L(FSAfcm

).

Proof. If it holds that CM = ∅, then it holds that fcm = true (cf. Defini-
tion 5.4.1). Therefore, it holds that ∀σ ∈ E∗ : σ � fcm (cf. operator true in
Definition 5.1.1), i.e., L(FSAfcm

) = E∗ (cf. Property 5.3.6). Further, because it
holds that CM = ∅, it also holds that E∗

�cm = E∗ (cf. Definition 4.2.2 on page 90).
Therefore, it holds that E∗

�cm = L(FSAfcm
) = E∗.

If it holds that CM 6= ∅, then, on the one hand, it holds that fcm =∧
(E,f)∈CM

f (cf. Definition 5.4.1). Therefore, it also holds that (σ ∈ L(FSAfcm
))

⇔ (∀(E, f) ∈ CM : f(σ) = true) (cf. operator ∧ in Definition 5.1.1 and Defi-
nition 5.3.5). On the other hand, it holds that (σ ∈ E∗

�cm) ⇔ (∀(E, f) ∈ CM :
f(σ) = true) (cf. definitions 4.1.4 on page 87 and 4.2.2 on page 90). Therefore, it
holds that (σ ∈ L(FSAfcm

)) ⇔ (σ ∈ E∗
�cm), i.e., it holds that E∗

�cm = L(FSAfcm
).
2

The automaton FSAfcm
generated for the mandatory formula fcm for an LTL

constraint model cm ∈ Ucm (e.g., a ConDec model) is a finite representation
of the set of satisfying traces E∗

�cm of the model cm. This approach makes
checking if some trace σ ∈ E∗ satisfies model cm a trivial operation – it is
enough to check if automaton FSAfcm

accepts trace σ. Figure 5.16 shows the
automaton FSAfcm

generated for the mandatory formula fcm = (2((curse , tc) ⇒
3(pray , tc))) ∧ (3(pray , tc)) of the ConDec model cm in Figure 5.15.

s0 s1

(pray,tc)

(pray,tc)

-

-

!(curse,tc)

Figure 5.16: Automaton FSAfcm
that accepts the satisfying traces E

∗
�cm for ConDec model

cm in Figure 5.15 (recall that tc ∈ T is an event type such that tc = completed )

The automaton in Figure 5.16 has one initial (i.e., s0) and one accepting
(i.e., s1) state. The language of this automaton represents all traces that satisfy
the ConDec model cm in Figure 5.15, i.e., it represents all traces that satisfy
both mandatory constraints from the model. First, it is clear that only traces
that contain at least one occurrence of event (pray , tc) can satisfy cm, because
the accepting set of states {s0, s1} can be reached if and only if event (pray , tc)
occurs. Therefore, only traces that satisfy constraint 1..* can satisfy this model.
Second, if event (curse, tc) occurs, the automaton’s state is a non-accepting set
of states (i.e., {s0}), and the automaton will remain in this set of states until
the first occurrence of event (pray , tc). In other words, only traces that satisfy
constraint response can satisfy this model.
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Table 5.7 shows three non-deterministic runs on the automaton FSAfcm
shown

in Figure 5.16, which is generated for the mandatory formula o the model cm in
Figure 5.15. On the one hand, traces σ1 and σ2 are accepted by this automaton,
and, therefore, these traces satisfy the model cm. In these two traces each oc-
currence of event (curse, tc) is followed by an occurrence of event (pray , tc) (i.e.,
constraint response is satisfied) and there is one occurrence of event (pray , tc)
(i.e., constraint 1..* is satisfied). Therefore, traces σ1 and σ2 satisfy the model
cm. On the other hand, trace σ3 is not accepted by the automaton, and, there-
fore, this trace does not satisfy the model cm. The occurrence of event (curse, tc)
is not followed by an occurrence of event (pray , tc) in trace σ3 (i.e., constraint
response is not satisfied) and there is one occurrence of event (pray , tc) (i.e.,
constraint 1..* is satisfied). Therefore, trace σ3 does not satisfy the model cm.

Table 5.7: Examples of (non-)accepting traces for automaton FSAfcm
in Figure 5.16 generated

for model cm in Figure 5.15 (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started and
tc = completed )

σ1 ∈ E∗
�cm

σ2 ∈ E∗
�cm

σ3 /∈ E∗
�cm

new new new
i σ1[i] states σ2[i] states σ3[i] states

initial {s0} initial {s0} initial {s0}
1 (bless , ts) {s0} (bless , ts) {s0} (pray , ts) {s0, s1}
2 (bless , tc) {s0} (bless , tc) {s0} (pray , tc) {s0, s1}
3 (curse, ts) {s0} (curse , ts) {s0} (curse , ts) {s0}
4 (curse, tc) {s0} (curse, tc) {s0} (curse , tc) {s0}
5 (bless , ts) {s0} (become holy , ts) {s0} (bless , ts) {s0}
6 (bless , tc) {s0} (become holy , tc) {s0} (bless , tc) {s0}
7 (curse, ts) {s0} (curse , ts) {s0}
8 (curse, tc) {s0} (curse, tc) {s0}
9 (pray , ts) {s0} (pray , ts) {s0}
10 (pray , tc) {s0, s1} (pray , tc) {s0, s1}

Note that trace σ2 is accepted by FSAcm (and satisfies cm) although σ2

contains events (become holy , ts ) and (become holy , tc), i.e., it contains events
on activities that are not in the model cm (cf. Figure 5.15). As discussed in
Chapter 4, this is a desirable property of constraint languages, which facilitates
ad-hoc change. For example, if activity become holy was originally in the model,
it possible that it was executed and later removed from the model.

5.5 ConDec Model: Fractures Treatment Process

By using graphical notations of templates for representation of constraints, Con-
Dec models can be easily represented to people not familiar with LTL. Figure 5.17
shows a ConDec model cmFT for the Fractures Treatment process (cf. Exam-
ple 4.3.2 on page 96). Labels c1, . . . , c6 mark constraints from the model cmFT .
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All six constraints are created from ConDec templates. The first five constraints
are mandatory, i.e., presented as full lines. The sixth constraint is optional
and, therefore, presented as a dashed line. Constraint c4 is created from the
precedence template, but it is branched on several activities. This means that,
although the precedence template has two parameters A and B, in this model we
replace parameter A with activity perform X ray and we branch parameter B
with activities apply cast, perform reposition and perform surgery. By doing this,
we specify that none of the activities apply cast, perform reposition or perform
surgery can be executed before activity perform X ray is executed.

prescribe 
rehabilitation

perform 
surgery

responsecheck X 
ray risk

perform X 
ray reposition prescribe 

sling

apply cast remove 
cast

succession

     alternate   precedence

precedence

init
examine 
patient

1 of 4
c1

c2

c3c4

c5

c6

Figure 5.17: ConDec model for the Fractures Treatment

Although the ConDec model in Figure 5.17 presents constraints graphically,
each of these constraints has a hidden LTL formula that is inherited from the con-
straint’s template. As we explained before, when a constraint is created between
activities in a ConDec model, then these activities replace the formal parame-
ters in the template. Constraint c1 is created from the init existence template
(cf. Section 5.2.1) and constraint c2 is based on the 1 of 4 choice template
(cf. Section 5.2.4). Constraints c3, c4, c5 and c6 are created from succession,
precedence, alternate precedence and response relation templates, respectively
(cf. Section 5.2.2). Table 5.8 shows LTL formulas for all constraints in the Con-
Dec model in Figure 5.17. Constraint c4 is a special case, i.e., here the second
template parameter B is branched on activities apply cast, perform reposition
and perform surgery, i.e., event (B , ts ) is replaced with the disjunction of events
(apply cast, ts), (perform reposition, ts) and (perform surgery, ts) and (B , tc) is
replaced with the disjunction of events (apply cast, tc), (perform reposition, tc)
and (perform surgery, tc).
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Table 5.8: LTL formulas for constraints in ConDec model in Figure 5.17 (recall that ts , tc , tx ∈

T are event types such that ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled )

constraint ci LTL formula fi

c1 = (E1, f1) f1 = ((examine patient, ts) ∨ (examine patient, tx ))
U(examine patient, tc)

c2 = (E2, f2) f2 = (3(apply cast, tc)) ∨ (3(prescribe sling, tc))
∨(3(perform reposition, tc)) ∨ (3(perform surgery, tc))

c3 = (E3, f3) f3 = (2((apply cast, tc) ⇒ 3(remove cast, tc)))
∧!(((remove cast, ts) ∨ (remove cast, tc))W (apply cast, tc))

c4 = (E4, f4) f4 =!(((apply cast, ts) ∨ (perform reposition, ts)
∨(perform surgery, ts)) ∨ ((apply cast, tc) ∨ (perform reposition, tc)
∨(perform surgery, tc)))W (perform X ray, tc)

c5 = (E5, f5) f5 = ((!((perform X ray, ts) ∨ (perform X ray, tc))
W (check X ray risk, tc)) ∧ 2(((perform X ray, tc) ⇒
©((!((perform X ray, ts) ∨ (perform X ray, tc))
W (check X ray risk, tc))))))

c6 = (E6, f6) f6 = (2((perform surgery, tc) ⇒ 3(prescribe rehabilitation, tc)))

5.6 Execution of ConDec Instances

Execution of instances of LTL constraint models, and therefore ConDec instances,
is based on the LTL specifications of constraints and, more precisely, the automa-
ton generated from the mandatory formula of the model. In sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2,
and 5.6.3 we show how this automaton is used to determine the state of the
instance (cf. Section 4.4.1), enabled events (cf. Section 4.4.2), and states of
constraints (cf. Section 4.4.3), respectively.

5.6.1 Instance State

The automaton FSAfcm
generated for the mandatory formula of instance’s model

and the instance trace σ is used to easily determine the state of an instance ci =
(σ, cm) at any moment of execution. Property 5.6.1 shows that the instance is
satisfied if and only if the trace σ is accepted by the automaton FSAfcm

. In other
words, if the nd -run of σ on FSAfcm

leaves the FSAfcm
in a set of possible states

that contains an accepting state, then the instance state is satisfied . Recall that
ω(ci) = satisfied if σ ∈ E∗

�cm for some instance ci(σ, cm) (cf. Definition 4.4.2).

Property 5.6.1. (ω((σ, cm)) = satisfied if and only if σ ∈ L(FSAfcm
) )

Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance of a LTL constraint model cm ∈ Ucm where ci =
(σ, cm) and let FSAfcm

be the automaton generated for the mandatory formula
fcm . It holds that ω(ci) = satisfied if and only if it holds that σ ∈ L(FSAfcm

).

Proof. Since (ω(ci) = satisfied ) ⇔ (σ ∈ E∗
�cm) (cf. Definition 4.4.2) and

E∗
�cm = L(FSAfcm

) (cf. Property 5.4.2), we know that (ω(ci) = satisfied ) ⇔
(σ ∈ L(FSAfcm

)). 2
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An instance ci = (σ, cm) is in the temporarily violated state if σ is not ac-
cepted by the automaton FSAfcm

generated for the mandatory formula but the
trace σ can be run on FSAfcm

, as Property 5.6.2 shows. In other words, if the
nd -run of σ on FSAfcm

leaves the FSAfcm
in a set of possible states that does

not contain an accepting state, then the instance state is temporarily violated .

Property 5.6.2. (ω((σ, cm)) = temporarily violated if and only if σ /∈
L(FSAfcm

) and σ ∈ F̃SAfcm
)

Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance of a LTL constraint model cm ∈ Ucm where
ci = (σ, cm). Let FSAfcm

= 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be the automaton generated for

fcm and F̃SAfcm
(σ) be the non-deterministic run of σ on FSAfcm

. It holds that
ω(ci) = temporarily violated if and only if it holds that σ /∈ L(FSAfcm

) and

σ ∈ F̃SAfcm

2.

Proof. If it holds that σ /∈ L(FSAfcm
), then it holds that σ /∈ E∗

�cm because
E∗

�cm = L(FSAfcm
) (cf. Property 5.4.2).

If it holds that σ ∈ F̃SAfcm
, then it holds that S

FSAfcm
σ 6= ∅ and it holds that

∀s ∈ S
FSAfcm
σ : R

FSAfcm
s ∩ SF 6= ∅ (cf. Definition 5.3.3). Therefore, it holds that

∃γ ∈ E∗ such that automaton FSAfcm
accepts trace σ + γ (cf. Definitions 5.3.5

and 5.3.5), i.e., ∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ+ γ ∈ L(FSAfcm
) and it holds that ∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ+ γ ∈

E∗
�cm (cf. Property 5.4.2).

Because it holds that σ /∈ E∗
�cm ∧ ∃γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗

�cm , it also holds that
ω(ci) = temporarily violated . 2

An instance ci = (σ, cm) is in the violated state if σ cannot be run on the
automaton FSAfcm

generated for the mandatory formula, as shown in Prop-
erty 5.6.3. In other words, if the nd -run of σ on FSAfcm

does not exist, then the
instance state is violated .

Property 5.6.3. (ω((σ, cm)) = violated if and only if σ /∈ F̃SAfcm
)

Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance of a LTL constraint model cm ∈ Ucm where ci =

(σ, cm). Let FSAfcm
be the automaton generated for fcm and F̃SAfcm

(σ) be the
non-deterministic run of σ on FSAfcm

. It holds that ω(ci) = temporarily violated

if and only if it holds that σ /∈ F̃SAfcm

Proof. If it holds that σ /∈ F̃SAfcm
, then it holds that σ /∈ L(FSAfcm

) and
@γ ∈ E∗ : σ+γ ∈ FSAfcm

(cf. definitions 5.3.4 and 5.3.5). Therefore, it also holds
that σ /∈ E∗

�cm and @γ ∈ E∗ : σ + γ ∈ E∗
�cm , i.e., ω(ci) = temporarily violated . 2

Figure 5.18 shows (a) a ConDec model cm and (b) the automaton cre-
ated for the mandatory formula fcm of the model cm. The model has four

2Recall that F̃SAfcm
uses the unblocked automaton from which “dead ends” are removed

(cf. definitions 5.3.2 and 5.3.3)
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activities and three constraints. Constraint response specifies that every occur-
rence of event (curse, tc) has to be eventually followed by at least one occur-
rence of event (pray , tc). Constraint 1..* specifies that (pray , tc) has to occur
at least once. Constraint precedence specifies that events (become holy , ts) and
(become holy , tc) cannot occur before the first occurrence of event (pray , tc). In
other words, constraints in this model specify that (1) if one curses, then one has
to pray at least once afterwards, (2) one has to pray at least once, and (3) one
cannot become holy until one has prayed. Note that automaton in Figure 5.18(b)
is a simplified version of the original automaton generated for fcm using the al-
gorithm presented in [112,113]: for simplicity we show a smaller automaton with
the same language as the language of the original automaton.

(b) automaton for ConDec model(a) ConDec model

curse response

1..*

pray

[] ( (curse,tc) -> <> (pray,tc)) <> (pray,tc)

become 
holy

precedence

( !(become holy,ts) W (pray,tc) )

(pray,tc)

(pray,tc)

-
!(curse,tc)

s2

-

(pray,tc)

s0

!(become holy,ts) /\ 
!(become holy,tc)

s1

Figure 5.18: A ConDec model (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started
and tc = completed )

Figure 5.19 shows how a satisfied instance ci = (σ, cm) of the ConDec model
cm in Figure 5.18(a) changes states depending on its execution on the automaton
FSAfcm

(cf. Figure 5.18(b)). This instance is correct because its state is never
violated . Initially, the automaton is in the set of possible states {s0} and, there-
fore the instance is temporarily violated . The state of the instance is initially
temporarily violated because none of the possible states is accepting (i.e., s0 is
not accepting) but an accepting state (i.e., s1) is reachable from one of the possi-
ble states (i.e., s1 is reachable from s0). On the other hand, the instance state is
satisfied every time when the set of possible states contains at least one accepting
state (i.e., s1). The states of the instance in Figure 5.19 reflect the mandatory
constraint of the model in Figure 5.18. The instance is temporarily violated un-
til the first occurrence of event (pray , tc) (the 1..* constraint). The instance
becomes temporarily violated again after the occurrence of event (curse , tc) and
becomes satisfied only after a new occurrence event (pray , tc) (the response con-
straint). The precedence constraint is fulfilled because events (become holy , ts)
and (become holy , tc) occur only after event (pray , tc).

Figure 5.20 shows how a violated instance ci = (σ, cm) of the ConDec model
cm in Figure 5.18(a) changes states depending on its execution on the automaton
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Figure 5.19: A satisfied instance of the model in Figure 5.18 (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event
types such that ts = started and tc = completed )
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(become holy,ts)
{S0} {S0}

(curse,ts) (curse,tc)
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violated

temporarily 
violated

X

violated

Figure 5.20: A violated instance of the model in Figure 5.18 (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event
types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

FSAfcm
(cf. Figure 5.18(b)). Execution of event (become holy , ts) brings this

instance to the violated state, because there is no non-deterministic run of this
trace on FSAfcm

. Therefore, the trace is not accepted by FSAfcm
and an accepting

state is not reachable anymore. The reason for the violation is the fact that
the precedence constraint cannot be fulfilled in the future, i.e., become holy is
executed before the activity pray .

5.6.2 Enabled Events

Enabled events are events that can be triggered during the executing of an in-
stance of a constraint model, such that the instance does not become violated , as
described in Section 4.4.2. Event e ∈ A×T is enabled in instance ci = (σ, cm) of
an LTL constraint model (e.g., a ConDec model) if in the current set of possible
states of the automaton generated for the mandatory formula fcm there exists
an output transition that can be triggered by the event e, as shown in Prop-
erty 5.6.4. Consider, for example, the model and its automaton in Figure 5.18.
Event (become holy , ts) is not enabled in instances of this model as long as the
instance’s automaton stays in the set of possible states {s0} because none of
the transitions “!(become holy , ts)∧!(become holy , tc)” or “(pray , tc)” can trigger
event (become holy , ts). On the other hand, all other events involving activities
in the model can be triggered via one or both transitions.
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Property 5.6.4. (Enabled event)
Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance of a LTL constraint model cm ∈ Ucm where ci =
(σ, cm), cm = (A,CM ,CO ). Let FSAfcm

= 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be the automaton
generated for fcm . Event e ∈ A × T is enabled in ci (denoted by ci [e〉) if and

only if it holds that σ ∈ F̃SAfcm
and ∃s ∈ S

FSAfcm
σ ∃s′ ∈ S : (s, e, s′) ∈ T .

Proof. If it holds that (s, e, s′) ∈ T , then it holds that σ + 〈e〉 ∈ F̃SAfcm
(cf.

definitions 5.3.3 and 5.3.4). Then, it either holds that σ + 〈e〉 ∈ L(FSAfcm
),

i.e., ω((σ + 〈e〉, cm)) = satisfied (cf. Property 5.6.1), or it holds that σ + 〈e〉 /∈
L(FSAfcm

), i.e., ω((σ + 〈e〉, cm)) = temporarily violated (cf. Property 5.6.2). In
other words, it holds that ω((σ + 〈e〉, cm)) 6= violated and it holds that ci [e〉. 2

5.6.3 States of Constraints

States of constraints in an instance can provide useful information for users who
are executing the instance (cf. Section 4.4.3). Properties 5.6.1, 5.6.2 and 5.6.3
can be used to monitor states of all constraints in and instance ci(σ, cm): for
LTL formula of each constraint an automaton is created and analyzed given the
trace σ to determine the state of the constraint. This method for monitoring
states of constraints is used in our declare system presented in Chapter 6.

5.7 Ad-hoc Change of ConDec Instances

As we discussed in Section 4.5, an ad-hoc change of constraint instances is suc-
cessful if the change does not bring the instance in the violated state (cf. Fig-
ure 4.4). Automata generated for ConDec models enable easy implementation of
ad-hoc change of ConDec instances. As shown in Property 5.7.1, ad-hoc change
of a ConDec instance is successful if the instance trace can be ‘replayed’ on the
mandatory automaton of the new model. Recall that ∆ is the ad-hoc instance
change function (cf. Definition 4.5.1 on page 107). Ad-hoc change of an instance
ci to model cm is successful (i.e., (ci , cm ′) ∈ dom(∆)) if and only if the changed
model does not bring the instance into the violated state.

Property 5.7.1. (Instance (σ, cm) is successfully changed to (σ, cm ′) if

and only if σ ∈ ˜FSAf
cm′)

Let ci ∈ Uci be an instance of a LTL constraint model where ci = (σ, cm) and
let cm ′ ∈ Ucm be a constraint model. Let FSAf

cm′ be the automaton generated
for fcm′ . It holds that ((σ, cm), cm ′) ∈ dom(∆) if and only if it holds that

σ ∈ ˜FSAf
cm′ .

Proof. If it holds that σ ∈ ˜FSAf
cm′ , then it holds that ω((σ, cm)) 6= violated

(cf. Property 5.6.3). Therefore, it holds that ((σ, cm), cm ′) ∈ dom(∆) (cf. Defi-
nition 4.5.1). 2
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Consider, for example, a temporarily violated instance ci = (σ, cm) in Fig-
ure 5.21. The instance model cm is shown in Figure 5.21(a). This model consists
of several activities and a response constraint between the activities curse and
pray . This constraint specifies that, if curse is completed, then pray has to be
also completed afterwards. The automaton FSAfcm

generated for the manda-
tory formula of this model is shown in Figure 5.21(b). Figure 5.21 (c) shows the
instance trace σ, i.e., it shows the nd -run of the trace on the automaton in Fig-
ure 5.21(b) and it shows the corresponding instance states. Next, we will show
two examples of ad-hoc change of the instance in Figure 5.21 – one example of
a successful ad-hoc change and one example of an impossible (i.e., unsuccessful)
ad-hoc change.

(b) automaton for ConDec model(a) ConDec model

(pray,tc)
(pray,tc)

!(curse,tc)
-

s1

-

s0

{S0} {S0,S1}
(curse,ts)

{S1}
(curse,tc)

{S1}
(become holy,ts)

{S1}
(become holy,tc)

satisfied satisfied
temporarily 

violated
temporarily 

violated
temporarily 

violated

(c) states for instance trace

curse response pray

[] ( (curse,tc) -> <> (pray,tc))

become 
holybless

{S1}
(bless,ts)

{S1}
(bless,tc)

temporarily 
violated

temporarily 
violated

Figure 5.21: A ConDec instance ci = (σ, cm) (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that
ts = started and tc = completed )

Figure 5.22 shows an example of a successful ad-hoc change of the instance
ci = (σ, cm) in Figure 5.21. Figure 5.22(a) shows the new model cmS for the
instance ci : activity bless is removed from the original instance model instance
and constraint 1..* is added to the original instance model (cf. Figure 5.21(a)).
The new 1..* constraint specifies that activity pray has to be executed at least
once. Figure 5.22(b) shows the automaton FSAfcmS

generated for the mandatory
formula of the new model cmS . Figure 5.22(c) shows the nd -run of σ on the
automaton FSAfcmS

. In other words, the instance trace σ can be replayed on
the new automaton FSAfcmS

in Figure 5.22(b) and, although the instance is
temporarily violated , this is a valid ad-hoc change.

Note that, even though the activity bless is removed from the model after
it was executed (trace σ contains events (bless , ts) and (bless , tc)) the ad-hoc
change in Figure 5.21 is successful. This is due to the property that a set of
satisfying traces of a model can contain activities that are not in the model (cf.
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(a) ConDec model

curse response

1..*
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[] ( (curse,tc) -> <> (pray,tc)) <> (pray,tc)
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s0 s1
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{S0} {S0}
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{S0}
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{S0}
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(b) automaton for ConDec model

temporarily 
violated

temporarily 
violated

Figure 5.22: Ad-hoc change of ConDec instance ci in Figure 5.21 is successful (recall that
ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

Chapter 4). The only consequence of removing activity bless from the model
is the fact that it will not be possible to execute this activity in the future (cf.
enabled events in Definition 4.4.3 and execution rule in Definition 4.4.4).

Figure 5.23 shows an example of an impossible (unsuccessful) ad-hoc change
of the instance ci = (σ, cm) in Figure 5.21. Figure 5.23(a) shows the new model
cmF for the instance ci : activity bless is removed from the original instance
model instance and constraints 1..* and precedence are added to the original
instance model (cf. Figure Figure 5.21(a)). Constraint 1..* specifies that activity
pray has to be executed at least once while precedence specifies that activity
become holy can be executed only after the activity pray . Figure 5.22(b) shows
the automaton FSAfcmF

generated for the mandatory formula of the new model
cmF . Figure 5.23(c) shows that the nd -run of σ on the automaton FSAfcmF

does
not exist, i.e., this change would violate the instance. In other words, the instance
trace σ can not be replayed on the new automaton FSAfcmF

in Figure 5.22(b)
because it is not possible to execute event (become holy , ts) from the state s0.
Therefore, the ad-hoc change from Figure 5.23 is not possible.

5.8 Verification of ConDec Models

In Section 4.6 we described two errors that can occur in constraint models: dead
events and conflicts. These errors can be detected in ConDec and any other
LTL-based models by analyzing automata generated form LTL formulas.

An event is dead in ConDec model if none of the transitions of the automaton
generated for the mandatory formula of the model can trigger the event, as shown
in Property 5.8.1.
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(b) automaton for ConDec model(a) ConDec model
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Figure 5.23: Ad-hoc change of ConDec instance ci in Figure 5.21 is not successful (recall that
ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

Property 5.8.1. (A dead event cannot be triggered by any transition)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model and FSAfcm

= 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be the
automaton generated for fcm and e ∈ E be an event. It holds that e ∈ ΠDE(cm)
(i.e., e is a dead in model cm, cf. Definition 4.6.1), if and only if @s,s′∈S(s, e, s′) ∈
T .

Proof. If it holds that @s,s′∈S(s, e, s′) ∈ T , then it holds that ∀σ ∈ F̃SAfcm
: e /∈ σ

(cf. Definition 5.3.4). Therefore, it holds that ∀σ ∈ L(FSAfcm
) : e /∈ σ (cf.

Definition 5.3.5). Because E∗
�cm = L(FSAfcm

) (cf. Property 5.4.2), it further
holds that ∀σ ∈ E∗

�cm : e /∈ σ, i.e., e ∈ ΠDE(cm) (cf. Definition 4.6.1). 2

Figure 5.24(a) shows the ConDec model for the model in Example 4.6.3 on
page 111. Due to the fact that event (become holy , tc) has to occur at least once
(i.e., constraint 1..* on become holy) and events (become holy , tc) and (curse, tc)
cannot occur both (i.e., constraint not co-existence), event (curse, tc) is dead in
this model. This dead event can be easily detected by analyzing the automaton
in Figure 5.24(b), which is generated for the mandatory formula of the model:
none of the transitions in the automaton can trigger event (curse, tc).

A ConDec model has a conflict if the automaton generated for the manda-
tory formula of the model is empty. Property 5.8.2 shows that the automaton
generated for the mandatory formula of the model with a conflict has no states.

Property 5.8.2. (The automaton is empty for a model with a conflict)
Let cm ∈ Ucm be a constraint model and FSAfcm

= 〈E, S, T, S0, SF 〉 be the
automaton generated for fcm . It holds that E∗

�cm = ∅ (i.e., cm has a conflict), if
and only if S = ∅.
Proof. If it holds that S = ∅, then it holds that L(FSAfcm

) = ∅ (cf. Defini-
tion 5.3.5 and the algorithm to generate the automata [111, 112, 158]). Because
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1..*

(b) automaton for ConDec model(a) ConDec model
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Figure 5.24: A ConDec model where event (curse , tc) is dead (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event
types such that ts = started and tc = completed )

E∗
�cm = L(FSAfcm

) (cf. Property 5.4.2), it further holds that E∗
�cm = ∅ (cf.

Definition 4.6.1). 2

Figure 5.25(a) shows the ConDec model for the model in Example 4.6.7
on page 4.6.7. Due to the fact that each of the events (become holy , tc) and
(curse, tc) have to occur at least once (i.e., constraints 1..* on become holy and
curse) and events (become holy , tc) and (curse, tc) cannot occur both (i.e., con-
straint not co-existence) this model has a conflict. In other words, there is not
trace that can satisfy this model (i.e., even the empty trace does not satisfy the
model). The conflict in this model can be easily detected by analyzing the au-
tomaton generated for the mandatory formula of the model: the automaton has
no states (cf. Figure 5.25(b)).

1..*

(b) automaton for ConDec model(a) ConDec model

response

bless

pray

[] ( (curse,tc) -> <> (pray,tc))

become 
holy

<> (become holy,tc)

not co-existence

! ( ( <> (curse,tc) ) /\
( <> (become holy,tc) ) )

1..*

curse

<> (curse,tc)

Figure 5.25: A ConDec model with a conflict (recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that
ts = started and tc = completed )

The cause of an error (dead event or conflict) in a ConDec model cm =
(A,CM ,CO) can be found by searching through the powerset (all subsets) of
the mandatory constraints. For each subset C ⊆ CM an automaton FSAf is
generated for the conjunction of all constraints in the subset, i.e., f =

∧
(E,f)∈C f

and this automaton is analyzed for errors in the same way as for the whole model
(cf. Properties 5.8.1 and 5.8.2). The smallest subset of mandatory constraints
for which the error is detected is the cause of the error. Clearly, all verification
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and ad-hoc change concepts presented in Chapter 4 can be realized for ConDec
and any other LTL-based language.

Sometimes it is necessary to check if models are compatible with each other.
For example, if two or more models share some activities but have different
constraints, it might happen that the composition of these models contains in-
consistencies, i.e., the models are incompatible. We showed in Section 4.6.3 that
constraints models can be incompatible with respect to a dead activity and with
respect to a conflict. Compatibility analysis is performed by verifying the original
and merged (combined) models against dead activities and conflicts. Compatibil-
ity of ConDec or any other LTL-based model can be analyzed using the merging
procedure described in Definition 4.6.10 and applying the verification techniques
for ConDec models presented in Section 5.8.

5.9 Activity Life Cycle and ConDec

ConDec templates do not consider any particular model of a life cycle of activi-
ties. Although the three event types (i.e., started , completed and cancelled ) are
used in the templates, the actual life cycle model (cf. Figure 4.1 on page 84)
where activities are first started and afterwards completed or cancelled is not
considered in templates. In other words, LTL formulas for ConDec templates
allow for an arbitrary order of event types. Consequently, mandatory formu-
las (cf. Definition 5.4.1) do not consider the activity life cycle. This means
that the language of the automaton FSAfcm

generated for the mandatory for-
mula of model cm contains traces where activities can be, e.g., completed be-
fore they are started or even without ever being started . For example, trace
σ = 〈(curse, started ), (curse , completed ), (pray , completed )〉 is accepted by the
automaton in Figure 5.16 on page 143. This means that, event though trace σ
is not possible because activity pray is completed without being started before,
this trace will be contained in the set of traces that satisfy the ConDec model
presented in Figure 5.15 on page 142.

5.9.1 Possible Problems

The absence of an explicit activity life cycle in ConDec can lead to serious errors
in execution and verification of ConDec models. In particular, errors might oc-
cur when determining enabled events, constraint state and instance state during
execution and when discovering dead activities and conflicts during verification.
Moreover, the same holds for any LTL-based language because LTL itself does
not impose an activity life cycle. Figure 5.26 shows an illustrative example of
an LTL-based constraint model that can cause errors related to the activity life
cycle. This model consists of activities x and y and a constraint error speci-
fying that activity A cannot be started but it must be completed (i.e., formula
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(!3(x , started )) ∧ (3(x , completed ))). The automaton generated for the manda-
tory formula of this model is presented in Figure 5.26(b). Although none of the
transitions in the automaton can be triggered by event (x , started ), the accepting
state can be reached only by triggering event (x , completed ).

(a) a model (b) automaton for 
( ! <> (x,started) ) /\ ( <> (x,completed) )

error

( ! <> (x,started) ) /\ ( <> (x,completed) )

x
y (x,completed)

s0 s1

!(x,started) !(x,started)

Figure 5.26: A ConDec model with a conflict

Four types of errors might occur in LTL-based languages: (1) while deter-
mining which events are enabled in an instance, (2) while determining instance
and constraint states, (3) during model verification against dead events, and (4)
during model verification against conflicts. Each of these problems is described
bellow using the example shown in Figure 5.26.

Enabled events: Events referring to completion or cancellation of an activ-
ity might be enabled (and available for execution) although the activ-
ity was not started yet. For example, as long as the automaton in Fig-
ure 5.26(b) remains in its initial state s0, events (x , completed ), (y , started )
and (y , completed ) will be enabled. In other words, events (x , completed )
and (y , completed ) will be enabled at the beginning of the instance execu-
tion, i.e., before any of the two activities is started .

Constraint and instance state: The state of an instance or constraint might
be incorrect because an accepting state is reachable only by violating the
activity life cycle. For example, as long as an instance remains in the
initial state s0 of the automaton in Figure 5.26(b) the instance state is
temporarily violated , i.e., the accepting state s1 is reachable via transition
(s0, (x , completed ), s1) (cf. Property 5.6.2). In other words, this automaton
can reach an accepting state only by triggering event (x , completed ), while
event (x , started ) can never be triggered. However, due to the activity life
cycle, an occurrence of event (x , completed ) must be preceded by an oc-
currence of event (x , started ). Therefore, transition (s0, (x , completed ), s1)
will never be triggered and the accepting state s1 will never be reached,
i.e., the actual state of the instance is violated . Note that the same holds
for the state of the error constraint.

Dead events: Existing dead event might not be discovered because the event
can be triggered only by violating the activity life cycle. Only event
(x , started ) will be discovered as a dead event in the model in Figure 5.26(a)
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because this is the only event that cannot be triggered by any of the tran-
sitions of the automaton in Figure 5.26(b) (cf. Property 5.8.1). However,
due to the activity life cycle and the fact that event (x , started ) is dead,
event (x , completed ) can also never occur in traces that satisfy the model.
Thus, although none of the traces that satisfy the model and the activity
life cycle contains event (x , completed ), verification procedure is not able
to discover this event as a dead event (cf. Definition 4.6.1).

Conflicts: Existing conflict might not be discovered because an accepting state
is reachable only by violating the activity life cycle. According to Prop-
erty 5.8.2, there is no conflict the model in Figure 5.26(a) because the
automaton in Figure 5.26(b) is not empty. However, each trace in the lan-
guage of the automaton contains event (x , completed ) and does not contain
event (x , started ). Therefore, none of these traces actually complies with
the activity life cycle model, i.e., there is no trace that satisfies the model
and the model actually has a conflict.

The first problem, i.e., enabling wrong events, can easily be solved by a cor-
rectly implemented workflow management system. For example, while executing
an instance ci = (σ, cm) of a model cm = (A,CM ,CO), the declare proto-
type (cf. Chapter 6) will enable events (a, completed ) and (a, cancelled ) if and
only if (1) a ∈ A, (2) there exists at least one occurrence of event (a, started )
that has not been completed or cancelled yet, and (3) events (a, completed ) and
(a, cancelled ) are enabled according to Property 5.6.4. Also, event (a, started )
will be enabled only if a transition that can be triggered by (a, completed ) is
reachable from the current set of possible states of the mandatory automaton.
Problems referring to instance and constraint state, dead events and conflicts
can, to some extent, be ‘softened’ using one of the three approaches described in
the next section.

5.9.2 Available Solutions

In order to prevent violation of the activity life cycle in ConDec, for each activity
a ∈ A in a model cm = (A,CM ,CO) we would need to find a way to specify in the
mandatory automaton of the model that each occurrence of events (a, completed )
or (a, cancelled ) must be preceded by an unique occurrence of event (a, started ).
In other words, we would need to specify that an activity can be completed and
cancelled exactly as many times as it has been started before. For example, it
is not possible to start activity a once and then complete it twice, i.e., it is not
possible that one occurrence of event (a, started ) is followed by two occurrences
of event (a, completed ). Unfortunately, it is not possible to specify in LTL that an
event can occur exactly as many times as another event occurred before because it
is not possible to ‘count’ how many times an event (in this case event (a, started ))
occurred [74]. Therefore, the activity life cycle cannot be fully integrated into
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the ConDec language. Instead, three alternative partial solutions can be used
to minimize possible problems. The first two solutions aim at imposing the
precedence or alternate precedence activity life cycle requirements. These two
solutions integrate to some extent the activity life cycle into the model cm =
(A,CM ,CO) itself by (1) creating an additional ‘partial life cycle’ LTL formula
for each activity a ∈ A in the model, (2) adding these formulas to the mandatory
formula (as a conjunction) and (3) then generating the automaton for the model.
The same procedure must be applied when creating automata used to determine
state of each of the constraints. In the third solution we make sure that LTL
formulas for templates are specified carefully, so that errors are avoided as much
as possible. However, these three solutions are only partial, i.e., they do minimize
errors but do not guarantee that errors will be completely avoided. Moreover,
these solutions come at a cost: they use larger LTL formulas and, therefore, the
automata generation becomes less efficient [74, 111, 112, 158].

The precedence activity life cycle requirement. For each activity we can
specify a precedence life cycle requirement: the activity cannot be completed
or cancelled before it is started . For each activity a ∈ A in a model cm =
(A,CM ,CO) an LTL formula similar to the precedence template can be gener-
ated: (!((a, tc) ∨ (a, tx )))W (a, ts ). These formulas are added as a conjunction
to the mandatory formula and formulas used to monitor states of constraints.
Figure 5.27 shows an example of the LTL formula for the precedence life cycle
requirement generated for some activity a ∈ A and the automaton generated for
this formula. It is clear that this solution only partially imposes the activity life
cycle, i.e., an activity must be started at least once before it can be completed or
cancelled , but once it was started it can be completed and cancelled an arbitrary
number of times. For example, it is possible to start the activity once (i.e., one
occurrence of event (a, ts )) and then complete it twice (i.e., two occurrences of
event (a, tc)).

  ( ! ( (a,tc) V (a,tx) ) ) W (a,ts)

(a,ts)

-

s0 s1

!(a,tc) /\ !(a,tx)

s0

Figure 5.27: The precedence activity life cycle requirement (recall that ts , tc , tx ∈ T are event
types such that ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled )

The alternate precedence activity life cycle requirement. For each ac-
tivity we can specify an alternate precedence life cycle requirement: the activity
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cannot be completed or cancelled before it is started and after the activity is
completed it cannot be completed or cancelled again until it is started again.
This requirement can be represented with LTL formula similar to the alternate
precedence template: ((!((a, tc) ∨ (a, tx )))W (a, ts )) ∧ (2((a, tc) ⇒ ©((!((a, tc) ∨
(a, tx )))W (a, ts )))). Such formulas are generated for all activities in the model
and added as a conjunction to the mandatory formula and formulas used to
monitor states of constraints. Figure 5.28 shows an example of the LTL formula
for the alternate precedence life cycle requirement generated for some activity
a ∈ A and the automaton generated for this formula. This solution overcomes
the shortcoming of the previous one (cf. Figure 5.27), i.e., it is not possible
to complete an activity more times that it was started. However, this solution
introduces another shortcoming: now it is not possible to concurrently execute
one activity multiple times for the same instance. For example, it is not possible
to first start an activity twice and then complete it twice (e.g., represented with
trace 〈(a, ts ), (a, ts ), (a, tc), (a, tc)〉).

( ! ( (a,tc) V (a,tx) ) ) W (a,ts) /\ [] ( (a,tc) -> O (  ( ! ( (a,tc) V (a,tx) ) ) W (a,ts) ) )

(a,ts)

-

s0 s1

!(a,tc) /\ !(a,tx)

s0

(a,ts)

!(a,tc)

Figure 5.28: The alternate precedence activity life cycle requirement (recall that ts , tc , tx ∈ T

are event types such that ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled )

Carefully defining templates. As the third alternative solution we propose
carefully defining templates. For example, the precedence template can be de-
fined with formula (!(b, ts ))W (a, tc) to specify that activity b cannot be started
until activity a is completed . This formula is simple, but can cause problems be-
cause its automaton is generated such that completing and cancelling activity b
is possible while starting the same activity is prohibited, as Figure 5.29(a) shows.
To avoid this problem, we can use a safer (but larger) formula for the precedence
template to prevent starting, completing and cancelling activity b before com-
pleting activity a, i.e., we can use formula (!((b, ts )∨ (b, tc)∨ (b, tx )))W (a, tc) (cf.
Figure 5.29(b)). On the other hand, the existence template has formula 3(a, tc)
and it specifies that activity a has to be completed at least once. This allows for
situations where a is completed before being started (i.e., event (a, ts ) does not
precede event (a, tc)), which also violates the activity life cycle. Clearly, formula
3((a, ts ) ∧ 3(a, tc)) would be more appropriate for the existence template. In
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general, it is advisable that all templates are defined such that (1) if starting an
activity is prohibited, then completing and cancelling the activity is also prohib-
ited, and (2) if completing or cancelling an activity is expected, then starting the
activity is expected before.

( ! ( (b,ts) \/ (b,tc) \/ (b,tx) ) ) W (a,tc)

(b) safer version

(a,tc)

-

s0 s1

!(b,ts) /\ !(b,tc) /\ !(b,tx)

s0

( ! ( (b,ts) ) ) W (a,tc)

(a) simple version

(a,tc)

-

s0 s1

!(b,ts)

s0

Figure 5.29: Two formulas for the precedence template (recall that ts , tc , tx ∈ T are event
types such that ts = started , tc = completed and tx = cancelled )

If the precedence or alternate precedence requirement is applied to a con-
straint model, then the requirement is also enforced in all constraints in the
model. However, relying on carefully defined templates does not enforce the
(alternate) precedence requirement. Consider, for example, the precedence tem-
plate presented in Figure 5.29 and the precedence requirement presented in Fig-
ure 5.273. The ‘safer’ formula indeed prevents starting, completing and cancelling
activity b before completion of activity a. However, it still allows for completing
activities a and b before starting them, i.e., the precedence requirement for ac-
tivities a and b is omitted. For example, trace 〈(a, tc), (b, tc)〉 is accepted by the
automaton in Figure 5.29(b) and, thus, satisfies this formula. Carefully defining
templates indeed requires attention when defining every template. For example,
using the ‘safer’ version of the precedence template only makes sense if, in all
other templates, whenever event (a, ts ) is prohibited, event (a, tc) is also prohib-
ited. Having this in mind, the safer version of the not response template would
be 2((a, tc) ⇒!(3((b, ts ) ∨ (b, tc) ∨ (b, tx )))).

5.10 Summary

In this chapter we showed how LTL can be used to specify constraints in con-
straint models. We presented an example of an LTL-based language called Con-
Dec. This language consists of a set of constraint templates - constructs that
are used to create constraints in ConDec models. Due to the fact that templates
are based on LTL formulas and graphical representation, it is easy to change or
remove existing and add new templates to the ConDec language. This makes

3The same holds for the comparison of the precedence template and the alternate precedence
requirement.
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ConDec an ‘open’ language that can evolve over time. Similar languages can be
created using different templates, which are specific to an application area (e.g.,
DecSerFlow [37,38] for process models of web services domain and CIGDec [176]
for medical processes). Graphical representation of templates and constraints
hides the underlying LTL formula and makes ConDec models easier to under-
stand.

The set of satisfying traces of ConDec constraints and ConDec models has
a finite representation – the automaton generated for the underlying LTL for-
mula(s). These automata enable execution of ConDec instances, i.e., the state of
the instance and enabled events are determined based on the run of the instance
trace on the automaton.

The generated automata are also used for ad-hoc change of ConDec instances.
If the trace can be replayed on the automaton for the new model, the change is
successful. Otherwise, the change is rejected. Note that many problems described
in literature (e.g., the “dynamic change bug” and other problems for procedural
languages [101, 201]) can be avoided, thus making “change easy” [184].

Finally, the generated automata are used for verification of ConDec models.
If an event cannot be triggered by any of the transitions, then this event is dead.
If the automaton is empty, i.e., it does not have any state, then the model has a
conflict. These verification techniques can also used of the compatibility analysis
of ConDec models.

Unfortunately, we were not able to find a way to fully incorporate the activity
life cycle model in ConDec and other LTL-based languages. This can cause
serious problems during execution of instances and verification of models. Three
available partial solutions can minimize the problems, but impose larger LTL
formulas. Larger LTL formulas decrease the efficiency of automata generation
[74,111,112,158] and negatively influence performance of a workflow management
system supporting the LTL approach.

Although we presented just one LTL-based language (i.e., ConDec) all the
techniques presented in this chapter rely on LTL specification of constraints and,
therefore, can be applied to any LTL-based language. In fact, the same ideas
could be applied to other temporal logics. This illustrates that the framework
presented in the previous chapter is truly generic.

The declare prototype presented in Chapter 6 supports LTL-based con-
straint language (e.g., ConDec). All principles presented in this chapter are
implemented in declare.

Note that LTL is just one example of a suitable language for the specification
of constraints. For example, other types of logics can also be used. As discussed
in Section 5.1, CTL can also be used for the constraint specification. Another
alternative is to use operators from Interval Algebra (IA) (i.e., before, meets,
during, overlaps, starts, finishes, after, etc.) [50] for constraint specification, and
translation of IA networks to Point Algebra (PA) networks [60] for verification
and execution of instances [162,163]. Note that LTL, CTL and IA consider time
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implicitly (i.e., via their temporal operators) [50, 60, 74]. Using languages like,
e.g., Extended Timed Temporal Logic [63] and LogLogics [123], would enable
usage of explicit time in constraints (e.g., the response template can be extended
with a deadline: activity A must be executed after activity B within N time units).
While timed automata for can be used for verification and execution of constraints
specified in Extended Timed Temporal Logic, a mature efficient software support
of the LogLogics-based language would still need to be developed.



Chapter 6

DECLARE: Prototype of a

Constraint-Based System

In this chapter we introduce declare - a prototype based on the constraint-
based approach presented in Chapter 4. Although declare currently supports
LTL-based languages like, for example, the ConDec language (cf. Chapter 5), it is
possible to extend the prototype with other suitable constraint-based languages.
In fact, declare also supports DecSerFlow [37,38] and CIGDec [176]. declare

is an open-source tool implemented in Java [171], distributed under the GNU
General Public License [14], and it can be downloaded from http://declare.

sf.net.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 the
prototype’s architecture is described. How to define constraint-based languages
and templates is described in Section 6.2 and the development of models in Sec-
tion 6.3. Section 6.4 describes instance execution and Section 6.5 ad-hoc change
in declare. Verification of declare models is described in Section 6.6. Tool’s
simple resource and data perspectives are described in sections 6.7 and 6.8, re-
spectively. Using data elements for defining conditions on constraints is described
in Section 6.9 and extending the tool to support other languages in Section 6.10.
Section 6.11 shows how declare can be combined with other approaches. Fi-
nally, Section 6.12 summarizes this chapter.

6.1 System Architecture

The architecture of the declare system is shown in Figure 6.1. The core of the
system consists of the following basic components: Designer, Framework and
Worklist. declare can be used in combination with two other tools. First,
by combining declare and the workflow management system YAWL [11, 23,
32, 210, 212] constraint-based models can be combined with procedural models.
Second, the ProM tool [8, 27] can be used for process mining [28] and run-time
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recommendations for users [258].

constraint models

event logs of 
executed instances

ProMYAWL

procedural models

Framework

Designer

Worklist

constraint templates organizational structure

Worklist

DECLARE

process 
decomposition

instance
enactment and
ad-hoc change

model 
development and

verification

language export
model export

 recommendation

...

...
access to instances
execution of activities

Figure 6.1: The architecture of declare

The Designer component is used for setting up the system level by creating
constraint templates and a simple organizational structure consisting of users
and roles representing their qualifications, as it will be explained in Section 6.7.
Constraint models are created and verified in the Designer, as described in Sec-
tions 6.3 and 6.6, respectively.

Instances of constraint models are enacted by the Framework tool. This tool
also allows selecting people that will work on each instance. One module of this
tool is the workflow engine that manages the execution of instances and creates
execution logs for all instances. Framework also contains a module for ad-hoc
change of running instances, which includes main change operations: ad-hoc
change of one instance, ad-hoc change of all instances of a given model (i.e., the
so called migration) and change of the model itself [202].

While Framework centrally manages execution of all instances, each user uses
his/her Worklist component to access active instances. Also, a user can execute
activities in active instances in his/her Worklist. The Worklist component will
be described in Section 6.4.

declare can be used together with the YAWL system [11,23,32,210,212] for
combining declare constraint and YAWL procedural models, as we will describe
in Section 6.11. With declare and YAWL, it is possible to define arbitrary
decompositions of constraint and procedural models, i.e., various constraint and
procedural models can be sub-processes of each other. Second, declare can
used in a combination with the process mining ProM tool [8, 27] for process
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mining and recommendations. The Framework component creates event logs
that contain information about instances (e.g., which activities were executed, by
whom, when, etc.). Constraint templates and constraint models can be exported
to ProM and used for verification of past executions recorded in these event
logs. Also, ProM can provide run-time recommendations for users (e.g., which
activity should be executed next) based on past executions. In Chapter 7 we will
describe in more detail how declare and ProM can be used for process mining
and recommendations.

6.2 Constraint Templates

An arbitrary number of constraint-based languages can be defined in declare.
For example, Figure 6.2 shows how the ConDec language (cf. Chapter 5) is
defined in the Designer tool. A tree with the language templates is shown under
the selected language. On the panel on the right side of the screen the selected
template is presented graphically.

Figure 6.2: Defining a language

An arbitrary number of templates can be created for each language. Fig-
ure 6.3 shows a screen-shot of the Designer while defining the response template.
First, the template name and additional display are entered. Next, it is possi-
ble to define an arbitrary number of parameters in the template. The response
template has two parameters: A and B. For each parameter it is specified if
it can be branched or not. When creating a constraint from a template in a
model, an activity replaces each of the template’s parameters. If a parameter is
branchable, then it is possible to replace the parameter with more activities. In
this case, the parameter will be replaced by a disjunction of selected activities
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in the formula (cf. Section 5.2.5 on page 133). The graphical representation of
the template is defined by selecting the kind of symbol that will be drawn next
to each parameter and the style of the line. Figure 6.3 shows that the response
template is graphically represented by a single line with a filled circle next to
the first activity (A), and a filled arrow symbol next to the second activity (B).
Furthermore, a textual description and an LTL formula are given.

Figure 6.3: Constraint template “response”

declare uses the life cycle of activities presented in Figure 4.1 in Chap-
ter 4. The formula for the response template in Figure 6.3 is 2(“A.completed ′′ ⇒
3(“B.completed ′′)). Events (A, started ), (A, completed ) and (A, cancelled ) are
denoted as “A.started”, “A.completed” and “A.cancelled” in declare tem-
plates, respectively. A shorter way to denote event (A, completed ) in declare

is by using only “A”.

As we described in Chapter 4, a constraint model consists of mandatory
and optional constraints. Optional constraints are not obligatory, i.e., users can
violate them. However, allowing users to violate an optional constraint without
any warning would totally hide the existence of the constraint. Therefore, when
the user is about to violate an optional constraint, declare first issues a warning
about the violation to the user. Then, the user can decide to proceeded and
violate the optional constraint, or to abort and not to violate the constraint.
The violation warning contains some information about the constraint. A part
of this information is the group to which the optional constraint belongs to.
Groups that can be used for optional constraints are defined on the system level
in the Designer. Each group has a name and a short description, as illustrated
by Figure 6.4. For example, it should be easier to decide to violate a constraint
belonging to the Hospital Policy, then a constraint that belongs to the Medical
Policy.
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Figure 6.4: Constraint groups

6.3 Constraint Models

Constraint models can be developed in the Designer tool for each of the languages
defined in the system. For example, we want to use ConDec templates described
in Section 5.2 for constraints in the Fractures Treatment model presented in
Figure 5.17 on page 145 and Table 5.7 on page 145, and, therefore, we create
this model in the declare Designer as a ConDec model. Figure 6.5 shows
the Fractures Treatment model in declare. Activities are presented as labeled
rectangles and constraints as special lines between activities.

Figure 6.5: The Fractures Treatment model in declare

Each constraint in the model in Figure 6.5 is created using a ConDec tem-
plate. For example, the constraint between activities perform surgery and pre-
scribe rehabilitation is created by applying the response template, as shown in
Figure 6.6. The template is selected in the top left corner of the screen. Un-
derneath the template all its parameters are shown. Activities are assigned to
parameters by selecting one or more (in case of branching) activities from the
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model. On the right side of the screen some additional information can be given.
First, constraint can have an arbitrary name, although the constraint initially
gets its name from the template. Second, a constraint can have a condition in-
volving some data element from the model (the handling of data elements and
conditional constraints in declare will be explained in sections 6.8 and 6.9, re-
spectively). For example, condition “age < 80” on a constraint would mean that
the constraint should hold only if the data element age has a value less than 80.
Third, for each constraint it must be specified if the constraint is mandatory or
optional. If a constraint is optional, then some additional information has to be
provided: (1) a group (cf. Section 6.2), (2) the importance level on a scale from
1 (for low importance) to 10 (for high importance), and (3) some local message
that should be displayed. This additional information for an optional constraint
is presented in warnings when a user is about to violate this constraint.

Figure 6.6: Defining a constraint in declare

6.4 Execution of Instances

declare determines enabled events, the state of an instance and states of con-
straints using the approach presented in Section 5.6. Each instance is launched
(i.e., created) in the Framework tool and users can work on instances via their
Worklists (cf. Figure 6.1). All instances that a user can work on are presented
in the user’s Worklist. Figure 6.7 shows several screen-shots of a Worklist. All
available instances are shown in the list on the left side of the screen. In Fig-
ure 6.7, there are two instances of the Fractures Treatment model presented in
Figure 6.5 (the list with header ‘instances’ in the upper left corner): ‘2: Fractures
Treatment’ and ‘3: Fractures Treatment’. The model of the selected instance is
shown on the right side of the screen. After the user starts an activity by double-
clicking it, the activity will be opened in the ‘activity panel’ under the model (cf.
Figure 6.7(b)).
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(a) the initial state

(b) after starting examine patient

(c) after completing examine patient

(d) after starting and completing prescribe sling

Figure 6.7: Execution of a Fractures Treatment instance
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Although the structure of the process model is the same as in the Designer
(cf. Figure 6.5), the Worklist uses some additional symbols and colors to present
to users the current state of the instance (cf. sections 4.4.1 and 5.6.1), en-
abled events (cf. sections 4.4.2 and 5.6.2), and states of constraints (cf. sec-
tions 4.4.3 and 5.6.3). First, each instance in Figure 6.7 has a color, which
represents the state of the instance: green for a satisfied instance, orange for
a temporarily violated instance and red for violated instance. Second, each ac-
tivity contains ‘start’ (play) and ‘complete’ (stop) icons, that indicate if users
can start/complete the activity at the moment by triggering events started or
completed . The initial state of the process instance in Figure 6.7(a) shows that it
is only possible to start activity examine patient, because the corresponding sym-
bol is enabled. Starting and completing any of the other activities is not possible,
as indicated by the disabled icons. In addition, all currently disabled activities are
colored grey 1. This initial state of the process instance is influenced by the init
constraint on the activity examine patient, i.e., this activity is the first activity to
be executed and, therefore, the only enabled event is (examine patient, started ).
Third, each constraint is colored to indicate its state: (1) satisfied – the con-
straint is represented by a green color, (2) temporarily violated – the constraint
is represented by a orange color, and (3) violated – the constraint is represented
by a red color. Figure 6.7(a) shows the initial states of constraints in a Fractures
Treatment instance. Constraints init and 1 of 4 are temporarily violated (i.e.,
orange), while all other constraints in the instance are satisfied (i.e., green).

Figure 6.7(b) shows the instance after starting activity examine patient. This
activity is now “open” in the ‘activity panel’ on the bottom of the screen. Data
elements that are used in this activity are presented in the ‘activity panel’ (data
elements will be explained in Section 6.8). In this case, three data elements are
available – patient name, age and diagnosis. In this way, users can manipu-
late data elements while executing activities. The activity can be completed or
cancelled by clicking on the buttons complete or cancel on the ‘activity panel’,
respectively.

The state of the instance after completing activity examine patient is shown
in Figure 6.7(c). After the occurrence of the event (examine patient, completed )
the init constraint is satisfied . This has two consequences: (1) this constraint
becomes green and (2) it is now possible to start activities check X ray risk, pre-
scribe rehabilitation, prescribe medication and prescribe sling. Activity perform X
ray is still disabled due to the alternate precedence constraint, activities perform
reposition, perform surgery and apply cast are disabled due to the precedence
constraint and activity remove cast is disabled due to the succession constraint.

Figure 6.7(d) shows the state of the instance after starting and completing
activity prescribe sling. Execution of event (prescribe sling, completed ) results in
a state that satisfies the 1 of 4 constraint and, therefore, this constraint becomes

1Note that we say that an activity a ∈ A is enabled if and only if event (a, started ) is enabled.
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green. Because all mandatory constraints in the instance are now satisfied , the
instance itself also becomes satisfied (i.e., green).

In some cases, triggering an event or closing the instance can violate optional
constraint(s). For example, consider an instance of the Fractures Treatment
model where activity perform surgery was executed and the user tries to close the
instance without executing activity prescribe rehabilitation. Closing the instance
at this point would violate the optional constraint response (specification of this
constraint is shown in Figure 6.6). Instead of automatically closing the instance,
declare first issues a warning associated with the optional constraint, as shown
in Figure 6.8. The user can now decide based on the information presented in
the warning whether to close the instance and violate the constraint or not. Note
that, in case of mandatory constraints, this is not possible, i.e., if a mandatory
constraint would not be satisfied , the whole instance would not be satisfied , and
it would not be possible to close the instance.

Figure 6.8: Warning: closing the instance violates the optional constraint response

6.5 Ad-hoc Change of Instances

Instances in declare can be changed in an ad-hoc manner (cf. Section 4.5)
by adding and removing activities and constraints. declare fully supports the
approach for ad-hoc change described in Section 5.7. In other words, after the
change, declare creates an automaton for the mandatory formula of the new
model. If the instance trace can be ‘replayed’ on this automaton, the ad-hoc
change is accepted. If not, the error is reported and the instance continues its
execution based on the old model. Naturally, when applying an ad-hoc change,
it is also possible to verify the new model against dead activities and conflicts
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but these errors will not prevent the change. Actually, the procedure for ad-hoc
change is very similar to the procedure for starting instances in declare, as
Figure 6.9 shows. It is possible to perform the basic model verification in both
cases. The only difference is in the execution of the automaton. When an instance
is started, the execution of the automaton begins from the initial state. In case of
an ad-hoc change, declare first makes an attempt to ‘replay’ the current trace
of the instance on the new automaton, i.e., the new model is verified against the
current trace. If this is possible, the ad-hoc change is successful and the execution
continues from the current set of possible states of the new automaton, i.e., the
instance state, enabled events, and states of constraints are determined based on
the new automaton and the current trace (cf. Section 5.6). If this is not possible,
the ad-hoc change failed and the instance must continue using the old model.

developing 
model 

changing 
instance

starting 
instance

create 
mandatory
automaton

instance 
verification

(replay trace)

start from 
current state

set to
 initial state

X X

X XX ? ok

X

report error
cancel change

not   ok

verify against 
dead activities 
and conflicts

?

?

report error

not   ok

Figure 6.9: Procedure for starting and changing instances in declare

Besides changing an instance, declare offers two additional options: migra-
tion of all instances and changing the original constraint model (cf. Figure 6.9).
First, it is possible to request a migration of all instances, i.e., that the ad-hoc
change is applied to all running instance of the same constraint model [202]. de-

clare performs migration by applying the same procedure for ad-hoc change to
all instances of the same constraint model, i.e., only instances with traces that
can be replayed on the new automaton are changed. Second, it is possible to also
change the original constraint model. In this case, all instances created in the
future will be based on the new model.

Consider, for example, two Fractures Treatment instances ci 1 = (σ1, cm
FT )

and ci2 = (σ2, cm
FT ) where σ1 = 〈(examine patient, ts), (examine patient, tc)〉

and σ2 = 〈(examine patient, ts), (examine patient, tc), (prescribe sling, ts),
(prescribe sling, tc)〉. Figure 6.10(a) shows a declare screen-shot of ad-hoc
change of instance ci 1 where activity prescribe sling is added as a new branch
in the precedence constraint. As a consequence of adding this branch, events
(prescribe sling, ts), (prescribe sling, tc), and (prescribe sling, tx ) can now be ex-
ecuted only after the event (perform X ray, tc) (cf. Table 5.2 on page 129). In
addition, both the migration and the change of the model are requested. Fig-
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ure 6.10(b) shows the declare report for the requested ad-hoc change. The
migration is applied to two currently running instances of the Fractures Treat-
ment model, i.e., to instances ci 1 and ci2. The change is successfully applied
to instance ci1 and the change failed for instance ci 2, due to the violation of
precedence constraint (because event (prescribe sling, tc) already occurs before
event (perform X ray, tc) in trace σ2).

added 
branch

(a) changed instance

(b) declare report for ad-hoc change

Figure 6.10: Ad-hoc change in declare

6.6 Verification of Constraint Models

declare uses the methods presented in Section 5.8 to detect dead events and
conflicts (cf. Section 4.6) and their causes in models. Information about dead
events is used to detect the so-called dead activities. An activity in a model is
dead if this activity can never be started and/or completed .

Recall the example of a model with a dead event (curse, tc) from Figure 5.24
on page 154. Figure 6.11(a) shows this model in declare and Figure 6.11(b)
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shows the declare verification report for the model: activity curse is dead due
to constraints 1..* and not co-existence.

(a) the model

(b) activity curse is dead

Figure 6.11: A declare model with a dead activity curse

The example in Figure 5.25 on page 154 has a conflict. Figure 6.12(a) shows
this model in declare. In Section 5.8 we presented one error in this model,
i.e., the conflict. However, this model also contains two dead events. Verification
in declare detects all errors in a model. figures 6.12(b), 6.12(c) and 6.12(d)
show the verification report in declare for the model in Figure 6.12, where
three errors are detected. First, Figure 6.12(b) shows that the conflict caused
by constraints 1..* on curse, 1.* on become holy and not co-existence. Second,
Figure 6.12(c) shows that activity become holy is dead due to constraints 1.* on
curse and not co-existence. Third, Figure 6.12(d) shows that activity curse is
dead due to constraints 1.* on become holy and not co-existence. The conflict in
this model is, actually, caused by forcing the execution of the two dead activities,
i.e., activities curse and become holy are dead and there is a 1..* constraint on
each of these activities.

Detailed verification reports in declare aim at helping model developers to
understand error(s) in the model. The goal is to assist the resolution of such
problems. As discussed in Section 4.6, errors can be eliminated from a model
by removing at least one constraint from the group of constraints that together
cause the error. For example, if one of the constraints 1..* on become holy or
not co-existence would be removed from the declare model in Figure 6.11(a),
activity curse would no longer be dead. Also, by removing at least one of the
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(a) the model

(b) a conflict

(c) activity become holy is dead

(d) activity curse is dead

Figure 6.12: A declare model with a conflict

constraints 1..* on curse, 1.* on become holy or not co-existence from the model
in Figure 6.12(a) would remove the conflict in this model.

6.7 The Resource Perspective

The resource perspective specifies which users can execute which activities in
instances, as described in Section 3.1.2. The resource perspective of declare

is intentionally not designed to resemble the resource perspective of any of the
existing workflow management systems. Instead, it is inspired by self-managed
work teams, which are described in Section 2.3. A self-managed work team is
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responsible for a meaningful piece of work, i.e., for the team’s assignment. This
style of work assumes that team members have a high degree of knowledge and
responsibility for their assignment. Therefore, the team is an autonomous unit
and its members are able to fully make their own (local) decisions about how to
execute the assignment.

The resource perspective is defined in four steps in declare. First, on the
system level, users and their system roles can be specified in the Designer com-
ponent. Figure 6.13(a) shows eight system roles and Figure 6.13(b) shows six
users. An arbitrary number of system roles can be assigned to each user. In Fig-
ure 6.13(b) we can see that system roles nurse and anesthesiologist are assigned
to user Marry Stone.

(a) system roles (b) users and their roles

Figure 6.13: Setting up the system level in declare

Second, in addition to system roles, model roles can be defined for each model.
Figure 6.14 shows five model roles in the Fractures Treatment model. Each of
the model roles is associated with one of the system roles. For example, an
orthopedist on the system level can have a leading role in one model, and an
advisory role in another model.

Figure 6.14: Roles in the Fractures Treatment model from Figure 6.5

Third, for each activity in a model, one or more model roles authorized to
execute this activity can be specified. For example, it might be the case that the
activity examine patient in the Fractures Treatment model should be executed
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only by a leader, as shown in Figure 6.15. If several models roles are authorized
to execute an activity, then the activity can be executed by any user that has at
least one of the authorized roles. If authorized model roles are not defined for an
activity, then this activity can be executed by any instance participant.

Figure 6.15: Assigning model roles to activities

Finally, when an instance is launched (created) in declare, users that will
participate in the instance execution are selected, as shown in Figure 6.16. For
each model role an arbitrary number of users that have the system role associated
with the model role can be selected. For example, a surgery assistant can be any
user who has the nurse role on the system level (cf. Figure 6.14). Because
users Marry Stone and Lia Walters have the nurse system role, they can be
assigned as surgery assistants in this instance. Users assigned to model roles in
an instance are called instance participants. An instance can be accessed only by
its participants, i.e., an instance is shown only in Worklists of its participants.
Moreover, an activity in an instance can be executed only by participants that
have the role(s) authorized to execute this activity.

Figure 6.17 shows an illustrative example of how resource perspective of the
Fractures Treatment model is specified in declare. For the purpose of simplic-
ity, we use only a part of the Fractures Treatment model, i.e., only two model
roles (i.e., leader and radiologist) and two activities (i.e., examine patient and
perform X ray). The first three steps of defining resource perspective are shown
in Figure 6.17(a). First, two system roles (i.e., orthopedist and radiologist) are
assigned to four users, i.e., John Smith and Jimmy Travolta are orthopedists and
Jane Travic and Nick Bush are radiologists. Second, model roles leader and radi-
ologist are defined in the model, such that the model role leader can be assigned
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Figure 6.16: Selecting participants for an instance

only to users with the system role orthopedist and the model role radiologist
only to users with the system role radiologist. Third, only model leaders are
authorized to execute activity examine patient and only model radiologists are
authorized to execute activity perform X ray. Figures 6.17(b), (c) and (d) show
three examples of instances with different users allocated to them. Only users
with corresponding system roles can be assigned to model roles in an instance as
participants. For example, participants of the instance in Figure 6.17(b) are or-
thopedists John Smith and Jimmy Travolta as instance leaders and radiologists
Jane Travic and Nick Bush as instance radiologists. An instance is accessible
only by its participants. For example, the instance in Figure 6.17(b) will be
shown in Worklists of all four users, the instance in Figure 6.17(c) will be shown
in Worklists of John Smith, Jane Travic and Nick Bush, and the instance in
Figure 6.17(d) will be shown in Worklists of John Smith and Jane Travic. An
activity can be executed only by instance participants with the model role au-
thorized for this activity. For example, only orthopedists John Smith and Jimmy
Travolta are allowed to execute activity examine patient in the instance in Fig-
ure 6.17(b) because they are leaders in this instance. This is not the case for
the instances in Figures 6.17(c) and (d): only John Smith is a leader in these
instances and, therefore, only he can execute activity examine patient in these
two instances.

6.8 The Data Perspective

The data perspective defines the way in which information is handled while exe-
cuting instances of process models. It defines which data elements are available
and how these data elements can be accessed, as described in Section 3.1.3.
Therefore, defining the data perspective in declare involves (1) defining avail-
able data elements on the model level and (2) defining available data elements
and their accessibility on the activity level.

Each instance in declare carries its own data. For example, an instance
of the Fractures Treatment model should contain the patient name, age and the
diagnosis. This kind of instance-related information is stored in data elements of
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(c) instance ci2
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Figure 6.17: The resource perspective in three instances

the instance’s process model and is clearly instance-specific. An arbitrary number
of data elements can be defined in each model in declare. A data element has
a name, type (e.g., string, integer, etc.) and possibly an initial value. Figure 6.18
shows three data elements in the Fractures Treatment model: patient name, age
and diagnosis. These data elements are exclusively owned by instances of the
model, i.e., each instance of the Fracture Treatment model will have its own
patient name, patient age and diagnosis.

Figure 6.18: Data elements in the Fractures Treatment model from Figure 6.5

As described above, each instance owns its own set of data elements defined
in instance’s model. Users can access values of instance’s data elements while
executing instance’s activities. Therefore, an arbitrary number of model’s data
elements can be available in each activity of the model. Figure 6.19 (the bottom
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of the screen) shows how available data elements are assigned to an activity in
the Designer tool, while developing a process model. First, any of the data
elements defined in the model can be assigned to an activity. Figure 6.19 shows
that data elements name, age and diagnosis are available in activity examine
patient. Second, for each of the available data elements the type of accessibility
must be defined. Recall that, in Section 3.1, we presented the two types of
data accessibility: (1) the value of an input data element can be accessed but
not edited in the activity and (2) the value of an output data element can be
edited in the activity. declare uses a similar approach: data elements can
have input, output or input-output accessibility in activities. The first two types
of accessibility correspond to the two types described in Section 3.1, while an
input-output data element is both input and output in the activity. Note that
the definition of available data elements and their accessibility influences the way
users can manipulate data in instances. Users can manipulate the activity data
elements while executing an activity in a Worklist, as shown in Figure 6.7(b) on
page 169.

Figure 6.19: Adding an optional constraint

6.9 Conditional Constraints

A condition can be defined for any constraint in the special field on the screen
for defining a constraint, as shown in Figure 6.20. A condition is a an expres-
sion involving data elements from a process model. Consider, for example, data
elements in the Fractures Treatment process presented in Figure 6.18. These
data elements can be used to define conditions on any of the constraints in the
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Fractures Treatment model. For example, it might be the case that the hospital
changed the policy about prescribing rehabilitation after performing surgery, and
that, from now on, rehabilitation must be prescribed after surgery to all patients
who are less than eighty years old 2. This would require the response constraint
between activities perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation to be a mandatory
constraint with condition age < 80, as shown in Figure 6.20. If a constraint has
a condition, then this condition is displayed in the model above the constraint.
We refer to a constraint with a condition as to a conditional constraint.

Figure 6.20: Condition on a constraint

At any point during instance execution a condition value is either true (i.e.,
the related constraint is applicable) or false (i.e., the related constraint is not
applicable). The value of a condition depends on the value of data elements
involved in the condition. For example, if data element age has value 30 in an in-
stance, then the value of condition age < 80 is true, and the response constraint
between activities perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation is applicable in
the instance (cf. Figure 6.20). If, on the other hand, age has value 82 in an
instance, then the value of this condition is false, and this constraint is not
applicable in the instance. If the condition on a constraint is false, then this
constraint is presented with a light gray color in Worklists (instead of the color
representing constraint’s state).

declare handles a conditional constraint in an instance in a special way,
depending on the value of the condition, as Table 6.1 shows. If the value of the

2Note that, originally, the response constraint between perform surgery and prescribe reha-
bilitation was defined as optional (cf. Figure 6.5 on page 167).
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condition is true, then the related constraint is applicable, i.e., the state of the
constraint is monitored and presented with the right color in Worklists and, if
the constraint is mandatory, it is included in the mandatory formula/automaton
(cf. Definition 5.4.1 on page 142). If the value of the condition is false, then
the related constraint is not applicable, i.e., the state of the constraint is not
monitored, the constraint is ‘grayed-out’ in Worklists and, even if the constraint
is mandatory, it is discarded from the mandatory formula.

Table 6.1: Conditional constraints

condition constraint constraint state mandatory constraint

true applicable monitor (present state color) consider
false not applicable do not monitor (gray-out) discard

As users execute activities in their Worklists, instance’s data elements change
values (cf. Figure 6.7 on page 169). Thus, it might happen that a condition
changes its value several times during the execution of the instance. As Table 6.2
shows, declare handles a change of the value of a condition as a special type of
ad-hoc change (cf. Section 6.5). We refer to this kind of ad-hoc instance change
as to a conditional change. If the value of a condition changes from false to
true, then the related constraint is added to the instance. If the value of a
condition changes from true to false, then the related constraint is removed
from the instance.

Table 6.2: Conditional change as an ad-hoc change

condition value instance
old new ad-hoc change

false true add constraint
true false remove constraint

A conditional change can be handled in a similar manner like an ad-hoc
change, as Figure 6.21 shows3. However, conditional change can be handled
using two strategies: the unsafe or the safe strategy. Both strategies start with
creating a new mandatory automaton, setting it to its initial state and then
‘replaying’ the trace of the instance on the new automaton.

If the unsafe strategy is used, then the execution of the activity that causes
the conditional change is accepted, regardless the new state of the instance.
In other words, the unsafe strategy allows conditional changes that bring the
instance in the state violated . The violation of the instance can be caused when
the value of the condition on a mandatory constraint changes from false to
true. This is because the related mandatory constraint is added to the instance,

3See Figure 6.9 for a similar diagram explaining ad-hoc change.
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Figure 6.21: Two strategies for conditional change

which might discard the current trace from the set of traces that satisfy the new
model of the instance (cf. Property 4.2.5 on page 94).

The safe strategy resembles the ad-hoc change more than the unsafe strategy,
because this strategy does not allow a conditional change that would bring the
instance into the violated state. If executing an activity would change value(s) of
data element(s) in such a way that the instance becomes violated , then this error
is reported (just like in the ad-hoc change) and the execution of this activity is
rejected.

Currently, declare uses the unsafe strategy for conditional change. How-
ever, the safe strategy can also be easily implemented using existing techniques
for ad-hoc change presented in Section 6.5.

Conditional mandatory constraints can cause problems during verification
of models in declare. This is because (1) conditions are independent from
the formal specifications of constraints and (2) the verification procedure in de-

clare does not take conditions on mandatory constraints into account, i.e., all
constraints are treated as unconditional during the verification. This can cause
declare to detect and report a verification error even if, due to condition(s),
the error does not exist. For example, consider a model where a set of manda-
tory constraints causes an verification error (i.e., a dead event or a conflict), and
two constraints c1 and c2 from this set with conditions age < 20 and age > 50,
respectively. declare will not take these conditions into account during veri-
fication, i.e., it will detect this error and the set of mandatory constraints that
causes it. However, because these two conditions can never evaluate to true at
the same time, at any point of time at least one of these two constraints will be
discarded from the instance. Therefore, the detected verification error does not
actually exist (cf. Property 4.6.4 on page 111 and Property 4.6.8 on page 114).
In order to overcome this problem to some extend, declare presents condi-
tions of all constraints that cause a detected error (cf. figures 6.11 and 6.12 on
pages 174 and 175, respectively).
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6.10 Defining Other Languages

The ConDec language (cf. Section 5.2) is not the only language that can be
used in declare. In this section we show how another languages can be sup-
ported by declare. Section 6.10.1 describes how other LTL-based languages
can be defined (cf. DecSerFlow [37,38], CIGDec [176], etc.). Besides LTL-based
languages, the prototype can be extended to support languages based on other
formalizations, as described in Section 6.10.2.

For illustration purposes we use a simple, hypothetical, language called the
‘Simple Language’. This language uses several procedural control-flow patterns
[35, 213]. As Figure 6.22 shows, the ‘Simple Language’ has five templates, i.e.,
sequence, parallel split, synchronization, exclusive choice and simple merge, such
that each of them is illustrates a control-flow pattern [35, 213].

Figure 6.22: Defining the ‘Simple Language’

Templates from the ‘Simple Language’ can be used to specify relations be-
tween activities in models. For example, the Handle Complaint process (cf.
Figure 3.3 on page 52) can be modeled in the ‘Simple Language’, as Figure 6.23
shows. Note that, due to usage of identical control-flow patterns/templates, the
Handle Complaint models shown Figures 3.3 and 6.23 have identical semantics,
i.e., they represent the same process.

Parameters, graphical representation and formal specification must be spec-
ified for each of the templates in the ‘Simple Language’. In sections 6.10.1
and 6.10.2 we describe how the templates of the ‘Simple Language’ can be defined
using LTL or some other formalism, respectively.

6.10.1 Languages Based on LTL

Because declare is by default able to support LTL-based languages, defining
such a language is trivial in the prototype. This is done in two steps. First,
the name for the new language must be given. Second, all templates of the
new language must be added. Further, it is important to define the appropriate
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Figure 6.23: A ‘Simple Language’ model

graphical representation and LTL formula for each template. Figure 6.24 shows
how the exclusive choice template of the ‘Simple Language’ can be defined in
LTL. Note that the given LTL formula specifies the semantics of the template.
In this case, the exclusive choice template specifies that (1) activities B and C
cannot be started before A is completed , (2) B or C must be completed after A
is completed and (3) B and C cannot both be completed . Note that we selected
a particular semantics for each of the five patterns. For simplicity, we did not
consider the more advanced use of these five patterns (loops, etc.)

Figure 6.24: The exclusive choice template in LTL

6.10.2 Languages Based on Other Formalizations

Although it currently uses LTL for constraint specification (cf. Chapter 8), the
declare prototype can be extended to support other languages. In this case,
defining the language, its templates and models remains the same like in the LTL
based languages, e.g., ConDec. The only difference is that, the new formalization
must be used when defining formulas of templates. This can be an arbitrary
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textual formalization. For example, Figure 6.25 shows how the exclusive choice
template of the ‘Simple Language’ can be defined using a hypothetical formal
specification in the field formula.

Figure 6.25: The exclusive choice template in a hypothetical formalization

As shown in Figures 6.22, 6.25 and 6.23, declare already supports de-
veloping non-LTL-based languages and their models. However, in order to be
able to verify models and execute instances of a new language, some exten-
sions of the prototype are necessary. Implementing a non-LTL-based language
in declare requires extending the prototype with several Java classes [171],
as shown in Figure 6.26. Figure 6.26(a) shows classes LTLInstanceExecution-
Handler and SLInstanceExecutionHandler, which are responsible for execution
of LTL and the ‘Simple Language’ instances, respectively. These classes must
implement methods of the IInstanceExecutionHandler, which are responsible for
(1) execution of the next event (method next), (2) retrieving enabled events
(method enabled), (3) information about possible violation of optional constraints
(method violatesConstraints), (4) retrieving the state of constraints (method con-
straintState), (5) retrieving the instance state (method instanceState), and (6)
performing ad-hoc instance change (method reset). Figure 6.26(b) shows classes
that are used for the verification of models and traces in ad-hoc change of LTL
and the ‘Simple Language’ instances. Classes LTLVerification and SLVerifica-
tion extend ModelVerification and are responsible for verification of LTL and the
‘Simple Language’ models. Classes LTLHistoryVerification and SLHistoryVeri-
fication, which extend HistoryVerification, verify the new model against current
trace during ad-hoc change of LTL and the ‘Simple Language’ instances.

As Figure 6.26 shows, in order to implement a new language in declare, it
is necessary to create three classes: (1) a class that implements the IInstanceEx-
ecutionHandler is responsible for execution of instances, (2) a class that extends
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next(in event : WorkItemEvent) : boolean
enabled(in event : AbstractEvent) : boolean
violatesConstraints(in event : AbstractEvent) : Collection<Constraint>
constraintState(in constraint : Constraint) : DefaultState
instanceState() : DefaultState
reset(in model : Model) : boolean

«interface»
IInstanceExecutionHandler

LTLInstanceExecutionHandler SLInstanceExecutionHandler

(a) execution

verify() : VerificationResult

«interface»
IVerification

LTLVerification

ModelVerification(in model : Model)

ModelVerification

SLVerification LTLHistoryVerification SLHistoryVerification

HistoryVerification(in instance : Instance, in trace : Trace)

HistoryVerification

(b) verification

Figure 6.26: Implementation of a new language in declare

ModelVerification for verification of models and (3) a class that extends Histo-
ryVerification that is responsible for the verification of ad-hoc instance change.
For example, classes SLInstanceExecutionHandler, SLVerification, and SLHisto-
ryVerification handle models and instances of the ‘Simple Language’. In addition
to the classes shown in Figure 6.26, it is advisable to also implement classes that
check syntax of the formal specification of templates in the new language, i.e.,
the content of the formula field shown in Figure 6.25.

6.11 Combining the Constraint-Based and

Procedural Approach

The nature of a business process determines the appropriate approach with
respect to workflow technology. On the one hand, flexible approaches (e.g.,
constraint-based approach), where users control the work, are appropriate for
turbulent business processes. For example, the right treatment for each patient
in the Fractures Treatment process (cf. Figure 6.5) depends on the specific injury.
Therefore, this process must be flexible enough to allow the medical staff to use
their expertise and experience and provide the best treatment for each patient.
On the other hand, some business processes might require that a strict procedure
is followed for each instance. For example, a blood analysis in a medical labo-
ratory must always be conducted following a prescribed procedure, in order to
deliver reliable results. The procedural approach where the system controls the
work is more appropriate for business processes that must strictly follow some
prescribed procedure.

As discussed in Chapter 1, none of the two approaches is sufficient in its own.
On the contrary, organizations often need to combine flexible and procedural
approaches because procedural processes (e.g., laboratory analysis) and flexible
processes (e.g., performing surgeries) are often integrated in organizations. In
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other words, a business process is often composed of both flexible and procedural
subprocesses. Therefore, it is remarkable that commercial workflow management
systems tend to support either one or the other approach. Moreover, there are
many ICT approaches that use sophisticated methods for developing interfaces
between different systems (e.g., Service Oriented Architectures [52]). Similar
concepts can be applied to workflow technology in order to allow for arbitrary
decompositions of process models developed in various languages and enacted
by various systems. Figure 6.27 shows an illustrative example of how various
processes can be combined in arbitrary decompositions. Instead of being executed
as simple (manual or automatic) unit of work, an activity can be decomposed
into a process modeled in an arbitrary language.

...
A B Z

Figure 6.27: Decomposing processes using various modeling languages: A, B, . . . , Z

6.11.1 Decomposition of declare and YAWL Processes

YAWL is a workflow management system that supports the procedural approach
developed in a collaboration between the Eindhoven University of Technology
and the University of Queensland [11, 23, 32, 210, 212]. YAWL aims at support-
ing most of the workflow patterns [10, 35, 208] (cf. Section 3.1). The YAWL
system consists of three typical components of a workflow management system
(cf. Figure 3.1 on page 48), as Figure 6.28 shows. First, the YAWL Editor can
be used to create process models. Second, the YAWL engine manages execution
of instances. Finally, each user uses its YAWL Worklist to execute activities in
running instances.

YAWL 
engine

YAWL 
Worklist

process models

YAWL 
editor

YAWL 
Worklist

Figure 6.28: Workflow management system YAWL

The architecture of YAWL enables easy interaction between YAWL and other
applications, i.e., the so-called custom YAWL services. Figure 6.29(a) shows the
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interface between YAWL and a custom service. First, YAWL can delegate an
activity to the service, instead of the YAWL Worklist (cf. activity marked with
letter S in Figure 6.29(a)). Second, a custom service can request launching
of a new instance in YAWL. In both cases relevant instance and activity data
elements are exchanged between YAWL and the service. The YAWL Worklist is
a custom YAWL service. By default, all activities in YAWL models are delegated
to the YAWL Worklist, i.e., all activities are by default executed by users in their
YAWL worklists. If an activity should be delegated to another custom service,
then this must be explicitly specified in the YAWL model.
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Figure 6.29: declare as a custom YAWL service

declare Framework can act as a custom YAWL service. This enables arbi-
trary decompositions of declare and YAWL models, as shown in Figure 6.29(b).
First, it is possible that a YAWL activity triggers execution of a declare in-
stance: when the YAWL activity becomes enabled declare will launch its in-
stance. YAWL will consider the completion of the launched declare instance
as a completion of its activity. Second, a declare activity can trigger execution
of a YAWL instance. Note that users execute ‘standard’ activities of declare

and YAWL instances in a default manner in declare and YAWL worklists, as
Figure 6.30 shows.

YAWL 
Engine

Framework

YAWL 
Worklist

Worklist

DesignerDECLARE

Figure 6.30: Interface between declare and YAWL

Arbitrary decompositions of declare and YAWL models allow for integrat-
ing the constraint-based and the procedural approach on different abstraction
levels within one business process. This way the designer is not forced to make
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a binary choice between flexible and inflexible processes. Instead, an integration
can be achieved, where parts of the processes that need a high degree of flexibility
are supported by constraint-based declare models and parts of the processes
that need centralized control of the system are supported by YAWL models. Con-
sider, for example, the decomposition of a part of a health care process shown
in Figure 6.31. On the highest decomposition level, the main process is modeled
using a procedural YAWL model. Each visit starts with opening the file and a
quick preliminary examination. If the preliminary examination shows existence
of an injury, the patient is accepted for the fractures treatment. Finally, each visit
must be archived. On the second level, the declare Fractures Treatment model
(cf. Section 6.3) offers a high degree of flexibility to medical experts that treat
the injury. Finally, activity perform surgery is decomposed into another YAWL
model. Note that, further decomposition can also be achieved. For example,
activities prepare and schedule could consist of several smaller steps and, thus,
also need to be decomposed into YAWL or declare subprocesses.

YAWL

DECLARE

Figure 6.31: An example: decomposition into declare and YAWL process models in the
health care domain

In both YAWL and declare models activities are by default offered to users
to manually execute them. If an activity should be delegated to an external
application, then this must be explicitly defined in the process model. Figure 6.32
shows the definition of the perform surgery activity from the Fractures Treatment
model shown Figure 6.31: this activity is decomposed into the Surgery Procedure
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YAWL model. Therefore, activity perform surgery is graphically presented with
a special “YAWL” symbol in the Fractures Treatment model in Figure 6.31.
Note that, although activity perform surgery will not be executed manually by a
user, model role leader is authorized for it. This means that instance participants
with the role leader are authorized to decide when this activity (i.e., the referring
YAWL model) can be executed. However, when an participant starts the activity,
it will not be opened in the ‘activity panel’ in the Worklist. Instead, it will be
automatically delegated to YAWL, which will launch a new instance of its Surgery
Procedure model.

Figure 6.32: declare activity perform surgery launches a YAWL instance

Similarly, in a YAWL process model it can be specified that activity should
be delegated to a custom YAWL service, e.g., declare. Figure 6.33 shows
a YAWL instance where activities D1, D2 and D3 are delegated to declare.
In the general scenario, declare users must manually select which declare

model should be executed for each YAWL request. For example, declare users
can select to execute Model B for activity D1. If the decomposed YAWL activity
contains an input data element with name ‘delaremodel’ (cf. sections 3.1 and 6.8),
then declare automatically launches a new instance of the referring model.
For example, activity D2 launches a new instance of Model A in declare. If
the specified model cannot be found, declare users must manually select a
declare process models to be executed. For example, users can select to execute
an instance of model Model C for activity D3. Because the ‘delaremodel’ data
element is also an output data element in activity D3, declare will return the
name of the executed model to YAWL. In this manner YAWL users are informed
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about the subprocess that was executed for the decomposed YAWL activity.
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Figure 6.33: YAWL activities D1, D2 and D3 launch declare instances

6.11.2 Dynamic Decompositions

Decompositions of declare and YAWL models are dynamic, i.e., the decom-
position structure can be changed at run-time. To some extent, this enables
building process models/instances ‘on the fly’.

As described in Section 6.5, declare models can be changed during exe-
cution. During the so-called ad-hoc change, constraints and activities can be
added or removed from an instance. Moreover, because altering definitions of
constraints and activities can be part of the change, this may influence the in-
stance decomposition in multiple ways. Examples of some possible scenarios are
shown in Figure 6.34. Manipulating constraints (cf. Figure 6.34(a)) may in-
fluence execution of activities in several ways: (1) execution of a decomposed
activity is no longer possible, (2) execution of a decomposed activity becomes a
necessity, or (3) the moment at which a decomposed activity can be executed
changes. Changes involving activities can also influence the decomposition of an
instance: (1) the YAWL subprocess can be changed for a decomposed activity
(cf. Figure 6.34(b)), (2) a decomposed activity can be removed from the instance
(cf. Figure 6.34(c)), (3) a decomposed activity can be changed into a ‘standard’
one (cf. Figure 6.34(d)), (4) a ‘standard’ activity can be changed into a decom-
posed one (cf. Figure 6.34(e)), and (5) a new decomposed activity can be added
to the instance (cf. Figure 6.34(f)).

YAWL also contributes to dynamic decompositions because decomposition
of a YAWL model might vary between instances of this model. As shown in
Figure 6.35, it is possible to request execution of an instance of a specific declare
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Figure 6.34: Ad-hoc change of decompositions in declare

model, by using the special ‘declaremodel’ data element. Depending on the value
of this data element, the activity can be decomposed into different declare

models, as Figure 6.35 shows. Although all three instances refer to the same
YAWL model, the activity D is decomposed into Model A, Model B or a manually
selected Model C. Thus, by assigning different values to the ‘declaremodel’ data
element, YAWL users can determine at run-time to which declare model an
activity should be decomposed.
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6.11.3 Integration of Even More Approaches

YAWL is a service oriented system and it allows for integration of an arbitrary
number of custom services [11,23,32]. For example, the Worklet Dynamic Process
Selection Service (Worklet Service) is also a custom YAWL service [41, 44, 45].
The Worklet Service dynamically substitutes a YAWL activity with a new in-
stance of a contextually selected YAWL process, i.e., worklet [41, 44, 45]. Fig-
ure 6.36 shows the architecture of the Worklet Service [41, 44, 45]. The decision
about which worklet to select for a YAWL activity is made based on the activ-
ity data and the worklet repository. The worklet repository consists of existing
YAWL process models that can be selected as worklets, ripple down rules (RDRs)
used to select a worklet based on the activity data, and process and audit logs.
The RDR Editor is used to create new or alter existing RDRs based on the
logs. The RDR editor may communicate with the worklet service in order to
override worklet selections based on the rule set additions. In this manner, the
Worklet Service allows for dynamic compositions of YAWL instances of various
YAWL process models based on the instance data and the rules induced from
past executions.
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Figure 6.36: The worklet service in YAWL

The service oriented architecture of the YAWL system enables integration of
multiple workflow approaches. Any application that can act as a YAWL custom
service can join the integration. For example, approaches of the procedural
YAWL, constraint-based declare and dynamic Worklet Service can easily be
combined, as Figure 6.37 shows. Thick lines represent activities delegated to
external applications and thin lines activities offered to users for execution. Due
to this integration, the selection of the appropriate approach is not an exclusive
choice. Instead, an organization can combine multiple approaches on various
abstraction (i.e., decomposition) levels. This way the initial idea expressed in
Figure 6.27 is realized.
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6.12 Summary

declare is a prototype of a workflow management system based on the con-
straint approach presented in Chapter 4. An arbitrary constraint-based lan-
guage can be defined by creating constraint templates. These templates are used
in declare models to create constraints. Instances of declare models can be
launched and executed. declare supports advanced features like model verifi-
cation and ad-hoc change of instances. Although it focuses on the control-flow
perspective (cf. Section 3.1.1), declare also provides a basic support for the
resource and data perspectives. Currently, declare supports LTL-based con-
straint languages (cf. Chapter 5). However, the tool is implemented in such a way
that it can be extended to support other languages suitable for the constraint-
based approach. This was demonstrated in Section 6.10.

Integration of declare and the YAWL system allows for combining of var-
ious approaches. For example, procedural YAWL processes can be combined
with constraint-based declare processes. In this manner, organizations do not
need to make a ‘binary choice’ and can combine different approaches. As shown,
various approaches can be integrated in a single business process. Dynamic
compositions of declare and YAWL processes allow for definition the exact
execution of an instance at run-time. This provides flexibility by underspecifica-
tion [125, 226–228] (cf. Section 3.2.2).

declare has more to offer than the features presented in this section. Chap-
ter 7 describes how declare templates and models can be used for process
mining [28] and generation of run-time recommendations [258] for users with the
help of the ProM tool [8, 27].
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Chapter 7

Using Process Mining for the

Constraint-Based Approach

The idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve ‘real’ business
processes (i.e., not assumed processes) by extracting knowledge from event logs
[28]. Figure 7.1 shows the role of process mining in context of Business Process
Management. Process mining can provide different types of analysis, as shown
with thick lines in Figure 7.1. First, there are many process mining techniques
that enable discovery of process models from event logs. Second, techniques for
conformance checking aim at comparing a given process model with a given event
log and judging to which extent these two conform to each other. Third, process
mining techniques can be used for log-based verification of processes against some
(un)wanted properties by analyzing event logs. Fourth, execution of processes
can be supported with recommendations generated based on event logs.
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Figure 7.1: Process mining [89]
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In this chapter we will describe how process mining can be used in the context
of our constraint-based approach (cf. Chapter 4). In Section 7.1 we present
the ProM framework [8, 91], a process mining tool that includes a wide variety
of plug-ins that support various types of mining techniques. In Section 7.2 we
present the LTL Checker, which is a ProM plug-in able to verify event logs against
properties specified in LTL [74]. In Section 7.3 we present the SCIFF language as
a powerful declarative language that can be used for specification, verification,
monitoring, discovery, etc. Two ProM plug-ins use SCIFF language: SCIFF
Checker and DecMiner. First, the SCIFF Checker for verification of event logs
against properties specified in the SCIFF language is presented in Section 7.3.1.
Second, Section 7.3.2 presents the DecMiner, which is able to discover constraint-
based SCIFF models. In Section 7.4 we present how process mining techniques
can be used for generating recommendations that provide support for users during
execution of process instances. We also describe how declare uses the Log-
based Recommendations plug-in in ProM to provide run-time recommendations
for users. Finally, Section 7.5 summarizes this chapter.

7.1 Process Mining with the ProM Framework

The ProM framework [91] is an open-source infrastructure for process mining
techniques. ProM is available as open source software (under the Common Public
License, CPL [13]) and can be downloaded from [8]. It has been applied to
various real-life processes, ranging from administrative processes and health-care
processes to the logs of complex machines and service processes. ProM is plug-
able, i.e., people can plug-in new pieces of functionality. Some of the plug-
ins are related to model transformations and various forms of model analysis
(e.g., verification of soundness, analysis of deadlocks, invariants, reductions, etc.).
Most of the plug-ins, however, focus on a particular process mining technique.
Currently, there are more than 200 plug-ins of which about half are mining and
analysis plug-ins.

Event logs in MXML format are a starting point for ProM [90]. The MXML
format is system-independent and by using ProMimport it is possible to extract
logs from a wide variety of systems, i.e., systems based on products such as
Staffware [238], FLOWer [180], YAWL [11,23,32,210,212], etc. declare creates
event logs in MXML format, i.e., the execution of instances is recorded in the
standard format for ProM. As shown in Figure 7.2, the Framework tool logs all
events that users trigger while executing instances via their Worklists.

Table 7.1 shows a part of the MXML log file created by declare. This
MXML file contains information about executed instances of the Fractures Treat-
ment model (cf. Figure 6.5 on page 167). Each event that occurred in an instance
is recorded as an AuditTrailEntry, together with the time stamp, possible data
elements and the user who triggered the event. For example, the entry in line 16
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Figure 7.2: Event logs, declare and ProM

specifies that administrator completed activity examine patient at time 2007-12-
07T11:04:50.745+01:00 (cf. fields Originator, EventType, WorkflowModelEle-
ment and Timestamp, respectively). Values of data elements referring to patient
information (i.e., age, diagnosis and name) are also recorded.

Table 7.1: Part of an MXML log file created by declare

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

2 <WorkflowLog xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

3 xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="WorkflowLog.xsd"><Source program="MXMLib"/>

4 <Process id="Fractures Treatment">

5 <ProcessInstance id="1">

6 <AuditTrailEntry>

7 <Data>

8 <Attribute name="workItemId">1</Attribute>

9 </Data>

10 <WorkflowModelElement>examine patient</WorkflowModelElement>

11 <EventType>start</EventType>

12 <Timestamp>2007-12-07T11:04:35.325+01:00</Timestamp>

13 <Originator>administrator</Originator>

14 </AuditTrailEntry>

15 <AuditTrailEntry>

16 <Data>

17 <Attribute name="age">9</Attribute>

18 <Attribute name="diagnosis">broken arm</Attribute>

19 <Attribute name="name">Joe Smith</Attribute>

20 <Attribute name="workItemId">1</Attribute>

21 </Data>

22 <WorkflowModelElement>examine patient</WorkflowModelElement>

23 <EventType>complete</EventType>

24 <Timestamp>2007-12-07T11:04:50.745+01:00</Timestamp>

25 <Originator>administrator</Originator>

26 </AuditTrailEntry>

27 <AuditTrailEntry>

28 <Data>

29 <Attribute name="workItemId">2</Attribute>

30 </Data>

31 <WorkflowModelElement>prescribe sling</WorkflowModelElement>

32 <EventType>start</EventType>

33 <Timestamp>2007-12-07T11:04:55.041+01:00</Timestamp>

34 <Originator>administrator</Originator>

35 </AuditTrailEntry>

36 ...

37 </ProcessInstance>

38 </Process>

39 </WorkflowLog>
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Because declare logs are stored in the MXML format, these logs can be
directly accessed by ProM. Figure 7.3 shows an MXML file (part of this file is
shown in Table 7.1) loaded into ProM. This event log contains three instances
of the Fractures Treatment model presented in Figure 6.5 on page 167. For
each instance, ProM presents the sequence of executed events, as stored in the
referring MXML file shown in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.3: declare event log loaded in ProM

One of the basic features in ProM is the process discovery, i.e., deriving a
model from some event log. This model is typically a process model. However,
ProM offers many more interesting process mining techniques [28,79,89,91,206,
207,263]. For example, there are also techniques to discover organization models,
social networks, more data-oriented models such as decision trees, etc. Figure 7.4
shows the result of three alternative process discovery algorithms: (1) the αminer
shows the result in terms of a Petri net, (2) the multi-phase miner shows the result
in terms of an EPC, and (3) the heuristics miner shows the result in terms of a
heuristics net.
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Figure 7.4: The output of three process discovery algorithms supported by ProM when ana-
lyzing the event log shown in Figure 7.3

7.2 Verification of Event Logs with LTL Checker

One of the plug-ins offered by ProM is the so-called LTL Checker [25]. The
LTL Checker offers an environment to check (verify) predefined properties with
respect to some event log in MXML format. For each process instance, it is
determined whether the given property holds or not, i.e., given a property all
process instances are partitioned in two classes: conforming and non-conforming.
If the property holds in an instance, then this instance is classified as a conforming
one. If the property does not hold in an instance, then this instance is classified
as a non-conforming one.

A-posteriori verification of properties can be particularly useful in the cons-
traint-based approach. Because, generally, this approach allows for more flexi-
bility and users can execute instances in various ways, a-posteriori verification
can provide insights into the exact way the processes are being executed in prac-
tice. For example, while executing instances of the Fractures Treatment model
presented in Section 5.5, users have a lot of freedom to decide which activity to
execute and when to execute it. A-posteriori analysis of the Fractures Treat-
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ment instances can provide many useful information. Consider, for example, the
verification of the Fractures Treatment instances processed in the past against
the following two properties: (1) ‘activity perform surgery was executed in the
instance’, and (2) ‘activity prescribe rehabilitation was executed after activity
perform surgery in the instance’. On the one hand, the verification could show
that the first property holds in 80% of the instances processed in the previous
year, while it holds in only 40% of the instances processed in the year before.
This can be an indication that the hospital should hire more surgeons. On the
other hand, the verification could show that the second property does not hold
in 90% of the instances, i.e., the medical staff violated the optional constraint
from the Fractures Treatment model in 90% of the instances. This result might
indicate that this constraint should either be removed from the model or made
mandatory.

Properties are specified as predefined parameterized LTL [74] expressions
in the LTL Checker. If the instance trace satisfies the LTL formula, then this
instance is classified as conforming. If the instance trace does not satisfy the LTL
formula, then this instance is classified as non-conforming. Recall that we defined
an instance as a pair of a trace and a model in Definition 4.4.1 on page 98. The
LTL Checker considers only the instance trace stored in an MXML log file, while
the instance model remains irrelevant (or even unknown). Consider, for example,
the two instances ci 1 and ci2 presented in Table 7.2. The first property (of the two
properties) mentioned in the previous paragraph can be specified with the LTL
formula f = 3(perform surgery, tc) specifying that event (perform surgery, tc)
must occur at least once (cf. Section 5.1). On the one hand, instance ci 1 is
conforming to formula f because its trace σ1 satisfies formula f , i.e., σ1 � f
because σ1[4] = (perform surgery, tc). On the other hand, instance ci 2 is non-
conforming to formula f because its trace σ2 does not satisfy formula f , i.e.,
σ2 2 f because (perform surgery, tc) /∈ σ2. Note that instance models cm1 and
cm2 do not influence the classification and, thus, do not have to be known when
determining if traces σ1 and σ2 satisfy formula f .

Table 7.2: A conforming and a non-conforming instance for formula f = 3(perform surgery, tc)

ci1 = (σ1, cm1), ci1 ∈ Uci ci2 = (σ2, cm2), ci2 ∈ Uci

σ1[1] = (examine patient, ts) σ2[1] = (examine patient, ts)
σ1[2] = (examine patient, tc) σ2[2] = (examine patient, tc)
σ1[3] = (perform surgery, ts) σ2[3] = (apply cast, ts)
σ1[4] = (perform surgery, tc) σ2[4] = (apply cast, tc)
σ1[5] = (examine patient, ts) σ2[5] = (remove cast, ts)
σ1[6] = (examine patient, tc) σ2[6] = (remove cast, tc)
σ1[7] = (prescribe rehabilitation, ts) σ2[7] = (examine patient, ts)
σ1[8] = (prescribe rehabilitation, tc) σ2[8] = (examine patient, tc)

ci1 is conforming, i.e., σ1 � f ci2 is non-conforming, i.e., σ2 2 f
recall that ts , tc ∈ T are event types such that ts = started and tc = completed
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The LTL Checker is currently the most important ProM plug-in for the de-

clare prototype (cf. Chapter 6) because both applications use LTL. The LTL
Checker can be used for verification of (declare) instances against properties
specified in terms of constraint templates (e.g., the ConDec templates presented
in Section 5.2) or constraints (e.g., the six constraints from the Fractures Treat-
ment model presented in Section 5.5). The remainder of this section is organized
as follows. In Section 7.2.1 we shortly describe the default LTL Checker as a
‘stand-alone’ application and in Section 7.2.2 we present how the LTL Checker
and declare can be used together.

7.2.1 The Default LTL Checker

The default version of the LTL Checker contains 60 predefined typical properties
one may want to verify using the LTL Checker (e.g., the so-called 4 eyes principle)
[25]. These can be used without any knowledge of the LTL language. In addition
the user can define new sets of properties. Each property is specified in terms
of an LTL expression. Formulas may be parameterized, are reusable, and carry
explanations in HTML format. This way both experts and novices may use the
LTL Checker.

LTL used in the LTL Checker has more expressive power than in the ConDec
language and the declare prototype (cf. Chapters 5 and 6). While ConDec
and declare use LTL to specify relations between activities and event types,
the LTL Checker allows referring to activities, event types, users, time stamps
and data elements. In fact, in the LTL Checker, it is possible to refer to any
element of audit trail entries appearing in MXML logs [25] (see, e.g., the MXML
log presented in Table 7.1). Moreover, it is possible to parameterize properties,
which enables reusability.

Properties can be loaded into the LTL Checker via plain text files. Table 7.3
shows a part of such a file. Each property is specified as a formula. For example,
formula for the person P executed activity A property in line 11 has two param-
eters: parameter P represents a user and parameter A represents an activity.
After that, some information about the formula (i.e., a short description and a
list of parameters) and the LTL formula are given. This formula can be used to
check if a user (P) executed an activity (A) in an instance.

The LTL Checker presents the description and parameters of loaded formulas,
while the LTL expression remains hidden from the users. Figure 7.5 shows how
the LTL Checker presents formulas from the file shown in Table 7.3. A value
for each parameter of the selected formula must be manually specified. In this
manner, formulas can be reused for the verification of event logs using various
parameter settings. In the example shown in Figure 7.5, the parameters for
the selected person P executed activity A property are set to John Smith and
approve transaction. However, any other person and activity could have been
selected (e.g., user Mary Jones and activity perform surgery).
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Table 7.3: A formula involving users in the LTL Checker

1 # version : 0.1

2 # date : 21-01-2008 10:58:30:112

3 # author : Manually

4 set ate.EventType;

5 set ate.WorkflowModelElement;

6 set ate.Originator;

7 rename ate.EventType as event;

8 rename ate.WorkflowModelElement as activity;

9 rename ate.Originator as person;

10 #############################################################################

11 formula person_P_executed_activity_A( P: person, A: activity ) :=

12 { <h2>Did person <b>P</b> execute activity <b>A</b>?</h2>

13 <p> Arguments:<br>

14 <ul>

15 <li><b>P</b> of type set (<i>ate.Originator</i>)</li>

16 <li><b>A</b> of type set (<i>ate.WorkflowModelElement</i>)</li>

17 </ul>

18 </p> }

19 <>((( person == P /\ activity == A ) /\ event == "complete"));

20 #############################################################################

21 formula activity_A_executed( A: activity ) :=

22 { <h2>Was activity <b>A</b> successfully executed?</h2>

23 <p> Arguments:<br>

24 <ul>

25 <li><b>A</b> of type set (<i>ate.WorkflowModelElement</i>)</li>

26 </ul>

27 </p> }

28 <>(( activity == A /\ event == "complete"));

29 ...

Figure 7.5: LTL Checker: ‘Did John Smith execute activity approve transaction?’
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7.2.2 Combining the LTL Checker and declare

declare allows for an automatic export of its LTL formulas to the LTL Checker
in two ways, as Figure 7.6 shows. Templates belonging to a language or con-
straints from a model can be exported to a file that can be loaded into the LTL
Checker. In this manner, declare templates and constraints can be reused as
verification properties in the LTL Checker. Moreover, the LTL Checker can use
declare templates and constraints for the verification of either MXML log files
created either by declare (and thus containing information about instances
executed in declare) or by any other system.

LTL 
Checker

DECLARE ProM

MXML event logs

templatesmodel

LTL Checker files

Figure 7.6: Combining declare and the LTL Checker

Table 7.4 shows a part of the LTL Checker file that declare created for all
templates in the ConDec language. When exporting templates, declare creates
parameterized formulas that can be loaded into the LTL Checker. One formula is
created for each template. Each parameter in the created formula refers to one of
the template’s parameters (cf. sections 5.2 and 6.2). For example, the response
formula in line 22 refers to the response template presented in Section 5.2.2.
Therefore, this formula contains two parameters referring to activities A and B.
After that, some information about the formula (i.e., a short description and a
list of parameters) and the template’s LTL formula are given. Note that the
LTL Checker and declare use slightly different syntaxes for LTL expressions.
During the export, declare automatically converts template’s formulas into the
syntax recognized by the LTL Checker.

Figure 7.7 shows how the LTL Checker presents formulas from the file shown
in Table 7.4. In the LTL Checker, the parameters for the response template
can be set to perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation, or for any other two
activities. For example, it can be also used to verify the response formula be-
tween activities curse and pray on event logs containing instances of the model
presented in Figure 6.11(a) on page 174.

Besides constraint templates, declare can also export constraints from mod-
els to files that can be loaded into the LTL Checker. Table 7.5 shows a part of the
LTL Checker file that declare created from constraints in the Fractures Treat-
ment model presented in Figure 6.5 on page 167. While exporting templates cre-
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Table 7.4: A part of the file generated by declare while exporting ConDec templates to
ProM

1 # version : 0.1

2 # date : 07-12-2007 11:35:46:414

3 # author : DECLARE

4 set ate.EventType;

5 set ate.WorkflowModelElement;

6 rename ate.EventType as event;

7 rename ate.WorkflowModelElement as activity;

8 #############################################################################

9 formula init ( A: activity ) :=

10 {

11 <h2>init</h2>

12 <p> A has to be the first activity.</p>

13 <p> Arguments:<br>

14 <ul>

15 <li><b>A</b> of type set (<i>ate.WorkflowModelElement</i>)</li>

16 </ul>

17 </p>

18 }

19 ((( activity==A /\ event=="start") \/ (activity==A /\ event=="ate_abort"))

20 _U (activity==A /\ event=="complete"));

21 #############################################################################

22 formula response ( A: activity, B: activity ) :=

23 {

24 <h2>response</h2>

25 <p> Whenever activity B is executed,

26 activity A has to be eventually executed afterwards.</p>

27 <p> Arguments:<br>

28 <ul>

29 <li><b>A</b> of type set (<i>ate.WorkflowModelElement</i>)</li>

30 <li><b>B</b> of type set (<i>ate.WorkflowModelElement</i>)</li>

31 </ul>

32 </p>

33 }

34 [](((activity==A /\ event=="complete") -> <>((activity==B /\ event=="complete"))));

35 #############################################################################

36 ...

ates parameterized formulas, exporting constraints creates formulas without pa-
rameters. For example, formula response performsurgery prescriberehabilitation
in line 19 in Table 7.5 does not have any parameters. Instead of the parameters,
it uses the actual activities involved in the constraint, i.e., perform surgery and
prescribe rehabilitation.

Figure 7.8 shows how the LTL Checker presents constraints from the Fractures
Treatment model presented in Figure 6.5 on page 167 in the file presented in
Table 7.5. Formulas in the generated LTL Checker file do not have parameters
because constraints involve real activities from the model. Therefore, this type
of declare export can not be reused in verification and can only be used to
verify event logs against specific constraints.
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Figure 7.7: ConDec templates in LTL Checker

Figure 7.8: Constraints from the Fractures Treatment model in LTL Checker

7.3 The SCIFF Language

The SCIFF framework [48, 49] is based on abductive logic programming [144].
SCIFF is originally thought for the specification and verification of global interac-
tion protocols in open multi-agents systems, which share many aspects with the
service-oriented computing setting [59]. SCIFF envisages a powerful logic-based
language, with a clear declarative semantics, for specifying social interaction, and
is equipped with a proof procedure capable to check at run-time or a-posteriori
whether a set of interacting entities is behaving in a conforming manner with
respect to a given specification. The SCIFF language is another language that
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Table 7.5: A part of the file generated by declare while exporting the Fractures Treatment
model to ProM

1 # version : 0.1

2 # date : 07-12-2007 11:35:46:414

3 # author : DECLARE

4 set ate.EventType;

5 set ate.WorkflowModelElement;

6 rename ate.EventType as event;

7 rename ate.WorkflowModelElement as activity;

8 #############################################################################

9 formula init_examinepatient () :=

10 {

11 <h2>init</h2>

12 <p> A has to be the first activity.</p>

13 <p> parameter(s) [A] ->examine patient</p>

14 <p> type: mandatory </p>

15 }

16 (((activity=="examine patient" /\ event=="start") \/ (activity=="examine patient" /\

17 event=="ate_abort")) _U (activity=="examine patient" /\ event=="complete"));

18 #############################################################################

19 formula response_performsurgery_prescriberehabilitation () :=

20 {

21 <h2>response</h2>

22 <p> Whenever activity B is executed,

23 activity A has to be eventually executed afterwards.</p>

24 <p> parameter(s) [A] ->perform surgery</p>

25 <p> parameter(s) [B] ->prescribe rehabilitation</p>

26 <p> type: optional </p>

27 }

28 [](((activity=="perform surgery" /\ event=="complete") ->

29 <>((activity=="prescribe rehabilitation" /\ event=="complete"))));

30 #############################################################################

31 ...

can be used for process mining in the context of the constraint-based approach.
SCIFF is used in ProM to verify and discover constraints. It provides an alter-
native for LTL with different capabilities.

SCIFF abstracts from the notion of event. Instead of using variables directly
referring to events, it uses the more generic notion of a predicate. For exam-
ple, in the context of workflow management systems, we can define events as a
fact that user Originator performed event of the type Type on activity Activ-
ity, denoted by perform(Activity,Type,Originator). Using this notation, the fact
that John Smith started activity examine patient is denoted by perform(examine
patient,started ,John Smith). Note that it is also possible to leave some param-
eters unspecified, i.e., perform(examine patient,started ,Originator) denotes that
some user started activity examine patient.

There are three basic operators that can be used in SCIFF. First, operator
H(Event, T ime) denotes that Event happened at time Time. Second, expec-
tation that Event should happen at time Time is denoted by E(Event, T ime).
Finally, negative expectation EN(Event, T ime) denotes that Event is ex-
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pected not to happen at time Time. Note that Event and Time can be
variables, or they could be grounded to a specific value. For example, expres-
sion H(perform(examine patient, completed ,Originator), Te) ∧ Te > 10 matches
with any completion of activity examine patient at a time greater that 10
units, performed by a whatsoever Originator. On the other hand, expression
E(perform(decide, completed ,Originator), Te)∧ Te < 100 represents that activity
decide must be completed within 100 time units.

The three basic operators can be used to specify SCIFF integrity con-
straints, i.e., rules that relate events that already happened and events that
are expected to happen in the future. These rules are represented as for-
ward rules of the form Body ⇒ Head [49]. Consider, for example, the re-
sponse constraint between activities perform surgery and prescribe rehabilitation
from the Fractures Treatment model shown in Figure 5.17 on page 145 and
Table 5.8 on page 146. This constraint can be denoted as SCIFF formula
H(perform(perform surgery, completed , Originator), TS) ⇒
E(perform(prescribe rehabilitation, completed , Originator), TR) ∧ TR > TS . In
fact, all ConDec templates (cf. Section 5.2) can be specified in the SCIFF
language [70]. Note that [70] presents the mapping between SCIFF and the
DecSerFlow language [37, 38]. DecSerFlow is a constraint-based language based
on LTL and is very similar to ConDec and also supported by declare

1.

Although both SCIFF and LTL-based ConDec are both suitable for declar-
ative specifications, there are some differences between these languages. First,
while automata generated from LTL [74,111,112,158] provide a deadlock-free ex-
ecution mechanism for ConDec models (cf. Chapter 5), there exists no method
for a deadlock-free execution of SCIFF models. Second, the SCIFF language
is more expressively powerful than ConDec with respect to the data and time
related aspects. Consider, for example, the aspect of time. While LTL implicitly
models the concept of time via its temporal operators, SCIFF specifies time by
explicitly constraining time variables. This allows for the specification of com-
plex time constraints. Consider, for example, the ConDec response template (cf.
Section 5.2.2), which specifies that activity B has to be completed after activity
A without considering time interval between executions of activities A and B.
The SCIFF formulas in Table 7.6 show several examples of how the response tem-
plate can be extended with different deadlines and Figure 7.9 shows illustrations
of these deadlines. The first formula represents the classical response template
without a deadline, i.e., it is important only that B is completed at any moment
after A. The following three formulas extend the ‘plain’ response template with
three different deadlines. The second formula requires that B is completed not
earlier than N time units after A is completed. The third formula specifies that
B has to be completed not later than N time units after A is completed. Finally,
the last formula requires B to be completed not earlier than N and not later than

1DecSerFlow is tailored towards the specification of web-services and their choreographies.
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M time units after A is completed.

Table 7.6: Deadlines in the response template in SCIFF

1. no deadline:
H(perform(A, tc, Originator), TA) ⇒ E(perform(B, tc, Originator), TA)∧
TB > TA

2. after N time units:
H(perform(A, tc, Originator), TA) ⇒ E(perform(B, tc, Originator), TA)∧
TB > TA +N

3. within N time units:
H(perform(A, tc, Originator), TA) ⇒ E(perform(B, tc, Originator), TA)∧
TB > TA ∧ TB < TA +N

4. between N and M time units:
H(perform(A, tc, Originator), TA) ⇒ E(perform(B, tc, Originator), TA)∧
TB > TA +N ∧ TB < TA +M

Recall that tc ∈ T is an event type such that tc = completed .

deadline interval for 
execution of activity B  (TB)

1. no deadline

time

3. within N

4. between N and M

2. after N

MN

TB > TA + N
TB > TA /\

TB < TA + N
TB > TA + N /\
TB < TA + M

0

execution of 
activity A

TA

Figure 7.9: Deadlines in SCIFF formulas from Table 7.6

Similarly like LTL, the SCIFF language can be used for process mining in
the constraint-based approach. There are two plug-ins in the ProM framework
that use SCIFF. First, the SCIFF Checker presented in Section 7.3.1 can be
used to verify event logs against SCIFF formulas. Second, DecMiner presented
in Section 7.3.2 can be used to learn SCIFF formulas from event logs.

7.3.1 Verification of Event Logs with SCIFF Checker

The SCIFF Checker plug-in in ProM is similar to the LTL Checker plug-in both
in design and functionality. The SCIFF Checker can verify event logs against
properties specified as SCIFF formulas. After an MXML file storing logs of
events is loaded into ProM, a SCIFF property that should be verified is selected
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in the SCIFF Checker. For example, formula existence of activity A can be
selected, as shown in the middle screen in Figure 7.10. The verification procedure
classifies instances from the referred event log into conforming (i.e., correct) and
non-conforming (i.e., wrong), as shown in the bottom screen in Figure 7.10.
In addition, instances for which exceptions occurred during the verification are
classified as exceptional.

Figure 7.10: The SCIFF Checker plug-in in ProM

Manipulation of parameters in SCIFF Checker is more sophisticated than
in the LTL Checker, where for each parameter in the LTL Checker a specific
value must be explicitly given (cf. Figure 7.5). In the SCIFF Checker it is, e.g.,
possible to set the value for the activity name to be equal to or different from
a given value, as shown in the top screen in Figure 7.10. The available options
depend on the parameter type. For example, the set-up for time parameters is
even more elaborate, i.e., it is possible to specify that a time variable is equal,
greater or less than a given (absolute or relative) time stamp value.

7.3.2 Discovering Constraints with DecMiner

DecMiner is a ProM plug-in that is able to learn SCIFF formulas from event logs.
This plug-in uses a modified algorithm from the field of inductive logic program-
ming for learning models from examples and background knowledge [154–156].
In this approach SCIFF formulas are learned from event logs, which are previ-
ously labeled as conforming and non conforming. For example, a hospital can
label executed instances of patient’s treatments as normal or too long and then
learn a model that discriminates these two classes. The learned model must
consist of formulas that all hold for conforming instances. Formulas that do not
hold in at least one of the conforming instances are discarded from the learned
model [154–156].
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After an MXML event log file is loaded in ProM, DecMiner learns a model
from this file via three steps, as Figure 7.11 shows. First, all instances from
the MXML file must be classified or as conforming or non conforming. This
classification can be done manually or by previously executing analysis with the
SCIFF Checker or the LTL Checker. Second, relevant activities are selected.
Finally, templates (i.e., formulas) that should be considered are selected from a
predefined collection. Note that the mapping between the SCIFF language and
ConDec and DecSerFlow is already integrated in DecMiner. An existing manual
mapping between ConDec templates and SCIFF integrity constraints allows auto-
matic generation of learned models in declare format. In Figure 7.11 DecMiner
presents the learned model in the Designer component of the declare prototype
(cf. Chapter 6). This shows the true integration of the various approaches.

Figure 7.11: The DecMiner plug-in in ProM

7.4 Recommendations Based on Past Executions

While traditional workflow management systems tend to enforce a particular
way of working to users, flexible approaches to workflow management systems
(e.g., adaptive systems (cf. Section 2.1.5), case-handling systems [195], or our
constraint-based approach) aim at shifting the decision making from the system
to users. As discussed in Chapter 1, a flexible style of work assumes that end
users are both allowed and capable to make good decisions about how to work.
However, flexibility usually comes at a cost, i.e. the more flexible a workflow
management system is, the less support it provides to its users and hence the
more knowledge these users need to have about the process they are a part of.
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Also, full support in a workflow management system usually comes at a cost of
loosing flexibility, as shown in Figure 7.12.

decission making

low

high

systemusers

su
pportflexibility

Figure 7.12: Tradeoff: flexibility vs. support [90, 258]

Although users of flexible systems have the option to make their own decisions
while working, a certain level of support is still necessary. Reasons for this can
be various: inexperienced users, exceptional situations, personal preferences, etc.
Traditionally, this problem is solved by educating workers (e.g. by making them
more process aware), or by having a workflow management system restricting the
user and thus sacrificing flexibility. Obviously, both options are costly. Moreover,
they both require a process specialist to gain insights in the process supported
by the system, either to educate the workers about these processes or to change
them into more restrictive ones.

Process mining is by origin a stand-alone application performed after the
execution, i.e. an event log is taken and used to produce a model (e.g., a process
model or social network), to check whether reality fits with the model (cf. the
LTL Checker, the Conformance Checker in ProM [25, 206]), or to extend an
existing model (e.g., building a process model into a simulation model). However,
process mining techniques can also be applied to provide recommendations to
users, while they are executing process instances. A recommendation service
more or less applies process mining on-the-fly, i.e. by looking at an event log
(set of completed executions) and a current partial execution, predictions can be
made about the future of the current (partial) instance [258].

Recommendations can be considered as predictions about a current instance,
conditioned on the next step that has not been performed yet [258]. For exam-
ple, given the partial execution of the current Fractures Treatment instance (cf.
Figure 6.5 on page 167) and the completed executions of similar instances of the
Fractures Treatment model in an event log, it is predicted that this instance will
take 90 days if the next step is activity prescribe sling. However, if the next step
is activity apply cast, it will last only 60 days.

Figure 7.13 shows an overview of a recommendation service as it is imple-
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mented in the ProM framework and the declare prototype (cf. Chapter 6).
However, the same architecture can be achieved by any other process mining tool
and any other workflow management system providing some degree of flexibility.
The workflow engine creates event logs for executed instances. The recommen-
dation service bases its recommendations on the information in this log. At the
moment when the recommendation for an instance is needed, the workflow en-
gine sends the partial log of the instance, i.e., a record of all events performed in
the instance up to this moment. The recommendation service then answers by
sending a recommendation to assist users in choosing the next step(s). Such a
recommendation consists of a list of advised next steps (e.g. ‘examine patient ’)
combined with a number of quality attributes (e.g. following this recommenda-
tion will lead to a quicker recovery).

recommendation 
service workflow engine

process mining 
toolset

information 
system

partial log

recommendationanalyst end user

e.g. ProM e.g. DECLARE

event log

Figure 7.13: An overview of the recommendation service [258]

To decide what the next step in an instance should be, the recommendation
service compares the partial log of the instance to completed instances in the
event log and searches for similar instances. As one can imagine, there can
be many criteria for similarity of instances. Figure 7.14 shows several types
of simple instance abstractions that can be used as criteria for comparison of
instances [258]. If prefix abstraction is used, then two instances are similar if their
activities are executed in the same order. The multi-set abstraction considers
instances where the same activities are executed the same number of times in any
order as similar instances. Similar instances in the set abstraction are instances
where the same activities are executed, regardless of how many times and in
which order.

Another important concept in the recommendation service is the goal of the
recommendations. For example, the recommendation can be generated to steer
the execution towards the shortest throughput time, towards avoiding executions
of a critical activity, minimizing costs, etc.

The Log-Based Recommendations plug-in in ProM is a recommendation ser-
vice (cf. Figure 7.13). This plug-in allows for selection of a preferred scale and
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Prefix abstraction:

current state

Multi-set abstraction:
Set abstraction:

<A,B,C,D,C,D,C,D,E>    
{A,B,C3,D3,E}   
{A,B,C,D,E}

Partial instance:  
   A B C D C D C D E ...      

Figure 7.14: Possible abstractions of instances [258]

contributor, as Figure 7.15 shows. The scale refers to the recommendation goal,
i.e., the recommendation service in Figure 7.15 generates recommendations that
will lead to short execution times of instances because Duration scale is selected.
The contributor refers to the criteria of instances similarity, i.e., in this case prefix
abstraction is selected (cf. Figure 7.14). Further on, some additional settings are
available for managing and monitoring the performance of the service.

Figure 7.15: The Log-Based Recommendations plug-in in ProM

The declare prototype uses the Log-Based Recommendations plug-in in
ProM for providing recommendations to users. In fact, recommendations are
optional in declare, i.e., this option can be either turned-on or switched-off
in the prototype. The Framework component of declare communicates with
the Log-Based Recommendations plug-in as its recommendation service. Each
time when a user triggers a new event in an instance (by starting, completing,
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or cancelling an activity), a new recommendation for that instance is requested
from ProM and presented to all users working on that instance. The Worklist
component presents recommendations in a special panel next to the instance, as
Figure 7.16 shows. The recommendation shown in Figure 7.16 is generated for an
instance of the Fractures Treatment model (cf. Figure 6.5 on page 167) using the
Log-Based Recommendations plug-in and settings shown in Figure 7.15, i.e., the
recommendation service scale is duration (i.e., the goal is to minimize flow time)
and the contributor is prefix abstraction (i.e., the recommendation is based on
instances with a similar prefix). The current recommendation suggests that the
next step in this instance should be starting activity check X ray risk. Moreover,
the recommendation specifies that if activity check X ray risk is started next, the
expected average execution duration for this instance is 34.06 time units. Also,
not starting activities examine patient, prescribe medication, prescribe rehabili-
tation and prescribe sling will cause the instance to be completed within 34.06
time units. In other words, instances with a similar prefix where activity check X
ray risk was started at this point had a short execution time, and their average
execution time was 34.06 time units.

Figure 7.16: declare: presenting recommendations to users

Note that declare presents recommendations purely as additional informa-
tion in a Worklist, i.e., users are not forced to follow recommendations. Instead,
they can freely decide what to do, even if this means acting against what is
recommended. In this manner, declare offers a significant level of support to
its users, without sacrificing the flexibility. It also nicely illustrates that process
mining and flexibility fit well together. Allowing for a lot of freedom, but at the
same time monitoring and supporting, seems to combine the best of two worlds.

7.5 Summary

Process mining [28] can be applied to the constraint-based approach. The de-

clare prototype, which can be used for execution and verification of constraint
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models, stores information about executed instances in ProM readable MXML
files. This is the first necessary step towards the integration of process mining
and the constrain-based approach. Moreover, several plug-ins that use techniques
tailored towards the constraint-based approach are already available in the ProM
framework [91]. While the declare prototype can execute and verify constraint
models, these plug-ins offer other useful capabilities, as Table 7.7 shows.

Table 7.7: Capabilities of declare and the four ProM plug-ins

ProM plug-ins
LTL SCIFF Log-Based

declare Checker Checker DecMiner Recommendations

enactment
√

verification
√

conformance
√ √

discovery
√

support
√

The LTL Checker plug-in offers verification of event logs against properties
specified in LTL [25]. Moreover, this plug-in can be easily used to verify past exe-
cutions recorded in event logs against ConDec templates and constraints because
the declare prototype offers automatic export of templates and constraints to
LTL Checker files.

The SCIFF Checker plug-in uses the powerful SCIFF language [48, 49] for
advanced verification of event logs. This plug-in allows for the use of time and
data variables in a more sophisticated way than the LTL Checker. Moreover, the
DecMiner plug-in is able to learn SCIFF formulas from event logs and to auto-
matically generate a model containing these formulas as constraints [154–156].
Thanks to the mapping between ConDec and SCIFF [70], DecMiner automati-
cally generates a ConDec model from the learned formulas.

Process mining can also be useful during the execution of instances. Analysis
of past executions can serve as basis for generating recommendations for users
that are currently executing process instances [258]. By using the Recommenda-
tions plug-in in ProM, declare is able to overcome the flexibility vs. support
tradeoff, i.e., declare users can get support from the system without sacrificing
the flexibility.

Process mining techniques provide a powerful complement for the constraint-
based approach. Moreover, the flexible style of work supported by declare can
benefit from the true integration of the two approaches, as Figure 7.17 shows.

Accountability, which is addressed by monitoring of executed instances with
the LTL Checker, SCIFF Checker and DecMiner, plays an important role in
flexible processes. On the one hand, flexibility allows people to work in various
ways, i.e., people working with systems like declare are more likely to be able
to work in their own preferable way. The traditional procedural approach, on
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flexibility

DECLARE

support

ProM: Log-Based 
Recommendations 

accountability

ProM: LTL Checker, SCIFF 
Checker, DecMiner 

Figure 7.17: Integration of various approaches

the other hand, tends to force people to work in a pre-defined way and people
have much less choice. Thus, monitoring the actual execution of processes can
be considered as more important in the constraint-based than in the procedural
approach. Consider, for example, the subway systems in Paris and Amsterdam.
The Paris subway relates to the procedural approach, i.e., one must have a ticket
in order to enter the subway. Therefore, frequent ticket controls are no longer
necessary once the passenger is in the subway. Amsterdam’s subway is more
flexible, i.e., anyone can enter it. Due to this fact, random ticket controls are
often conducted within the subway system in Amsterdam.

Flexibility can sometimes come at a cost. When multiple options are avail-
able, making the right decision might be difficult (e.g., inexperienced users, un-
usual situations, etc.). Therefore, providing an adequate support for users is
crucial in flexible processes. The Log-Based Recommendations plug-in in ProM
can offer support to users working with flexible systems like declare. Moreover,
the provided support does not sacrifice the intended flexibility at all. Moreover,
the support provided by this plug-in is customizable and adjustable, e.g., based
on the information retrieved during analysis of past executions (e.g., the LTL
Checker, SCIFF Checker and DecMiner). Moreover, these four plug-ins enable
a-posteriori analysis of the effects of the provided support. For example, if the
effects are not satisfiable, the recommendation service (i.e., Log-Based Recom-
mendations plug-in) can be adjusted.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we summarize our findings: in Section 8.1 we describe how we
addressed our research goal, in Section 8.2 we summarize the contributions, in
Section 8.3 we describe the limitations of our work, and in Section 8.4 we propose
directions for future work.

8.1 Evaluation of the Research Goal

The goal of the research presented in this thesis is to enable companies that
use BPM systems to achieve an optimal balance between local and centralized
decision making. In order to achieve this (i.e., the goal in the research), we (1)
proposed a comprehensive constraint-based approach towards process support
and (2) developed the declare prototype of a workflow management system
that can offer an optimal ratio between flexibility and support (cf. Section 1.5).
declare can be downloaded from http://declare.sf.net. The problem with
current systems for the automation of business processes is that they either focus
on providing flexibility or support. The drawback of such systems is that users
who work with flexible systems (e.g., groupware systems) do not get sufficient
support from the systems, and users who work with systems that do provide
support (e.g., workflow management systems) do not have enough flexibility in
their work (cf. Chapter 1). In this thesis, we presented a constraint-based
approach to workflow management systems that is able to combine flexibility
and support. Moreover, besides the theoretical definition of the language in
chapters 4 and 5, in Chapter 6 we also present the ‘proof of concept’ prototype
declare [2, 183]. We hope that enriching workflow management systems with
flexibility will encourage organizations to combine workflow technology on the
one hand and democratic work regimes with a high degree of localized decision
making on the other. This way, organizations can benefit from the automated
support that these systems offer.
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8.2 Contributions

We believe that our approach is comprehensive in more aspects that just com-
bining flexibility and support. First, in Section 6.11, we have showed that it is
possible to combine multiple approaches into a federated workflow management
system. This is a particulary interesting finding from a practical point of view be-
cause contemporary organizations implement multiple business processes, which
can have different characteristics. Moreover, it is often the case that some parts
of a business process require a high degree of support, while other parts of the
same process must be flexible. Second, in Chapter 7, we showed that existing
process mining techniques can support our constraint-based approach in the di-
agnosis phase of the BPM cycle (cf. Figure 1.1 on page 2), which proves that
our approach can be applied to all phases of the cycle.

This section summarizes our contributions. In Section 8.2.1 we describe how
our approach allows for different kinds of flexibility of workflow management
systems. In Section 8.2.2 we summarize the different types of support that our
approach provides. Section 8.2.3 discusses how our approach can help apply
workflow technology in organizations that use democratic regimes of work with a
high degree of localized decision making. In Section 8.2.4 we briefly describe the
possibility to combine various approaches to business processes. The applicability
of our approach to the full BPM life cycle is described in Section 8.2.5.

8.2.1 Flexibility of the Constraint-Based Approach

As pointed out in [226–228], there are several types of flexibility when it comes
to workflow management systems: (1) flexibility by design, (2) flexibility by
underspecification, (3) flexibility by change, and (4) flexibility by deviation. In
Chapter 2 we presented many approaches and systems that aim at improving the
flexibility of workflow technology, but none of these approaches covers all types
of flexibility. In the context of flexibility, the most important contribution of our
approach is the fact that it is able to support all types of flexibility. Actually,
despite the fact that the primary motivation of our research is enabling a high de-
gree of flexibility by design, it is remarkably easy to also provide for all other types
of flexibility using our constraint-based approach (cf. sections 3.2.5 and 3.3).

Flexibility by Design

Flexibility by design is achieved in a workflow management system when its
process models cover many execution alternatives [125, 226–228]. In general,
constraint-based approaches are obvious candidates for offering a high degree
of flexibility by design because execution alternatives are implicitly specified in
constraint models, i.e., all execution alternatives that do not violate constraints
are possible [226–228]. When it comes to our constraint-based approach, we
allow for all execution alternatives that do not violate any mandatory constraint.
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Moreover, with our approach it is possible to easily develop process models that
offer a wide range of execution alternatives. For example, both models presented
in figures 5.17 on page 145 and 5.18 on page 148 allow for infinite number of
execution alternatives.

Flexibility by Underspecification

Flexibility by underspecification is achieved in a workflow management system if
it is possible to design process models that have unspecified parts, which will be
determined at run-time [125,226–228]. This type of flexibility is offered with dy-
namic decomposition of constraint-based models and YAWL models, as described
in Section 6.11. Flexibility by underspecification in our approach can be achieved
in a dynamic way, where the user at the latest moment during the execution of
instances decides (1) whether to invoke a subprocess, (2) which subprocess to
invoke, and (3) with which parameters.

Flexibility by Change

Flexibility by change is achieved in a workflow management system when it is pos-
sible to change models of running instances during their execution [125,226–228].
Our constraint-based approach and the declare prototype offer flexibility by
change by allowing for a comprehensive change of running instances: activities
and constraints in instances can be easily added, removed, and changed. Consid-
ering the problems that traditional approaches face when it comes to run-time
change (cf. Section 2.1.5), our constraint-based approach uses a remarkably sim-
ple method to handle this kind of change [184]. On the one hand, it is straight-
forward to check if a specific ad-hoc change is applicable to the state of the
current instance by simply checking if the referring change permanently violates
a mandatory constraint. On the other hand, in case of an invalid change, it is
possible to produce a detailed diagnostics pinpointing the reason for the change
failure (cf. sections 4.5, 5.7, and 6.5).

Flexibility by Deviation

Flexibility by deviation is achieved in a workflow management system if it is
possible to deviate from a process model during execution, without having to
change the model [226–228]. Our constraint-based approach allows for optional
constraints in process models (besides mandatory constraints). While manda-
tory constraints must be fulfilled during execution, optional constraints can be
violated (cf. sections 4.2 and 5.4). Moreover, the declare prototype will pro-
vide an informative warning to users each time when they are about to violate
an optional constraint, as shown in Figure 6.8 on page 171. In this manner, users
can make decisions whether or not to violate the constraint and to deviate from
the constraint-based model.
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8.2.2 Support of the Constraint-Based Approach

Besides allowing for a high degree of flexibility, our constraint-based approach and
the declare prototype support various types of user assistance. In this section
we briefly summarize the various types of support that can be provided by our
approach and the declare prototype: verification of models to detect errors,
monitoring states of constraints and instances, enforcing the correct execution of
instances, run-time recommendations based on past executions, and analysis of
instances executed in the past.

Verification of Models

Constraint-based models can contain an arbitrary number of constraints that in-
terfere in subtle ways. This can cause errors in models. Verification of constraint-
based models provides an automated mechanism for detecting two types of errors,
as described in sections 4.6 and 5.8. First, it is possible to automatically detect if
a constraint-based model contains an event/activity that can never be executed,
i.e., the so-called dead event/activity. Second, it is possible to detect that in-
stances of a constraint-based model can never be executed correctly because it
is not possible to satisfy all mandatory constraints from the model, e.g., there
is a conflict in the model. In addition to automated verification of constraint-
based models, it is also possible to detect the exact combination of constraints
that causes (each of) the error(s). Reporting both the error and its direct cause
(e.g., Figure 6.11 on page 174 and Figure 6.12 on page 175) helps developers of
constraint-based models to understand the problem and eliminate errors.

Monitoring States of Instances and Constraints

Execution of instances of constraint-based models is driven by constraints. In
order to execute an instance in a correct way, it is necessary that, at the end
of the execution, all mandatory constraints are satisfied , i.e., that the instance
is satisfied . Executing activities in an instance may change the state of one or
more constraints, and the instance itself (cf. sections 4.4 and 5.6). Therefore, it is
important that the instance state and states of all its constraints are presented to
users throughout the execution of the instance. The insight into the state of the
instance and its constraints helps users of the declare prototype to understand
what is going on and which actions are necessary in order to execute the instance
in a correct way (cf. Figure 6.7 on page 169).

Enforcing Correct Execution of Instances

Some actions of users might cause an instance (and its constraints) leave the
satisfied state. In some of such cases it is possible to take some actions that
will eventually lead to a correct, i.e., satisfied , instance. We refer to this type
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of violations as to temporary violations. In other cases, the instance becomes
permanently violated, i.e., it becomes impossible to satisfy the instance in the
future. Especially in instances with multiple constraints, it is very difficult for
users to be aware of actions that will permanently violate the instance. Therefore,
as described in sections 4.4, 5.6, and 6.4, the declare prototype prevents users
from taking actions that lead to permanent violation of instances.

Recommending Effective Executions

While executing constraint-based models, users typically have many alternatives
available, i.e., the constraint-based approach offers a high degree of flexibility.
In some situations, it might be difficult for users to decide themselves which al-
ternative is the most appropriate one. Simultaneous run-time recommendations
about which action leads to which result can help users in these situations. As
described in Section 7.4, the declare prototype provides run-time recommen-
dations generated by the ProM tool [8, 91, 258] to its users. The architecture
of the recommendation service in ProM allows for generation of various kinds
of recommendations. In general, recommendations are generated based on past
executions and are tailored towards a specific goal. For example, one recommen-
dation strategy could be recommending actions that, in the past, led to quick
instance completion. By presenting recommendations as additional information
on the screen (cf. Figure 7.16 on page 216), declare allows its users to choose
whether to follow the recommendations or not.

Analysis of Past Executions

Workflow management systems support the execution of vast numbers of in-
stances. Often, it is hard to keep track of all instances that were executed
in the past. However, the information about past executions can be very use-
ful in practice. Process mining techniques focus on various types of analysis
of past executions, which can help to improve business processes (e.g., by re-
designing process models) [28]. Although initially motivated by traditional ap-
proaches, existing process mining techniques can also be applied in the context
of our constraint-based approach, as described in Chapter 7. Moreover, several
mining techniques tailored towards the constraint-based paradigm are already
available (e.g., the LTL Checker, SCIFF Checker and DecMiner presented in
sections 7.2, 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, respectively). This is promising as processes that
require a lot of flexibility typically benefit most from the results of process mining.

8.2.3 The Constraint-Based Approach and Organization of Hu-

man Work

Due to the lack of flexibility, procedural workflow management systems are un-
able to support Democratic Work Regimes (DWRs), as shown by the evalua-
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tion with respect to structural requirements of De Sitter [231] in Table 2.3 on
page 43. Enhancing flexibility of workflow technology allows users to make deci-
sions about how to work, i.e., flexibility enables local decision making in business
processes (cf. Chapter 1). Due to a higher degree of flexibility, our constraint-
based approach an the declare prototype enable the implementation of orga-
nizational styles that advocate local decision making in business processes, e.g.,
Socio-Technical Systems (STS) (cf. Section 2.3). STS advocate organization of
work into Self-Managed Work Teams (SMWTs), where a meaningful piece of a
business process (i.e., a subprocess instead of a single activity) is allocated to a
SMWT as their assignment. Within one assignment, decisions are made locally
by the SMWT, i.e., the SMWT controls the execution of the assignment.

The declare prototype supports the style of work advocated by STS in
two ways. First, work can be structured into meaningful pieces via the possibil-
ity to create arbitrary decompositions of declare constraint-based models, as
described in Section 6.11. Second, a high degree of flexibility allows declare

users to choose between multiple execution alternatives within instances they are
working on. These two factors enable our approach to fulfil the requirements for
a socio-technical style of work specified by De Sitter [231], as shown in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Evaluation of declare with respect to the STS structural requirements of De
Sitter [231]

Socio-Technical requirements declare

1 functional deconcentration YES: multiple execution alternatives
(multiple parallel processes) allow users to choose the most appropriate al-

ternative for each work order.
2 integration of performance

and control
YES: flexibility allows people who execute an
instance to control how the instance is exe-
cuted.

3 performance integration A YES: model decomposition allows structuring
(whole tasks) processes into meaningful pieces of work.

4 performance integration B NOT
(prepare + produce + sup-
port)

APPLICABLE

5 control integration A YES: flexibility allows people to select the
(sensing + judging +selecting
+ acting)

appropriate corrective alternative and execute
it.

6 control integration B NOT
(quality + maintenance + lo-
gistics + personnel, etc.)

APPLICABLE

7 control integration C YES: because people control the operational
(operational + tactical +
strategic)

aspect of their work, operational, tactical and
strategic control can be integrated at the
workplace level.
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Functional deconcentration. In a functional deconcentration different
groups of work orders have different executions [231]. Constraint-based models
allow for many execution alternatives as long as the main rules (i.e., constraints)
are followed. This allows declare users to choose the most appropriate execu-
tion alternative for each (group of) work order(s), i.e., functional deconcentration
can easily be achieved with declare.

Integration of performance and control. The same people who perform
the work should also be authorized and responsible for control of work [231].
Flexibility and decomposition of business processes in declare allows for the
integration of performance and control, i.e., users can control the piece of a
business process that they are executing.

Integration into whole tasks. Instead of specialized, short-cycled tasks,
tasks should form a meaningful unit of work allocated to a group of people for
execution [231]. Decomposition of declare models allows for structuring a large
business process into subprocesses, which are allocated to a group for execution.
Therefore, integration into whole tasks is possible in declare.

Integration of preparation, production and support. Preparation, pro-
duction and support functions must be integrated at the workplace level [231]. As
discussed in Section 2.3, workflow management systems support the production
function only, and therefore this parameter is not applicable. This also applies
for declare.

Integration of control functions: sensing, judging, selecting, and act-
ing. The functions of a control cycle are: (1) sensing the process states, (2)
judging about the need for a corrective action, (3) selecting the appropriate cor-
rection action, and (4) acting with the selected control action [231]. All control
functions should be integrated at the workplace level [231]. Because declare

allows people to control their work, they can sense, judge, select, and finally act
based on the selected control action. Hence, this requirement of De Sitter [231]
is also supported.

Integration of the control of quality, maintenance, logistics, personnel,
etc. Control of quality, maintenance, logistics, personnel, etc. should be con-
ducted at the workplace level by people who are performing the work [231]. As
discussed in Section 2.3, workflow management systems support the production
function only, and therefore this parameter is not applicable. This also applies
for declare.
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Integration of operational, tactical and strategic controls. Operational,
tactical and strategic controls should be integrated at the workplace level [231].
Thanks to the flexibility provided by declare, people executing the work con-
trol the operational aspect of their work. This makes it possible to integrate
operational, tactical and strategic control at the workplace level.

If we compare Table 8.1 to the earlier analysis of contemporary workflow
management systems (cf. Table 2.3 on page 43), then it becomes apparent that
declare provides much more support for the style of human work advocated by
STS.

8.2.4 Combining the Constraint-Based Approach with Other

Approaches

Different types of business processes must often be combined in practice. On
the one hand, a company can run various types of business processes. On the
other hand, a business proces itself can consist of subprocesses with different
characteristics. Therefore, workflow technology should be able to support various
types of processes. The declare prototype can support mixtures of various
processes via the decomposition of constraint-based declare and procedural
YAWL processes (cf. Section 6.11). Moreover, the same principle can be applied
to other systems in order to enable combining even more approaches (e.g, worklets
[41, 44, 45]).

8.2.5 Business Process Management with the Constraint-Based

Approach

The Business Process Management (BPM) life cycle consists of several phases:
design, implementation, enactment and diagnosis of business processes. Work-
flow management systems and process mining tools are two types of software
products that can, combined, support the whole BPM cycle. As a workflow man-
agement system, the declare prototype supports the first three phases: design,
implementation and enactment phases. Process mining tools, e.g., the ProM
tool, aim at supporting the diagnosis phase by allowing for automated analysis
of executed business processes. Although not tailored for our constraint-based
approach, existing process mining techniques can be used to diagnose executions
of constraint-based processes. Moreover, some of the existing techniques (e.g.,
the LTL Checker, the SCIFF Checker, and the DecMiner) are fully applicable to
the constraint-based approach. This shows that the constraint-based approach
can be applied to the whole BPM cycle, as shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Constraint-based approach in the BPM life cycle

8.3 Limitations

Besides the problem of a missing activity life-cycle in the proposed ConDec lan-
guage, which is described in detail in Section 5.9, the research presented in this
thesis has two further limitations. First, in Section 8.3.1, we describe prob-
lems related to the complexity of models with many constraints. Second, in
Section 8.3.2 we describe problems related to the absence of a proper empirical
evaluation of our approach.

8.3.1 Complexity of Constraint-Based Models

There are two problems related to the complexity of models with a large number
of constraints. The first problem is of the technical nature: due to the use of LTL
for constraint specification, efficiency dramatically decreases when the number
and complexity of mandatory constraints rises. The second problem is related to
the human capacity to deal with information.

Efficiency-Related Problems

As described in Section 5.4, an automaton is generated for a conjunction of for-
mulas of all mandatory constraints in an LTL-based constraint model, i.e., for
the so-called mandatory formula (cf. Definition 5.4.1 on page 142). The manda-
tory formula is used for (1) execution, (2) ad-hoc change and (3) verification
of constraint models based on LTL. Since the automata generated for an LTL
formula is exponential in the size of the formula [74,84,85,108,111,112,158], the
time needed for generating these automata becomes very long for big mandatory
formulas. This can cause problems. For example, generating the automaton for
an instance with a big mandatory formula may be extremely slow.

There are two possible causes of this problem. First, the more mandatory
constraints there are in a model, the larger the mandatory formula for the model
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will be. Second, as shown in Section 5.2, various constraint templates have dif-
ferent LTL formulas. For example, the LTL formula for the alternate precedence
template presented in Table 5.2 on page 129 is significantly more demanding
from a computational point of view than the formula for the existence template
presented in Table 5.1 on page 127.

Consider the Fractures Treatment model presented in Figure 6.5 on page 167
as an illustrative example. Loading a new instance of this model in declare

takes approximately 12 seconds on a computer with a Pentium 4 processor [4] of
2.80 GHz and 0.99GB of RAM using Microsoft Windows XP Professional version
2002 [5]. If the alternate precedence constraint between activities check X ray
risk and perform X ray is removed from the original Fractures Treatment model,
then staring an instance in declare on the same computer takes approximately
1 second. Obviously, the size of the LTL formula for the alternate precedence
constraint dramatically increases the time to construct the automaton for the
mandatory formula of the instance, i.e., it may take too long to create and start
a new instance of this model in declare.

The efficiency problem described above can occur at several points in de-

clare. First, when creating a new instance, an automaton is generated for
the mandatory formula, which can cause the instance creation to take a long
time. Second, when applying an ad-hoc change an automaton is generated for
the mandatory formula of the changed instance, which can cause the application
of the ad-hoc change to last too long. Third, whenever a condition on a manda-
tory constraint changes (i.e., after completion of an activity in the instance), a
new automaton is generated for the mandatory formula, which can cause the
processing of a completed activity to take too long (cf. Section 6.9). Fourth,
during verification, i.e., analyzing dead activities, conflicts and history violations
during ad-hoc change (cf. sections 5.8 and 5.7), an automaton is generated for
combinations of mandatory constraints in order to identify the cause of error,
which can cause the verification to be too time-consuming.

Note that, in case of models that contain dead activities and conflicts, the
‘plain’ detection of errors might take take less time than finding the set of con-
straints that causes the error. This is because the original model has a smaller set
of satisfying traces than its ‘submodels’, i.e., models where some of the manda-
tory constraints are removed (cf. Property 4.2.5). Therefore, the automaton
generated for the whole model contains less traces than the automata created for
the subsects of mandatory constraints. As a consequence, the generation of the
automaton for the whole model might be considerably faster than the generation
of the automata for subsets of mandatory constraints.

Capacity of Humans to Deal With Information

Constraints represent rules that should be followed while executing instances of
constraint-based models. Therefore, it is important that people who are exe-
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cuting an instance are aware of states of constraints in the instance throughout
the whole execution. In this manner, people can understand what can or cannot
be done in an instance and why, and what should be done in order to satisfy
constraints and execute the instance correctly. Because of this, the declare

prototype presents whole instances and states of all constraints (by means of
different colors) to its users (cf. Section 6.4).

Because people must keep track of states of all constraints while executing
instances, instances with many constraints can easily become too complex for
people to cope with. The fact that the different types of constraints have differ-
ent semantics and the fact that constraints can interact in various ways makes
handling instances with many constraints even more complex. On the one hand,
an instance with many constraints contains a high degree of variance and the
amount of information that people must handle. On the other hand, there are
severe limitations on the amount of information people are able to receive, process
and remember [172]. For example, research shows that it is difficult for people to
deal with (approximately) more than seven chunks of varying information at a
time [122, 172]. Therefore, models with many constraints can easily become too
complex for humans to cope with.

Process Decomposition as a Solution

At the moment, the only possible solution that can solve the two problems de-
scribed above seems to be using the constraint-based approach to model business
processes with a moderate number of constraints. To achieve this, we recommend
decomposing large processes into small units of work, preferably modeled using
our constraint-based approach. This will increase the efficiency on the one hand,
and make it easier for people to execute their work on the other hand.

8.3.2 Evaluation of the Approach

Another limitation of the work presented in this thesis is the lack of a proper
empirical evaluation of the proposed constraint-based approach and the declare

prototype. An empirical test is missing due to the time limitations. However, we
did consider the available options for an evaluation. We see three possibilities for
an evaluation: (1) evaluation by experts, (2) conducting laboratory experiments,
and (3) testing in practice.

Evaluation by Experts

Evaluation by experts is not an uncommon practice in the area of workflow
technology [247, 248]. This type of tests can be performed by, e.g., means of
conducting a survey or conducting interviews with experts in the field. These
experts can come from academia and industry and the evaluation is based on
their knowledge and professional opinion about the evaluated approach. The
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advantage of this kind of evaluation is that experts already have the knowledge
about the state-of-the-art in the field, and can easily judge the advantages and
disadvantages of our approach. A drawback of this type of evaluation is that the
evaluation is conducted by experts, who may have different opinions than the
end-users.

Laboratory Experiments

Our approach can also be evaluated with experiments conducted in laboratory
conditions. For example, a group of participants (e.g., students) can act as end-
users and work with the declare prototype on some imaginary scenarios. The
advantage of experiments is that the approach is evaluated by people who acted
as end-users and used the declare tool for a while. The main drawback of
experiments as an evaluation method is related to the fact that flexibility ‘comes
into play’ when unexpected (exceptional) scenarios occur. On the one hand,
waiting for ‘spontaneous’ exceptions usually takes a lot of time, and can make
experiments too costly. On the other hand, prescribing exceptional situations
and causing them on purpose during experiments is not a good solution, because
prescribed situations cannot be considered unpredicted and exceptional.

Testing in Practice

The most desirable manner of evaluation seems to be testing the approach in
practice. This would solve the problems imposed with the previous two meth-
ods: (1) end-users are the ones who evaluate the approach, and (2) practice
can offer realistic unpredictable situations where flexibility and support are both
needed. However, practice tests are also the most difficult type of evaluation to
conduct. There are several reasons for this. First, declare is only a prototype
of a workflow management system and would need a lot of further product devel-
opment in order to be suitable for use in practice. Second, it is not likely that an
organization would be willing to abandon using a commercial workflow system
and commit execution of its business processes to the testing of a prototype.
Third, in order to evaluate our approach, it is necessary that end-users also have
knowledge about (many) other approaches, which is not likely in practice.

8.4 Directions for Future Work

The work presented in this thesis represents an initiative to increase flexibility of
workflow management systems, without sacrificing the support. We hope to have
shown that a constraint-based approach is applicable to workflow management
systems, and that workflow technology can benefit from the proposed approach.
However, the current approach and the declare tool can be improved in various
ways, as indicated below.
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In Chapter 5 we propose ConDec as a constraint-based language. ConDec
focuses only on relations between activities in constraint models (cf. Section 5.2).
However, business processes can often also depend on rules that include other
perspectives of processes, like, e.g., data, resource and time perspective. In
the future, it would be interesting to extend the ConDec language with other
perspectives. For example, the time perspective would enable the use of deadlines
(e.g., the response template can specify that ‘activity A must be followed by
activity B within 5 days’). This can be achieved by, e.g., using the so-called
Extended Timed Temporal Logic and timed automata [63] or LogLogics [123].

In Chapter 5 we propose LTL for specifying constraint templates and con-
straints. As described in Section 5.9, using LTL for this purpose introduces
the problem of a rather artificial activity life cycle. Moreover, as discussed in
Section 8.3, specifying constraints with LTL seriously decreases efficiency of the
approach. Therefore, it would be interesting to also use other languages than
LTL as a basis in order to identify the most suitable language. Moreover, us-
ing other languages for the constraint specification may reveal other possibilities
with respect to possible constraint templates (i.e., maybe different templates can
be specified using some other language).

The proposed approach should also be evaluated in a proper way. An appro-
priate evaluation can reveal both strong and weak points of the approach and
indicate directions for further improvement.

As described in Chapter 1, workflow management systems are not the only
type of systems that are used for business process support in practice. Groupware
systems also can perform this function. However, these two types of systems
focus on different aspects of business processes: while workflow technology aims
at automating the operational aspect of processes, groupware is mostly used to
support human collaboration. As a workflow management system, the declare

prototype focuses on introducing flexibility with respect to the operational aspect
of work. However, flexibility implies a deeper involvement of people in work and,
therefore, a more intensive collaboration. Therefore, we also propose extending
our approach with ‘groupware-like’ functionality in order to be able to support
both operational and collaborative aspects of the flexible work style.

8.5 Summary

In this thesis we presented a new approach to workflow management systems that
is able to achieve a better balance between flexibility and support. We hope that,
by optimizing flexibility and support, workflow technology will provide sufficient
support for handling complex situations and, at the same time, enable people
to control their work. As a result, people who work with workflow management
systems will be more satisfied and achieve better results while performing their
daily work.
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Appendix A

Work Distribution in

Staffware, FileNet and

FLOWer

In order to gain insight into how workflow management systems distribute work
to people, we have modeled the work distribution mechanisms of three commer-
cial workflow management systems: Staffware [238], FileNet [107] and FLOWer
[180]. Staffware and FileNet are examples of two widely used traditional work-
flow management systems. FLOWer s is based on the case-handling paradigm,
which can be characterized as a more flexible approach [26,39]. Each of the mod-
els is built as a CPN model [138,139,152] and is an extension of the basic model
presented in Section 3.1.2. In the remainder of this chapter we present each of
the developed CPN models: Staffware in Section A.1, FileNet in Section A.2,
and FLOWer in Section A.3. Finally, Section A.4 concludes the chapter.

A.1 Staffware

We extended the basic model to represent the work distribution of Staffware. The
way of modeling the organizational structure and resource allocation algorithm
are changed, while the concept of work queues and the possibility of the user to
forward and suspend a work item are added to the model. In this section we first
describe the organizational structure of Staffware. Second, we describe the work
queues and the two level distribution that accompanies them. Third, we explain
the resource allocation of Staffware and its allocation function. Finally, we show
which features have to be added to the basic model to implement the suspension
and forwarding of work.

Simple organizational structure can be created in Staffware using the notions
of groups and roles. The notion of group is defined as in the basic model, i.e.,
one group can contain several users, and one user can be a member of several
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groups. However, specific in Staffware is that a role can be defined for only one
user. This feature does not require any changes in the model structure or color
sets. However, it changes the way the initial value for the user maps should be
defined – one role should be assigned to only one user.

A.1.1 Work Queues

Groups are used in Staffware to model a set of users that share common rights.
If a whole group is authorized to execute a work item, then each member of the
group is authorized to execute the work item. Staffware introduces a work queue
for every group. The work queue contains work items that group members can
execute and it is accessible to all members of the group. Single users can be
considered to be groups that contain only one member. Thus, one work queue is
also created for every user and this personal queue is only accessible by a single
user. Each user has access to the personal work queue and to work queues of all
the groups the user is a member of.

While the basic model offers a work item directly to users, Staffware offers
items in two levels. First, a work item is offered to work queues (colset WQ =
string) in the work distribution module (cf. Figure A.1). We refer to this kind
of work items as to queue work items (colset QWI = product WI * WQ). Second,
every queue work item is offered to all members of a group (i.e., work queue) in
the offering sub-module (cf. Figure A.1). Only one member will execute the
queue work item once. We refer to a queue work item that is offered to a member
(of a work queue) as to user work item (colset UWI = product User * QWI ).

Figure A.1 shows the first level of distribution in the work distribution module
of Staffware. The transition offers to work queues removes a work item token
from the place new work items and offers it to work queues by producing queue
work item tokens in place to offer to work queues. To do this, it retrieves activity
maps, user maps and field maps as input elements. It also produces a work item
token in the place offered work items. The queue work item tokens in the place to
offer to work queues are produced by the allocation function offer qwi in the arc
inscription between the transition offers to work queues and the place to offer to
work queues. This function takes a work item, activity maps, user maps and field
maps1 as parameters. The effects of this function are explained in Section A.1.2.
The transition offers to work queues produces a queue work item token in the
place offered work items to store the information about which work items are
expected to be completed by work queues. A token in the place to offer to work
queues sends a message to the offering sub-module that the queue work item
should be further distributed to the work queue members. After the completion
of a queue work item, the offering sub-module creates a queue work item in the

1The fifth parameter is an empty list and is used as aid to perform calculations in the
function. This parameter should always be left empty and does not influence the function
results.
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place completed queue work items. The transition completes work item considers
a work item to be completed when all queue work items that originate from
that work item are completed. This transition retrieves a work item from the
place offered work items and waits until all queue work items that originate from
(that were offered to work queues based on) the referring work item. For this
reason, the allocation function offer qwi is called on the arc inscription between
the place completes work item and the transition completes work item with the
same parameters like in the arc inscription between the transition offers to work
queues and the place to offer to work queues.

(* a work item is complete 
when every queue, to which it was offered,
has executed the work item  *)

(* work item is first offerd to work queues
on the basis of tmaps, umaps and fmaps *)

(* only umaps are 
necessary as input
for offering queue work
items to users *)
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Figure A.1: Staffware - work distribution

Distribution to work queues in Staffware follows a similar logic like the distri-
bution in the basic model, but also introduces some changes. A difference between
these two distribution models is that, instead of distributing work directly to the
work lists module (users) like in the basic model, the Staffware work distribution
module hands-off the distribution to users to is sub-module offering. While a
work item is the object of distribution in the basic model, the Staffware work
distribution module distributes queue work items.

Figure A.2 shows the second level of distribution in Staffware within the
offering sub-module. The first transition to fire here is the transition offers to
work queues, when the message about the new queue work item is received from
the work distribution module as a new queue work item token at the place to offer
to work queues. This transition (1) removes the queue work item from the place
to offer to work queues and produces it in the place offered work queues, and (2)
retrieves user maps and creates new user work items in the place to be offered.
The offers for users are created by the allocation function offer uwi, which takes
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a queue work item that is to be offered and the user maps as parameters. This
function searches in user maps for all members of the work queue and creates a
user work item for each member that was found.
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Figure A.2: Staffware - offering

The offering sub-module follows the logic of the basic model work distribu-
tion module. For a detailed description of this kind of distribution we refer the
reader to the Section 3.1.2. However, instead of starting with work items like
the basic model, the offering sub-module starts with available queue work items.
An addition to the Staffware model was the possibility to suspend and forward
work. These mechanisms were added in the suspend and forward sub-module,
which will be explained Section A.1.3.

A.1.2 Resource Allocation

The resource allocation of Staffware is captured in the two level distribution
mechanism with two allocation functions: (1) function offer qwi (cf. Figure A.1)
takes a new work item, activity maps, user maps and field maps as parameters
and allocates work queues that are authorized to execute the work item; (2)
function offer uwi (cf. Figure A.2) takes a queue work item and user maps as
parameters and allocates all users that are members of the referring queue.

Just like the basic model, Staffware searches for possible users based on roles
and groups. In addition to this, in Staffware users can be allocated by their user
names and data fields in the process. Thus, activity maps in the Staffware model
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assign a list of users, roles, groups and fields to each activity (TMap = product
Task * Users * Roles * Groups * Fields). Figure A.3 shows how an activity
map is specified in Staffware. Based on activity maps, function offer qwi (cf.
Figure A.1) allocates work queues that are authorized to execute the work item:
(1) when a user name is provided in a activity map, the work item is offered to
personal work queue of the referring user; (2) for every role in the activity map,
this function offers the work item to the personal work queue of the user with
that role (note that one role can be assigned to only one user); (3) a work item is
offered to the work queue of every group that is stated in the activity maps; and
(4) for authorizations via fields, allocation is executed at the run-time following
the three above described allocation strategies. The allocation at run-time is
referred to as a dynamic work allocation. Every field has a unique name (colset
Field = string), e.g., ‘next user’. During the execution of the process, every
field is assigned a value, and this value changes (e.g., users can assign values to
fields). Staffware assumes that the value of the assigned data field can be a group
name, a role name or a user name. If the field ‘next user’ (which for example has
the value of Joe Smith assigned) is specified in the activity map of an activity,
then the actual value of the field is assigned to the activity map entry at the
moment when the activity becomes enabled. Thus, Joe Smith will be used in the
allocation.

Figure A.3: Staffware - an activity map

Figure A.4 shows Staffware Process Client tool, where users can access their
work queues and process the work items. In this case, there are two work queues:
(1) the work queue for the group “Information Systems”, and (2) the personal
work queue of the user Joe.

When all the properties of the Staffware work distribution are merged to-
gether, unexpected scenarios might happen. In the example shown in Table 3.3
on page 59 activity read article should be allocated to users which are from the
group Information Systems and have the role professor. The basic model allo-
cates this activity to users that are from the group Information Systems and
have the role professor, i.e., to the user Joe. Unlike the basic model, Staffware
allocates this activity to: (1) the work queue of the group Information Systems
(which members are Mary and Joe), and (2) the personal queue of the user who
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Figure A.4: Staffware - a work queue with a work item

has the role professor (with one member Joe). A work item is completed in
Staffware when all its queue work items are completed (cf. Figure A.1). Thus,
the activity read article will be execute two times: (1) once by a member of the of
the group Information Systems – Mary or Joe, and (2) once by the user who has
the role professor – Joe. As the result of Staffware work distribution, the work
item read article has two possible scenarios of the execution. This activity will
be executed either once by Mary and once by Joe, or two times by Joe. Which
one of these two scenarios will take place, depends only on which user is faster,
i.e., on which users select the activity before the others do.

A.1.3 Forward and Suspend

When the user selects a work item in the basic model, the work item is assigned
to him/her, and (s)he can start the work item and execute it. Figure A.5 shows
that Staffware offers a more realistic and somewhat more complex model of the
life cycle of a work item than the basic model (cf. Figure 3.9 on page 57). After
a user selects the work item, it is assigned to him/her, and then the user can
either start the work item or forward it to another user. Forwarding transfers
the work item to the state offered, because it is automatically offered to the new
user. If the user chooses to start the work item, (s)he can execute it or suspend
it. When a work item is suspended, it is transferred back to the state initiated.
After this, the system offers the work item again to all authorized users.

Forwarding and suspending of work items adds two messages that are ex-
changed between work distribution and work lists modules in Staffware model.
Figures A.1 and A.2 show two new places – forward and suspend. Users trigger
these two new actions in the start work and stop work sub-modules of the work
list module (cf. Figure 3.12(b) on page 61).

Figure A.6(a) shows that in the Staffware sub-module start work the user
can choose to select or forward (to another work queue) the work item. To
enable forwarding, we add the transition forward to the start work sub-module
in Staffware model. The request to select a work item is represented with a user
work item in the place requested. After this request, the start work sub-module
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Figure A.5: Staffware - work item life cycle

waits until the work distribution module approves the request, by creating a
user work item token in the place approved. When the request is approved the
transitions start work and forward can fire depending on the user decision. Both
transitions consume the two matching user work item tokens from the places
requested and approved. The transition start work has the same effect as the
basic model (cf. Figure 3.12(e) on page 61). The transition forward matches
the user token in the place logged on with the referring user work item, retrieves
a work queue token from the place work queues and produces a token in the
place forwarded. The initial marking for the place work queues consists of all
group names and all user names registered in the system. This is straightforward
because Staffware creates group work queues for all groups and personal work
queues for all users. The place forwarded is of the color set type that combines
a user work item and a work queue to which the work item should be forwarded
(colset UWIxWQ = product UWI*WQ). The transition forward produces a token
in the place forwarded with the arc inscription ((u,qwi),wq). This token is sends
the message to the work distribution module that the referring user (u) wants to
forward the referring queue work item (qwi) to the referring work queue (wq).

Figure A.6(b) shows that in the sub-module stop work the user can choose
to complete or suspend the work item. The transition suspend is added to the
sub-module. While a user is executing a queue work item, a referring user work
item token is in the place in progress. At any time during the execution of a
work item, one of the transitions complete and suspend can fire. While transition
complete has the same effects as in the basic model (cf. Figure 3.12(f) on page 61),
transition suspend is new in Staffware model. This transition matches the user
token in the place logged on with the user work item in the place in progress.
It consumes the user work item from the place in progress and produces the
referring user work item token in the place suspended. A user work item token
in the place suspended sends the message to the work distribution module that
the referring user wishes to suspend the referring queue work item.

The work distribution module (cf. Figure A.1) handles forwarding and sus-
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pending in a new sub-module: the suspend and forward sub-module shown in
Figure A.7. On the one hand, in case of forwarding the work item is automat-
ically cancelled for the current work queue and offered to the new work queue.
On the other hand, in case of suspending the work item is cancelled for the cur-
rent work queue and re-offered as a new work item. When a message that a
user wishes to forward a queue work item to a work queue from the work lists
module arrives, a token is produced in the place forwarded. The forward and
suspend sub-module then automatically fires the transition forward. This tran-
sition consumes the token from the place forwarded and produces two different
tokens in places to re-offer and to cancel. The queue work item token that is
forwarded is produced in the place to cancel. A new queue work item, which
consists of a referring work item and a new work queue, is produced in the place
to re-offer. When the message that a user wishes to suspend a user work item
a token is produced in the place suspended. The transition suspend fires auto-
matically when the message arrives, consumes the user work item token from
the place suspended and produces two identical referring queue work item tokens
in the places to cancel and to re-offer. The transitions re-offer and cancel fire
automatically when tokens are produced in places to re-offer and to cancel, re-
spectively. Transition cancel consumes matching queue work item tokens from
the places to cancel and selected work items. In this way the queue work item
is removed from the model. The transition re-offer consumes a queue work item
token from the place to re-offer and produces one in the place to offer to work
queues. In this way, the offering sub-module can offer the queue work item to
the members of the work queue again.
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A.2 FileNet

Like Staffware, FileNet is a widely used traditional process-oriented workflow
management system. In this section we will describe the FileNet CPN model
that we develop by extending the basic model.

Unlike the basic model and Staffware, FileNet does not allow for modeling
roles of users. The organizational structure in FileNet can be modeled via two
types of groups. First, administrators of the FileNet system can define work
queues (colset WQ = string) and assign their members by selecting users of the
FileNet system. Work queues are defined on the global level of the FileNet system
– they are valid for every process (workflow) definition. Second, process modelers
can define workflow groups (colset WG = string) in every process model. Thus,
workflow groups belong to and are valid only in the process (workflow) model
in which they are defined. Workflow groups represent teams in FileNet. While
executing an activity of a process definition, users have the possibility to change
the structure of workflow groups of the referring process.

A.2.1 Queues

Work queues and personal queues are two types of queues (colset Q = string) in
FileNet. Queues are pools from which users can select and execute work items. A
work queue can have a number of members while a personal queue has only one
member. When a work item is offered to a queue, one of the queue members can
select and execute the work item. FileNet distributes work in two levels using
queues. First, the work item is offered to queues as a queue work item (colset
QWI = product WI * Q). Second, the queue work item is offered to the members
of the queue as a user work item (colset UWI = product User * QWI ).

Figures A.8 and A.9 show that the model of the two-level work distribution
in FileNet is similar to the Staffware model. For more detailed description of this
kind of distribution we refer the reader to the Staffware description in Section A.1.
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A.2.2 Resource Allocation

FileNet allocates work using work queues and lists of participants. Figure A.10
shows that an activity in FileNet can be allocated to either a work queue or to
a list of participants. In this figure we can see that the activity read article has
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been allocated to the participants that belong to the workflow group Information
Systems. Users and workflow groups can be entries of a list of participants. In
the FileNet model, activity maps are defined as a combination of an activity, a
list of work groups, and a work queue (colset AMap = product Activity * WGs *
WQ, cf. Section 3.1.2). When defining the input value for a activity map, either
a work queue or a list of workflow groups should be initiated, but not both.

Figure A.10: FileNet - allocation for work queues or participants

If the activity is allocated to a work queue, FileNet offers the referring work
item to the work queue. If the activity is allocated to a list of participants,
then it is offered to personal queues of all users that are given as individual
participants or are members in participating workflow groups. Allocation via
participants is introduced to support team work in FileNet, via the so-called
‘process voting’. During the execution of an activity, all participants vote for
the specified decision. The work distribution mechanism uses their decisions to
determine which work items will be executed next. Since our models abstract
from the process perspective, we did not model process voting in the FileNet
model.

The allocation function offer qwi allocates queues that are authorized to ex-
ecute the referring activity. Figure A.8 shows this function in the inscription on
the arc between the transition offers to queues and the place to offer to queues.
This function takes four parameters: (1) the referring work item, (2) activity
maps, (3) user maps, and (4) an empty list – used as an utility for calculations.
This function first searches the activity maps for the map of the activity that is
specified in the work item. The referring activity map will point to either a work
queue or to a list of participants. In case of a work queue the function produces
a queue work item token for the referring work queue. The situation is slightly
more complex in the case of a list of participants, because this list may contain
users and workflow groups as elements. For each user in the list of participants
a queue work item token is produced for the personal queue of the user. For
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each workflow group in the list of participants queue work items are produced
for personal queues of all group members.

A.2.3 Forward and Suspend

Users can forward and suspend work items in FileNet. When the user selects a
work item (s)he can start working on it or forward it to another user. In this
case FileNet automatically offers the work item to the new user. When the user
is executing a work item s(he) can complete or suspend the work item. In this
case FileNet needs to apply the distribution mechanism again, and offer the work
item to all allocated users. Figure A.11 shows the life cycle of a work item in
FileNet. When the life cycle models of FileNet and Staffware (cf. Figure A.5)
are compared, it can be seen that they are identical. Therefore, we use the
same adjustments in FileNet like in Staffware models to implement forwarding
and suspension: modules start work and stop work are changed and sub-module
suspend and forward is added in the work distribution module. For detailed
description of these sub-modules we refer the reader to Staffware description in
Section A.1.3.

new
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Figure A.11: FileNet - work item life cycle

A.3 FLOWer

FLOWer is a case-handling system. Case-handling systems differ in their per-
spective from traditional process-oriented workflow management systems because
they focus on the instance, instead of the process [26,39]. FLOWer offers a whole
instance to a user by offering all available work items from the instance. When
working with FLOWer, the user does not have to follow the predefined order
of activities in the process definition, i.e., this system offers flexibility by devia-
tion [226–228].

To model FLOWer, we extend the basic model in such a way that (1) it han-
dles case-handling distribution instead of the process-oriented one, (2) it enables
the complex authorization and distribution specifications that FLOWer has, and
(3) it enables users to execute, open, skip and redo work items.
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A.3.1 Case Handling

To model a case-handling system like FLOWer, a number of color sets are in-
troduced. Every process definition in FLOWer is referred to as an instance type
(colset InstanceType = string). Thus, every instance type refers to a list of activ-
ities (colset Activities = list Activity), which form the process definition (colset
Process = product InstanceType * Activities) for that instance type. One instance
(colset Instance = product InstanceID* InstanceType) represents an instance of
an instance type and is identified by an instance identification (colset InstanceID
= INT ).

FLOWer distributes work in two levels. First, an instance is distributed
to users (colset UInstance = product User * Instance). Only one user can select
and open the instance at one moment. Unlike the distribution in the basic model,
where distributed work items refer to single activities, FLOWer distributes whole
instances on its first level of distribution. Second, the selected instance is opened
for the user. Work items (colset WI = product Instance * Activity) from the
instance are offered to the user, based on the authorization and distribution
rules. In the second level of FLOWer distribution users can execute, open, skip
and redo work items from the selected instance, instead of only executing work
items from multiple instances like in the basic model, Staffware and FileNet.

A.3.2 Authorization Rights

Authorization rights are defined for every instance type. First, process-specific
roles are defined within an instance type (colset PRole = product Role * Instance-
Type). Second, to make authorization rights, roles are assigned to activities
within the instance type. These authorization rights are stored in activity maps
(colset AMap = product Activity * Role * InstanceType). The authorization
rights determine what users can do and are applied by the distribution mecha-
nism when opening the instance for the user. The user is allowed to work only
on activities for which (s)he has the authorized roles. Although authorization
exists in the basic model, Staffware and FileNet, in these models it is defined on
the global (system) level, instead of embedding roles in process models. Rather,
roles are defined in the global organizational model.

A.3.3 Distribution Rights

Distribution rights define what users should do. Unlike authorization rights, dis-
tribution rights are defined on the global level of the FLOWer system, and are
valid for all instance types. These rights can be used to model the organizational
structure and to assign authorization rights from the process definitions (instance
types) to users. Function profiles and work profiles define distribution rights.
Function profile has a unique function name (colset FN = string) and a list of
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instance type authorization roles (colset FP = product FN * PRoles). If, for ex-
ample, there are two instance types (two processes) – one with “secretary1” and
the other with “secretary2” as an authorization role, the function profile “secre-
tary” could include both authorization roles. When we would assign the function
profile “secretary” to a user, we would indirectly assign both authorization roles
from two processes.Work profiles assign function profile(s) to users and they can
be used to structure organization into groups, departments or units. One work
profile consists of a unique name (colset WN = string), a list of users and a list of
function profiles (colset WP = product WN * Users * FNs). Distribution rights
are used to define the organizational model in FLOWer. While this model is
independent of the authorizations in the basic model, Staffware and FileNet, in
FLOWer it has to be related to special authorization roles form instance types.
In this way, FLOWer creates two-layered organization specification: one part of
it is in the distribution rights and the other in the authorization rights.

A.3.4 Distribution of Instances

Figure A.12 shows the work distribution module of FLOWer. In this module,
FLOWer model distributes new instances to users, instead of distribution work
items like the basic model. When a new instance token is available in the place
new instances, the transition offers instance fires. This transition consumes the
instance token from the place new instance and retrieves activity maps, work
profiles and function profiles from places activity map, work profile and function
profile, respectively. It adds a token to the list of instances in the place offered
instances. This place stores a list of instances that were offered to users but not
yet selected by any user. The most important effect of this transition is that
it produces a user instance token in the place offer instance, via the instance
allocation function offerinstance in the arc inscription. A user instance token
in the place offer instances sends a message to the work lists module to offer
the referring instance to the referring user. The allocation function offerinstance
takes four parameters: (1) instance that will be allocated, (2) activity maps to
find the mapping of the referring instance type activity to the instance type role,
(3) a list of function profiles to find the ones that contain the instance-type-
specific role from the activity maps, and (4) a list of work profiles to find the
users that are assigned to the appropriate function profiles.

Next, the work distribution module waits for the message from the work lists
module that a user wants to select an instance. This message arrives with a
user instance token in the place selected instance. Only one user can select an
instance at the same time in FLOWer. The work distribution module responds to
this message accordingly to this rule by checking if the instance has already been
selected, i.e., if the referring instance is contained in the list of offered instances
in the place offered instances. Transitions selects instance and reject instance
are the two alternative transitions that can respond to the new user instance
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Figure A.12: FLOWer - work distribution

token in the place selected instance. The transition selects instance will fire if
the referring instance is contained in the list of instances in the place offered
instances, which can be seen in the guard of the transition. This transition will
consume the user instance token from the place selected instance, remove the
referring instance from the list of instances in the place offered instances and
produce the user instance token in the place assigned instances. By removing
the token from the place offered instance, we assure that the instance cannot be
selected again. The transition selects instance also sends two messages to the
work lists module. First, since the instance has just been selected, a message is
sent to the work lists module to withdraw all offers of the referring instance. The
transition selects instance sends this message by producing all previous offers of
the referring instance in the place withdraw instance offer. Second, the approval
message for the selection of the instance (for the user) is sent by producing the
referring open instance token in the place approved instance.

The function openinstance in the arc inscription between the transition se-
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lects instance and the place approved instance produces an open instance token.
This function takes six parameters: (1) the identification and the type of the
instance to be open, (2) the activities that are contained in the process definition
of the instance type, (3) the user for whom the instance is open, (4) a list of
activity maps to find instance type authorized roles for every activity, (5) a list
of function profiles to search for the ones that contain the authorization roles
for the activities, and (6) a list of work profiles to determine which of the se-
lected function profiles are assigned to the user. The open instance token (colset
OpenInstance = product UInstance*InstanceState) that is produced stores the
information about the user, instance and the state of the instance (colset In-
stanceState = product WIs*WIs*WIs*WIs). The instance state consists of four
lists of work items that are: (1) waiting to be enabled, (2) active (i.e. they are
enabled and can be executed), (3) finished (executed), and (4) skipped. When
the instance is opened for the first time, the list of active items contains the first
work item in the instance, the list of waiting items all the other authorized work
items, and the lists of executed and skipped items are empty.

After the work distribution module opens the instance for the user, the in-
stance distribution sub-module handles the distribution within the instance. This
sub-module manages events when users work on activities within the instance.
We refer to this part of the FLOWer work distribution as to the distribution
within the instance and describe it Section A.3.5.

The last message that arrives from the work lists module is that the user
has finished working with the instance. This message arrives with a new user
instance token in the place completed instance. The transition completes instance
consumes this token, removes the referring user instance token from the list of
assigned instances in the place assigned instances and produces the referring in-
stance token in the place closed. Although, in FLOWer system, after the instance
has been closed it is possible to be offered again, we do not model this in the
FLOWer CPN model due to the complexity and size of the model. However,
it is possible to include this behavior in the model by: (1) returning the closed
instance token to the place new instance, and (2) storing permanently the state
of every instance, similarly like activity maps, function profiles, work profiles and
process definitions.

Figure A.13 shows the work lists module of the FLOWer model. Generally,
the functionality of the part of this module that deals with the distribution
of instances is the same as the work lists module of the basic model shown in
Figure 3.12(b) on page 61. However, there are some differences between these two
modules. First, the places are named differently to match the context. There are
two kinds of places in the FLOWer model: (1) names of the places and transitions
that deal with the instance distribution contain word ‘instance’ (e.g., the place
offer instance), and (2) names of the places that deal with the distribution within
the instance do not contain the word “instance” (e.g., place execute). Second,
the places that deal with the distribution are of the user instance type, instead
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of the user work item type. Finally, the sub-module action deals with actions
of users in the context of the distribution within an instance. The action sub-
module is described in Section A.3.5. Because the distribution of the instances
in the FLOWer work lists module is similar to the distribution of work items in
the work lists module of the basic model, for a detailed description we refer the
reader to Section 3.1.2.
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Figure A.13: FLOWer - work lists

A.3.5 Distribution within an Instance

When working with traditional, process-oriented, systems users can mostly ex-
ecute or cancel work items. This property of such systems can be found in the
basic model, Staffware model and FileNet model. Unlike these process-oriented
systems (models), a case-handling system FLOWer allows users to perform four
actions on work items: open, execute, skip and redo. Figure A.14 shows that
the life cycle of a work item in FLOWer is somewhat more complex that the life
cycles of the other models. Because a user selects a whole instance, work items
are assigned to the user before they are enabled. Following the process definition
of an instance type (because of the complexity we assume this to be a sequence
of activities) the FLOWer systems enables the next work item in the sequence.
After the user selects an enabled work item, (s)he starts with its execution and
the work item is transferred to the state execute. Once the execution stops, the
work item becomes completed. It is possible to skip an enabled work item and
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transfer it without the execution to the state completed. Besides enabled items,
the user can also skip work items that are assigned. The user can open and start
an assigned work item. By redoing a completed work item, the user transfers the
work item to the state enabled.
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Figure A.14: FLOWer - work item life cycle

The state of the instance plays an important role in the distribution within
the instance from two perspectives: First, which of the four actions are possible
depends on the state of the instance. For example, it is only possible to execute
the work items that are contained in the list of active work items in the instance
state. Second, each of the four actions changes the state of the instance. For
example, if a work item was executed, it is removed from the list of active items
and added to the list of finished items in the instance state. We use Table A.1
to explain the role of the instance state in the distribution within the instance.
Each of the four rows refers to one of the four actions – the name of the action is
stated in the column action. The first column (“work item was”) is a precondition
that states from which list in the instance state the work item has to be selected
in order to undergo the referring action (e.g., the action open can be applied
only to waiting work items). The column work item becomes is a postcondition
that states to which list the selected work item will be moved after the action
(e.g., after opening, the work item is moved to the list of active items in the
instance state). Finally, the postcondition column side effects states what are
the possible side effects of the action. For example, when opening an work item,
other (if any) waiting and/or active items after the opened item are moved to
the list of skipped items in the instance state.

When a user selects an instance, FLOWer continues work distribution within
that instance – the work items of the instance are distributed to the user. Before
this distribution can start, the work distribution module (cf. Figure A.12) opens
the instance by sending the appropriate message to the work lists module (cf.
Figure A.13) with an open instance token in the place approved instance. After
the work lists module receives this message, its transition start instance auto-
matically fires by consuming the open instance token from the place approved
instance and producing one in place instance in progress. Once the open in-
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Table A.1: Four actions in FLOWer

preconditions action postcondition
work item work item side
was becomes effects

waiting open active Waiting and active items that
succeed become skipped.

active execute finished The direct successor becomes ac-
tive.

active or waiting skip skipped Succeeding waiting and active
items become skipped. The di-
rect predecessor becomes active.

finished or skipped redo active Preceding finished and skipped
items become waiting.

stance token is produced in place instance in progress, the distribution within
the instance starts and the user can work on the work items in that instance.

Figure A.15 shows the action sub-module, which is a new sub-module in the
FLOWer work lists module (cf. Figure A.13). This sub-module handles the
actions of a user when s(he) works within an instance and makes sure that the
preconditions (cf. Table A.1) are met before each of the four actions can take
place. The action sub-module can be seen as an extension of the start work
sub-module of the basic model, which is shown in Figure 3.12(e) on page 61. In
the start work sub-module the user can only start the work item in progress.
However, when an open instance is in progress in the action sub-module the user
can: (1) execute the work item which is next in the process definition of the
instance type – an item contained in the list of active items in the instance state;
(2) open for executing a work item that is still not ready for execution according
to the process definition of the instance type – an item contained in the list
of waiting items in the instance state; (3) skip a work item that is currently
enabled or waiting to be enabled – an item contained in the lists of active or
waiting items in the instance state, or (4) redo a work item and execute again a
work item which has already been executed – an item contained in the lists of
finished or skipped items in the instance state.

Four transitions in the action sub-module refer to the four actions of users
– open, execute, skip, and redo. All transitions retrieve an user token from the
place logged on, to make sure that only the users who are currently logged on can
perform these actions. Also, all transitions consume the open instance token from
the place instance in progress. The open instance token stores the information
about the user, instance, and instance state (i.e., lists of waiting, active, finished
and skipped work items for that instance). It is necessary to consume(remove)
the open instance token from the place instance in progress because after every
action, the work distribution module (more specifically – its instance distribution
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sub-module) changes the state of the instance, which is stored in the open in-
stance token in the place instance in progress. After performing one action, the
user cannot perform the next action before the instance distribution sub-module
updates the instance state and produces the referring open instance token in
the place instance in progress. The transition open can fire only if the list of
waiting items in the instance state is not empty, as can be seen in the guard of
this transition. The transition open produces a token in the place open. This
place is of a complex type, which consist of an open instance and an user work
item. When a token is produced in this place, the message is sent to the instance
distribution sub-module that the referring user work item should be open in the
referring open instance. Although a user who works with FLOWer can freely
choose which item should be open, for the simplicity we use an random func-
tion to select an item from the list of waiting items. The inscription on the arc
from the transition open produces a token from the current open instance and
the (randomly) selected waiting item in the place open. Similarly, according to
the preconditions (cf. Table A.1), guards on transitions execute, skip, and redo
ensure that they fire only when lists of active, active and waiting, and finished
and skipped items are not empty, respectively. Places execute, skip and redo are
of the same type as the place open, and a token in each of those places sends
a message to the instance distribution module that the referring user work item
should be executed, skipped or redone, respectively. Following the preconditions
(cf. Table A.1), the inscriptions on the arcs between the (1) transition and place
execute, (2) transition and place skip and (3) transition and place redo each cre-
ate a token containing the open instance and the randomly selected (1) active,
(2) active or waiting, and (3) finished or skipped work item in the places (1)
execute, (2) skip and (3) redo, respectively.
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When working on an instance in the FLOWer system, users work with the
interface tool Wave Front [180] where they can see the state of the open instance.
Users can see which work items are waiting, active, finished and skipped. Fig-
ure A.16 shows one example of an open instance in the Wave Front. The first
two activities (Claim Start and Register Claim) are finished work items and they
are marked with a ‘check’ symbol. The third work item (Get Medical Report)
was skipped, as can be seen from the ‘arrow’ symbol. Thus, finished and skipped
work items are presented after the Wave Front line. The three active work items
on the Wave Front line are Get Police Report, Assign Loss Adjuster and Witness
Statements. Finally, the two last work items (Policy Holder Liable and Close
Instance) are waiting before the Wave Front line to become active.

Figure A.16: FLOWer wave front

Instance distribution is a sub-module of the FLOWer work distribution mod-
ule (cf. Figure A.12). This sub-module responds to user’s requests to open,
execute, skip or redo work items in the distribution within the instance. The
task of the instance distribution sub-module is to respond to the actions of users
by changing the state of the instance accordingly to the postcondition of every
action (cf. Table A.1). Figure A.17 shows the instance distribution sub-module
of the FLOWer model. The requests (messages) for actions are received via to-
kens in places open, execute, skip and redo. These places are of the type which
stores the information about the open instance (the user instance and the in-
stance state ) and the user work item to which the action (open, execute, skip or
redo) should be applied. Due to delays, it is possible that a message to execute a
work item from the instance arrives after the instance had been closed, the tran-
sition ignore behaves as a ‘garbage collector’ of such requests. This transition
retrieves user instance token from the place assigned instances and consumes a
token from the places open, execute, skip and redo. Thus, when the transition
ignore fires, the message to perform an action is ignored and removed from the
model. The guard on this transition makes sure that the transition will fire only
if the instance is not closed, i.e., the appropriate user instance token is not found
in the list in place assigned instances. Transitions open, execute, skip and redo
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fire when tokens arrive to places open, execute, skip and redo, respectively. Each
of these transitions consumes the arrived token from the appropriate place (e.g.,
transition open consumes the arrived token from the place open) and retrieves
the list of user instances from the place assigned instances. Guards on transi-
tions open, execute, skip and redo show that they will fire if the request is valid,
i.e., if the appropriate user instance token is found in the list in the place as-
signed instances. The result of each of those four transitions is a produced open
instance token in the place instance in progress. The inscriptions on the arcs
between these transitions and the place instance in progress change state of the
instance, accordingly to the postcondition of each action. More specifically, the
new instance state is created by four functions in the inscriptions on the arcs be-
tween transitions open, execute, skip and redo, and the place instance in progress.
These functions take three parameters: (1) user work item to which the action
should be applied, (2) the old instance state that should be changed, and (3) the
instance process definition – the activities of the instance type. The third pa-
rameter is retrieved from the place tprocess, which stores process definitions for
all instance types. Functions open item, execute item, skip item and redo item
create the new instance state accordingly to the postcondition of the referring
action, as shown in Table A.1. When a token is produced in the place instance
in progress, a message is sent to the action sub-module that the user can select
the next action for the referring open instance.
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The FLOWer CPN model implemented significant changes to the basic model.
Because of its case-handling nature, the FLOWer model differs the most from
the other work distribution CPN models presented in this thesis. The greatest
differences are caused by the fact that the system distributes the instances and
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the work items within the instances, instead of only work items. The start
work module of the basic model was significantly extended because users can
open, execute, skip and redo work items in FLOWer. Regardless the differences
between FLOWer and process-oriented systems (modeled by the basic model,
Staffware model and FileNet model), it was possible to extend the basic model
to the FLOWer work distribution model.

A.4 Summary

Workflow management systems should provide flexible work distribution mech-
anisms for users. This will increase the work satisfaction of users and improve
their ability to deal with unpredictable situations at work. Therefore, work dis-
tribution is investigated as the functionality provided for the user – workflow
management systems are tested in laboratories [211, 216] or observed (in empir-
ical research) in practice [64]. This kind of research observes systems externally
and provides insights into what systems do. Analysis of the systems from an in-
ternal perspective can explain how systems provide for different work distribution
mechanisms. Due to the complexity of workflow management systems as software
products, internal analysis starts with developing a model of the system. Unlike
the mostly used static models (e.g., UML class diagrams, entity-relationship dia-
grams), dynamic models (e.g., CPN models) provide for interactive investigation
of work distribution as a dynamic feature. CPN models can be used for the
investigation of both what systems do and how they do it.

Workflow management systems often provide for different features or use dif-
ferent naming for the same features. Investigation of work distribution requires
analysis, evaluation and comparison of models of several systems. In order for
models of different systems to be comparable, it is necessary to start with de-
veloping a common framework – a reference model. We use the basic model
presented in Section 3.1.2 as a reference model for work distribution mechanisms
in workflow management systems. The models of Staffware, FileNet, FLOWer
are comparable because all models are developed as extensions of the same model
– the basic model.

The model of a workflow system is structured into two modules. The work
distribution module represents the workflow engine (cf. Figure 3.1 on page 48).
The work lists module represents the workflow client application ,which serves as
an interface between the workflow engine and users (cf. Figure 3.1 on page 48).
The interface between the two modules (i.e., the messages that are exchanged
between them) should contain as little information as possible about the way work
items are managed in modules. The work lists module should abstract from the
way the work items are created, allocated and offered in the work distribution
module. The reverse also holds: how work items are actually processed by users
is implemented in the work lists module. Once a proper interface is defined, it is
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easy to implement various ways of work distribution by adding/removing simple
features in either one of the modules.

Work distribution mechanism determines what users can do with work items.
Users of Staffware and FileNet models have the freedom to forward and suspend
work. In FLOWer, as the most flexible system, users have four possibilities:
execute, open, skip and redo work. Our models show that a more complex model
work distribution adds messages between the work distribution and work lists
modules. These new messages correspond to new actions (operations) that users
can do.

Both the system-based and the patterns-based CPN models showed that one
of the core elements of work distribution is the ‘allocation algorithm’. This
algorithm includes rules of a specific work distribution. It is implemented in the
work distribution module as the function offer, which allocates work based on (1)
new work items, (2) process definition, and the (3) organizational model. This
function should be analyzed further in order to discover an advanced allocation
algorithm, which should be more configurable and less system-dependent.

Every system has its own method of modeling organizational structure.
Staffware models groups and roles. In FileNet the organizational model includes
groups of users and teams, but does not model roles. FLOWer groups users
based on a hierarchy of roles, function profiles and work profiles. Thus, each
of the system offers a unique predefined type of the organizational structure.
Since every allocation mechanism uses elements of the organizational model,
limitations of the organizational model can have a negative impact on the work
distribution in the system. For example, because in Staffware one role can be
assigned to only one user, it is not be possible to offer a work item to a set of
call center operator-s.

Each of the three models of workflow management systems distributes work
using two hierarchy levels. Staffware and FileNet use two levels of work distribu-
tion: queue work items are first distributed to work queues, and then work items
are distributed within each of the work queues. The FLOWer model starts with
the instance distribution and then distributes work items of the whole instance.
Although all three systems distribute work at two levels, they have unique distri-
bution algorithms (the set of allocation rules implemented in the function offer)
and objects of distribution (work items, queue work items, instances).
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B.1 Control-Flow Patterns

Table B.1: Support for control flow patterns in Staffware (SW), FileNet (FN) and FLOWer
(FW) [211,213]

(+ = direct support, – = no direct support, +/– = partial support)

Nr Pattern SW FN FW

1 sequence + + +
2 parallel split + + +
3 synchronization + + +
4 exclusive choice + + +
5 simple merge + + +
6 multi-choice – + +
7 structured synchronizing merge – + +
8 multi-merge – + +/–
9 structured discriminator – – –
10 arbitrary cycles + + –
11 implicit termination + + +
12 multiple instances without synchronization + + +
13 multiple instances with a priori design-time knowledge + – +
14 multiple instances with a priori run-time knowledge + – +
15 multiple instances without a-priori run-time knowledge – – +
16 deferred choice – +/– +
17 interleaved parallel routing – – +/–
18 milestone – – +/–
19 cancel task + + +/–
20 cancel case – + +/–
21 structured loop – + +
22 recursion + – –
23 transient trigger + – –
24 persistent trigger – + +
25 cancel region – – –
26 cancel multiple instance task + – –
27 complete multiple instance task – – +/–
28 blocking discriminator – – –
29 cancelling discriminator – – –
30 structured partial join – – –
31 blocking partial join – – –
32 cancelling partial join – – –
33 generalized and-join – + –
34 static partial join for multiple instances – – –
35 cancelling partial join for multiple instances – – –
36 dynamic partial join for multiple instances – – –
37 acyclic synchronizing merge – – +
38 general synchronizing merge – + –
39 critical section – – +/–
40 interleaved routing – – +/–
41 thread merge – – –
42 thread split – – –
43 explicit termination – – –
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B.2 Resource Patterns

Table B.2: Support for resource patterns in Staffware (SW), FileNet (FN), FLOWer (FW)
and basic model (BM) [182,211,216]

(+ = direct support, - = no direct support, +/– = partial support, o = out-of-scope)

Nr Pattern SW FN FW BM

1 direct allocation + + + +/–
2 role-based allocation + +/– + +
3 deferred allocation + + – –
4 authorization – – + –
5 separation of duties – – + –
6 case handling – – + –
7 retain familiar – – + –
8 capability-based allocation – – + –
9 history-based allocation – – – –
10 organizational allocation +/– +/– +/– +/–
11 automatic execution + + + o
12 distribution by offer - single resource – – – –
13 distribution by offer - multiple resources + + + +
14 distribution by allocation - single resource + + + –
15 random allocation – – – +
16 round robin allocation – – – –
17 shortest queue – – – –
18 early distribution – – + –
19 distribution on enablement + + + +
20 late distribution – – – –
21 resource-initiated allocation – – + +
22 resource-initiated execution - allocated Work Item + + + +
23 resource-initiated execution - offered Work Item + + – –
24 system-determined work list management + + + o
25 resource-determined work list management + + + o
26 selection autonomy + + + +
27 delegation + + – –
28 escalation + + – –
29 deallocation – – – –
30 stateful reallocation +/– + – –
31 stateless reallocation – – – –
32 suspension/resumption +/– +/– – –
33 skip – – + o
34 redo – – + o
35 pre-do – – + o
36 commencement on creation – – – –
37 commencement on allocation – – – –
38 piled execution – – – –
39 chained execution – – + –
40 configurable unallocated work item visibility – – – o
41 configurable allocated work item visibility – – + o
42 simultaneous execution + + +/– +
43 additional resources – – – –
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B.3 Data Patterns

Table B.3: Support for data patterns in Staffware (SW) and FLOWer (FW) [214,215]

(+ = direct support, - = no direct support, +/– = partial support)

Nr Pattern SW FW

1 task data – +/–
2 block data + +
3 scope data – +/–
4 folder data – –
5 multiple instance data +/– +
6 case data +-/ +
7 workflow data + –
8 environment data + +
9 data interaction between tasks + +
10 data interaction - block task to Sub-workflow + +/–
11 data interaction - Sub-workflow to block task + +/–
12 data interaction - to multiple instance task – +
13 data interaction - from multiple instance task – +
14 data interaction - case to case +/– +/–
15 data interaction - task to environment - push + +
16 data interaction - environment to task - pull + +
17 data interaction - environment to task - push +/– +/–
18 data interaction - task to environment - pull +/– +/–
19 data interaction - case to environment - push – +
20 data interaction - environment to case - pull – +
21 data interaction - environment to case - push +/– +
22 data interaction - case to environment - pull – +
23 data interaction - workflow to environment - push – –
24 data interaction - environment to workflow - pull +/– –
25 data interaction - environment to workflow - push – –
26 data interaction - workflow to environment - pull + –
27 data transfer by value - incoming – –
28 data transfer by value - outgoing – –
29 data transfer - copy in / copy out – +/–
30 data transfer by reference - unlocked + +
31 data transfer by reference - locked – +/–
32 data transformation - input +/– +/–
33 data transformation - output +/– +/–
34 data precondition - data existence + +
35 data precondition - data value + +
36 data postcondition - data existence +/– +
37 data postcondition - data value +/– +
38 event-based task trigger + +
39 data-based task trigger – +
40 data-based routing +/– +/–
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Constraint-Based Workflow

Management Systems:

Shifting Control to Users

Summary

Many organizations use information technology to support various aspects of
their business processes: the operational aspect, collaboration between employ-
ees, etc. Workflow management systems aim at supporting the operational aspect
of complex business processes by using process models to automate the ordering
of activities (i.e., flow of work). The term ‘support’ here relates to the ability of
workflow management systems to control the execution of business processes.

Contemporary workflow management systems lack flexibility, i.e., the system
controls in detail how employees should execute business processes. While work-
flow management systems deal well with predictable business processes, they are
not able to handle unforeseen situations, which occur often in real-life business
processes. Although employees mostly have the knowledge and experience that
enables them to deal with exceptional situations, they are not able to apply the
right action because the system enforces the standard procedure of work. This of-
ten has various undesired consequences: work is done ‘outside’ the system, work
cannot be done in the appropriate way, dissatisfaction of employees, resistance
towards the system, etc. As a result, workflow management systems cannot be
used properly if it is necessary that employees control the execution of business
processes.

This thesis proposes a new approach to workflow management systems that
can facilitate contemporary business processes in a better way by enabling a bet-
ter balance between flexibility and support. As opposed to traditional approaches
which use procedural process models to explicitly (i.e., step-by-step) specify the
execution procedure, the proposed approach aims at the specification of business
processes using constraints, i.e., processes are modeled by rules that should be
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followed while executing business processes. Constraint-based models implicitly
specify the execution procedure by means of constraints: any execution that
does not violate constraints is possible. In addition to proposing a constrain-
based approach, a concrete language for specification of constraints is given and
the proof-of-concept prototype declare is described.

On the one hand, constraint-based management systems are flexible, which
allows employees to deal with specific (e.g., unpredicted) situations in the most
adequate way. On the other hand, constraint-based management systems can
support employees when it comes to aspects of business processes that are too
complex for humans to handle. There are several ways in which constraint-
based management systems can provide both flexibility and support. We classify
flexibility into flexibility by design, change, underspecification and deviation.

Design Constraint-based workflow management systems allow any execution of
business processes that does not violate specified constraints. In this way,
business processes do not have to be explicitly specified at the procedu-
ral level. Instead, it is enough to predefine a set of general rules (i.e.,
constraints). The execution procedure is implicitly derived from these con-
straints: employees can execute business processes in any way within the
boundaries set up by constraints.

Change By adding or removing constraints or activities at runtime, the ap-
proach proposed in this thesis provides a simple method for changing
constraint-based process models during execution and migrating instances
from an existing process to a new process.

Underspecification Underspecified process models contain unspecified parts
that can be seen as ‘black boxes’ that allow employees to decide during
execution what to do. This type of flexibility is often supported by work-
flow management systems and our declare prototype supports it as well
through a connection with the YAWL system.

Deviation The constraint-based process models we propose can contain both
mandatory constraints (i.e., constraints that must be fulfilled) and optional
constrains (i.e., constraints that can be violated). Optional constraints rep-
resent rules that are advised but not enforced during execution of business
processes. Therefore, our approach supports flexibility by deviation, as
long as no mandatory constraints are violated.

The flexibility provided by our constraint-based approach offers a wide range
of possibilities for execution of business processes. Therefore, constraint-based
workflow management systems should offer sufficient support when it comes to
issues that are too complex for humans to deal with. A workflow management
system, based on our constraint-based approach, offers support for the design,
execution and diagnosis of business processes.

Design Constraint-based models can contain an arbitrary number of constraints
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that interfere in subtle ways, which can cause errors in models. For exam-
ple, it might be the case that some of the constraints are contradictory to
each other. The variety of constraints and their semantics makes it hard
for humans to detect possible errors by means of reasoning. Therefore, this
thesis presents a method for the automated verification of constraint-based
models at design time.

Execution During execution, support is provided by enforcing correct execu-
tion, constraint state monitoring and recommendations.

As stated before, the approach proposed in this thesis enables constraint-
based workflow management systems to enforce a correct execution of a
business process, i.e., an execution that satisfies all constraints from the
model.

Furthermore, in order to execute a business process in a correct way, users
must keep track of the states of all constraints during the execution. For
example, some constraints might already be satisfied, while others still need
to be satisfied in the future. The diversity and complexity of constraints
makes it difficult for humans to constantly keep track of all constraints
in all business processes that are being executed. Therefore, the approach
presented in this thesis enables constraint-based workflow management sys-
tems to constantly monitor states of constraints and present these states
to users in an intuitive manner.

Finally, since the flexibility of the constraint-based approach gives users
many possibilities when executing business processes, deciding on how ex-
actly to execute a business process can sometimes be too difficult. For
example, it might be the case that the user is inexperienced, it is not clear
what is the most appropriate execution for given situation, etc. Therefore,
users of constraint-based workflow management systems can make use of
run-time recommendations. These recommendations are generated based
on the experiences from past executions of business processes and can be
tuned towards achieving a certain goal (e.g., minimize through put times).
The declare prototype uses the recommendation service of the ProM
tool to provide run-time recommendations for the execution of constraint-
based models. These recommendations are intended to help declare users
when choosing how to execute processes, but users can as well choose to
act against the recommendations, i.e., the support is not enforced.

Diagnosis When it comes to workflow management systems, diagnosis of these
systems is performed after the execution of business processes. The inherent
flexibility of constraint-based workflow management systems may allow for
a wide variety of business process executions. Therefore, a-posteriori anal-
ysis of executed business processes is particularly interesting for these sys-
tems. The declare prototype creates logs containing information about
executed processes. These logs can be used for various types of analysis, all
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supported by the process mining tool ProM. For example, analysis results
can show how the processes were actually executed and indicate how to
improve constraint-based process models.

The constraint-based approach and all principles related to it that are pre-
sented in this thesis are implemented in the declare prototype. This prototype
shows that the ideas presented can be turned into in a fully functional workflow
management system. In order to keep the prototype as flexible as possible, we
support several constraint languages, such as ConDec, DecSerFlow and CIGDec.
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Samenvatting

Organisaties gebruiken vaak informatietechnologie om verschillende aspecten van
hun bedrijfsvoering, zoals de operationele bedrijfsprocessen en de samenwerking
tussen medewerkers, te ondersteunen. Workflowmanagementsystemen proberen
met name het operationele aspect van de bedrijfsvoering te ondersteunen, door
gebruik te maken van procesmodellen. Met ondersteuning wordt hier dus het
afdwingen van de volgorde waarin taken uitgevoerd worden, bedoeld.

De workflowmanagementsystemen van tegenwoordig bieden weinig tot geen
flexibiliteit, want deze systemen bepalen tot in detail hoe medewerkers opera-
tionele processen uit moeten voeren. Hoewel dit goed werkt in situaties waar
deze processen voorspelbaar verlopen, presteert een dergelijke aanpak erg slecht
als onvoorziene situaties steeds meer voor blijken te komen. Dit komt, door-
dat medewerkers vaak wel de ervaring en kennis hebben om met dergelijke on-
voorziene situaties om te gaan, maar het systeem hun daartoe niet in staat stelt.
Dit leidt vaak tot vervelende consequenties: werk dat “buiten het systeem om”
gedaan wordt, werk dat niet op de juiste manier afgehandeld kan worden, on-
tevredenheid van medewerkers, verzet tegen het gebruik van computersystemen,
enzovoorts. Hieruit blijkt dat, als medewerkers controle moeten houden over de
uitvoering van bedrijfsprocessen, workflowmanagementsystemen niet op de juiste
manier gebruikt kunnen worden.

In dit proefschrift wordt een nieuwe aanpak voorgesteld om workflowman-
agementsystemen te ontwerpen die, door middel van een betere balans tussen
flexibiliteit en ondersteuning, medewerkers wel de mogelijkheid biedt om cont-
role te houden over de uitvoering van bedrijfsprocessen. Traditionele aanpakken
leggen door middel van procedurele procesmodellen expliciet (stap voor stap) vast
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hoe de operationele procedures eruitzien. Dit proefschrift stelt echter voor om
de operationele processen te specificeren aan de hand van regels. Deze regels
leggen de grenzen vast waarbinnen bedrijfsprocessen uitgeverd moeten worden;
alles mag, zolang de regels gevolgd worden. In die zin specificeren zij de te vol-
gen procedures impliciet. Naast een op regels gebaseerd systeem, presenteert dit
proefschrift een concrete taal om die regels in te specificeren en een prototype van
een, op die taal gebaseerde, implementatie van zo’n systeem, genaamd declare.

Aan de ene kant zijn op regels gebaseerde workflowmanagementsystemen flex-
ibel, zodat medewerkers zo adequaat mogelijk kunnen reageren op specifieke (on-
voorspelbare) situaties. Aan de andere kant moeten dergelijke systemen onderste-
uning bieden op die aspecten die te complex zijn om door gebruikers afgehandeld
te worden. Die flexibiliteit en ondersteuning worden, door de aanpak van dit
proefschrift, op verschillende manieren geboden. Flexibiliteit kan geclassificeerd
worden in vier categorieën: Ontwerp, Verandering, Onderspecificatie en Variatie.

Ontwerp Op regels gebaseerde workflow management systemen laten toe dat
processen uitgevoerd worden, zolang de regels gevolgd worden. Daardoor
hebben deze processen geen expliciete specificatie nodig. In plaats daarvan
is het genoeg om een verzameling van generieke regels te specificeren. De
operationele procedure van een process wordt dan impliciet afgeleid van de
regels: medewerkers kunnen hun taken in willekeurige volgorde uitvoeren,
binnen de grenzen van de gegeven regels.

Verandering Doordat tijdens de executie van processen regels en activiteiten
kunnen worden toegevoegd en verwijderd, biedt deze aanpak een simpele
methode om processen aan te passen. Eventuele lopende zaken kunnen
worden aangepast aan de nieuwe situatie terwijl er nog aan gewerkt wordt.

Onderspecificatie Ondergespecificeerde modellen bevatten ongespecificeerde
delen, die gezien kunnen worden als “black boxes”. Zulke “black boxes”
laten de medewerker op het laatste moment beslissen hoe een bepaalde
activiteit eruitziet. Een dergelijke mate van flexibiliteit wordt vaak on-
dersteund door workflowmanagementsystemen en het prototype declare

ondersteunt dit dan ook, door samen te werken met het YAWL systeem.

Variatie De modellen in de aanpak uit dit proefschrift bieden naast de bindende
regels (regels die per sé gevolgd moeten worden) ook de mogelijkheid tot het
specificeren van facultatieve regels. Facultatieve regels zijn regels waarvan
wel geadviseerd wordt om ze te volgen, maar waarvan het mogelijk is ze
tijdens de executie van de bedrijfsprocessen te overtreden. Op die manier
wordt variatie in het operationele process toegestaan, zolang bindende
regels niet overtreden worden.

De flexibiliteit van de in dit proefschrift voorgestelde aanpak biedt veel mo-
gelijkheden tijdens de executie van bedrijfsprocessen. Daarom is het van belang
dat aan medewerkers voldoende ondersteuning geboden wordt op die punten
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waar het voor mensen te moeilijk wordt. Een workflowmanagementsysteem dat
gebaseerd is op deze aanpak biedt ondersteuning tijdens het ontwikkelen, uitvo-
eren en de diagnose van bedrijfsprocessen.

Ontwikkelen Modellen die op regels gebaseerd zijn, bevatten mogelijk vele
regels die elkaar op subtiele wijze bëınvloeden. Dit kan gemakkelijk tot
foute modellen leiden, bijvoorbeeld omdat sommige regels elkaar tegen-
spreken. De grote variëteit aan regels en hun betekenis zorgen ervoor dat
het voor mensen lastig is om dergelijke conflicten te ontdekken. Daarom
stelt dit proefschrift een methode voor om modellen automatisch te ver-
ifiëren tijdens het ontwikkelen ervan.

Uitvoeren Tijdens het uitvoeren van processen wordt ondersteuning aan
medewerkers geboden door middel van drie mechanismen: het opleggen
van de regels, het inzichtelijk maken van de regels, en aanbevelingen.

De aanpak uit dit proefschrift stelt de op regels gebaseerde systemen in
staat om de bindende regels op te leggen, zodat alle zaken correct afgehan-
deld worden.

Daarnaast moet, omdat de gebruiker zelf de volgorde van zijn werk kan
bepalen, inzichtelijk gemaakt worden wat de toestand van alle regels is tij-
dens de executie van een proces. Zo kan aan sommige regels al voldaan zijn,
terwijl dat voor andere nog niet het geval is. De variëteit en complexiteit
van de regels zorgen ervoor dat het vrijwel onmogelijk is voor mensen om
dit handmatig te doen. Daarom kan de toestand van iedere regel continu
en intüıtief inzichtelijk gemaakt worden.

Een gevolg van de grote flexibiliteit van deze aanpak, is dat medewerkers
moeite kunnen hebben met het beslissen welke activiteiten in welke volgorde
uitgevoerd moeten worden. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld gebeuren bij medewerkers
zonder ervaring, of wanneer niet duidelijk is wat de beste actie is in een
bepaalde situatie. Daarom biedt deze aanpak de medewerkers de mogeli-
jkheid tot het vragen van aanbevelingen tijdens de behandeling van zaken.
Deze aanbevelingen worden gegenereerd op basis van ervaringen uit het
verleden en kunnen geoptimaliseerd zijn voor een bepaald doel (bijvoor-
beeld het minimaliseren van de doorlooptijd van zaken). Het declare

prototype gebruikt de “recommendation service” van het “process mining
tool” ProM om deze aanbevelingen te leveren. Dergelijke aanbevelingen
zijn bedoeld als hulpmiddel om zaken tot een goed einde te brengen, maar
worden nooit opgelegd door declare. De gebruiker heeft dus altijd de
mogelijkheid om de aanbevelingen naast zich neer te leggen.

Diagnose Nadat een workflowmanagementsysteem een tijd gebruikt is, ligt het
voor de hand om te zoeken naar mogelijke verbeteringen. De inherente flex-
ibiliteit van op regels gebaseerde systemen maakt dat er een grote variatie
bestaat in het aantal mogelijkheden om zaken af te handelen. Daarom is
het des te meer interessant om dergelijke systemen achteraf te analyseren.
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Om dit mogelijk te maken, kan het declare prototype logs produceren.
Deze logs bevatten informatie over de behandelde zaken en kunnen voor
verschillende typen analyse gebruikt worden in ProM. De resultaten van de
analyse kunnen gebruikt worden om inzicht te krijgen in het gebruik van
het systeem en in mogelijke verbeteringen.

De bovengenoemde, op regels gebaseerde, aanpak en alle principes uit dit
proefschrift die daarmee samenhangen zijn gëımplementeerd in het prototype
declare. Dit prototype laat zien dat de aanpak inderdaad geı̈mplementeerd
kan worden in een workflowmanagementsysteem. Om dit prototype zo flexibel
mogelijk te houden, ondersteunt het verschillende talen waarin regels opgesteld
kunnen worden, zoals ConDec, DecSerFlow en CIGDec.
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